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/ believe above all in the future and in the universal need

of serious things . . . the time is ripe for the drama of

THOUGHT.

ALFRED DE VIGNY

The serious thing about drama is not the ideas. It is the

absorption of the ideas by the characters, the dramatic or

comic force which the characters give to the ideas.

HENRY BECQUE

In the theater an idea can only exist if it is given dramatic

form.

FRANCISQUE SARCEY
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FOREWORD TO A FOREWORD (1955)

Early in 1945 The Nation commissioned me to review the

published versions of a number of new plays. But the time

was past for such a journal to be interested in non-

conformity. They refused to print the review I wrote, and

it appeared, logically enough, in Partisan Review.

Feeling that what The Nation rejected must be pretty

good, I reprinted the review in The Playwright as Thinker

under the title Foreword. This was probably a mistake—not

because reviews shouldn't be reprinted and not because this

review was bad criticism but because, as I was to discover,

so many professional readers would read it—and ignore

the rest of the book. Many reviews of The Playwright as

Thinker were reviews of its Foreword alone. Most comments

made on the book, from that day to this, have really been

comments on its Foreword.

I should not be ungrateful. Although a lot of critics com-

mented unfavorably, it was clear that, if they hadn't disliked

that Foreword so cordially, they wouldn't have commented at

all. It was Flamboyant and it was Negative, and celebrities

came down from their niches to say so. A little later on.
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when I wrote a book that was Sober and Eulogistic, they

stayed in their niches silent and, I like to imagine, rather

sulky. People prefer the later book; and read the earlier one.

Perhaps there is a moral in this for some younger man em-

barking upon a career of authorship in 1955.

I shouldn't be ungrateful to those who have only read the

Foreword: what about those who have only read the title?

The phrase "the playwright as thinker" suggested to them

the idea that a playwright is solely a thinker—or pre-emi-

nently a thinker—and no "triple thinker" at that but a fine,

philosophical one-track mind. They were not slow to find

this idea unsound, and had they found it also subversive I

should no doubt have been hauled before a committee: for

they attributed the idea to me. (Let me refer them to pp. 51,

54-55, 67, 78, 109-110, 126, 148, 258-259, 266, 269, 272.)

The Playwright as Thinker is being reprinted, after ten

years, with the intention of urging upon a few thousand

readers not only a title, a foreword, and an afterword, but

nine chapters. I found myself faced with the problem: in

what way should this book be revised? I considered bringing

everything up to date. That would have meant discussing

the plays which, for example, Eliot, Brecht, and Sartre have

written since 1945. But I have discussed these in other books,

and, besides. The Playwright has a certain shape which

would be spoiled by lengthy insertions. I decided against

up-to-dateness except where bibliographical notes had be-

come positively misleading—and even here the insertions

stand outside the text as footnotes. I considered a more

complex type of change: making the book represent its

author as of 1955, instead of 1945. On the face of it, it

seems odd to send to press opinions which one no longer

holds or which one no longer holds so passionately or

exclusively. Is one so egoistic that one attaches public im-

portance to an opinion, not because it seems true, but

because one once held it? Unhappily, egoism is something

there is no way out of: would it not be equally egoistic to

force one's changes of opinion on the reader's attention? I de-
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cided that if anyone wanted to know: "Would he still say

that today?" etc., he could find out by reading my later books.

If The Playwright as Thinker is to preserve its integrity, it

mustn't be allowed to degenerate into a dialogue between

the author in 1945 and the author ten years later. I, in my
egoism, imagine that the advantage is all with the author of

1955; a reader might have a different opinion. We think we
are wiser when, who knows? we may just be less interesting.

This, then, is a book written in 1945; and anything I have

wanted to say by way of disclaimer, qualification, and elabora-

tion I have said elsewhere. However, I have done some "edit-

ing" here, my notion of editing being derived from magazine

editors. They are dreadful people, but their dreadfulness has

limits. They are ruthless in the chopping and changing

they'll inflict on your MS, yet, to give credit where credit is

due, they do try to keep what they think you meant. I have

gone to work on the first edition of The Playwright as

Thinker with the restrained iwry of a magazine editor. I

have added a phrase here, subtracted a word there, used the

blue pencil extensively, and written in new matter wherever

what I found seemed clumsy or unclear. I tried to keep what

I thought was meant.

In removing the substance of the old Foreword—the stone

that The Nation rejected—my understanding is that it was

never the cornerstone of the edifice: it was an obstacle that

prevented people from crossing the threshold; it is better

removed.

I am glad to be rid of that passage, and one or two others,

because they were not received in the spirit in which they

were offered. We do not live in an age of healthy polemics

and lively nonconformity, and an attempt to write as if we
did creates misunderstandings. I was never more surprised

than v/hen one of the most powerful men in the American

theater said I had hurt his feelings. I must have known he

had feelings, but I simply hadn't expected he'd take any

notice of me, nor had I dreamt he was so lacking in self-

confidence. Easy for the Great X to speak quietly and with-
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out Strain; the world listened just because it was the Great

X, But how could he fail to understand that the position of

a young unknown was different, that no one would listen

unless he raised his voice, that the Great X himself wouldn't

have listened except for this . . . But since I had cast him

for Goliath, I had to let him cast me for David.

If some thought I wrote with intent to kill, others were

friendly and handed me the accolade of severity: I was "one

of our theater's severest critics." Now, although severity in

criticism is not a fault, it is also not a virtue, and I should be

the first to be offended by the personality of a critic who, in

effect, kept saying: What a severe boy am I. I don't like a

critic to be forever getting the better of the people he criti-

cizes. I remember the voice of one of the Punches I saw as a

child. After Mr. Punch had clonked each victim on the head

and rubbed his hands with glee, this voice—a cackle, fiend-

ish and falsetto—would say: "So much for you, you son of a

gun!" I was recently reminded of this by a history of litera-

ture in which the life and soul of the party was the histo-

rian himself, despatching his authors in rapid succession. If

that is severe criticism, I do not wish to be one of our

severest critics.

Speaking of punches, I hope I am not pulling any. In re-

vising The Playwright as Thinker, though, I wish to give no

one any pretext for imputing personal animus, I am far from

wishing to soften the impact of legitimate blows. In fact,

precisely by clearing away certain illusions about a personal

hostility I did not feel, I want to render more effective the

impersonal hostility I did and do feel. Nor can I deny that

impersonal hostility must affect persons. (Our impersonal

hostility toward Japan cost the lives of half the persons in

Hiroshima.)

The Great X never railed me David; he called me an

enfant terrible. This puts me in mind of a much greater

enfant terrible, Samuel Butler, who wrote: "I am the enfant

terrible of literature and science. If I cannot, and I know I

cannot, get the literary and scientific big-wigs to give me a
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shilling, I can, and I know I can, heave a brick into the mid-

dle of them." Butler doesn't tell us what effect he thinks the

brick will have on the big-wigs. Experience leads me to be-

lieve that they will be rather hurt. Rubbing the lump on
their foreheads—they have sensitive foreheads—they will en-

quire: "Why didn't he ask for his shilling? We'd have given

him half a crown!" But they are liars and hypocrites and the

truth is not in them.

Or they are naive and do not realize. I was naive too. I

didn't realize that big-wigs could be hurt. When I did real-

ize, / was hurt. But the consequences of my misdeeds may
have done me good. Often before, when congratulated on

the "courage" it took to say this or that, I had modestly

disclaimed that virtue on the grounds that no courage is

needed when there are no consequences. But when you say

"courageous" things in dramatic criticism, there often are

consequences. Heads turn away, whispering starts, and doors

are closed.

It is not from those who are thrown at that you will learn

the necessity of throwing bricks. I don't know what shilling

I was after when I wrote The Playwright as Thinker, but I

do know that the voice that tells me it is unnecessary to

throw bricks is the voice of opportunism.



"The box office never lies."—lee shubert

"Dramatic criticism is, or should he, concerned solely with

dramatic art even at the expense of bankrupting every

theater in the country."—george jean nathan

FOREWORD (1945)

This book is about the playwright, the forgotten man of the

modern stage. Forgotten? I shall be told that he is so far

from forgotten that he occupies a recognized place in an in-

dustrial hierarchy. Here we must distinguish between real

playwrights and those committees of businessmen and script

manufacturers who put together Broadway and Hollywood

shows on intellectual assembly lines. In other words we must

distinguish between art and commodity. This book is con-

cerned with art. But it can be admitted at the outset that

the relation of art to commodity is seldom simple and that,

particularly in the theater, art has seldom or never flourished

in absolute independence of commodity. Indeed, it is well

known that dramatic art has most often had to exist in the

commodity theater or not at all. If by now the public is so

specialized in different directions, so stratified and diversi-

fied, that independent art theaters are possible and desirable,

this is a new and unprecedented situation. Let us postpone

the analysis of it until after we have perused the modern
stage more thoroughly. What we should acknowledge from
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the start is that the commodity theater constitutes—on the

most modest estimate—a tremendous pressure upon the

drama as a whole. Perhaps at some periods of history this

pressure can be regarded as on the whole salutary. It may
provide a firm convention, a necessary habitat for the play-

wright to operate in. But circumstances alter cases. The pres-

sure of commercial theater may also become a tyranny. In

that event the artist can know but one relationship to it: the

relationship of antagonism. In such an era the playwright is

either a rebel and an artist or a yes man and a hack.

I am afraid that the present is such an era. The nature of

modern drama, if I am right, is comprehensible only to those

who can see the sharp difference between modern and earlier

cultures. One example will suffice. Until the modern period

great drama has possessed not only those deeper and subtler

qualities which reveal themselves to the careful analyst and

which constitute its greatness, it has also possessed more gen-

erally available qualities. It has appealed on different levels.

It has appealed to the connoisseur and the amateur, the

critic and the public. It has functioned as mere entertain-

ment for some and as the highest art for others. A great deal

of modern art, however, including drama, does not possess

this double appeal. It appeals only to those who can discern

high art, just as modern entertainment frequently appeals

only to those who are satisfied with mere entertainment.

Scandalized, our spiritual doctors call on the entertainers to

be artistic or on the artists to be entertaining. The one class

is censured as low-brow, the other as high-brow. Whatever

the proposed solution, wherever the blame is to be placed,

the facts themselves are inexorable. A peculiar, problematic,

and perhaps revolutionary situation exists. Art and com-

modity have become direct antagonists.

This book is not about playwrights who could never have

risen above the commercial theater. It is not about play-

wrights whom the commercial theater has spoiled. Bui

neither is it about playwrights whose sole merit is their rejec-

tion of commercial theater. It is about great playwrights and
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about playwrights who—if they are not great—are highly

original. For there is another sort of artist who is important

besides the great artist who finds and fulfills. That is the

original artist who seeks and suggests. This kind of artist is

of special importance in a revolutionary period. "In our

time," said Ibsen, "every new creative work has the task of

shifting the boundary stakes."

The fact, then, that many well-known contemporary play-

wrights are not discussed in this book is not necessarily an

aspersion on their work. My account of modern drama limits

itself—for the sake of clarity and simplicity—to certain key

figures. Sometimes when there was no obvious key figure I

realize that another name would have done as well as the

one I chose. There are three American playwrights in partic-

ular whom I would like to have said more about: Eugene

O'Neill, Clifford Odets, and Thornton Wilder. One reason I

did not say much about them is that all of them are expected

to bring out major work early in the new postwar period.

Since I regard the earlier work of all of them as chiefly

promising, rather than great, I propose to wait for the new
work before discussing them at length.

The fact that I put even O'Neill in the class of the promis-

ing, and not in the class of Aeschylus where his friends put

him, will suggest another reason why many well-known

playwrights are not discussed in this book: it is that I do

not admire them enough. We have been fooling ourselves

into believing that the period 1920-1940 was a great period

of drama, particularly of American drama. It was not. The
period has its important experiments and its important

achievements; but the experiments are only notorious and

the achievements still almost unknown. The drama that our

best actors lent their charm to and that critics and antholo-

gists lent their support to was—as I think we shall soon be

discovering—much overrated. To write about the established

playwrights of Broadway would be to write about the crip-

pling effects of a sick theatrical culture on honest talent.

That is why I shall not write about them. For this is not a
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book about the corrupting forces which turn artists into will-

ing slaves or imagined Shakespeares. It is about those who
were neither enslaved nor deluded.

I pick on the American theater because I am writing in

America. I am under no illusion that things were at all times

better elsewhere. Soviet Russia has had the liveliest popular

theaters in the world but latterly the standard of her plays

has seemed to be falling steadily to the Broadway level. Nazi

Germany maintained the theatrical organizations of Weimar
Germany, or substituted new ones, but had to rely on

nineteenth-century drama for productions of any quality.

Scandinavia, like America, turned out competent plays but

little that was original and nothing to approximate Ibsen or

Strindberg. After the deaths of Garcia Lorca and Pirandello,

Spain and Italy had to be content with the histrionics of

Franco and Mussolini. France had her experimental theater,

but, already before 1940, it seemed to be languishing. The
two art theaters of Dublin have had, perhaps, a smoother

history than other such ventures, yet Sean O'Casey was

turned down and Denis Johnston, greeted as O'Casey's suc-

cessor ten years ago, has apparently written nothing re-

cently. As to Britain, drama is there reduced to the status

of opera: the best energy goes into revivals of classics. Therr

seem to be only two dramatists of consequence in England:

O'Casey who is not improving and Bernard Shaw who is not

getting any younger. Such is the record down through the

thirties.

It is not a very good record. But then, as Bernard Shaw

once told his biographer, "The theater is always at a low

ebb." The modern high drama, in which my readers and I

are interested, exists—if at all—in the nooks and crannies of

a graveyard called the show business. It feeds—if at all

—

necrophilously upon the body of the theatrical monster. It

succeeds—if at all—by flukes and irrelevances (by sexiness,

by violence, by winning the patronage of a star actor). The
present situation differs from that of, say, twenty years ago

chiefly in the comparative fewness of the flukes. Add to- all
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this the annihilation of good European theater by the Nazis,

the increasing stress on sentimental propaganda in Russia,

the apparent lack of important younger dramatists in all

countries; add above all that time marches on, and that—in

the economic sphere—the pressure of the big business upon

the small business increases. High theater is a very small

business. It is constantly bought out by Hollywood and

Broadway, which need its talents for their own very diflferent

commodities.

Some ebbs are lower than others. The past few years have

seen the almost total extinction of artistic drama in the

commodity theater. This is " no time for comedy"—or for

tragedy either. Can we speak as confidently of a coming dra-

matic renascence after this war as our fathers did after the

last war? The last war was preceded by Ibsen and Strind-

berg; the postwar generation forged ahead on their steam.

Between the generations such a man as Max Reinhardt was

(for all his foibles) an essential link. This time the links, or

most of them, have been broken. One might be tempted to

say that the theater at present fulfills only one precondition

of renascence: it is dead.

Would this be an overstatement? We need not prejudge

the issue. And even if the theater is dead, we can comfort

ourselves with the thought that only when a man is dead can

we review his career with any semblance of detachment and

comprehensiveness: a lull in the history of drama is a good

time to review the situation. We can now look back upon a

period—the later nineteenth century and the earlier

twentieth—when high drama somehow managed to make
its presence felt. Much of the drama that is known as

modern can now be seen in perspective and at a distance.

To our fathers, Ibsenism was new and, whether shocking

or exhilarating, seemed to them more the beginning of

something than the end of something. To us the birth of

Ibsenism, and of expressionism, too, was a process at which

we did not assist. The "new spirit in the theater" as adver-

tised twenty years ago is already extinct, the "theater of to-
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morrow" as advertised by adventurous stage-designers is

already the theater of yesterday, an aspect of the Bohemian
twenties. Even the Federal Theater belongs to a Roosevelt

Era that already seems far away.

Nevertheless history does not so easily close its doors.

Nothing with life in it is easily shut out. Great artists live

on by their greatness when they cannot survive by some

more negotiable coin. Many who are not supremely great

live on by the continued fruitfulness of their work. Some
great modern dramatists have scarcely yet begun to fructify:

Strindberg is one of these. Others have been heeded only

where they collided with our grandparents' ethics: of these

Ibsen is the chief. Another—Bernard Shaw—we have often

heard from but seldom listened to. Yet another—Richard

Wagner—we have disputed over in musical and political ar-

gumentations without heeding what Nietzsche long ago told

us: that Wagner was first and foremost a man of the thea-

ter.

Looking back over the whole long span of drama since

1850, a few such figures as the above detach themselves from

the crowds with whom they mingled. We would no longer

care to discuss Ibsen and Bjornson or Shaw and Gals-

worthy. We would no longer care to have a Henry Arthur

Jones lecture us on the revival of the theater at the hands of

Henry Arthur Jones. (My youngest readers, without being

the worse for it, will not even know who Henry Arthur

Jones was.) If a William Archer made the anti-Ibsen ites

sound old-fashioned, what could be more so now than Arch-

er's championing of Pinero? Whoever wishes to share the

less exhilarating sensations of an Egyptologist rifling a tomb

should read the drama books of forty, thirty, even twenty

years ago. It is a chastening thought for the writer on drama

today.

Yet we must use the perspective of our own point in time

for what it is worth. What follows is an attempt to do so, an

attempt motivated by a deep concern with dramatic art and

its fate in our civilization, by a feeling that something is
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wrong which might—at least partly—^be put right. There

would of course be nothing new in urging that the money-

changers should be driven out of our temples with whips.

What I shall urge is that the temples be left to the money-

changers to profiteer in; the true faith must survive—if at all

—elsewhere. The hope of the theater—I shall maintain—lies

outside the commercial theater altogether. Not that we can

forget the money-changers. They are fat and influential.

They have the scribes and Pharisees on their side: for the

scholars and critics of the theater—or at least a high propor-

tion of them—have sold themselves to the managers. The
academicians are determined to be unacademic.

So much the worse for them. If it is academic to see plays

in the context of thinking, feeling, and doing rather than

in the context of footlights and box offices, then there is

much to be said for academicism. I should be happy to op-

pose the antiacademicism of even the best of the regular the-

ater critics, George Jean Nathan, who holds that a good play

is not a thing that can profitably be examined in detail and

that criticism of great drama is therefore fruitless or impos-

sible. My own conviction is that any good thing is a very

good thing and that any work of art can bear the closest

scrutiny. The better, the closer. The most revolutionary

tenet to be advanced in this book is this: the drama can be

taken seriously. "A play," as Oscar Wilde said, "is as per-

sonal and individual a form of self-expression as a poem or

a picture." This being so, the playwright must have a self

to express. Like any other writer, he must be somebody—in

order to write the somebody he is—and in order to write the

world in which he is.

If, then, we seek out the mind and art—the real identity

—of our best playwrights, we shall at the close be in a bet-

ter position to confirm, reject, or qualify our impression that

the theater is dead.
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A play is a slice of life artistically put on the boards.

JEAN JULLIEN

This trompe-l'oeil [i.e. the "slice of life"] which is doubtless

suitable to the cinema is the exact opposite of dramatic art.

CUILLAUME AFOLLINAIRE

THE TWO TRADITIONS OF
MODERN DRAMA

A communist critic has argued that the search for new forms

which has taken place in all branches of the arts during

the past hundred years is a vain attempt to arrest the de-

dine of a culture. This argument might be acceptable if the

critic did not go on to imply that all would be well if artists

merely waited for a socialist revolution, after which one cor-

rect form—Socialist Realism—would establish itself to the

exclusion of all others. Experiment in the arts always reflects

historical conditions, always indicates profound dissatisfac-

tion with established modes, always is a groping toward a

new age. Modernist experiment is no longer so young that

it has nothing but freaks and abortions to show. In poetry,

in the novel, in painting and music and architecture, a

distinctively modern style has for some time now had its

very considerable achievements, as the names of Rilke and

Joyce and Picasso and Schoenberg and Gropius testify.

I would tend, though not so violently as our communist

critic, to pooh-pooh the idea that any of the experimental

modes of drama is the one mode of the future. Discovering

the mode or the fashion is the habit of charlatans, and wc
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had better leave it to them. On the other hand if we are to

make sense of modern drama we must try to evaluate some

of the various quests after new form. "Materia appetit for-

mam ut virum femina," "material seeks a form as woman
seeks man." Each time a work is written a proper form has

to be found. Form is a fluid but not an arbitrary thing. It

corresponds to the mind of the artist, which in turn is in

part molded by place and time. Although, therefore, an age

may bring forth many forms, all of which represent its na-

ture as well as the nature of the individual poet, there may
well be one or two particular forms which are predominant.

We think of the classical tragedy as profoundly characteristic

of Louis XIV's France. We classify a whole era as classical

—and another as romantic. In such categories there is dan-

ger of distortion in the beginning and meaninglessness in the

end. There is never more meaning in such terms as romantic

and classical than the critic can distill from the concrete facts

and experiences that underlie them. Having all this in mind,

I am going to suggest that the dominant mode of the nine-

teenth century—perhaps even of the twentieth—is realism,

and that this is important in interpreting modern drama.

What is it we notice if we pick up a modern play after

reading Shakespeare or the Greeks? Nine times out of ten it

is the dryness—I do not mean the dullness, for none of the

dramatists to be described in this book is dull, but the sheei-

modesty of the language, the sheer lack of winged words,

even of eloquence. Such a play as Karel Capek's R.U.R.,

Mr. Kenneth Burke acutely comments, is little more than a

scenario for Shakespeare. And R.U.R. is not a realistic play,

is not, so to say, an experiment in dryness. It is Expression-

ist. It aims at liberating the theater from the prosaic delib-

crateness of realism. The failure of Expressionism to do this,

the failure of so many attempts to restore poetic drama, is

the most convincing evidence of the triumph of realism.

So much is obvious. What is not so obvious is that the tri-

umph of realism is a positive achievement. Mr. Burke's com-

ment conveys the stock attitude of the literary world: realism
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is seen as a deficiency because only the things it does not do
are noted. Many people think of realism as necessarily a des-

iccating and trivializing influence. They have in mind such

things as externality, lack of selectivity, or dirty-mindedness.

But that is only the negative side. On the positive side we
should recognize that realism has presented the facts of man's

life and environment in a quite new and rich explicitness. It

signifies the conquest of a great area of human experience

previously ignored, understressed, if not altogether taboo in

art. Its justification lies both in the permanent widening of

our horizons and in the masterpieces of a Tolstoy, a Dosto-

evski, or a Proust. Realism was not the result of an itch for

the new at all costs. It was the result—or concomitant—of

the urbanization and mechanization of life, which, however

it is appraised, cannot be ignored. It was the result—or con-

comitant—of democratic reformism, of the new concern with

the condition of the people. It was the result—or concomi-

tant—of the rise of the physical sciences which aimed at

controlling nature by knowing its processes. The destined

receptacle for realism was the novel, which had been shaped

by the same forces. The novel, one might almost say, is per

se realistic, and even the best "non-realistic" novelists, such

as Franz Kafka, are virtuosi of the realistic manner. The
novel is also the dominant literary genre of latter days and

its influence is therefore exercised upon all other genres.

By this time realism is so much the air we breathe that in

popular usage "style" now means "non-realistic style," while

"realistic style" is—well, just "real."

The naturalism of the generation around 1880 is a species

of the genus we have been discussing. Realism embraces all

writing in which the natural world is candidly presented.

Admittedly such a definition—if it can be called a definition

—is both unimpressive and inexact. The trouble with liter-

ary terms is that in proportion as they become impressive

they become useless, in proportion as they become exact

they become inapplicable. A literary term changes color

while you watch it; the only rule must be to watch it care-
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fully. It must not be imagined, for example, that the word

realism could ever be a summary of a good writer's work.

The term will not include one hundred per cent of his art,

nor will his art include one hundred per cent of the mean-

ings of realism. Terms like these can obviously be abused.

A textbook can construct an edifice of verbiage that has

little relation to literary experience. On the other hand,

such terms are useful enough to those who know their limi-

tations. The rule here is to use them only where they clarify

more than they mystify. The definitions are rough. But we
have in our own artistic experience and knowledge a court

of appeal.

If this is understood there need be no grumbling at the

fact that we must frame our descriptions of realism roughly

and tentatively. The candid presentation of the natu-

ral world is the first formulation we have hit upon. From
Defoe to Faulkner and Hemingway we can observe the kind

of presentation referred to. It is exact and detailed. And
this leads us to a second fact. The attempt to be closer to the

actual texture of daily living produces its own technique

and manner. Thus we have, for example, the particu-

lar technique known as "the stream of consciousness" in the

last chapter of Ulysses. In general there is a turning from all

forms of elevated discourse to simple and colloquial

discourse. When we have seen the leading intention of real-

ism and its consequent need of special techniques, we may
then choose to incorporate both within a larger historical or

philosophical framework—which will be that of some form

of modern scientific empiricism.

An increasing closeness to objective facts; special tech-

niques for their reproduction; an empiricist outlook—these

are realism. The historian will observe that there are real-

istic elements in the literature of all periods, but it is partic-

ularly since the eighteenth century that the world about us,

man-made and God-made, has been the absorbing interest

of imaginative writers. Dr. Johnson still regarded the num-
bering of the streaks of the tulip as unpoetic. He was de-
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nounced for this by a school of writers, frequently but not

very helpfully represented as anti-realistic, the roman-

ticists. The naturalistic and super- and preternaturalis-

tic coexisted in the romanticists in undifferentiated union.

A more one-sided development came around the middle of

the nineteenth century with the Realists, who weighted the

scales in favor of the dull and prosaic. This Realism is an-

other species of the genus. Among playwrights the term is

usually applied to the French well-made plays and thesis

plays of the period between 1850 and 1880. Naturalism was

at once a further development of Realism and a rebellion

against it. It conforms well enough with our definition since

its intention is certainly a candid account of the world about

us; it has a special technique--to. pLresenjLa_slic_e_jQi.,li£eLin-

stead_of a_ carefully constructed pk>t---a technique, that is,

which keeps us close to the raw flesh of life itself; and it

adopts a particular form of empiricism—a philosophy of

scientific determinism based on the "facts" of heredity anci^

environment.

Naturalism claims forebears in Balzac, Flaubert, and the

brothers Goncourt, as well as in scientific writers and in

the social conditions of the time. Its apostle was Emile Zola

who, if he was not the greatest, was yet among the most in-

fluential of modern writers—as the new American tra-

dition from Dreiser to Farrell may serve to remind us. Zola

fathered theatrical naturalism by adapting his Therhe
Raquin to the stage in 1873 and writing a prefatorial mani-

festo to go with it. The play was successful neither artisti-

cally nor commercially, but the opinions of a great seminal

mind remained. Since Zola's words apply, mutatis mu-

tandis, to the trend of the drama in Europe generally, they

may be cited at some length:

. . . / am absolutely convinced that we shall next see the

naturalist movement imposed on the theater and bringing

to it the power of reality, the new life of modern art.

. . . The drama dies unless it is rejuvenated by new life.

We must put new blood into this corpse. They say that the
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Operetta and the fairy play have killed the drama. That is

false. The drama is dying its own fine death. It is dying of

extravagances, lies, and platitudes.

. . . I defy the last of the romanticists to put upon the

stage a heroic drama; at the sight of all the paraphernalia

of armor, secret doors, poisoned wines and the rest, the

audience would only shrug its shoulders. And melodrama,

that middle-class offspring of the romantic drama, is in the

hearts of the people more dead than its predecessors; its false

sentiment, its complication of stolen children and discov-

ered documents have finally rendered it despicable, so that

any attempt to revive it proves abortive. The great works

of 18^0 will always remain advance-guard works, landmarks

in a literary epoch, superb efforts which laid low the scaf-

foldings of the classics. But now that everything is torn

down and swords and capes rendered useless, it is time to

base our works on truth . . .

. . . the experimental and scientific spirit of the century

will enter the domain of the drama, and in this lies the only

possible salvation of the drama . . . we must look to the

future and the future will have to do with the human prob-

lem studied in the framework of reality. The drama will

either die or become modern and realistic.

These words bore fruit in the following decade when
Henry Becque wrote his two great plays, when Ibsen's

Ghosts made him a European figure, when Andr^ Antoine

founded the Theatre Libre expressly for the production of

naturalist plays. This is the beginning of a "modern move-

ment" in the drama.

The success of the new theater movement of the nineties

was the success of naturalism. The little theaters in Euro-

pean capitals where the new plays were shown nearly all

came into existence for the production of naturalistic plays.

The drama became a fighting issue. The challenging ideas

of the young were in these plays thrust in the faces of the

old. The three great areas of taboo in middle-class culture

—sex, religion, and economics—were all rather freely

displayed on the stage. There were battles with the censor
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or the public about plays by Hauptmann, Shaw, Wedekind,

Brieux, and the rest. The prim and respectable Ibsen was

called crazy, cranky, nasty, stupid, consistently dirty,

deplorably dull. The London Daily Telegraph printed an

article describing Ghosts as "this mass of vulgarity, egotism,

coarseness, and absurdity" and an editorial further describ-

ing it as "an open drain, a loathsome sore unbandaged, a

dirty act done publicly, a lazar house with all its doors and

windows open." Like all powerful literary movements, nat-

uralism was not chiefly aesthetic but ethical. Like all ethical

movements, it was somewhat right and enormously

self-righteous. Zola announced with characteristic magnilo-

quence: "Dans Venfantement continu de I'humanite, nous

en sommes a I'accouchement du vrai." Writing of his own
naturalism, Bernard Shaw said: ".

. . what we wanted as

the basis of our plays and novels was not romance but a

really scientific natural history. Scientific natural history is

not compatible with taboo; and as everything connected

with sex was tabooed, I felt the need for mentioning the

forbidden subjects, not only because of their own impor-

tance, but for the sake of destroying taboo by giving it the

most violent possible shocks." The idea that the "scientific

truth" about humanity has at last been learned is so pre-

mature that one understands how a Zola or a Shaw can be

quickly dismissed by those who have heard them only in

this vein. But one should not overlook what lay behind the

ebulliency of the naturalists. It is the ebulliency of men
who have found something. Perhaps they have not found

what they think they have found. Discoverers always think

they have found the truth when what they have actually

found is at best a truth, a formula, a new and fruitful ap-

proach. Zola had found the kind of truth that was to fasci-

nate an era, he had found a formula for the modern novel

and the modern play, he had found the modern approach.

Without naturalism there would not only be no Zola and

no Becque, there would be no Shaw, no Chekhov, no

Schnitzler, no O'Casey, no Odets. The later Ibsen, as we
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shall see, though in form realistic, was no out-and-out nat-

uralist. Yet even he was not immune from the pressure of

the dominant mode. It was this pressure that turned him

away from poetic drama—which we may well regret. Yet it

was this pressure too that gave us the subtle quasi-realism,

the disguised symbolism of the last great plays. Even Strind-

berg, none of whose work is naturalistic in the popular

sense of drably photographic, was made by natural-

ism. From the promptings of his own mind, and later from

Zola and the brothers Goncourt, he learned a thoroughly

naturalistic approach. The great preface to his play Miss

Julia presents the early naturalistic view of staging in

words that would have warmed the heart of the Duke of

5axe-Meiningen and the pioneers of the naturalistic stage.

Even Strindberg's dream plays depend to a great extent on

naturalistic factuality and detail. That is what distin-

guishes them from the abstract plays of the German Ex-

pressionists. Ibsen and Strindberg are good illustrations of

the fact that Zolaist naturalism may be very important in

the work of writers who are on the whole not naturalists.

To search out all the naturalism in modern drama

we would have to look almost everywhere.

Although realism has long been the dominant mode
of modern drama, there are two inventions which could

—

and, according to many authorities, should—put an end to

realism in the theater. One is the cinema. The other is the

electric lamp.

Just as the abstract painter argues that photography re-

moved the need for representational painting by doing the

job much better, so, it is argued, cinematography removes

the need for realist theater. Now about the same time as

the cinematograph came into use—around 1900—the elec-

tric lamp began to replace the gas lamp on the stage. It

revolutionized the theatrical medium. It created magical
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new worlds. At the same time as the stage was outdone by

the movies in the representation of objects, it received, by

way of compensation, a new power over the non-realistic

realm through electricity. Playwrights, accordingly, should

—so the argument is clinched—unlearn realism, revive

poetic drama, or create new styles for the new settings.

Since it is clear that physical changes in the theater and

in society have many times in the past modified and even

revolutionized the art of drama, it is fair to give these two

recent inventions our best attention. First, the cinema.

What eflEect does it have on the art of drama in general? And
does it, in particular, render stage obsolete?

When the nineteeth-centiu^ invention of the cinemato-

graph led to the twentieth-century invention of the cinema

there arose a new art, not to mention a new business, which

in many respects could carry out the aims of certain types of

dramatic performance much more fully than the theater.

Some felt from the beginning that the motion picture

would be the dramatic art of the twentieth century, and

this opinion was not hard to support even in the days of the

silent screen. Before the talkies were a decade old, even the

kind of people who had earlier despised the screen began

to see in it the successor to the living actor. In this belief,

it is said, Clifford Odets left Broadway for Hollywood: the

drama was a thing of the past, the future belonged to the

motion picture. A more subtle analysis of the relation of

stage and screen was given by Allardyce Nicoll in his in-

teresting and informative book Film and Theatre. He tries

to find a place for both stage and screen by assigning to each

its proper style. The style of the screen is realism, he says,

the theater should accordingly be non-realistic. The argu-

ment is worth quoting at length:

// we seek for and desire a theater which shall possess

qualities likely to live over generations, unquestionably we
must decide that the naturalistic play, made popular towards

the close of the nineteenth century and still remaining in

our midst, is not calculated to fulfill our highest wishes.
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Of much greater importance, even, is the question of the

position this naturalistic play occupies in its relations to

the cinema. At the moment it still retains its popularity,

but, we may ask, because of cinematic competition, is it not

likely to fail gradually in its immediate appeal? The film

has such a hold over the world of reality, can achieve ex-

pression so vitally in terms of ordinary life, that the realistic

play must surely come to seem trivial, false, and inconse-

quential. The truth is, of course, that naturalism on the

stage must always be limited and insincere. Thousands have

gone to The Children's Hour and come away fondly believ-

ing that what they have seen is life; they have not realized

that here too the familiar stock figures, the type charac-

terizations, of the theater have been presented before them
in modified forms. From this the drama cannot escape; little

possibility is there of its delving deeply into the recesses

of the individual spirit. That is the realm reserved for

cinematic exploitation, and, as the film more and more ex-

plores this territory, does it not seem likely that theater

audiences will become weary of watching shows which, al-

though professing to be "lifelike," actually are inexorably

bound by the restrictions of the stage? Pursuing this path,

the theater truly seems doomed to inevitable destruction.

Whether in its attempt to reproduce reality and give the

illusion of actual events or whether in its pretense toward

depth and subtlety in character-drawing, the stage is aiming

at things alien to its spirit, things which so much more
easily may be accomplished in the film that their exploita-

tion on the stage gives only an impression of vain effort.

Is, then, the theater, as some have opined, truly dying?

Must it succumb to the rivalry of the cinema? The answer

to that question depends on what the theater does within

the next ten or twenty years. If it pursues naturalism fur-

ther, unquestionably little hope will remain. . . .

These are weighty sentences, but are they really unques-

tionable? One might question whether the drama has al-

ways been incapable of delving into those "recesses of the

individual spirit," whether the movie, even in the

best hands, has in fact shown itself any more capable? But
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my prime interest is in Mr. Nicoll's remarks about "natu-

ralism." A generation of movies has given to "naturalism"

a popular success such as no dramatic style has ever had
before. A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, movie version, is, one

might say, pure Zola. Mr. Nicoll's strongest point, perhaps,

is that the screen gives the illusion of actuality itself. The
screen actor is not thought to act. He does not act. He is

himself and, the argument runs, rightly so, since the screen

must seem to be life itself. Such is the power of the camera.

In support of his argument Mr. Nicoll adduces the fact that

plays fail on the screen, and that movie actors haven't a

style that can be parodied as Henry Irving had. The screen

play, more than any other form of art, is just such a "slice of

life" as the naturalists had always wished to cut.

This is Mr. Nicoll's argument, but does it all ring true?

After all, we do praise acting on the screen; many of the

screen's best actors are also stage stars and they are not al-

ways so very diflEerent in the two mediums; they can be

parodied, and a parody of Charles Laughton the filmstar is

not very diflEerent from one of Charles Laughton the actor;

and good plays—witness Shaw's Pygmalion—have been suc-

cessfully transferred to the screen with little alteration. Nor

do audiences believe that what happens on the screen is

really happening or that it has happened—at least no more

than theater audiences do. After all, it was in the theater

that the proverbial man in the gallery told Othello to leave

the lady alone, and it was on the radio that the announce-

ment of the end of the world was taken literally. These are

abnormal responses. Normally an audience does not give

full credence to fiction on the air, the stage, or the screen.

I have known a movie audience to catch its breath at the

sight of wounded soldiers in a newsreel and to be quite

unperturbed by the same sight in a fictional movie.

In short, and Mr. Nicoll to the contrary notwithstanding,

I think there is no radical distinction between stage and

screen illusion. At best the diflEerence is one of degree. The
usual Hollywood product does seek to be a convincing il-
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lusion of actuality, but so does the usual Broadway prod-

uct. This is a matter not of stage or screen, but of the style

chosen by the director or author or producer. On either

stage or screen he may choose, with great effectiveness, to

be "naturalistic" or the reverse. It is also a matter of au-

dience. An untrained audience, an audience of children,

might want to save Desdemona's life in the theatre, as at the

movies it might believe that it is actually present in Greta

Garbo's bedroom. That is the trouble with being untrained

and childish.

What Mr. Nicoll says is true of current movies and of

many audiences, but not of all possible movies and all possi-

ble audiences. At present, it is true, we go to the movies to

witness certain illusions and to share them. We do not go

for imaginative experience. Years ago the Lynds found out

how the movie magnates appealed to Middletown, via the

Saturday Evening Post, in such advertisements as this:

Go to a motion picture . . . and let yourself go. Before

you know it you are living the story—laughing, loving, hat-

ing, struggling, winning! All the adventure, all the romance,

all the excitement you lack in your daily life are in Pictures.

They take you completely out of yourself into a wonderful

new world . . . Out of the cage of everyday existence! If

only for an afternoon or an evening—escape!

This is not Zola's naturalism in subject matter and aim, for

it is frankly "romantic" and remote from everyday life. It is

the naturalism of the movies. It is Mr. Nicoll's naturalism.

And it stems not, as Mr. Nicoll thinks, from the medium,

but purely from social factors. The movie is an extension of

gossip and daydream. It influences life as no art ever has be-

cause it influences not as art at all but as suggestion, almost

as hypnotism. Clark Gable is found to have no undershirt

on, and the underwear trade of America suffers a fifty-per-

cent loss for a year. Ingrid Bergman has her hair cut short,

and the women's hairdressers of the nation have to send for

more scissors. Not that the theater, on its part, has held
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aloof from such nonartistic matters. Actors and actresses

have often been foci of mass emotion and sometimes leaders

of fashion. All that Hollywood has done in this, as in so

many other matters, is to systematize what had been hap-

hazard and to make a mania out of a tendency.

The escapist realism of the movies is only that of most

popular art. William Dieterle's movie The Hunchback of

Notre Dame is not different in kind from Sardou's play

Patrie. What is new is that we have in movies an art form so

exclusively given over to Sardoodledom that a man can

think Sardoodledom ingrained in the celluloid. Sardoodle-

dom—or escapist realism—always consisted of conceal-

ing flattering, sentimental hokum in a setting of the most

solid and beefy reality, thus conferring upon hokum the

status of the actual and the real. This, it is very true, the

film can do even better than David Belasco, because its real-

ism can be at once more varied and more intimate. The
camera can find the needle in the haystack and the fly in

the ointment, and, above all, the camera—^like Mr. Lee

Shubert's box office—cannot lie. Aided by the camera, and

abetted by popular prejudice in favor of the tangible, a

director is able to wrap the maximum of nonsense in the

maximum of verisimilitude, a combination as dangerous as

the atomic bomb.

We must distinguish between the predilections of Holly-

wood and the nature of the medium. If the screen is able to

be more realistic than the stage, it is also able to be more

fantastic. If the Hollywood director is a super-Belasco, the

Disney cartoon is a super-Punch-and-Judy, and Eisenstein

is a super-Gordon Craig.

Mr. Nicoll makes the movie so completely natural that it

is no longer art. He takes the "slice of life" theory too seri-

ously. If we want life, we have it without making works of

art at all. We need not pay our fifty cents for it; we neces-

sarily pay in our hearts' blood. The theory of Zolaist nat-

uralism has nearly always been astray here, though Esia

himself was prepared to define art as "a part of life seen
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through a temperament" and the last three words are an

important proviso. There is art only if the material of life

is selected and intelligently arranged. Such arrangement

is of course artificial. It imposes form on the formless. And
the understanding of art depends upon a prior understand

ing of this fact. Nothing, therefore, that we take for reality

can we also take for art. In a good movie, as in any good

work of art, we are aware of the "artificial" elements—struc-

ture, selection, characterization, cutting—or rather, we can

be. In actual fact very few moviegoers are aware of any of

these things; but the same is true of novel readers

and theatergoers.

A more astute way of arguing that film and theater are ut-

terly different is by pointing to the conditions of produc-

tion. A movie is manufactured in little bits, the bits forming

a jigsaw puzzle which is put together later; on the stage the

unity of a single complete performance is the di-

rector's chief end in view. This distinction between the two

media, like the others we have examined, is not a necessary

distinction. It is to equate the present doings of studios with

the exigencies of the medium. The degree of decentraliza-

tion that exists in Hollywood is not a technical necessity.

Many Russian directors, for example, have done their own
cutting. And, for that matter, joint authorship, in the form

of impudent revisions perpetrated by hacks and business-

men, and lack of integration in the directing and producing

of plays—these are the bane of Broadway as well as Holly-

wood.

What then is the difference between film and theater? Or
should one not rather ask: what are the differences? Let us

be content with the reply that the screen has two dimen-

sions and the stage three, that the screen presents photo-

graphs and the stage living actors. All subtler differences

stem from these. The camera can show us all sorts of things

—from close-ups of insects to panoramas of prairies—which

the stage cannot even suggest, and it can move from one to

another with much more dexterity than any conceivable
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stage. The stage, on the other hand, can be revealed in the

unsurpassable beauty of three-dimensional shapes, and the

stage actor establishes between himself and his audience a

contact real as electricity. From these basic differences one

might elaborate many others. Here I wish only to reiterate

that there is no such difference as is suggested by the an-

tithesis of realistic and non-realistic theater. One cannot

say, with Mr. NicoU, that undecorated reality suits

the screen, and fine words the stage. Such a belief is a hang-

over from the days of silent films. On the talking screen the

aural is not necessarily subordinate to the visual. One could

just as easily argue that the stage should stick to the natu-

ral, since on the stage the possibilities of fantasy are physi-

cally limited, while the screen should go in for poetic

fantasy, since it can show anything in this world or the next

with its cameras and can reproduce the merest murmurs
and the subtlest intonations with its sound apparatus. All

such distinctions are arbitrary. The truth is that dramatic

art is possible on both stage and screen. On both it could

fulfill its function of presenting an account of human expe-

rience deeply and truly. On both it would require the serv-

ices of an artist—I think we may say a dramatist—to plan the

whole work as a unity beforehand and of an interpreter or

director to see that the unity is faithfully reproduced.

Is the film the dramatic art of the twentieth century then,

or is it not? If as yet it is not, could it still grow to be so? M7
answers to these questions, which we started from, must

now be evident. The movies as a whole, like plays as

a whole, are a matter of business, not of art at all. The occa-

sional artistic movie, like the occasional artistic play, is one

legitimate and welcome form of twentieth-century art. It

is not the only one. Moreover, while playwrights have

demonstrated for centuries the potentialities of the stage,

the screen is as yet an only partly explored territory. We
have still to learn what its possibilities are. I have acknowl-

edged that they are different from those of the stage, espe-

cially in certain kinds of emphasis. But they may not be as
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different as many have supposed. And there is no reason to

assume that the art of the screen is a threat to the art of the

stage, naturalistic or otherwise. Let us question Mr.

Nicoll's unquestionable proposition. Although the movie

industry can threaten the theater industry, the one art can-

not be threatened by the other. So long as an art is alive it

will be cherished and kept going by the minority that is

interested in the arts. "The answer," Mr. Nicoll said,

"depends on what the theater does within the next ten or

twenty years. If it pursues naturalism further, unquestion-

ably little hope will remain. . .
." About ten years have

passed since these words were written. Today one of the

few live spots in the drama is the Epic Theatre of Bertolt

Brecht, which is a new form of realism. That the

Epic dramatist believes also in combining the use of stage

and screen in the theater is an additional sign that the two

media need not part company according to the prescrip-

tions of the doctors.

Ill

What of the electric lamp? It was perhaps a prime factor

in the creation of a nonrealistic theater. It brought Richard

Wagner's conception of the Gesamtkunstwerk—or Compos-

ite Art Work—much closer to realization than the maestro

himself had ever been able to bring it. The theory of the

Composite Art Work, of the drama as a grand mixture of all

the most lavish arts of the theater, was completed, years

after Wagner's death, by the Swiss stage designer, Adolphe

Appia, who was perhaps the first man to see the infinite

possibilities of electric light on the stage. He worked out

most of the possible differentiations between blurred and

defined lighting, flat and three-dimensional lighting, floods

and spots. He set about studying color combinations

under artificial light. He suggested that light might have

a psychological function. (In Tristan, he said, let the lights

change when King Mark enters.) He analyzed stage proce-
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dure in terms of four plastic elements: perpendicular

scenery, horizontal floor, moving actor, and lighted space.

He was probably the first theorist to insist on the director

as a separate yet co-ordinating force in the theater.

Some years before the First World War, light became the

prime mover in the development of an anti-realistic move-

ment. Since drama consists of "theater arts" and not merely

of "script writing," it is therefore, said the new generation,

to be constructed and put across by theater artists. This

conception found its most famous and most pompous
spokesman in the son of Ellen Terry—Gordon Craig.

Brought up in the shadow of actor-virtuosi, Craig seemed

to develop a certain resentment against the essentially dra-

matic part of the theater, its playwrights and its actors. A
poor actor himself, he took to directing. Finding even this

irksome, he finally settled down to bringing out a magazine

in Italy and drawing pictures of beautiful productions that

would never be staged, some of which indeed, as Lee Simon-

son has shown in his delightful book The Stage Is Set, could

not be staged in any theater that is not also a skyscraper.

"The theater," Craig wrote, "must not forever rely upon

having a play to perform but must in time perform pieces of

its own art." If we ask what this art will be, Craig improvises

about masks and imaginative space and symbolic gesture

and marionettes: "Why, there are tremendous things to be

done. We haven't yet got near the thing. tJber-marionettes

and wordless plays and actorless dramas are the obvious

steps to a far deeper mystery." Obvious? In all the years

since Craig started writing, even the obvious steps have not

been taken and the mystery is more mysterious than ever.

Craig is perhaps more symptom than cause. Antoine's

naturalism was born in the eighties. It flourished in the

nineties. In the nineteen-hundreds came the particular reac-

tion with which Craig's name is connected, a reaction toward

a theater that was to be more spectacular and artificial.

This was the decade when the great Russian naturalist

director, Stanislavsky, lost the support of brilliant younger
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men like Meyerhold, who went the new way. The "modern-

istic" staging of the latter was later to be regarded as the

fruit of Bolshevism, alike by those who hated modernism

and the Bolsheviks and by those who approved of them.

Actually the theater of Meyerhold and Taitov was part of

the European "high-brow" theater of which the supreme

representative was Max Reinhardt.

In the nineties Reinhardt had been a young actor under

the great Ibsenite, Otto Brahm, the Antoine of Germany.

Reinhardt himself never "abandoned naturalism." He was

eclectic. He excelled in all modes, and like Wagner he was

fond of fantasy in very solid, not to say elephantine, form.

It was not the greatness of a style that Reinhardt stood for,

nor, after a few years, was it zeal for any particular plays or

playwrights. It was the greatness of the stage itself.

As Horowitz seems to love the piano more than music, so

Reinhardt seemed to love the stage more than drama. Not

that there is anything unique in this. It is true of most di-

rectors. What was unique about Reinhardt was the time

when he came to the front and the alacrity—perhaps the

genius—with which he responded. Reinhardt was one of

those men who first seize on the possibilities of new ma-

chines, in his case the electric switchboard, the revolving

stage, and the like. And not only of machines. In rethinking,

as he did, the whole art of staging, he was prepared to take

any device from any place or period and make it his own.

Up to Reinhardt's time, each place and period had had its

own separate way of doing things. Reinhardt's eclecticism

meant rummaging all through history for ideas that might

be revived. He used all three basic types of stage—the circus

ring, the apron stage, and the peep show which modern

audiences are accustomed to—and even mingled them. He
revived the mass theater of the Greeks, and recreated the

intimacy of private theatricals in his Chamber Playhouse.

He replaced stardom and virtuosity in acting by building a

repertory company in which every actor was a star by the

time Reinhardt had finished with him.
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Reinhardt was a great man. But his theatricalism made
him more and more a great showman and less and less a

great servant of the drama. The depression that followed

the First World War dispersed his repertory company. No
longer confined to Berlin, Reinhardt's activities spread over

the old world and the new. Every few months some new
prodigy was born. He was producing plays in the Hofburg

or in Salzburg Cathedral, he was amazing London and New
York with The Miracle, he was in Hollywood filming A
Midsummer Night's Dream. . . . When books were writ-

ten on the Theater of Tomorrow and the New Spirit in the

Theater their authors may have been thinking of the ideas

of Appia, but in the realm of practice it was Reinhardt of

whom they thought. The books they wrote are still impres-

sive, since they contain good pictiures. They are a beautiful

mausoleum to the idea of a theater made out of electric

light.

IV

Realism was not to be overthrown either by the cinema

or by electric lamps. Like all persistent creeds it has, of

course, been declared dead at regular intervals. Mr.

Allardyce Nicoll wrote of the end of "naturalism" in 1936.

In 1891 the Echo de Paris had sponsored a questionnaire,

asking: "Is naturalism sick? Is it dead? Can it be saved?

What will it be replaced with?" Anatole France cate-

gorically answered: "Naturalism is finished." R^my de

Gourmont wrote: "The trend of the new generation is rig-

orously anti-natiu*alistic. It is not a matter of partnership;

we simply depart with disgust from a literature whose

baseness makes us vomit. . . . Villiers de I'lsle-Adam is our

Flaubertl ^aforgue and Mallarm^ are our masters. And
Huysmans, having become conscious of his personal value

and mission (after having outdone the naturalists in their

strictest formuls) has cut loose by his A Rehours, and
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thus liberated a whole new literature. . .
." The Parisians

were very advanced. 1891 was the year when Ghosts horri-

fied the elders in London. At this time naturalism in the

theater—in the special form of Zolaism—was but beginning

its famous career. But then, among literary people, declar-

ing a movement finished is only a way of expressing dislike.

Realism has been heartily disliked. But it survives dislike.

Wave after wave has lashed against this fortress in vain.

Realism not only survived. It always returned in

full vigor. In the heyday of Expressionism—the early twen-

ties—Sean O'Casey wrote his The Plough and the Stars, one

of the realistic masterpieces. (The point could be re-

inforced by comparing the play with one of the same au-

thor's much less successful non-realistic plays, such as The

Star Turns Red. Similarly: Eugene O'Neill, in a fit of anti-

realism, wrote Lazarus Laughed, stipulating a chorus wearing

forty-nine different kinds of masks; he had been much more

effective as a realist in the little plays of the sea.) Of the

art theaters of the first generation, the Abbey Theater,

Dublin, was probably the only one not born out of the spirit

of naturalism. The Abbey was the child of the neo-romanti-

cism of W. B. Yeats. Its highest achievements, however, were

the peasant realism of J. M. Synge and the urban realism of

Sean O'Casey. In the nineteen-thirties both neo-romanti-

cism and expressionism seemed vieux jeu. No longer were

there ambitiously experimental and non-realistic stages in

Moscow and Berlin, nor did the younger playwrights in

New York seek to maintain the earlier vogue. In America

the slogan was Social Theater, as in Russia it was Socialist

Realism. In the background was Bertolt Brecht's Epic

Theater, a type of theater that, for all its originality, for all

its eclecticism, owed its greatest debt to the realistic tradi-

tion.

Protests against realism are, however, just as characteris-

tic a part of modern drama, and of modern cultiu-e, as is

realism itself. If realism survived, so did the animus against

it. Realism reigned, but the insurgent movements had
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achievements of their own. At the time of the First World
War the theater of electric light passed from its impression-

ist phase, the phase of Craig's Celtic mists and dim Gothic

towers, to its expressionist phase, the phase of abstract, geo-

metrical design. More fruitful than either expressionism or

the brilliant non-realistic staging of the Russians was the

theater of the French avant-garde—of men like Jacques

Copeau among directors and Jean Cocteau among play-

wrights—which will be discussed in a later chapter.

I propose to speak of the modern drama in terms of the

two traditions which I have identified as realistic and anti-

realistic. This dichotomy, though a rough one, cuts below

most of the usual divisions into schools and types. It under-

lies such antitheses, as useful as they are misleading, as:

slice of life vs. convention ^"^
natiualism vs. fantasy

social vs. individual

political vs. religious

propagandist vs. aesthetic

prosaic vs. poetic

objective vs. subjective

It follows from my remarks about critical terms and the

term realism in particular, that a writer may well be in the

right-hand column in some respects and in the left-hand

column in others. Nor are the pairs mutually exclusive.

Yet, although neither realism nor any of its conceivable op-

posites could possibly exist alone, we do find throughout

the history of modern drama a realistic wing and an anti-

realistic wing—His Majesty's Government, so to say, and His

Majesty's Opposition. And, since the eighteenth century,

when realism first invaded the stage, anti-realism has ex-

isted in conscious protest against it, in conscious anxiety to

preserve or recover the poetry and the grandeur that

seemed lost. As fast as some playwrights tried to clothe their

muse in modern dress, others fought to clothe her in a fancy
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dress that might recall Sophocles, Shakespeare, or Racine.

In the next two chapters I shall examine the history of

tragedy—or pseudo tragedy, if that is what it is—since the

eighteenth century: first, the "tragedy in modern dress" of

the realists then, the "tragedy in fancy dress" of their op-

ponents.



TWO

The bastards of Shakespeare have no right to ridicule the

legitimate children of Balzac.

EMILE ZOLA

TRAGEDY IN MODERN DRESS

What happens to tragedy, which has generally been regarded

as the major dramatic genre, in an age of realism?

If we trust popular parlance, tragedy is still flourishing un-

der the auspices of Broadway. If on the other hand we ask

the experts, they usually tell us that high tragedy disappeared

with aristocratic society and that middle-class and democratic

societies are lacking in tragic sense. Tragedy, they say, shows

the heroic stature of man and the justice of the gods while

realism shows man either as the impotent victim of a hostile

world or as a justified rebel against divine order. If we fol-

low this line of argument the tragic and the realistic are po-

lar opposites.

Let us look at some of the facts. Let us look specifically at

some attempts that have been made to create a kind of

drama that is realistic and at the same time in the tragic

tradition.

The story begins with the establishment in the early eight-

eenth century of a genre midway between the older tragedy

and comedy, a genre that was called tragidie hourgeoise—
"bourgeois tragedy"—when it tended toward tragedy, and

«3
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comidie larmoyante—"tearful comedy"—when it tended

toward comedy. It is this middle genre that has often been

taken as primary evidence for the death of tragedy by

analysts of eighteenth-century society, philosophy, and

culture. The social analyst can represent the new genre

as the genre of the rising middle class, a class which lacks

alike the taste of an aristocracy and the spontaneity of a

populace, a class whose optimism and love of comfort can

be regarded as utterly antitragic. The philosopher, if he

belongs to the same school of thought, can accuse the

eighteenth-century philosophes of naive illusions, of too

ingenuously assuming that human nature is benevolent,

of too confidently expecting steady progress and human
perfectibility. The literary critic and cultural historian

can speak of a dissociation of sensibility, of a growing reflec-

tiveness and spirit of rumination, of the unpoetical character

of the age, an age—he may complain—which at the same

time boasted of Reason and indulged a debilitated palate

with Young's Night Thoughts.

Such critics and historians have for the most part been

content to quote instances of sentimentality, schoolmarm di-

dacticism, and simple-minded adulation of the new genre.

Here are three quaint specimens:

/. The passions of the Melpomene are violent, carried

to the extreme; ours are repressed by education and by

social practices. The vices that tragedy depicts are crimes,

ours are weaknesses.

2. To be an author is already considerable, but to be a

useful author, to have an influence on the conduct and
customs of one's fellow citizens, to purify them in the flame

of morality, is to seize the most beautiful privilege of

human nature.

5. // lies in the nature of the genre s^rieux to furnish a

more appealing interest, a more immediate morality, than

heroic tragedy, and a deeper morality than light comedy.

There are interesting assumptions behind these statements.

The dramatist is morally to influence his audience. His
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audience is to consist of his fellows ("one's fellow citizens"),

not of his patrons. And since education and the newer

mores have checked the passions and eliminated crime, the

genre serieux is better fitted than either tragedy or comedy

to accommodate the only defects now left to humanity,

"weaknesses." At least these views are revolutionary. The
older tradition of critical comedy was to show human
nature as difficult if not depraved; high tragedy had shown

that even an heroic nature was not quite adequate to the

demands of a human situation. When the man of senti-

ment relaxes into contentment with average human nature

as it is, the old tragedy and the old comedy are at an

end. . . . But—in spite of the experts whose views I have

been citing—I shall maintain that something which might

well be called a new tragedy was in the making.

The middle genre which resulted from these attitudes was

at first a minor genre. "Tragedies" like George Barnwell and

The Gamester, "comedies" like The Conscious Lovers and

Melanide, can only be read for purely historical interest or

revived for unintended mirth. The originality of Lillo and

his compeers consisted, not in the greatness of their art, but

in the courage with which they acted on the Christian-

democratic assumption that merely to be a man is a tragic

fact. If this was not the view of the older tragedians, it

might yet be that of the future towards which the new
tragedians of the eighteenth century were striving. Even the

excessive sensibility which ruins the tragedie bourgeoise had

its positive functions. In it we should see not only a subter-

fuge and a falsification but a fresh, though fumbling, grap-

ple with the passions which Reason was seeking to make

taboo. The emotional gaucherie of eighteenth-century trag-

edy is comparable to that of the early Elizabethans.

The achievement of the middle genre was the discovery of

a new tragedy, the tragedy of modern life. It was probably

Lessing who first saw that the solid citizen (der Burger)

and his family were the hub of a new culture (though in

his day society was still outwardly aristocratic) and who lo-
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cated the tragic experience there. Schiller went further and

connected the family crisis with society generally by making

a point of class antagonism. Nevertheless the middle genre

remained inadequate throughout the eighteenth century

and, for example, the dramatic catastrophe was a sheer ac-

cident, not just outwardly, as in Hamlet, but inwardly too.

Schiller's Kabale und Liebe seems to be about class diflEer-

ence and yet there is no connection between this theme and

the disaster which winds up the play.

n

The task of giving tragic substance to the middle genre

was left to a later generation. Each of the four great men of

the German theater who were born in 1813—Richard Wag-

ner, Georg Buchner, Friedrich Hebbel, and Otto Ludwig

—

had his own way of remaking drama, and the way of Heb-

bel and Ludwig—at least one of the ways of Hebbel and

Ludwig—is a development of the middle genre. Both were

acutely aware of the defects of the existing plays of the

genre; both were convinced, however, of the possibilities of

realism that is, of the intimate presentation of bourgeois

life, provided that the play be given a strict and logical form

and that it be informed by a poetic imagination. Ludwig

thought that such a modern realism would be more authen-

tically Shakespearean than the Shakespeareonics of Schil-

ler and his epigones. But Ludwig's descriptions of Shake-

spearean drama—written in the forties, fifties, and early

sixties—sound to us like a description of Ibsen's realism of

the seventies and eighties. They body forth a fully mature

middle genre such as Ludwig himself never quite succeeded

in writing.

The gist of Ludwig's rich theory is that modern tragedy

should be "a genre of poetry which springs organically not

from the passing hour but from the whole complex of actual

life." The play should be one catastrophe motivated by char-

acters and situations; its exposition and dialogue generally
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should be analytic, that is, should carry forward the action

and acquaint us with the preliminary facts at the same

time; the ideal plot is a simple one in which not too many
persons, contrasted in motive and temperament, are brought

together in the smallest possible space. If all this were not

sufl&ciently Ibsenite, we seem to hear the very voice of Ibsen

in such observations as Ludwig's dry comment: "It is no lit-

tle thing to keep your eye on eight fellows all at the same

time." And when Ludwig advances what has come to be

considered the most heretical of dramatic doctrines—that ac-

tion is merely a suitable occasion for dialogue—we are on

the threshold of Shavianism.

With Ludwig, his rival Hebbel had really much in com-

mon. Both men helped to carry dramatic art through the

hard years of the mid-century. Both did it in the name of a

revolt against Schiller, yet both had learned so much from

Schiller, and had so deep a relation to him, that their atti-

tude has aptly been hit off by Egon Friedell, a prince among
conmientators on the drama, as an Oedipus complex. Like

Ludwig, and in line with Schiller, Hebbel stressed the fact

that language is the essence of all poetic art, including

drama. At the time when the theater was suffering the first

great onslaught of bourgeois entertainment, Hebbel, like

Ludwig, and unlike the other dramatists of western Europe,

understood the requirements of great drama. At a time

when a Kotzebue and a Scribe had taught a generation of

dramatists how to show effects without causes, character

without complexity, and history without dialectic, Hebbel

described a drama which could embody a world:

At its every step there throngs around it a world of views

and relations, which point both backwards and forwards, and
all of which must be carried along; the life-forces cross and
destroy one another, the thread of thought snaps in two

before it is spun out, the emotion shifts, the very words gain

their independence and reveal hidden meaning, annulling

the ordinary one, for each is a die marked on more than

one face. Here the chaff of little sentences, adding bit to bit
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mnd fiber to fiber, would serve the purpose ill. It is a ques-

tion of presenting conditions in their organic totality. . . .

Unevenness of rhythm, complication and confusion of pe-

riods, contradiction in the figures, are elevated to effective

mnd indispensable rhetorical means. . . .

Omitted from Barrett H. Clark's standard anthology of

dramatic theory, Hebbel's criticism is both more perceptive

and more closely linked with the history of high drama in

Europe than that of any of his contemporaries. That such

men as he and Ludwig are unknown even to devotees of the

theater is one token among a thousand of our deep igno-

rance of modern drama. Types of drama and dramatic

theory seem to be regarded by many as a congeries that can

be arranged in any order and taken up each according to its

ability to amuse the critic. But the drama has a history that

has been omitted by the dramatic historians, many of whom
seem to know nothing but drama or, at any rate, nothing

but literature. And drama is after all only a portion of a

complex historical whole. A great dramatist may occupy a

place in history more like that of Socrates or Karl Marx
than like that of David Belasco or Victorien Sardou.

Hebbel is the first great dramatic critic and practitioner

to show the explicit influence of that historical imagination

which is one of the great novelties of modern times, a nov-

elty whose influence was already writ large upon Goethe's

great dramatic poem and upon prose fiction. Those who
think of history and tragedy as necessarily antithetic would

assert that Hebbel wrote dramatic histories and not trage-

dies. For history is his very mode of vision. Influenced like

all his generation in Germany by Hegel, Hebbel described

the history of the drama in Hegelian-sounding terms. Great

drama, he maintained, occurred at the transition from one

epoch to the next and expressed the clash of Weltanschau-

ungen—"world-views." So far Western history had known
two such crises. The first was when the antique world

shifted from simplicity to reflection, from belief in gods to

belief in fate. The second was when the medieval order was
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shaken by the individualism of the Protestants. (Hence,

says Hebbel, the "terrible dialectic" of Shakespeare's charac-

ters.) The third crisis (as usual with such formulations) is

that of today when some "new form of humanity" (a great

nineteenth-century longing from Shelley to Nietzsche) hov-

ers just out of sight. In the drama of the first world crisis

we see a conflict between man and what Hegel called the

Idea, that is, between the individual and the manifest part

of the Idea, namely, political, religious, and moral institu-

tions. In the second crisis the conflict is within the individ-

ual. (Hebbel evidently has Hamlet in mind.) In the third

crisis the problem is placed directly in the Idea—in our in-

stitutions. When, therefore, Hebbel says that problem is ot

the essence of drama, he is much more than a prophet of

our "problem plays." He refers not only to plays about im-

mediate social abuses, but also to all plays which take issue

with political, religious, and moral institutions. He is the

prophet not only of the "socialist" but also of the "mystical"

Ibsen.

How does Hebbel's version of tragedy connect with the

tradition of the middle genre? Being an historical mind,

Hebbel says that eighteenth-century sentimentality would

only successfully be replaced, not by a return to the seven-

teenth century, but by a nineteenth-century discovery. In-

stead of advocating a neo-Shakespearean drama, as so many
writers from Schiller to Ludwig had done, he sought the

conflict within the Idea

—

i.e., in political, social, and religious

conflict. He gave drama a backbone of dialectic—according

to the Hegelian formula, some will say, though Hebbel

made of the dialectic of history a tragic, not a merely logical

or meliorist, development. This is an admirable misunder-

standing of Hegel and the cornerstone of Hebbelism. Into

the abstract Hegelian molds he poured-^with whatever phil-

osophic impropriety—a poetry of his own. For him the an-

tithesis which confronted the thesis was a Divine Antagonist,

a social manifestation of the Idea which became a new sort

of fate. That Hebbel's conception is a direct encounter with
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his material and not an academic rehash of older tragedy is

best shown in his view of the tragic catastrophe. Those who
reflect lovingly upon tragedy, as opposed to those who create

it out of the agony of their hearts, are apt to stress the

beauty of tragic reconciliation. Not so Hebbel. "There is no

reconciliation," he wrote. "The heroes fall because they are

overweening." Hebbel rediscovered tragic horror: "all trag-

edy lies in destruction and proves nothing but the empti-

ness of existence." This of course is too crude and cryptic.

In a more explanatory mood he would explain that while

there was no reconciliation among the characters, no indi-

vidual compensation, no poetic justice, there was a "recon-

ciliation of the Idea," a vindication of the larger law to

which the individual is subordinate. This is demonstrated in

its narrower, Prussian sense in the sacrifice of his Agnes

Bernauer to the state. It is more subtly demonstrated in

Maria Magdalena.

This play is justly famous as at once the continuator of

the eighteenth-century middle genre and the starting point

of Ibsenism. The nature of these connections, however, is

not so evident. Hebbel objected to the existing bourgeois

tragedy because its dialogue was still too inflated and unreal

and because of the arbitrariness of the catastrophe, not to

mention lack of integration in other parts of the action. He
determined to follow Lessing's lead in locating the tragedy

in the family and Schiller's lead in playing on the theme of

class difference. But in one respect Hebbel stood the middle

genre on its head. The genre had been evolved by the mid-

dle class for the adulation of the middle class. Hebbel makes

the stifling atmosphere and prejudice of middle-class men-

tality into an all-enshrouding fate. As Biichner is the first

dramatist of the little man in his marvelous realistic tragedy

Wozzeck, so Hebbel is the first dramatist of the middle

man, the type in which Ibsen would find the symbol of our

society and our era. Ibsen wrote: "The character of the av-

erage man is in no way trivial from the artistic standpoint;

as an artistic reproduction it is as interesting as any other."
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Hebbel had already written: "One need only be a man, after

all, to have a destiny." It was such reflections that made of

the politically conservative Hebbel, who insisted that he did

not wish to overthrow existing institutions but only to give

them a better foundation, a revolutionary who could look

forward to a "new flight" in the history of drama and even

a "new form of humanity."

Ill

Ibsen professed surprise that the Germans could be so

taken with his work when they already had their own Heb-

bel, yet the fact is that Hebbel never carried his theories to

their fullest conclusion either in Maria Magdalena or in his

later invention of a modern symbolic drama. But he indeed

rebuilt the foundations, and after such an operation it is not

so easy as he supposed to retain the superstructure. A young

German scholar who had long talks with Hebbel in Rome in

1844 wrote a little book six years later in which he at the

same time praised Hebbel as the founder of a new drama

and tempered his praise with the admission that Hebbel had

not fulfilled the promise of his essays and his early plays.

The book

—

Das moderne Drama, by Hermann Hettner

—

was read very soon after its publication by the young Henrik

Ibsen, author at that time of little besides a verse tragedy

about Catiline. In it Ibsen read:

In the struggles of our inner character-development, in

the secrets of a family life which has been shaken right

down to its innermost foundations, in the volcanically un-

dermined soil of our social conditions lie at this moment
the deepest deeps of the moral spirit (des sittlichen Geistes).

But where there are deep moral struggles there is also fate,

great and gigantic, and where there is a great, that is, an

inwardly necessary, fate, there also is pure tragedy.

Already around 1850, then, we find a partly developed

tragedy in modern dress, that is, in terms of modern life.
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and a fully developed theory of such a tragedy. The Ibsen-

ism of Ibsen's predecessors was, moreover, a complete Ibsen-

ism which embraces not only the social and technical

features of A Doll's House but also an Ibsenite emphasis

upon poetry and symbol. Reduced to formula, Ibsen's mas-

sive play Emperor and Galilean is pure Hebbel: its stuff is

historic myth; the myth is rooted in its own geographic and

chronological soil; it presents the clash of two eras and in so

doing establishes a clear relationship with the present.

It would be foolish to make of Ibsen a purely Hebbelian,

a purely German dramatist, though of the three springs

from which Ibsen drank—the Scandinavian, the French, and

the German—the last has been most overlooked in non-Ger-

man countries. He drank equally deeply of all three, and his

synthesis of Norwegian romance, French realism, and the

spirit of Hebbel is the first fully realized "bourgeois" trag-

edy. It is also the last. The ground for tragedy is seldom fully

prepared; and even more seldom is the man present to oc-

cupy it. 1580 would have been too early for Shakespeare and

1620 too late; 1914 would have been too late for Ibsen and

1830 too early. Or so it seems. For a brief time, if every

preparation has been made, a Shakespeare may stand on the

shoulders of his predecessors and reach down Hamlet; an

Ibsen can reach down a Peer Gynt and a Master Builder.

Some would push the analogy of Ibsen and Shakespeare

even further, applying to Ibsen what Otto Ludwig wrote of

Lessing: "The form is French, but the substance is Shake-

spearean." This is unhistorical thinking. In those plays of

Ibsen which have a French form—the outwardly realistic

plays, from Pillars of Society on—the substance is Shake-

spearean only in being genuinely imaginative and poetic. Of
course Ibsen did write an immature play after A Midsum-
mer Night's Dream; he did become the rich poetic dramatist

of Peer Gynt; he did recreate the grandeur of Elizabethan

histrionics in Hedda Gabler; he did recreate a sort of tragic

hero at least in The Master Builder and John Gabriel Bork-

nan; and like Shakespeare, he wrote tragedies of waste in
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which deep despair over the human lot is overcome only by

even deeper faith in human potentiality. But unless we de-

fine tragedy so narrowly as to exclude everything but one

school of tragic practice, we are bound to expect from every

tragedy at least the very broad qualities which we find in

both these playwrights. This is not to subscribe to the view

that all great tragedy is fundamentally the same, that each

great poet digs down to a level where human nature is al-

ways and everywhere alike; in arguing so the champions of

eternal verities reduce diverse and rich phenomena to de-

pressing sameness in the manner of the very scientists whom
they hate. All tragedy, I would venture to state, is a broad

and deep account of the life of the individual, and, at least

by inference, his fellows, in which neither man's problems

nor his ability to cope with them are belittled. Tragedy can-

not entail extreme optimism, for that would be to under-

estimate the problem; it cannot entail extreme pessimism,

for that would be to lose faith in man. At the heart of trag-

edy is a tough dialectical struggle in which the victory of

either side is credible. That the doom of the hero is in

many types of tragedy "inevitable" is an irony; for this very

hero who has no chance of winning is in the end the spirit-

ual winner. The case of tragedies—so various as Le Cid

and Faust—which end happily reminds us that tragedy is

not easily defined as the opposite of comedy. The two modes

are, perhaps, incommensurable. In comedy we see and criti-

cize man's life; in tragedy we sense and appraise his fate.

Now life, that is, morals, ideas, characters, is not immuta-

ble either on the surface or on the deepest levels of con-

sciousness; nor is the battle which man fights in carving out

his destiny forever the same; the fact that two events are

both called battles or that two beings are both called men is

not a proof that they are fundamentally alike. Once we ques-

tion the almost universal assumption of the timelessness of

art, we may come to believe that historical interpretation is

not merely an apparatus to help us fill out the details of our

understanding of Shakespeare or Ibsen and that Shake-
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speare's individuality lies in his Elizabethanness and not in

his timelessness. Obviously Shakespeare is not to be enjoyed

merely by "an age" but by "all time," yet that is not to say

that posterity cannot enjoy the Elizabethanness of Shake-

speare. There has been much confused thinking on the

point, and the historical scholars have contributed to it by

making remarks about the Eternal Shakespeare which re-

duce their own researches to insignificance. The arts are

fragments of the time and place which produced them and

cannot be comprehended either conceptually or imagi-

natively, outwardly or inwardly, without some knowledge

and imaginative understanding of their context. The great

generalities which unhistorical critics produce are the inevi-

table product of an ignorance of the relevant particularities.

In tragedy do we not find an image of the deepest conflicts

in the life of the time? Hebbel was among the first to see

this, but he diagnosed the conflicts with too little empirical

knowledge. Tragic conflict in Shakespeare is not always, as

he assumes, within the individual. Yet Hebbel's suggestion

that behind Shakespeare is the clash of the medieval and the

modern eras is something you might read in the latest book

on Shakespeare today.

As one great historical opposition—that of medieval con-

vention and the Renaissance individual—underlies Elizabe-

than tragedy, another—that of mass organization and the

modern individualist—underlies modern tragedy. It is not

the analogy I wish to stress. Shakespeare did not have to

choose between the medieval and the Renaissance ideas. His

work reflects the conflict between them. In line with the

more philosophical and partisan reasoning of modern art,

the modern playwright regards the conflict ks a challenge.

Which side shall he take? The Italian futurists boldly and

brashly took the side of the machine against the organism. A
conservative like Hebbel, or a Marxist like Erwin Piscator,

can take the side of the collective against the individual. In

that case the theme will be that the individual must be sac-

rificed to the general good. Even a skeptic, taking neither
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side, will not in these days attempt Shakespeare's godlike

comprehensiveness of vision. Tom between rival allegiances,

Ernst Toller expresses in his play Masse-Mensch—"Masses or

Man"—^his agonized inability to decide for either course.

Most often, perhaps, the modern tragic writer sides with

the individual against the mass and sees the struggle as one

between greatness and mediocrity, the living and the petri-

fact. Is not this the position of Nietzsche in his quasi-tragic

Also Sprach Zarathustra and of T. S. Eliot in his quasi'

tragic Waste Land? Is not this the position of Ibsen?

For the expression of this sort of conflict Ibsen tried

many modes and in three achieved greatness: the dramatic

poem on the pattern of Faust; the realistic play on the

French pattern; and the symbolic drama which was Ibsen's

late variant on the French pattern. In contrast with most

of the modes in which Ibsen was not so successful, these

three modes are all tragedy in modern dress, and not merely

in modern dress bill in a modern spirit. Unlike Eugene

O'Neill, Ibsen would never have dressed up ancient tragic

heroes in modern clothes. That is too easy a road to sublim-

ity and it is to rely too confidently on the classicist's assump-

tion that human nature is constant and that it was once and

for all interpreted by the Greeks. Ibsen assumes that every*

thing changes, that one must write from one's own experi-

ences, and therefore about one's own age. In his letters he

makes a point of the fact that Peer Gynt, often assumed to

be unmodern in source and treatment, is a distinctly mod-

ern tale perfectly adapted to his experience of the mid-

nineteenth century.

Brand (1866) and Peer Gynt (1867) are twin pillars of

Ibsenite tragedy; all later works are made up of bits of stone

cut off from them. Peer Gynt is a counter-Faust. It shows

the other side of Faustian striving, the striving of modern

careerism with all its vast implications. In his gay unscrupu-

lousness, his adventurous egoism, and his amiable immoral-

ity. Peer Gynt is the Don Quixote of free enterprise and

ihould be the patron saint of the National Association of
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Manufacturers. If Peer Gynt is the opportunist, Brand is the

fanatic. The pair are Scylla and Charybdis for modern

character: the man of no principles and the man of one prin-

ciple, the heretic and the bigot. The good man of one prin-

ciple, that man of the formula who is with us today more

than ever, Ibsen consigns to an avalanche, rejected, like the

original Pharisees, even by the God of love. The feckless

man of no principles is saved by an act of rebirth through

love, the creative principle. Ibsenite tragedy can end happily

or not. In one of his little speeches, Ibsen declared that he

was a pessimist insofar as he did not believe in any unum
necessarium, but that he was an optimist in his adherence

to the creative principle. Philosophically, Ibsen is a pragma-

tist denouncing fixed dogma, a vitalist denouncing the bodi-

less idea. But his work is more tragic than polemical, and

the new life according to Ibsen comes only after conflagra-

tion.

Ibsen is not a Sophocles (though he is in many respects a

Euripides). He does not hew out the positive and sublime

sculptures which are what one usually thinks of as tragic

portraiture. Like most other great men of the period, he felt

that modernity did not permit grandeur, and so after his

bold beginnings, he progressively narrowed down his art till

it was about almost nothing but himself. He perfected a

"bourgeois tragedy" but it was an uneasy perfection, and the

longer Ibsen lived the further he retreated. The work of his

last period, from The Wild Duck (1884) at the earliest or

from The Master Builder (1892) at the latest, is the tragedy

of his retreat, the tragedy of a repentant Axel. The thesis

and antithesis of his tragic dialectic are life and death,

the meaning of which, as later in The Waste Land, is iron-

ically and tragically reversed. T. S. Eliot's use of an heroic

past contrasted with an ignoble present is a theme of only

one Ibsen play (Hedda Gabler) but, as in Flaubert, it is

implied as between one work and another. Such early

works as The Warriors at Helgeland are not the most im-

portant Ibsen, but they should co-exist in one's mind with
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the plays of modern life. The viking plays are related to

the modern plays as Flaubert's ancient and medieval studies

are related to Madame Bovary: Emma Bovary and Hedda
Gabler would have had scope for their energies and their

dreams in those earlier worlds. As history this is not a very

plausible theory. But in Flaubert, Ibsen, and Eliot it is,

let us prefer to believe, as a hypothesis of unmechanized,

though not unconditioned, life that the heroic age is

ofEered to us. It is a picture of a noble kind of life in a

concrete setting of human passion and wrongdoing, rather

than in an abstract, futiuristic paradise. It is the life thesis to

which the antithesis is the living death which Flaubert

called muckerism.

Ibsen resembled his admirer James Joyce in one respect:

he made of his art so specialized and so personal a thing

that those who came after could copy it, they could isolate a

part of his method and copy that, they could start on a

new path under his inspiration or in revulsion against him,

but they could not go further along the road which he him-

self traveled. The naturalists borrowed from one drawer in

Ibsen's cabinet, the neo-romanticists from another. Only one

of the post-Ibsen generation—Gerhart Hauptmann—pro-

duced good drama in the tradition of the "bourgeois trag-

edy," and even he fell short of greatness for lack of origi-

nality of conception. But there was one dramatist whose

tragic drama was not simply a personal variation upon a gen-

eral decline: August Strindberg.

IV

The break between nineteenth-century drama, of which

Ibsen was the crown and culmination, and Strindberg might

be considered the abruptest break since that between the

seventeenth century and the age of sentiment. Ibsen re-

presents at their best the ideals, techniques, interests, and

attitudes of the nineteenth century as they had expressed

themselves from the Romantic Revolt on. Strindberg too was
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a child of the nineteenth century, and he went through

phases of allegiance to several of its chief faiths. But he was

at home with none, and his ardent desire to find something

to supersede secular liberalism, feminism, socialism, indeed

all the creeds which were still thought "advanced" in his

day was of a piece with his sense of chaos and his striving

after new forms to express the new state of soul. Let us see

what Strindberg did for "tragedy in modern dress" with

reference to his celebrated play, Miss Julia.

When Strindberg sent a copy of Miss Julia to the archnat-

uralist Zola, the latter's comments make it quite clear that

what Strindberg called a Naturalistic Tragedy was not au-

thentic Zolaism. In such a play, to be sure, we see the twin

forces of heredity and environment combining to make a

catastrophe, and an old theme of the middle genre—the

clasb of the classes, the lady in love with the servant—is here

revamped. What Strindberg actually made of these themes,

however, is as far removed from the prosaic literalness of

extreme naturalism as it is from the kitsch piquancy of

"love interest." His desire and ability to go beyond these and

restore tragic passion and tragic guilt are implied in his

words: "The naturalist has wiped out the idea of guilt, but

he cannot wipe out the results of an action." This from the

preface of the "Naturalistic Tragedy." The word natural-

istic here can only mean that this is no revival of an ancient

muse but the procreation of a modern Melpomene. It is an

ironic answer alike to the optimists and to those who
thought that a middle-class era was incapable of tragedy.

Strindberg portrays a man-hating half-woman who is mod-
ern, he says, not in her fundamental disposition but in that

she has become vocal and aggressive on behalf of her dispo-

sition. "The type is tragical," the preface continues, "offer-

ing us the spectacle of a desperate struggle agains^ nature.

It is also tragical as a romantic inheritance dispersed by

the prevailing naturalism, which wants nothing but happi-

ness: and for happiness strong and sound races are re-

quired." The era of happiness will destroy the survivors of
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the previous era. The nontragic era will open tragically. And
perhaps in the Nietzschean statement that "for happiness

strong and sound races are required" there is the tacit irony

that the era of happiness will not be so untragic—or so

happy.

"I have tried to modernize the form," Strindberg an-

nounced. The great preface tells how he has destroyed the

French "well-made play" which had been the technical basis

of later Ibsenism. Dialogue and stage setting are to be

jagged and asymmetrical. Monologue, pantomime, and

dance are to be reintroduced. The theater is to be small and

intimate. With a new technique goes a new tragic concep-

tion. As in most bourgeois tragedy there is no hero, but

while much naturalistic work had suffered from sheer lack

of any imaginative conception of character, Strindberg

makes of herolessness a positive point. People in real life, he

often insisted, are not "characters," and his own stage per-

sonages he defines as "conglomerates, made up of past and

present stages of civilization, scraps of humanity, torn-off

pieces of Sunday clothing turned into rags—all patched to-

gether as is the human soul itself." That is Strindberg's psy-

chology, and his idea of modernism is implied in the state-

ment: "Because they are modern characters, living in a

period of transition more hysterically hurried than its im-

mediate predecessor at least, I have made my figures vacil-

lating, out-of-joint, torn between the old and the new."

The philosophy out of which Strindberg makes a new
tragic conception is a nihilistic brand of relativism, than

which no philosophy seems artistically less promising. Trag-

edy, Strindberg assumes, means pity and terror. The pity de-

pends solely on your feeling that the fate of the heroine

might have been yours. The terror stems from "the sad

circumstance that the hawk eats the dove and the flea eats

the hawk," as to which circumstance Strindberg asks: "Why
should it be remedied?" From the pity and terror together

comes tragic exultation: "We shall receive an uncondition-

ally good and joyful impression from seeing the national
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forests rid of rotting and superannuated trees. ... I find

the joy of life in its violent and cruel struggles."

Herolessness and a modern mentality turn the Aristote-

lian elements topsy-turvy. Classic pity was not relief at one's

own immunity; classic terror was not a Darwinian reflec-

tion upon the struggle for existence; classic exultation was

not a fascistic celebration of the destruction of the weak. In

making a kind of serious parody of classic theories of trag-

edy, Strindberg elevates the naturalistic theory of Zola to the

level of imagination and in so doing parodies Zola too. The
world which science coolly and objectively reveals, so

Strindberg implies, cannot be coolly and objectively re-

garded. To think that it can is the error of Zolaism. Actu-

ally it shows life to be tragic. Miss Julia is the tragedy of

the Darwinian ethos. The concepts in it are through and

through Darwinian, but the tragic interpretation is itself a

critique of Darwinism. Within this irony is another, the cen-

tral irony of the piece. Strindberg uses the most notorious

notion of nihilistic relativism—the notion that all perspec-

tives are equally true—for artistic purposes, for the purpose,

in fact, of setting up a deliberate dissonance, a dissonance

behind which, however, one hears—or not quite hears

—

mocking laughter:

And what will offend simple brains is that my action

cannot be traced back to a single motive, that the view-

point is not always the same. An event in real life—and
this discovery is quite recent—springs generally from a

whole series of more or less deep-lying motives, but of these

the spectator chooses as a rule the one his reason can master

most easily, or else the one reflecting most favorably on his

power of reasoning. A suicide is committed. Bad business,

says the merchant. Unrequited love, say the ladies. Sickness,

says the invalid. Crushed hopes, says the shipwrecked. Now
it may be that the motive lay in all or none of these direc-

tions.

Miss Julia is not itself meaningless; meaninglessness is

Strindberg's subject. As other ideas of Strindberg are better
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known to an unenlightened generation in O'Neill and

O'Casey, not to mention the Expressionists, this idea, this

approach, is often thought to be the gift to modern culture

of Luigi Pirandello.

Strindberg came to regard naturalism as something he

had outgrown. But he was never really a Zolaist. A moral

difference separates his "naturalist" from his later "expres-

sionist" plays. In the former the fantastic element is merely

demonic force which wrecks livps; in the latter it is also the

creative fancy and imagination which are associated with

religion: in them the irrationality of life leads not to the

frightening joy in living of Miss Julia, but to religious resig-

nation. Naturalism and expressionism, the twin poles of the

Strindbergian mind, are two answers to the challenge of a

Darwinian world. They are not philosophies. They are the

two archetypal patterns of defeat in the modern world: de-

feat at the hands of a naturalistic nihilism and defeat at the

hands of a compensatory supernaturalism.

In Strindberg modern tragedy is in process of dissolution.

Tragedie bourgeoise began with respect for the solid char-

acter of the burgher; in Strindberg's Dream Play, "the char-

acters split, double, multiply, vanish, solidify, blur, clarify."

For Strindberg there cannot even be those Pastor Rosmers

and Master Builder Solnesses whose quest for integrity had

had a certain grandeur. The burgher, as Strindberg sees him,

is not only sick, he is prostrate. His prostration is shown ei-

ther directly, in dream plays where the central character is

bowed with guilt, or in reverse, in the "naturalistic" dramas

where the enterprise of the burgher shows itself only in

eruptions of destructive malignity. (Ibsen reflects a society of

Gladstones, Strindberg is premonitory of Hitler's society.)

The dream plays spelled expressionism and the evaporation

of tragedy. Now in the early Tudor period our first trage-

dies arose from medieval preoccupation with the humilia-

tion of great men, which taught contempt for the world.

With Strindberg tragedy returns to the medieval womb.
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The tragedy of the bourgeois epoch which culminated

in Ibsen, and which was overthrown and superseded by

Strindberg, had an aftermath in some dramatists of whom
none are more symptomatic—in distinct ways—than Frank

Wedekind and Eugene O'Neill.

In Ibsen and Strindberg we grow accustomed to a fin de

siecle weariness. But Strindberg prophesied a "re-entrance of

the powers" and in his lurid vision is a hint of the kind of

realm in which twentieth-century barbarism is real. If Ibsen

and Strindberg represent the decline of the burgher and his

morality, Wedekind invents a world in which there are no

burghers and no morality. The powers re-enter, and the

Nazis (this around 1900) are on the stage. "Instead of the

title Erdgeist," Wedekind wrote in a note on his extraordi-

nary play, "I could just as well have written Realpsychologie,

in a similar sense to Realpolotik." Realpolitik is politics

stripped down to the horrifying moral nakedness of the jun-

gle. Wedekind strips the individual similarly. His objection

to Ibsen was that the latter presented the higher animal,

man, and not lower animals in human costume as Wede-
kind boasts of doing in the prologue to Erdgeist:

Was seht ihr in den Lust- und Trauerspielen?

Haustiere . . .

Das wahre Tier, das wilde schone Tier,

Das—meine Damen!—sehn Sie nur bei mir*

Schigolch, Casti-Piani, Marquis von Keith, Hidalla, Moro-
sini, Tschamper, Veit Kunz, Oaha, and other Wedekind cre-

ations form the most fatal and fabulous human menagerie

outside Goya and Daumier. Wedekind has a satirist's

draughtsmanship. But his standpoint is not reason, or com-

mon sense, the often rather stolid pragmatism of the comic

writers from Aristophanes to Moli^re. It is religious. But

• What do you see in comedies and tragedies? Domestic ani-

mals . . . The true animal, the fine wild animal, that, ladies,

you see only at my place.
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like Baudelaire, Wedekind is only negatively religious. He is

not a believer, and his vision is solely of evil. Those who are

unacquainted with this cultural phenomenon simply have

to take Wedekind's word for it that his aim was to unite

holiness with beauty.

In some of Wedekind's plays there is a tragic element

from which we can learn something. For instance, Tod und

Teufel. The plot of this one-act play, like nearly all Wede-
kind's plots, is absurd. A lady representative of a society for

the abolition of white slavery visits the macabre procurer.

Marquis Casti-Piani, and falls in love with him. The con-

frontation of the woman who believes in the spirit of ortho-

dox morality and the marquis who believes that "the flesh

has its own spirit" is audacious. Supposedly Wedekind sides

with the marquis. But when the marquis learns from an

experienced daughter of joy that the ecstasies of the flesh

grow ever harder to attain, that the pursuit of sensual

pleasure is ultimately self-defeating, his diabolonian scheme

of values is upset and he shoots himself. The play ends with

the lady kissing his dead lips, closing his eyes, and crying:

"This last disillusionment you may never have let yourself

dream of in your frightful Weltschmerz: that a virgin

would close your eyes for youl" The kiss will recall Salome,

and the whole story sounds clumsily decadent. But that is

to reckon without Wedekind's treatment of his plot. I will

pick out one feature in his remarkable transmogrification

of hokum. From being at her first entrance a typical cari-

cature of a lady moralist, Elfriede uncannily changes until,

even in Casti-Piani's brothel, we feel sympathy for her. Yet

she is not a Saroyanesque good woman. She is a virgin in

whom such tremendous sexual passion is awakened that she

puts the commerce of sex to shame. This strange triumph

of the human in the midst of physical and moral death is

almost tragic.

The distortions and involutions of Wedekind's moral sym-

bols are an early objectification of the same spiritual sickness

which later showed itself in surrealism after one fashion, in
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D. H. Lawrence and Henry Miller, and after a different

fashion in Franz Kafka. In all these diverse figiires there is

a deep consciousness of chaos, a longing for the numinous,

for that mystic and mysterious part of experience which the

modern imagination has so often overlooked. Wedekind is

surrealist in his shock technique, his atmosphere of night-

mare, his mastery of the sexual-grotesque. In his moral

stand he is Lawrentian. Unlike all these men, his imagina-

tion functioned in theatrical terms, and occasionally in

tragic, or, perhaps we should say, pseudo-tragic terms. His

most celebrated pseudo tragedy is Lulu, as the double

drama of Erdgeist and Die Biichse der Pandora is gen-

erally known. The first part of the play, of which Wedekind

wrote: "I wanted to exclude all ideas which are logically

untenable, such as love, loyalty, gratitude," ends when Lulu

shoots her man. In the second part, where Wedekind at-

tempts to bring the piece to a tragic culmination, the Count-

ess Geschwitz, till now a ridiculous Lesbian lover of Lulu's,

is slowly transformed until—without many of the critics' no-

ticing it—she attains a sort of tragic grandeur by expressing

love, loyalty, and gratitude. Lesbianism is not sentimental-

ized. The Countess is made Lesbian to give her virtue the

most abnormal origin. In our world only a twisted virtue

can triumph. Such is Wedekind's version of poetic justice.

Lulu is the epitaph of bourgeois tragedy.

Since Wedekind, not a few playwrights have courted Mel-

pomene without noticing that the lady is dead. John Mase-

field's Tragedy of Nan (one of the best English plays of this

century) shows what happens when a man tries to construct

a tragedy out of mere knowledge of what poetic tragedy

used to be like. Among the untragic tragedians the most

spectacular and instructive is Eugene O'Neill. At everything

in the theater except being tragic and being comic he is a

success. What other American dramatist has his technique,

his agility in using ideas, his earnest mind, his interest in big

things? In our time O'Neill is one of the most gifted men
who has tried to make tragedy in modern or any other dress.
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The critic Joseph Wood Krutch, who seems to follow

Heine in the belief that the bourgeois world is antitragic

because undignified, thinks that O'Neill has come much
nearer than Ibsen to the recreation of tragedy. Ibsen's plays

he calls "sociological treatises" which, he says, "mean some-

thing," whereas Sophocles, Shakespeare, and O'Neill only

mean that "human beings are great and terrible creatures

when they are in the grip of great passions." Furthermore,

Mr. Krutch argues, O'Neill is tragic in a modern way:

"Like every great tragic writer, O'Neill must accept the

premises of his audience, and it so happens that those prem-

ises are not the premises of ancient Greece or Elizabethan

England but the premises of modern psychology."

O'Neill's beloved psychology has proved as dazzling to

many as the modernity of his stage techniques. Another

modern touch is his professed belief that the only big sub-

ject is the conflict between religion and materialism, in

which the victory of the former was foreordained, though

not actually announced till 1933. All this Mr. Krutch calls

"finding a modern equivalent for Aeschylus and Shake-

speare," a quest not strange to readers of Hebbel or the de-

spised Ibsen. But the assumption, harmlessly present in Heb-

bel, that the heart of tragedy lies at a deeper level than the

historical, at an unchanging, metaphysical level, leads in

O'Neill out of the tragic realm, perhaps out of the imagina-

tive realm altogether. "Most modern plays," O'Neill says,

"are concerned with the relation between man and man, but

that does not interest me at all. I am interested only in the

relation between man and God." Making every allowance

for the creative writer's blarney, and doing O'Neill the favor

of not taking his assertion literally, we might still claim to

find in this confession one of the sources of O'Neill's weak-

ness. In his later plays O'Neill is increasingly indifferent to

the stuff of life, of society, of history, as it has fascinated

the masters of tragedy, and he has courted the abstraction

Man and the archabstraction God. Tragedy is transported to

the intense inane. What the philosopher Georg Simmel said
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of the expressionists is even truer of O'Neill: They attemi:»t

to seize life in its essence but without its content.

O'Neill always provides outer conflict and a simple con-

flict of ideas. But there is no inner tension. This is what

distinguishes him from Ibsen and Strindberg. Ibsen always

insisted that even a world conflict in a play should be a pro-

jection of something that the playwright has lived through.

"And as regards the thing which has been lived through,"

he declared, "that is just the secret of the literature of mod-

ern times." Strindberg knew the secret. The kaleidoscopic vi-

sions of his later fantasies express the manifold forces tug-

ging at his heart and head. And when Strindberg is more

interested in God than in the relations of men he does not

make the mistake of attempting tragedy.

In comparing Mourning Becomes Electra with Hamlet

and Macbeth, Mr. Krutch observes of the first: "One real-

izes that it does lack just one thing and that that thing is

language—words as thrilling as the action which accompa-

nies them." For many of us this is giving away the case.

Surely, a drama not verbalized is a drama not dramatized^

the subordination of the words to other theater arts is death

to the drama. If a play lacks "just one thing and that . . .

thing is language," we shall miss more than thrills. We shall

miss tragedy. A tragedy is a kind of poem. O'Neill is adept

at putting together a great deal of sexual emotion and a

modernistic technique. In fact his main intention seems to

be to give a "modern" shell to an "eternal" nut. But poetic

synthesis is more than putting two and two together. We
must also be able to say that—in just as legitimate a sense

—

the nut is "modern," and the shell "eternal." O'Neill's mis-

take is an old one. He seeks greatness by imitating and ex-

ploiting the great, and he sees the permanence of art as a

by-passing of the local and the temporal. But permanence is

paradoxically achieved by a deep penetration of the present,

and the greatness of the classics is best emulated, as Horace

and Pope told us, by our being as independent as classical

writers were.
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O'Neill's early plays of the sea prove that, had he es-

chewed tragedy, he could have been a highly satisfactory

dramatist. For in his failure to rival Shakespeare we are

probably justified in seeing more than personal incapacity or

a mistaken dramatic theory. Is it mere smug wisdom after

the event if we assume that O'Neill's time was not one of

the few which are ripe for tragedy, though there has been

high drama of a non tragic, noncomic sort from Chekhov to

Garcia Lorca and Bertolt Brecht? From the limited perspec-

tive of 1945 it seems plausible to regard Strange Interlude

and Mourning Becomes Electra as a grotesque aftermath of

"bourgeois tragedy." Unlike Wedekind and Strindberg,

O'Neill has not as yet been able adequately to represent the

bourgeois world as the nightmare which in the twentieth

century it became, though his portraits of neurosis and decay

are a labored and overconscious striving in that direction.

O'Neill's more powerful, unconsciously symbolic tendency

was to get rid of the bourgeois world, not like Wedekind

by standing it on its head, but by denying its existence, by

proclaiming exclusive reality for the eternal. It was O'Neill

himself who stood on his head.

So ends the tragedie bourgeoise. What we see in its history

is not only a chapter in the history of the bourgeoisie. It is a

fascinatingly intricate instance of the changing fortunes of

an art form which, at least in the plays of Ibsen, told the

tragic truth about an epoch, thereby winning the only im-

mortality. What the modern novel has done we know. And
we are aware of the reach of modern poetry and more

vaguely of music and art. Of drama many of us have only

known that Ibsen is ponderous and Shaw frivolous. That is

worse than knowing little, for it is to know what is not so.



THREE

The main difference between Shakespeare and Schiller is

this: in Shakespeare the inner development is the main

thing and the outer tragedy, i.e. the action, the event, occurs

as a necessary consequence and at the same time as a sym-

bolic externalization of the inner development, while in

Schiller the opposite is the case.

OTTO LUDWIG

TRAGEDY IN FANCY DRESS

The "bourgeois tragedy" was the most direct tragic ex-

pression of a middle-class epoch. But for the greater part of

its history it seemed, perhaps, no more than an eccentricity

or sport of nature, so few were the plays in the genre, so pow-

erful was the prestige, if not the continued achievement, of

orthodox high tragedy still solemnly disporting itself in alex-

andrines, heroic couplets, or blank verse. The history of or-

thodox high tragedy after 1700 is an uninterrupted decline,

and that, if we believe those who harp on the littleness of

modernity and our untragic indignity, is the end of tragedy

in the modern world. Nevertheless we do find a significant

and by no means fruitless series of attempts to find for the

drama a form as lofty and poetic, as overtly sublime, as po-

etic tragedy. Of these attempts three, perhaps, are outstand-

ing: the attempts of the German Klassiker Lessing, Goethe,

and Schiller; the attempt of Richard Wagner; and the at-

tempt of the so-called Neo-Romanticists at the end of the

nineteenth century.

It was Lessing who turned the efforts of tragic poets into

new tracks. How much this meant in boldness and origi-

48
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nality will be clear if we remember that even so courageous

and enterprising a mind as Voltaire was content to write

tragedies in the old manner (though he did suggest some

alterations of the old patterns). As Lessing's criticism cleared

the ground for every sort of new endeavor, as his domestic

plays converted the bourgeois drama from an experiment

into a genre, so his Nathan der Weise, itself no great trag-

edy, indeed no tragedy at all, inaugurated an era of high

drama oriented in a tragic direction such as has not since

been matched: the era of the great German masters Schiller

and Goethe, of which the French Romantic Drama was an

aftermath, and the plays of Kleist an extraordinary offshoot.

The dramatic achievements of Goethe and Schiller have

been praised and appraised at length by generations of schol-

ars and even, in Germany at least, by critics. They are re-

markable and complex achievements. Yet if we ask what

new form of tragedy they gave to the world—or even what

old form they continued or revived—the answers do not

come easily. Goethe is perhaps in this connection—and in

this connection alone—the more straightforward case. What
are we to make of him as a dramatist?

His astonishing all-round endowment made it inevitable

that Goethe should try his hand at the drama. Circum-

stances made him director of a court theater with Schiller

for a colleague. Nevertheless Goethe was not a master of the

drama. His Goetz von Berlichingen has histrionic power and

tempo; one would tend to regard the young man who could

write such a piece as a born man of the theater; yet Goethe

thought of it as a play for reading and was not interested in

developing his theatricality. Egmont has charm and the kind

of social-revolutionary ardor that makes good theater; but,

considering the richness of Goethe's genius, the texture is

surprisingly thin and the construction so flimsy that it could

hardly have received his attention at all. More and more the

drama became for Goethe a mere formal convenience. Tasso,

Iphigenie, and above all Faust, are nondramatic poems in

dramatic form. The matter is further complicated, and the
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discussion of drama and poetry further confused, by the fact

that all these poems do contain some dramatic scenes.

In this as in all dramatic subjects which he touched upon,

Egon Friedell's opinion is illuminating. According to Frie-

dell, Goethe was dissatisfied with even the most necessary

theatrical conventions. He created so full a life for his peo-

ple that, so to speak, the fourth wall which the theater man-

ager tactfully omits from the stage is put back into place,

and the auditorium is shut off. Really theatrical characters,

Friedell implies, are not complete human beings; they par-

take of the nature of the theater; they exist in rooms—lit-

erally and figuratively speaking—with one wall missing.

If Friedell's theory of theater sounds to our ears too much
like the arguments of our contemporary champions of the

theater against drama, or too much like, say, George Jean

Nathan's notion that drama is not to be taken too seriously,

it nevertheless helps us to distinguish Goethe from Schiller.

Goethe, one might almost say, is antitheatrical. He turns his

back on the audience. Schiller is theatrical alike in the good

and in the bad sense. He knows and respects the theatrical

medium. He can think in terms of stage spectacle and stage

movement. His notes, his stage directions, his work in the

theater, not to mention the main body of his drama, bear

witness to an interest in the effects of actual production upon
actual audiences. And he goes too far. Had Schiller not be-

come an official classic—a process which means the solemni-

fication and therefore the ossification of any genius—he

would be famous for unscrupulous showmanship. We have

seen that the ending of Kabale und Liebe is accidental. Al-

ternative endings for several of Schiller's plays were made,

and some of them were Schiller's own work. His mastery of

intrigue, of poison and passion, was something that Scribe

or Hugo might have envied. Don Carlos may have a more
skillful and intricate plot than Un Verre d'Eau or Hernani.

It is not a jot less disingenuous.

At this point one might interject: "Lurid intrigue, passion,

and crime—they prove nothing against Schiller. Aren't
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Shakespeare's plots the luridest?—Not to mention Webster's

Duchess of Malfi." The reminder that Shakespeare and

Webster utilized preposterous fables prompts the ques-

tion whether Schiller too "does something" to his plot,

whether he, like Shakespeare and Webster, makes it an in-

strument of a higher purpose? Certainly Schiller does not

revive the spirit of Elizabethan tragedy. Yet he can be de-

fended. And the defense would be based on the affirmation:

Schiller is a playwright of ideas.

Idea is a vague concept. In one sense there are ideas in all

words and therefore in all drama. Tragedy has always sug-

gested ideas concerning the significance of human life. Com-
edy has suggested ideas of right and wrong conduct. Seldom,

however, have ideas been the lifeblood of drama. Even in

Moli^re it is only in a retrospective sketch like the Critique

de I'Ecole des Femmes that the idea is all. Though Le Mis-

anthrope may be an exception to this, as to so many other

rules, Moli^re may be said to use ideas but not to make his

drama out of them. Again setting Le Misanthrope aside, it

may be suggested that Moli^re uses accepted ideas, lets his

characters embody them and fight it out. The characters

fight, the ideas lie still and unmolested. In a drama of ideas,

on the other hand, the ideas are questioned, and it is by the

questioning, and could only be by the questioning, that

the ideas become dramatic, for never is there drama

without conflict. Lessing must surely be the first major

writer to see quite clearly that, since it is conflict and not

outward action upon which the drama depends, there could

be a drama in which the basic conflict was one of ideas, and

that such a drama might be peculiarly appropriate to a

world without a common faith, philosophy, or idea. Accord-

ingly Lessing chose precisely the lack of a common faith as

the theme of his pregnant drama Nathan, in which the dia-

lectic of the theme is one with the dialectic of the drama-

turgy: the diflEerent strands of the drama, drawn together by

the unity of the structure, are identical with the different
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faiths which by tolerance—the leading idea of the play—are

revealed as one.

Where Lessing promised, Schiller tried to fulfill. By Don
Carlos and Wilhelm Tell he won himself a name as a polit-

ical dramatist and wrote lines which the Nazis had to cen-

sor more than a century later. He would be greeted by

liberals as a forerunner and by Nazis as a kampfgenosse. He
would be sneered at by leftists as a bourgeois liberal and by

rightists as a humanitarian. In Marquis Posa and Wilhelm

Tell he justified reform, toleration, and tyrannicide; yet he

was no callow enthusiast; he carefully makes Posa declare

that his eighteenth-century ideas are ahead of the sixteenth

century in which he lives; Tell's tyrannicide he hedges round

with a dozen provisos calculated to safeguard the heads of

kings.

I have suggested that being a classic prevents the lighter

qualities of a work from being perceived; it also prevents

its faults from being acknowledged. Don Carlos is not only

long. It is cumbersome. Schiller has tied and untied enough

knots to supply the intrigue for several plays; he has then

added Posa and his ideas; but the parts do not become a

whole. Though Don Carlos would have to be mentioned

in any consideration of modern tragedy, it is not in any

accepted sense a tragedy at all but a clever melodrama ren-

dered into a college classic by legerdemain, an elevated tone,

and forensic eloquence. And in the end, like several of Mar-

lowe's plays, which also were full of nonsense, it is irresisti-

ble; Marlowe and Schiller exercise a fascination that can

scarcely be explained by their addiction to hocus-pocus.

More satisfactory than Don Carlos is Wilhelm Tell. Lack-

ing the exuberance, the complication, and the hokum of the

earlier play, Wilhelm Tell is successful fusion of idea and

event, character and deed. Is it a tragedy? It will not matter

that the ending is happy, if the play has the temper and

scope of tragedy. But has it? Seriousness it has in abundance.

It has a hero too, and it tests him to the uttermost, as tragedy

is wont to do. Is the testing tragic? Tell's first choice is be-
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tween death and shooting at an apple placed on his son's

head. He chooses death until he learns that the son will be

killed with him. The choice then shifts to sure death for

both, or Tell's running the risk of killing his son. This

—

Tell's ultimate choice—is surely not tragic, for it is really no

choice at all. There is only one thing to do: to try to save

both lives by shooting. Tell shoots, and later he kills the ty-

rant Gessler who had forced him into shooting. Both actions

are splendidly heroic. But I think they constitute something

closer to a success story than to tragedy.

Those who miss the ambiguity of the famous climax and

coup de theatre must be baffled by the length and dis-

cursiveness of the sequel, and indeed there has been endless

complaint—tempered by the nervousness due to a classic

—against it. The shooting scene is in Act Three. In Act

Four, Tell kills the villain, but the deed is swift and almost

perfunctory. Most of the act is talk. Two great speeches in

Schiller's best bravura manner—Attinghausen arguing for a

united front and Tell justifying his murder of Gessler—are

the twin supports on which the act stands. But by this time

critics and directors have had enough. They learned in

school that the word drama originally meant action. Unde-

terred, Schiller defies etymology and the critics in another

long act, the fifth, again almost entirely devoted to argu-

ment. Another tyrant-killer comes to Tell as to a brother.

Schiller's thoughts on the subject are driven home when Tell

repudiates the man who has murdered the emperor from

personal motives and not from public necessity. Tell says:

Nichts teil ich mit dir—Gemordet

Hast du, ich hab mein teuerstes verteidigt

[Nothing will I share with you

—

you murdered, / protected my
dearest possession.]

and then the play ends with a pleasant pastoral scene cele-

brating the merits and beauties of Switzerland. William Tell

therefore is many things: oratory, debate, idyll, adventure,

apologia, folk tale, document. As poem, as theater, as lesson
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it is very rich. Is it churlish to suggest that as tragedy it

does not exist?

Had we to compress the iridescent world of Schiller's thea-

ter into historical formulations, our conclusion might run

something like this: While in one play

—

Kahale und Liebe—
he successfully essayed the new middle genre, he elsewhere

sought to renew the high tragic tradition by returning

—above the heads of the classicists, French and German—to

Shakespeare. But an influence from a past age is inevitably

assimilated to the later. The Shakespearism of Schiller is ex-

actly two hundred years distant from Shakespeare. When
Schiller translated Macbeth he replaced the porter's bawdy

prose by a dignified song, a substitution that has been

thought academic, Teutonic, and so forth. Actually the al-

teration is shrewd and genuinely theatrical. The better au-

diences, in my experience, are embarrassed by Shakespeare's

scene; the worse giggle at it. Yet Schiller's version is desper-

ately un-Shakespearean. It shows a readiness to compromise

with an audience and a concern with dramatic sequence

—a song at dawn following a murder—reasonably fig-

ured out rather than imaginatively grasped. Schiller was

more of a thinker than Shakespeare. Where the latter pre-

sents things, Schiller writes about things. His Shakespearism

is in the first place a stimulus to independent work of his

own and in the second a matter of externals, such as his

adoption of the long, many-scened, open plays of the Eliza-

bethans as against the concise, triply unified, closed plays of

the French. The spirit and meaning of Schiller is un-

Shakespearean.

However we take Schiller's outlook—stressing the influ-

ence of Rousseau or Kant or Goethe—we shall agree that it

is very much of his time, and hence that it is—on any or-

thodox view—untragic. His muse, we might be tempted to

think, is not Melpomene but Clio. What is his Wallenstein,

we might say, but a by-product of his history of the Thirty

Years' War? What is his most original act, one critic says,

but to bring onto the stage corporate as well as individual
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life? These are valuable hints. If he looks enviously back to

Shakespeare or the Greeks, Schiller also looks forward to a

drama of social ideas. Alfred de Vigny when he wrote of a

"drame de la pensee," Friedrich Hebbel when he wrote of

a drama founded in the Idea, were carrying on where Schil-

ler left off. In this respect Schiller may undoubtedly be

judged a pathfinder. He was hardly a recreator of tragedy.

The nineteenth century saw many attempts to do what

Schiller had not succeeded in doing. Nearly every major poet

—not to mention the minor ones—tried his hand: one tends

to forget that Byron was once chiefly admired for such

things as Cain and that Keats had Shakespearean longings.

Benjamin Constant wrote a French adaptation of Wal-

lenstein; Dumas pere pored over Schiller, and Victor Hugo's

brigand-hero Hernani is the heir of Schiller's robber Karl

Moor; not least important, the Germans led the French ro-

manticists back to Shakespeare. After which it is depressing

to note that French romantic drama is a portentous failure,

that Hernani is a schoolmaster's classic far inferior to any-

thing of Schiller's (not to compare it with Shakespeare, as

Matthew Arnold did), and that the plays of the French ro-

manticists succeeded best, when they succeeded at all, on the

operatic stage for which God, if not always their authors,

intended them. Much more considerable are the efforts of

Kleist and Hebbel, the eccentric Grabbe and even the rather

academic Grillparzer. A history of the high tragic tradition

could not omit them. But in this place there is one man of

the theater who clamors for consideration. Because he

offered an entirely different solution to the problem of tragic

drama, a theory and a practice greeted with such cries of

joy and rage as never had greeted any artist, Richard Wag-

ner commands our attention.

If there is anything that a Wagnerite and an anti-

Wagnerite can agree upon, it is that Wagner was a man- of
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the theater. Drama was to Wagner the highest art, and if he

is best known as a musician that is because he tried to ap-

proach the drama by way of music, an art in which, con-

trary to his desires, he was more gifted. Wagner was as

fully aware of the plight of the theater in his time as was

the amazing Friedrich Hebbel. He gave a full account of

recent stage history in his essay "German Art and German
Politics" (1867). As early as January, 1846, he had been

writing to the critic Hanslick: "I regard my present and

forthcoming works as mere experiments to see if opera

be possible." Soon the "mere experiments' <^cw to a full

blown claim to "an art work which, thoroughly as it dif

fered from both opera and modern drama, yet should rise

above them simply by carrying to their end the choicest

tendencies of either, and uniting them in one ideal and un-

encumbered whole."

The Wagnerian art work, which Wagner at first called

Musikdrama and Gesamtkunstwerk and later simply opera,

was essentially another attempt to create a high drama of

tragic scope in the modern world, "By opera alone," Wag-

ner wrote "can our theater be raised again." Yet, though he

set great store by his libretti, Wagner did not believe with

Cluck and Hugo Wolf that the musician should simply un-

derscore the words. The idea that he did so is one of the

chief popular errors about Wagnerism. But it was Wagner
himself who wrote: "The union of music and poetry must

always end in ... a subordination of the latter." It was not

literature but theater that Wagner believed to be "the one

indivisible supreme creation." One of the founders of the

now popular philosophy of drama according to which the

words of a drama are a mere "script," a mere fragment of

an immense structure, Wagner is fundamentally anti-literary.

In his essay on actors and singers he insists that the author

participates in a play only to the extent that he anticipates

the effects of stage presentation. In itself this is a sound idea,

though the people who promote it are almost always people

ivho regard poetry as untheatrical.
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It has been said that while Lortzing wrote libretti to his

own scores, Wagner composed scores to his own libretti. The
epigram is not true if it suggests that Wagner was more of

a writer than a composer. It is true that Wagner's imagina-

tion was pictorial and theatrical. His first full-length work
was a juvenile neo-Elizabethan tragedy. His first and most

formative enthusiasms were theatrical. It was a performance

by the famous Madame Schroder-Devrient that showed Wag-
ner the possibilities of his own sort of heroic singing and

acting. "When, twenty years back," Wagner wrote in 1861,

"I stayed in Paris for a considerable time, the consummate-

ness of musical and plastic mise-en-scdne at the performances

of the Grand Opera could not fail to produce a most daz-

zling and stimulating impression on me." As for libretti,

Wagner wrote that Eugene Scribe's would "for long serve

as models." Though the older Wagner professed to despise

Scribe, the younger Wagner had written: "What a colossus

Scribe's genius must be," and "Without Scribe, no opera, no

play, no genuine amusement." Scribe, it will be remembered,

was a man who knew nothing of "drama" and nearly ev-

erything about "theater."

Even without Wagner, the early and middle nineteenth

century was more successful in opera than in nonmusical

drama. Spoken drama seemed indeed to be threatened with

extinction. What Wagner planned to do was to confirm this

victory of the opera by infusing into it all the theatrical in-

genuity of Scribe. And more. He would add tragic dignity.

The dramatic stage would be able to do nothing which the

opera could not do better and all in one glorious melange.

Now the operatic tradition had not been tragic. The operas

of the old masters Mozart and Gluck, and of the young

master Spontini, ended untragically. Some of the new roman-

tic operas had a catastrophic close without any aspiration to

tragic import. The following is Wagner's description of what

Meyerbeer, Scribe's musical collaborator, required from a li-

bretto: he "wanted a monstrous, piebald, historico-romantic,

diabolico-religious, fanatic-libidinous, sacro-frivolous, mys-
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terio-criminal autolyco-sentimental, dramatic hotch-potch,

therein to find a material for a curious chimerical music."

It sounds like the later Nietzsche on Wagner! (The earlier

Nietzsche had more generally acknowledged that Wagner
wanted to restore tragedy.) In his rearrangement of Gluck's

Iphigenie Wagner put back Euripides' tragic ending. The
romantic type of opera which he himself began to practice

he tried to redeem partly by his allegorical interpretations

of myth, but most of all by injecting drama into the music

itself.

Otto Ludwig, perhaps one of the few important philoso-

phers of drama, said that drama in essence was the marriage

of two arts, acting and poetry. Wagner substituted the for-

mula, acting and music. "Here the infinitely potent orches-

tra," he wrote, "there the dramatic mime; here the mother-

womb of ideal drama, there its issue borne on every hand by

sound." You can hear less of the libretto in a Wagner opera

than in any other: the meaning is supposed to be transferred

to the orchestra. The usual question asked about the re-

sulting dramatic music is: what is it like as music? What
we have to ask here, however, is: what is it like as drama?

Critics of the poetic drama of the Elizabethans have asked

us to see not only the "linear" pattern of the plot, but also

the "spatial" pattern in which mood, attitude, and versifica-

tion are artfully disposed. Wagnerian music drama consists

almost exclusively of such patterns of contrast. One of Wag-
ner's best-known ideas is that the symphony is a develop-

ment from the dance tune; dramatic action he believed to be

a developed form of the dance itself. We are again reminded

of our contemporary champions of theatrical arts who stress

all elements in drama except the literary elements. The
drama becomes a problem in visual and auditory form. And
Wagner is thoroughgoing. As one of his best interpreters,

Paul Bekker, has observed, the music dramas are of two

sorts: the chordal dramas {The Fairies, Rienzi, The Ring,

Die Meistersinger) and the chromatic dramas of which Tris-

tan is the great example. In the one set of compositions the
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basic pattern is that of a pure harmony repeatedly broken

up by dissonance; in the other it is that of repeated resolu-

tion of discords; in both it is an endlessly repeated device

that is the basis of the type. Some listeners are understand-

ably infuriated. As the composer Busoni noted, Wagner's

music consists of crescendos which rise quickly to a climax,

and then have to be followed by a diminuendo and another

crescendo and another climax, and so ad infinitum. More-

over, the character of the music is determined by nonmusi-

cal considerations; modulation is facilitated by rapid changes

in dramatic mood, and purists are scandalized at the default

of purely musical construction. Dramatically considered, the

music becomes an astonishing agent of mood and psychol-

ogy, an amazingly swift and direct conductor of feeling. No
wonder that inveterate Wagnerites, caught in the tidal wave,

have thought "literary" drama a paltry rivulet.

"Wagner as musician is reckoned among painters, as poet

among musicians, as artist generally among actors": Nie-

tzsche's hostile words are not far from Wagner's own pro-

fessed theory. Even a judicious Wagnerite could admit that

Wagner was primarily an "actor," a man of the theater, and

that he seeks an ironic interplay in his work by interchang-

ing the functions of the arts. As Bekker says: "Upon the

stage walk sounds, not people. They do not speak but sing

words, do not think but feel. Similarly, in musical form, peo-

ple, not notes, move about, not sounding but conversing in

tonal relations, not forming patterns but acting." The nat-

ural ideality of absolute music Wagner turns to its opposite:

the concrete reference of program music, the very corporeal-

ity of stage performance which he had set out to avoid

by the magic of a mythological subject, modern staging, and

a new type of theatrical building (in which a unified, dark

auditorium and a "mystic abyss" created by a proscenium-

arch and a covered orchestra all played a part).

In this way Wagner intended to be at once a Shakespeare

and a Beethoven. He would make tone visible and light au-

dible. Uniting sound and light, invisible and visible, subject
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and object, he would create a higher drama. "Beethoven's

melodies," he wrote, "convey the same truth as Shakespeare's

phantom figures: the two would be one could the musician

command not only the sound world but the light v/orld." To
learn how Wagner did this one need but see one of his

works performed; to understand what he intended, which

is quite another matter, one must trace further one of the

arguments of his little book, Beethoven. The worlds of Bee-

thoven and Shakespeare, Wagner says, differ "only by the

laws of expansion and movement which govern them. . . .

A perfect art form, accordingly, must start from the point

at which these laws coincide." With neverfailing readiness

to answer the most unanswerable question, Wagner declares

that "the point at which these laws coincide" is: the world

of dreams. The reply does not make clear sense, but one as-

sumes he means that while the mode of expression of poets

and musicians is different, their fantasies and feelings may
be similar. In the back of Wagner's mind was probably also

his love of phantasmagoria, that realm which his combina-

tion of program music and. otherworldly story seemed best

fitted to conjure up. Wagner's operas differ widely from each

other, but they have one thing in common: an atmosphere

of phantasmagoria. The attempt to be both Beethoven and

Shakespeare very natin-ally produced something utterly un-

like either.

Wagner could probably see that no pattern of mood
expressed in musical sound could constitute a tragedy, and

he occasionally tried to adumbrate a fully tragic theory

which had some prima facie plausibility. As Hebbel toyed

with Hegel after a poet's fashion and completely altered

Hegel's meaning, so Wagner toyed with Schopenhauer and

arrived by Schopenhauerian lingo at an un-Schopenhauerian

view. Schopenhauer's philosophy of music was much more
favorable to absolute music than was Wagner's, but Wagner
dimly remembered the high compliments which Schopen-

hauer had paid to the art which eliminates the subject-object

/elation and brings you face to face with the Idea. In Scho
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penhauerian fashion he found the phenomenal world to be

an illusion, but an illusion that can be unveiled and thus

destroyed by music. Unhappily Wagner had in mind dra-

matic music, that is, music which depicts the very phenom-
enal world which is supposed to be an illusion. The theory

is confused, but in it we descry a hazy notion of a Shake-

spearean tragic conception which sees the world as a battle

of living human feeling against fate and time. In Tristan

time and fate seem in a transcendental sense to be conquered,

as in Antony and Cleopatra, by the grandeur of a high and
sacrificial passion. The transfiguration of Cleopatra by poetry

is of course hard to interpret, since one is not meant to as-

sume that the queen of Egypt is a great Elizabethan poetess,

or that, even if she were, her fate would be less harsh. But,

it might be argued, what the mood of her last great speech

does for Cleopatra, the mood of her last great aria does foi

Isolde.

Yet Wagner is un-Shakespearean not only in belonging to

an era in which tragic significance was to be differently dis-

covered (by Ibsen), and not only in being Shakespeare's in-

ferior. He had thought to add to Shakespeare (S) the genius

of a Beethoven (B), but instead of being S + B he was W,
a third entity. The essential distinction is that between

drama and opera. Music is one of the least limited of the

arts in the expression of every kind of affect. Drama, being

presented through the medium of words, deals not only with

affects, not only with objects (some of which are within the

scope of program music), but also with concepts which

music cannot touch at all and which a libretto cannot very

freely handle. The distinction I have in mind came home to

me very forcibly when I saw Shakespeare's Othello and

Verdi's Otello almost at the same time. To many who can-

not accept Wagner, Verdi's opera is acceptable as theater, yet

try as one may it does not communicate a tragic experience.

When Otello is sung—and it would be the same if the ac-

tors sang the very words of Shakespeare's play—we no

longer accept the substance of the play directly. The per-
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former sings, so it seems, about Othello; he cannot be

Othello. The singer is a narrator; the text is something cited.

Hence one can see that music might be appropriate to the

dramas of Bertolt Brecht, who uses music precisely to give

the effect of quotation and distance; but in non-narrative

tragedy where we identify ourselves with a protagonist,

music is an intrusion.

It is also a handicap. It subordinates poetry, as Wagner
himself admitted. And every dramaturgic practice that sub-

ordinates the words to any other medium has trivialized the

drama without giving full rein to the medium that has be-

come dominant. Painters, choreographers, and musicians

have more scope outside drama altogether—in pageantry,

ballet, and opera. Instead of adding the merits of one art

to another, Wagner set the muses quarreling. Thalia, Mel-

pomene, and Euterpe fight an interminable battle. There

were technical difficulties in the way of Wagner's grand

schemes: to set a play to music is almost to double its dura-

tion and thus to change all its tempi; even then, no singers

ever communicate their words unbrokenly to the audience.

Above all, music performs its dramatic functions very inade-

quately. Though Wagner and Richard Strauss have carried

dramatic music to extraordinary lengths, they not only can-

not, as the latter wished, give an exact musical description

of a tablespoon, they cannot do anything at all with the even

more baffling world of conceptual thought. They cannot con-

struct the complex parallels and contraries of meaning which

drama demands. On the stage the death of Hamlet is mov-

ing, despite all the indignity of actors simulating death

agonies, because of the meanings—the ideas with all their

connotations and interrelations—that Shakespeare's lines

have fixed in our minds. The death of an operatic hero

—

a Tristan, an Otello, a Boris Godunov—may be impressive

in many ways but it is not a supreme event. It is the decora-

tion of an event. We appreciate very openly the skill with

which the event is circumvented, and when the actor pre-

tends to fall dead we applaud.
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Tannhduser and The Ring, Tristan and Parsifal fail to be

great tragedies not because the tenors are fat or because the

orchestra is too loud or because Wagner was a proto-Nazi;

such things, if true, are beside the point. I am inclined to

think these works fall short of Wagner's intention because

opera cannot be tragic. They have many dramatic, and even

more theatrical, elements in them. They tell stories that

would serve for tragic purposes; and the libretti, studied by

themselves, reveal much conscious and unconscious allegory.

But knowing that a libretto is not a tragedy and hoping

that he might make an opera into one by dramatizing the

score, Wagner wrote libretti that were thinner and more

repetitious than those of some other composers. The result is

that at the end of his dramas we have a conclusion to the

story but no tragic close. To overcome or conceal the dif-

ficulty, Wagner grew accustomed to ending his works with

even more than his usual musical virtuosity. There is the

superb mild und leise of Isolde and the weaving together of

all the "leading motives" at the end of The Ring. This

is musical genius. It is not tragedy. To investigate the tragic

intention we have to go not to the opera itself but to the

libretto as celebrated by Wagner and the Wagnerites.

Such is Wagnerism. Our study of it will be resumed in

the next chapter, where Wagner's method of redeeming the

drama is contrasted with Ibsen's. For the present I shall be

content with certain elementary distinctions.

There are three main ways of combining music and

drama. The first might be called Music with Dramatic In-

terludes. This is the more vulgar sort of opera in which

dramatically sensational narrative operates as the bridge be-

tween musically sensational arias. The second way is Drama

with Musical Interludes. This includes all drama—such as

Shakespeare, the Greeks, or our own Sean O'Casey—in

which music plays an important but subordinate role. It in-

cludes the theory though not the practice of Gluck. The

third way is Drama by means of Music, which is what Wag-

ner wanted, which is indeed what most major operatic com-
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posers have wanted, and which we might call Opera Proper.

We have seen how Wagner went wrong. As a musician

to be reckoned a painter, as a poet to be reckoned a musi-

cian, is to have blurred and confused the arts, not to have

united them. Furthermore I have ventured the suggestion

that in attempting tragedy by musical means Wagner at-

tempted the impossible. Opera cannot be tragedy. It was per-

haps ill-advised even to define opera as "drama by means of

music." However convenient this formula may sometimes

be, it is confusing, since the potentialities of opera are really

so diflFerent from those of spoken theater that it is mislead-

ing to call them both drama. Music Drama is a misnomer

and a misconception. It led Wagner not only to gloss over

the real differences between the arts, but also to imagine that

the work of one could be done by another. Hence the gi-

gantic error of his believing that drama could be replaced by

opera.

Today I think we would rather stress the legitimate dif-

ferences between the arts. Their territories may be adjacent,

but they are not identical. Undoubtedly we do not know
very clearly even now what opera can do. But we can learn

from failures, however glorious, what it can not do. The
Wagnerian experiment did not succeed in handing over the

art of tragedy to the musicians. Even Nietzsche, who began

by thinking the enterprise possible—he argued that tragedy

was born out of the spirit of music—^was disenchanted by

a visit to Bayreuth.

Ill

Toward the close of the nineteenth century came the

New Drama and with it other serious efforts to create a

genre with the depth, dignity, and lyric power of tragedy.

I do not allude to lyric poets such as Tennyson, who con-

tinued the futile tradition of pseudo-Shakespearean poeti-

cism by which so many had tried in vain to achieve drama.
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nor yet to such more modern flights as those of D'An-

nunzio, who essayed tragedy with fancy dress but without

the muse. Looking back over the New Drama today, one is

inclined to overlook the catalogues and categories of its his-

torians and to pick out from that motley crowd, in which

a Stephen Phillips jostles a Bernard Shaw and is taken for

his equal, one or two who deserve to stand when the rest

have fallen by the wayside where only graduate students

will ever pick them up. Among all the attempts to clothe

Melpomene grandly again, none is of more special and

intricate interest than that which we find in certain plays of

the Belgian Maeterlinck, the Russian Andreyev, and the

Swede Strindberg. The dream plays of these writers—and

we may adopt the term Dream Play for a whole cluster of

dramas which seek their effect through the evocation of men-

tal states believed to be dreamlike—^reflect the conviction

that not only the "bourgeois tragedy" but also most non-

realistic tragic drama in the modern period had been too

external. The essence of tragedy is inner experience, and

these plays, followed by those of the expressionists from

1912 on, probe man's soul for tragic meaning. Whether they

can be said to have found it is another matter.

In his Treasure of the Humble Maeterlinck has given us a

concise and eloquent statement of his theory. His essay there

entitled "The Tragical in Daily Life" suggests to our minds

the leading idea of "bourgeois tragedy"—that ordinary life

is tragic. Nor are Maeterlinck's characters necessarily in

the aristocratic mode and grand manner of traditional trag-

edy. They may be in modern costume (though they usually

are not) since to Maeterlinck the physical is nothing and the

soul all. So far the theory is only a rather unusual mixture

of usual ingredients. Nor are we unduly surprised when Mae-

terlinck informs us that action is unimportant. It is a com-

mon enough view. The unusual element in Maeterlinck's

theory is his further assertion that dialogue itself is nothing

—at least in its literal denotations. Silence, he says—and he

does not mean merely dramatic pauses—is more eloquent
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than words. What matters is a mysterious unspoken dia-

logue that is somehow implied. We may retort that since

the unspoken dialogue must to a great extent be suggested

by the spoken dialogue, the latter is important after all. But

Maeterlinck still has a point—that drama, as Eugene O'Neill

has rephrased it, must suggest forces "behind life." The most

revolutionary and most dubious part of Maeterlinck's theory

is its denial of the necessity of conflict. Drama, he insists, the

tragic experience itself, can be felt as pure stasis. Here the

word-play is less defensible than it was in the discussion of

dialogue. To be sure, the final tragic experience might be de-

scribed as pure stasis. But this is the repose following vio-

lence, the synthesis that accrues from the clash of thesis and

antithesis. To be sure, tragedy does not absolutely require

physical and overt conflict. But even Interior and The In-

truder, which are the extreme examples of Maeterlinck's

views in practice, have an element of opposition, contest, or

dialectic, and therefore of tension—otherwise it is not clear

how they could register in our minds as unified and mean-

ingful experience. The longer plays, such as Pelleas et Meli-

sande, have so much obvious and outward struggle in them

as to remove them from the debate altogether.

In a "Letter on the Theater," dated 1914, Andreyev stated

a theory very similar to Maeterlinck's. He wrote that action

was not necessary in drama "inasmuch as life itself, in its

more dramatic and tragic moments, departs ever further

from outward action, only to go into the depths of the soul,

into that quiet and internal immobility of living experience,

the intellect." Andreyev proceeds to develop a historical

theory. Our consciousness has changed in recent centuries,

he argues. The life of a Benvenuto Cellini, all action and ex-

ternal event, is a thing of the past. Modern man is much
better represented by Nietzsche, whose biography is purely

spiritual. "Life has gone within," Andreyev continues, "and

the stage has remained outside. Life has become psychologi-

cal, if one may express oneself so, has become aligned with

primitive fears. Along with the everlasting heroes of the
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drama, love and hunger, comes a new hero, the intellect.

Neither love nor hunger nor ambition: thought, human
thought, with all its sufferings, joys, and struggles—there is

the true hero of contemporary life!" The idea that thought

should have a prime place in the modern drama is not a con-

tribution of the 1900 generation. It had been championed or

implied by Schiller, Vigny, Hebbel, and Ibsen. It is the pe-

culiar associations of thought—with suffering and joy, with

struggle and primitive fears—that is characteristic of the

later time. It prepares us for Pirandello and O'Neill. Such a

drama would inevitably be attacked by the Philistines as "in-

tellectual." But the emphasis is on the agony of the intel-

lect, upon the intellect in extremis, not upon its supposedly

arid cerebrations. Admittedly such a subject is beyond even

the "high-brow" end of Broadway. Admittedly also it is 3.

leitmotiv of modern culture.

There are large differences between Maeterlinck and An^

dreyev. Although the latter was in theory committed to the

doctrine of the static, the "quiet and internal immobility,"

he likes to tell wild, macabre stories; he taps a vein of

Dostoevskian savagery. Maeterlinck, on the other hand—at

least the Maeterlinck of the theory—prefers the nuance, the

half-tone, the sigh, the whimper, and the wistfulness. What
Maeterlinck and Andreyev have in common is their central

teaching: that there is real tragedy in modern life and that it

is to be found deep within the individual ego. They echo

Edgar Allan Poe's cry: "The terror of which I speak is not

of Germany, but of the soul." They complete what had been

a long process in the history of drama, namely, in the words

of a dramatic historian: "a shifting of the scene from that

which is without to that which is within." C. E. Vaughan,

the author of these words, represented this process as the

chief line of development indicated by the whole history of

drama. An interesting formulation, to which we shall return.

Maeterlinck's theory was derived, in part at least, from

none other than the greatest writer of tragedies, not in medi-

eval, but in modern dress: Henrik Ibsen. In his own words:
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Some time ago, when dealing with The Master Builder,

which is the one of Ibsen's dramas wherein this dialogue

of the ^'second degree" attains the deepest tragedy, I en-

deavored, unskillfully enough, to fix its secrets. For indeed

they are kindred handmarks traced on the same wall by the

same sightless being, groping for the same light. "What is it,"

I asked, "what is it that, in The Master Builder, the poet

has added to life, thereby making it appear so strange, so

profound, and so disquieting beneath its trivial surface?"

The discovery is not easy, the old master hides from us

more than one secret. It would even seem as though what

he has wished to say were but little by the side of what he

has been compelled to say. He has freed certain powers of

the soul that have never yet been free, and it may well

be that these have held him in thrall. "Look you, Hilda,"

exclaims Solness, "look you! There is sorcery in you too as

there is in me." It is this sorcery that imposes action on the

powers of the beyond. . . . Hilda and Solness are, I believe,

the first characters in drama who feel, for an instant, that

they are living in the atmosphere of the soul. . . . Their

conversation resembles nothing that we have ever heard,

inasmuch as the poet has endeavored to blend in one ex-

pression both the inner and outer dialogue. . . .

August Strindberg hated Ibsen, whom he called the Nor-

wegian bluestocking, and would probably never have

confessed to learning anything from him. But he read Mae-

terlinck. Reading him at the time of his own naturalistic

plays, Strindberg was not impressed. Coming back to him at

the turn of the century, when, following his destiny and the

Paris fashion set by Huysmans and his beloved P^ladan, he

was turning toward religion and the occult, Strindberg en-

thusiastically placed Maeterlinck among the greatest writers.

For a time he bubbled over with Maeterlinckism, as we see

from his play Swanwhite. Later he came to think that Mae-

terlinck could not be imitated but only absorbed, and we

can thus regard Maeterlinck as one of the formative forces

that went to the making of Strindberg's later fantasies, of
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which the chief are The Dream Play, The Road of Damas-

cus, and The Ghost [or Spook] Sonata.

"The Dream Play/' Strindberg wrote, "is a new form

which is my invention." With greater clarity and penetration

than Maeterlinck or Andreyev, he saw that what they

needed as the container and frame of such visions was: the

dream. And just how fully Strindberg understood the possi-

bilities of the dream is shown by a program note which he

added to The Dream Play lest his audience think him capri-

cious:

In this dream play, as in his earlier one, The Road to

Damascus, the author has tried to imitate the disjointed

but apparently logical form of a dream. Anything may
happen: everything is possible and probable. Time and
space do not exist; on an insignificant groundwork of real-

ity, imagination spins and weaves new patterns: a mixture

of memories, experiences, unfettered fancies, absurdities,

and improvisations.

The characters are split, doubled, and multiplied: they

evaporate and are condensed, are diffused and concentrated.

But a single consciousness holds sway over them all—that

of the dreamer; for him there are no secrets, no inconse-

quences, no scruples, and no law. The dreamer neither

condemns nor acquits: he merely relates; and since a dream
is usually painful, less frequently cheerful, a tone of melan-

choly, of sympathy with all that lives, runs through ths

swaying narrative. Sleep, the liberator, often plays a pain-

ful part, but when the pain is at its fiercest comes the

awakening to reconcile the sufferer with reality, which, how-

ever agonizing it may be, is at that moment a joy compared

with the excruciating dream.

This sounds post-Freudian, and indeed it was written several

years after The Interpretation of Dreams, but it does not

seem that Strindberg had read Freud, much as he had been

interested in the latter's pastors and masters—Charcot and

the Nancy school of psychiatry. But, if we know any cuL
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tural history at all, we know that such confluences of opin-

ion need not be discussed as, and could not be explained by,

the influence of one thinker on another. More curious and

significant than influences is such a fact as Darwin's and

Wallace's arriving simultaneously and independently at the

same conclusion. So it is with Strindberg and Freud. Or to

phrase it differently: the same forces which at the close of

the nineteenth century drove Freud to the study of dreams

in the psychiatric field drove Strindberg toward the same

study in his investigation of tragic experience. Artists have

known about dreams from time immemorial, but they had

seen them as divine messages or merely utilized them as a

convenient frame for an improbable story. Strindberg is

Freudian in that he finds human significance, as well as an

artistic opportunity, in the substitutions, inversions, and tele-

scoping of the dream work. These, he thinks, are the way to

the core of tragic experience. This discovery—which Strind-

berg seems chiefly to have made for himself, though under

pressure from the Zeitgeist, to which, like his kindred spirits,

Kierkegaard, Dostoevski, and Nietzsche, he was abnormally

sensitive—is the theory of his dream plays.

Ibsen, more than any other dramatist, had presented on

the stage the individual soul. Maeterlinck, more than any

other dramatist, had presented the haze of dreaminess. If

Strindberg pushed Maeterlinck's dreaminess much further,

creating a highly complex and explicit dream drama, he also

may be said to have pushed Ibsen's psychological intimacy

much further, until his dramas are completely subjective,

not to say confessional. Both these developments, which

Strindberg united in his dream plays, are extraordinary ad-

ventures far from the track of all drama as we learn about it

in books and on Broadway. Drama is the most solid of the

arts; it presents objects to the eyes; it is commonly supposed

to be somewhat crudely physical. Strindberg transports it to

the dream world. Drama is objective, external; the dramatist

is supposed to create a world of characters with their own
separate existence and with each a separate identity gunrnn-
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leed by the visible separateness of his body. Strindberg, even

more than Ibsen, introduces sheer subjectivity upon the

stage. Every tragic artist must have written autobiograph-

ically to some extent. Sophocles, we may say, was Oedipus,

and Shakespeare Hamlet. Yet Master-Builder Solness is Ibsen

much more explicitly, to such an extent indeed that we may
barely understand the play without reference to his lifework

if not to his life. How much more is this true of Strind-

berg's dream plays! They carry symbolism well over the

borderline of the public and intelligible into a private realm

to which we need a biographer's passport. The tragic muse

has never worn a fancier dress.

C. E. Vaughan presented the increasing inwardness of the

drama as a sort of progress, and a later theorist cites Maeter-

linck's views as the latest and most encouraging reach of

dramatic enterprise. All of which was some years ago. To-

day we cannot see why it is necessarily so encouraging. Con-

sider the career of Maeterlinck himself. As a dramatist he

has become more and more conventional. As a leader and

maker of opinion he has moved from the vanguard to the

rear, and today we find him praising Clare Boothe Luce to

the New Yorker's reporter and writing on the value of spir-

ituality for business magazines. So ends the man who once

made so strong an impact upon men like Debussy, Rilke,

Yeats, and Strindberg. Not only has he himself deteriorated.

Maeterlinckism bore no fruits after 1910. Andreyev's work

too seems to have been the exploitation of a cul-de-sac.

But we would hardly need history to tell us this. Is it not

evident that we cannot go behind life indefinitely? The aim

was to find the essence of life; the result was—it is barely a

pun—leaving life behind. Maeterlinck, even in the most

Maeterlinckian plays, abuts on the false and the foolish. An-

dreyev falls into rhodomontade and arty uplift. There is a

parallel between Maeterlinck and Gordon Craig. They are

one in their attempt to create a high, tragic drama of atmos-

phere, and they are one in imagining that it can be made out

of atmosphere. How far they leave life, and therefore drama.
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behind is clear from their substitution of marionettes for

actors. A fine future for the theater if this is the drama of

tomorrow! If this is inwardness we begin to long for out-

wardness. For we are people, as Th^ophile Gautier put it,

for whom the external world exists.

It is not always clear what we mean when we announce

that a given form or manner is exhausted. Yet in studying

Maeterlinck and Andreyev it is impossible to resist the im-

pression that what may have looked like a beginning forty

years ago today looks more like an ending. Strindberg is a

more complex case. There is plenty in him that belongs to

an era that was closing when his last plays were written. But

there are also hints, hunches, and ideas which could help to

create new schools of drama. As an influence (and in many
other ways) Strindberg is ambivalent. What might be re-

garded as his healthy influence will be described in a later

chapter. The Strindberg who concerns us in this chapter

was perhaps not so healthy a force. I am thinking of the

Strindberg who inspired another generation of would-be

tragedians, the Strindberg of strained postures and forced

spirituality, in a word, the expressionist Strindberg. Not that

the unhealthiness of the influence was altogether his fault.

Most often it was the fault of those who chose to copy in-

essentials and lacked the genius to supply the essentials

themselves. The expressionists were not a band of great men
in revolt like the early romantics. On the contrary. With

them the modern crusade for high tragedy in the grand

manner comes to an end "not with a bang but a whimper."

The term expressionism was originally chosen—around

1900—as an antithesis to impressionism in painting. In

drama the term was not current before the First World War,

and the expressionist tendency was not widely known until

the twenties, with which it is still identified in our minds.

Actually the chief expressionist plays were written between

1910 and 1920.

The first recognized expressionist playwright was Rein-

hard Sorge (1892-1916). The youthful Sorge was steeped in
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the literature of the time. At first a Nietzschean, later a

Catholic, he was always in rebellion against naturalism and
dissatisfied with the neo-romanticist reaction against it. If Zo-

laism was life without art, neo-romanticism was art without

life. A new synthesis was needed that would acknowledge

both the earthly roots and the celestial longings of man-

kind. From this intention the Expressionists proceeded to

make a new literature which has so many individual varia-

tions that the main theme is hard to find. Lost in the maze of

disorderly facts, we may appeal to the comforting Six Points

of a scholar who was professionally compelled to say exactly

what Expressionism is. First, he said, it is subjectivist and

represents the emanations, the Ausstrahlungen, of the indi-

vidual ego. Second, it seeks, not an impression of actuality,

but an expression of the inner man, the unconscious, the

dream world. Third, it seeks the spiritual, the elemental, the

ecstatic. Fourth, it works by means of lyricism and musical

counterpoint. Fifth, it is a search for the divine. Sixth, it as-

serts the dignity of man.

In the present context there is no need to track down each

expressionist to his lair. The Six Points are enough to sug-

gest the tragic intention which was common to expressionists

such as Sorge and Kornfeld, Kokoschka and Stramm,

Kaiser and Hasenclever, Capek and Toller, even if there

were more things they did not have in common. I offer the

following generalizations about the whole movement.

Expressionism, as Simmel put it, was an attempt to seize

the essence of life without the content of life. In this it re-

flects the anxiety, the soul-searching, the sense of crisis and

insufficiency, sometimes the hysteria of a generation. Dra-

matic expressionism has three roots: Strindberg, adolescent

despair, and electric light. Though it too was offered to the

world as the drama of the future, it was more obviously an

aftermath. It reproduced the externals of Strindberg's man-

ner as Schiller had reproduced the externals of Shakespeare'?

manner. It was the last of the attempts described in this sec-

tion to express tragedy by seizing the soul, so to speak, by
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the hair. Ibsen and Strindberg (and Maeterlinck and An-

dreyev at their best) had maintained an interplay between

the outer and the inner, objective and subjective, realistic

and non-realistic. The expressionists cut loose from the ob-

ject altogether; and one end being cut, the whole rope flops.

Helplessly the expressionists gesticulate and shriek and

moan. The necessary twoness of artistic experience—irony, if

you will—is absent.

Expressionism might never have become a large dramatic

movement at all but for the intellectual wooziness of the

war generation and, even more important, but for the New
Staging with which the name of Reinhardt is identified.

Here the most fundamental development—as we have seen

—was the first full use of electricity on the stage. No greater

technical change than the introduction of the switchboard

had ever been known, and, for a generation, theater people

were drunk with electricity. New shapes and colors hovered

before them. Theater came to be thought of in terms of

light and, even more perhaps, in terms of shadow. The
theater maniacs were the making of expressionism. They
needed a drama without substance, so that light and color

and design could have pride of place. The result is recorded

in all those lovely picture books of the drama, dated between

1918 and 1930, in which a New Theater is ecstatically an-

nounced. Poor expressionistsl Their plays were only too

eagerly taken off their hands by the rapacious zealots of the

scene. The tragic muse went out in a blaze of light.
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Wagner made a step beyond the poet of "Hamlet." To the

reflecting, depicting, understanding, to the directly perceiv-

ing eye, he added the revelation of music from the unseen
world of the inner man.

HOUSTON STEWART CHAMBERLAIN
After Shakespeare I unhesitatingly place Ibsen first.

LUIGI PIRANDELLO

WAGNER AND IBSEN: A CONTRAST

Drama as a high art has appeared only sporadically. Music,

for example, has had in the modern world a much more

distinguished and continuous history. So have some literary

forms, such as the novel and even lyric verse. The theater is

a stepchild. Look through any good critical journal and you

will find stringent, zealous, and expert criticism of all the

arts with the single exception of drama, for there is at pres-

ent no significant theater, and even the better dramatists of

yesterday—say, Schnitzler, Chekhov, or Synge—are to a large

extent forgotten, while their contemporaries in the novel

and poetry—James, Proust, the symbolists—maintain and

even enhance their reputation. The dramatic criticism that

does exist is divided into two equally insufficient depart-

ments: the technical, which embraces everything from

academic history of the drama to studies of the various para-

phernalia of the theater, and the journalistic, which even

at its best seldom amounts to more than scattered witticisms

and fragmentary apergus.

Perhaps an art receives the criticism it deserves. Has there

been a supremely great dramatist since Racine and Moli^re?

75
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At least we may allow that since 1700 it has been a question

whether there could be theater as high art at all. First-rate

minds have applied themselves to the theater, but often

—

one thinks of Goethe, Schiller, and Hebbel—something first-

rate is written for the theater which is not first-rate theater.

Goethe succeeds far better with the lyric and the dramatic

poem. Schiller, for all his eloquence and intellect (greatly

overlooked in English-speaking countries), is never entirely

great as a playwright; his genius is more reflective than

tragic, more forensic than dramatic. Hebbel's case is even

more revealing. He was a poet whose lifelong ambition wai

to serve the theater and whose theoretic understanding of

the state of dramatic art in the modern world was the most

searching in his generation. But his plays, for all their real

poetic and dramatic ingredients, are all somehow off center,

incomplete, queer, and unsatisfying.

Whether or no these examples convince, it will be agreed

that many great artists have written for the modern theater

without producing great dramas. Indeed there is hardly an

important modern writer—not Auden, nor Joyce, nor

Lawrence, nor Henry James—who has not fancied himself

as a dramatist with largely unhappy consequences. The list

could be extended back through the nineteenth century to

the earliest Romanticists, nearly all of whom (Words-

worth, Coleridge, Keats, Shelley, Byron) wrote bad plays

in verse. Nor was the eighteenth century very much luckier.

Now I do not believe that we can answer such questions

as: why was there no great drama in Victorian England?

with complete finality. We can no more explain why genius

does not occur at a certain time than we can explain why it

does occur at another time. There is an element of chance,

of the imponderable, or at least of the as yet unknown, in

the matter, and Spenglerian or other patterns which attrib-

ute such things to inevitable degeneration are a futile half-

wisdom after the event. On the other hand, one can partly

explain why, when genius did occur and did try itself so

persistently in the drama, it persistently failed. The partial
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explanation is, negatively stated, that the old tragic attitude

to life had disappeared, and with it the old high tragedy,

hitherto the major dramatic form. Schiller, Victor Hugo,

and D'Annunzio use the forms of this kind of tragedy—as

we saw in the last chapter—after the substance has gone.

The comedy of Moli^re was also a product of a kind

of awareness which disappeared, and even the best of eight-

eenth-century comedy, that, say, of Goldoni and Sheridan,

is a pale ghost of the earlier variety.

Even more directly than the other arts—or more crudely

—the drama is a chronicle and brief abstract of the time, re-

vealing not merely the surface but the whole material and

spiritual structure of an epoch. Hence the necessity of his-

torical criticism. The history of drama since the eighteenth

century is the history of attempts to represent upon

the stage the material and spiritual structure of a new age,

an age inaugurated by political, economic, and technologi-

cal revolutions of unprecedented and only half-realized

scope. Today we have comfortably taken care of the three

revolutions with the three words Democracy, Capitalism,

and Industrialism.

There have been many attempts to body forth that new

world in drama. Of these, four seem to me incomparably

vaster than any others: the attempts of Wagner, Ibsen,

Shaw, and Strindberg.

A quotation from Hebbel's journals will lead us into the

subject. "The new drama, if such a thing comes into being,"

Hebbel wrote, "will differ from the Shakespearean drama,

which must now be definitely abandoned, in that the dra-

matic dialectic will be injected not only into the characters

but also directly into the Idea itself, so that not alone the

relation of man to the Idea is debated, but also the validity

of the Idea itself." Hebbel's words have nothing directly to

do with the "drama of ideas" as commonly understood. He
writes as we have noted, in roughly Hegelian terms and for

"Idea" or "that part of the Idea which is embodied in actual

society" we can simply read "institutions and conditions."
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Indirectly, therefore, Hebbel's theory has much to do with

the drama of ideas, since he is saying, among other things,

that the new drama will ask not only if men live according

to moral laws but also whether their moral laws are valid.

The stage is a tribunal. In future it will pass, says Hebbel,

not only on individuals but on institutions and on the laws

themselves. Hebbel wrote this passage in 1843. The next

generation was that of Wagner and Ibsen. The next was

that of Shaw and Strindberg. Hebbel's words were being

realized.

For their contemporaries our four playwrights were each

of them highly controversial figures, whom one might with

equal assurance worship or despise. Even today some vet-

eran despisers may be shocked to have one or the other of

them singled out from the multitude of the relatively ac-

complished. Yet I think most people would agree to the se-

lection if they were to go over the ground. Whether we
think of the merit of their compositions or of the potency

of their effort to make a great modern theater, Wagner, Ib-

sen, Shaw, and Strindberg are the most important men of

the theater during the past hundred years.

In the preceding chapters we saw how Wagner tried to

rescue the drama by means of music and how Ibsen tried to

rescue it by means of modern speech. Wagner is the great

exponent of tragedy in fancy, Ibsen of tragedy in modern
dress. The two men are avatars of the two traditions of

modern drama, the anti-realistic and the realistic. In the

present chapter I shall try both to retail more of the facts

about them and to push the analysis of their work a little

further.

First, Wagner. Though the exceptions are better known
than the rule, the main operatic tradition before Wagner
was one of serious theater, that is, of plays which were a

serious interpretation of life, not frivolous displays in which,
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as Wagner said of Meyerbeer, effects appear without their

causes. The tradition of serious opera stretches from Monte-

verdi to Mozart in the secular opera, and from Schiitz to

Handel in sacred opera or oratorio. Even the subordina-

tion of the music to the words had been advocated. In the

second half of the eighteenth century Gluck wrote: "I en-

deavored to reduce music to its proper function, that of sec-

onding poetry by enforcing the expression of the sentiment

and the interest of the situations, without interrupting the

action or weakening it by superfluous ornament." Rather

earlier the composer Mattheson wrote: "In my opinion a

good opera theater is nothing but an academy of many fine

arts, where architecture, painting, the dance, poetry . . .

and above all music should unite to bring about a work of

art." Mattheson is even closer than Gluck to a Wagnerian

theory of a Composite Art Work (Gesamtkunstwerk).

Schiller was perhaps the first important dramatist

to think that the future of drama might lie in opera. "I had

always placed a certain confidence in opera," he wrote to

Goethe in 1797, "hoping that from it will rise as from the

choruses of the ancient feasts of Bacchus the tragedy in a

nobler form." Goethe replied impressively: "The hopes you

placed in the opera you would find fulfilled to a high degree

in the recent Don Juan"—Mozart's Don Giovanni. The op-

eras of Mozart are commonly considered musical more than

dramatic; Mozart himself wrote that in opera "the poetry

must be altogether the obedient daughter of the music";

and Wagner thinks that Mozart did not take drama very

seriously. Nevertheless Goethe was right, and the fusion of

music and drama in Mozart's operas is closer to the Wag-

nerian ideal than is the subordination of music to words in

Gluck's theory. Mozart's four operatic masterpieces are the

greatest achievement of the eighteenth-century theater and

the greatest operas of all time.

But neither they nor Gluck's Orfeo and Alceste are what

we are after: the expression of the modern world in theater.

They are the expression of the ancien regime, at the latest
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the expression of the ancien regime under fire. Though the

music of Don Giovanni in its stern grandeur, its tempestu-

ous exuberance, its subtle psychology, and its modulated

mood-painting, belies current notions of "classicism," "ro-

cocco," and "enlightenment," yet the world depicted is, in-

ternally as well as externally, the world of Joseph II and not

that of Bismarck.

Between Mozart and Wagner—with the possible excep-

tion of Hector Berlioz—there is no "music dramatist" of the

first rank. What is the road that leads from The Magic

Flute, which, Wagner held to be the cornerstone of German
national opera, to Lohengrin? The question of Wagner's ori-

gin is a vexed one. Some have regarded his art as springing

fully equipped from the head of the maestro. Others have

assailed him as an ungrateful plagiarist. Perhaps Wagner

was about as derivative as most good artists—that is to say,

very derivative indeed. Outstandingly, he developed three

conceptions which were already in existence. These could

be called:

1. The national idea.

2. The symphonic idea.

^. The theatrical idea.

1. The national idea. Lacking the national unity of France

and England, the Germans lacked also a national culture.

The result since the eighteenth century has been a degree

of over-compensation which has shocked—and rocked—the

world. In the drama Lessing managed to put German com-

edy on its feet, while the pompous Johann Christoph Gott-

sched championed the idea of a German national drama.

The age of Schiller went further than this in disseminating

the idea that the theater could be the guiding light of a

whole culture. In the operatic field The Magic Flute was

followed after a generation by Weber's Der Freischiitz,

which is as important a landmark of German romanticism

as Hernani is of French (in a sense more important, since
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Weber's romanticism is real and substantial, Hugo's sym-

bolic and accidental).

One of the many elements of romanticism is a renewed
interest in local tradition and thus in national folklore. No-

where was this interest stronger than in Germany where the

ballad and the Mdrchen were unearthed and imitated by

succeeding generations of romanticists, from the great com-

pendium Des Knaben Wunderhorn (1808) on. As interest-

ing in this connection as Der Freischiltz is an essay written

in 1844 by the critic Friedrich Theodor Vischer, entitled

"Suggestion for an Opera." German opera, Vischer said, had

had in Mozart its Goethe, but still lacked its Shakespeare.

Moreover Mozart was an Italian-feeling German, while

what was wanted was a real German. For the expression of

Germanism in music an ideal subject would be the Nibe-

lungen story, which was Germanism chemically pure. And
anyway the realm of saga was too elemental for communica-

tion in mere words; it must speak in the elemental language

of music. "It is as if it were made for opera," Vischer wrote

of the Nibelungen myth. "It wells up out of the most splen-

did musical motives; it has long awaited its composer and

now imperiously calls to him."

Four years after Vischer's essay appeared, Richard Wag-
ner turned to theorizing on the same subject in a treatise

called: "The Wibelungen, World History in Saga." Accord-

ing to mere historians the Wibelungen are the Ghibelins

and take their name from Waiblingen, where Frederic Bar-

barossa was born. According to Richard Wagner, for

whom the difference between an "N" and a "W" was slight,

they were the Nibelungen of the sagas. As Ernest Newman
puts it: "In some mysterious way, it appears, the Nibelun-

gen Hoard became identified in the minds of Charlemagne,

his successors, and the German people with the idea of uni-

versal kingship. With Barbarossa, the Hoard became essen-

tially one with the Grail; and that last excursion of his into

Asia, in which he lost his life, was made, says Wagner, in
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obedience to a mystical impulse to grasp the Hoard, that

had now 'ascended' spiritually into the Grail."

In such ways did the Wagnerian mind play with the idea

of a national symbolism. In Wagner's theoretical works of

this period

—

Art and Revolution, The Art Work of the Fu-

ture, and Opera and Drama—the national character of the

new art is emphasized ad nauseam. Art is of the Folk, for

the Folk, and, since the artist is a magical mouthpiece, by

the Folk. As Wagner grew older his nationalism took on the

color of the times and he became a Reich-German, anti-

French, anti-Semitic, and "proto-Nazi."

A Nazi critic once wrote that Bayreuth was Nazi

Germany in little, and indeed there is a true, though indi-

rect, connection between the demagogue of Bayreuth and

the demagogue of Berchtesgaden. The idea of a national

German art begins as lofty idealism and has ended—for the

present—with Nazism. But Bayreuth has more significance

than that. Eighteenth-century opera had catered either di-

rectly to the court or to other similar groups in a courtly

society. Bayreuth was an attempt to give social function to

the opera in "a century of vile bourgeoisie." Despite the

blandishments of the Bavarian king, Wagner knew that to

be a court musician in 1870 was to be the lackey of a lackey.

Despite the apparent loss of status which the artist was

supposed to have undergone in the nineteenth century,

Wagner resolved to be more of a monarch than poor King

Ludwig.

The romanticists had claimed primacy for the artist in

the ideal world; Wagner proceeded to realize their ideal in

actuality. The romanticists had called themselves unac-

knowledged legislators of the world; Wagner would be an

acknowledged legislator. It is rightly said that Wagner made
only too solid and tangible what romantic poets had left to

the fancy. The theater at Bayreuth is itself a romantic fancy

made solid and tangible. It is not only a nationalist symbol

but also a symbol of aestheticism, the Palace of Art, Axel's

Castle, the ivory tower itself. If in 1942 German soldiers on
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leave from the Russian front were taken to Bayreuth, it was

as much to help them forget as to help them remember.

Here (and everywhere you have him) Wagner is an ambig-

uous figure, imperialist and escapist, real politiker and aes-

thete. For Wagner is both Parsifal and Kundry; Bayreuth

is Wartburg and Venusberg in one.

2. The symphonic idea. In opera the chief musical con-

siderations are, first, the melodic lines of the voices, second,

the harmony of voice with voice and of voice with orchestra,

third, the relation of voice to orchestra, and, fourth, the

relation of musical to dramatic theme.

Where did Wagner get his musical theories? Musicolo-

gists love to tell us that he took this or that from Marsch-

ner or Spontini or from some other composer whom we
never have a chance to hear. Musicologists are always right;

yet, surely, the main ideas of Wagnerian music are present

in the major composers too. The Wagnerian conception of

melodic line, for instance. When Gluck abandoned the

secco recitativo for accompanied recitative, when Mozart

composed the passionate recitatives, alike melodic and dra-

matic, of The Magic Flute, the way was prepared for Wag-

ner's conception of a continuous melodic line to extend

from the beginning of an opera to the end. The phrase "end-

less melody" is of course a Wagnerian hyperbole, for even in

mature works like Die WalkUre and Tristan certain pas-

sages inevitably detach themselves from the context like any

Italian aria. Yet Tristan as a whole does not fall into many
interrupted sections between which the audience takes a

breath and applauds. It moves in a series of great waves,

all of which seems to merge in one enormous floodtide.

There are two types of music, absolute music and dra-

matic music. Wagner's is hyperdramatic. But, although in

recent years Wagner has always had to bear the brunt of at-

tacks on program and dramatic music generally, he

invented neither the one nor the other. There are program-

matic elements in the music of almost every well-known

composer, and there are dramatic elements in the music of
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every great classical composer. Mozart, for instance, uses

tonality for purposes of characterization: a given key

is identified with a certain mood, theme, or person. Wagner
experimented endlessly with changes of key until in

the Tristan we have that chromaticism which is at least a

step toward the complete atonality of Schoenberg. Now, in

absolute music, harmony and tonality are structural;

the disposition and variation of harmonies is the architec-

ture of the music. With romanticism, however—and

perhaps that includes Mozart as well as Beethoven

—

harmonies come to be used for their flavor, atmosphere, or

"color." This is particularly clear in parts of Beethoven's

Sixth Symphony and in some of Schubert's songs, where the

harmony remains unchanged through a considerable pas-

sage. In such passages—and the opening of Das Rheingold is

the most striking—interest in harmonic progression is inevi-

tably nil. Atmosphere is all. Such is the dramatic use of

harmony. The orchestra becomes a sublime stage effect.

As to the relation of voice to orchestra, Wagner's chief

reform is celebrated if not notorious. He enlarged the or-

chestra, and changed the ratio of certain tone colors. Enthu-

siasts report that he is the founder of modern orchestration

and of modern conducting; anti-Wagnerites complain of

his vulgar confusion of size and merit. The real meaning

of the enlarged orchestra is the real meaning of Wagnerian

musical technique generally: Wagner brought the roman-

tic symphony into the opera house. So striking is this fact

that Ernest Newman concludes that Wagner was not a man
of the theater turned musician, as is often held (and as I,

with reservations, hold), but a musician who often pre-

tended to be a man of the theater. Actually Wagner's sym-

phonic idea is not antidramatic. Every good play has a

rhythmic structure and a symphonic unity. Wagner's in-

troduction of a symphonic pattern into music drama is the

redramatizing of opera by genuinely musical means.

The symphonic idea in opera means that much of the

onus of the drama is transferred from the action and the
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dialogue to the orchestra. The orchestral score becomes one

long tone poem. Now many dramatists have known
the value of repeated catchwords, and many musicians have

known the dramatic force of repeated melodies, and from

the existing idea of dramatically repeated musical themes

comes the Wagnerian leitmotiv, which relieves the dia-

logue of a considerable burden and helps to bind a whole

work together. In one work of Wagner, The Ring (and crit-

ics should not speak as if all Wagner's works were the same),

the leitmotiv becomes a principal element in the structure

of the piece, an element that is tiresome and mechanical if

one hears a large part of the cycle at once. But we are now
on the threshold of the next topic, which is

3. The theatrical idea. In his essay Opera and Drama Wag-
ner has expounded his pseudo-ideas of theater. Ignoring his

arbitrary "Teutonic" antitheses and the involutions, at first

baffling and in the end disgusting, of his argument, we can

extract from this document the assurance that Wagner was

abundantly aware of the unsatisfactory status of the theater

in modern life, that he saw that even Goethe and Schiller

had not really succeeded in the theater, and that he shared

the hope of those who saw a future in "music drama" with

mythological subject matter. Myth, Wagner thinks, is always

true; it is elemental; it springs from the Folk; it can be ex-

pressed in "tone-speech," that is, in language that is meant

to be musically enunciated (as against verses which happen

to be set to music later). The Wagnerian "music drama"

has a more closely knit dialogue than the despised Grand

Opera. It avoids pretty songs and pretty stanzas. In "music

drama" with no recitatives the dialogue is continuous like

the melodic line, and because of this Wagner slows down

his voices and gives the impression of speed with his orches-

tra. Hence the typically Wagnerian pattern of slow vocal

melody against a complex, often bewilderingly fast and

tempestuous, symphonic background.

Wagner proposed to replace the Grand Opera of Meyer-

beer and Scribe with the Composite Art Work, and for that
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reason one prime fact has been overlooked by all but the

anti-Wagnerites: Wagner's own theater technique is to a

great extent that of Meyerbeer and Scribe. Eugene Scribe,

who never produced a first-rate work of art, is one of the

pioneers of cultural history. Ibsen helped to direct Scribe

plays at Bergen; Wagner actually consulted Scribe on

at least one occasion. Scribe is, in a sense, the father of both

the Wagnerite and the Ibsenite theater. Neither Wag-

ner, who ended with Parsifal, with its distasteful mixture

of sensualism and moralism, nor Ibsen, who in his last plays

still used the Scribean pattern of the buried secret, outlived

Scribe's influence.

Wagner's objections to conventionality and artificiality

are not so much objections to Scribe as to the late classicism

of the eighteenth century, which Scribe had previously re-

belled against. Wagner wished to simplify the drama of his

operatic predecessors, to reduce it to bare essentials, to or-

ganize and centralize it, so that the effect might be strong

and direct. That had been Scribe's idea too. Scribe's libretti

had been "constructed," "well made," crude, full of action,

earnest but shallow, full of suspense but empty of subtlety.

So were most of Wagner's.

There is, of course, a diflEerence of tone. Scribe had been

wholly a commercial hack, and that was the last thing Wag-
ner would ever have confessed to being. His "Teutonic"

high seriousness, his theoretical lucubrations, and his gran-

diose mythological material give him a status as librettist,

partly justified, partly the product of a confusion between

pomposity and seriousness, which Scribe could never have

attained to. Ibsen poured a Scribe plot into an ancient

Norse setting in The Feast at Solhaug. Wagner pours Scrib-

eries into his Germanic material. Nietzsche maintained that

Wagner remained essentially a late French romanticist. If

so, he was a romanticist nearer to the level of Scribe or the

elder Dumas than to that of the great romantic poets.
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III

If operatic history since the death of Mozart is a search

for the opera of the modern world, the fruit of the search is

the mature work of Wagner. His early works, as far as Tann-

hduser and even Lohengrin, are still Grand Opera of a

kind that the audiences of Scribe and Meyerbeer would un-

derstand, at least dramatically (though the vehement criti-

cism all Wagner's works met with shows that they had

something in them more challenging or at least more puz-

zling than the Scribe-Meyerbeer commodity). Yet, just as

Ibsen did not devise the genre which he thought most rep-

resentative of his world till he had reached middle life, so

Wagner did not produce a full-fledged Wagnerian "music

drama" till Der Ring des Niblungen. For all its longueurs

and needless repetitions, for all the flaws and incon-

sistencies which mar the final libretto, The Ring is one of

the most significant products of the nineteenth century, at

once a criticism and a mirror of the age, less great than

Faust or even Peer Gynt, yet less of the closet and more of

the theater than either of these.

Wagner's greatest works are Tristan and Die Mei-

stersinger, for only in these is the conglomeration of

elements a real synthesis. Tristan is a great drama, and it

is great music; but it is marred by a diffuseness which would

have ruined a work of lesser genius. In each of his works

Wagner creates a special and unmistakable atmosphere ap-

propriate to his conception; even when he works at several

operas at once, he keeps them as far apart in atmosphere as

separate worlds. That is one of the great things about Wag-

ner. Now none of Wagner's manners or atmospheres is as

markedly peculiar as the manner of Tristan. It can be rec-

ognized wherever you drop the phonograph needle. The

Tristan manner consists (among other things) of regularly

and rapidly undulating waves of sound, developed chromat-

ically, and sweeping or fading into space. The result is very

curious. So much does one feel the manner as an endlessly
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repeated pattern that Tristan seems overrepetitious and
long however much you cut it. Even the so-called uncut

version at the Metropolitan Opera House lacks several

hundred bars. The fact that nobody notices such and

even larger omissions is at least a partial condemnation of a

work of art, which can properly be only the right size, nei-

ther more nor less.

The astonishing thing is that Tristan is great all

the same, great not as an expression of the "eternal truth of

myth," but as an expression of European nihilism, one of

the deepest trends in nineteenth-century thought and sen-

sibility. In its symbolism (it is one long representation of

the sexual act), in its equation of love and death, its apoth-

eosis of darkness and its renunciation of light, it is the Anti-

Faust, the decadent poem par excellence.

If Tristan is the favorite of the Wagnerites, Die Meister-

singer is the favorite Wagnerian opera of the non-

Wagnerites. Yet Die Meistersinger is just as essentially

Wagnerian and just as authentically of the period. Let me
explain.

The nineteenth century saw the ascendancy of the mid-

dle class, and as all the champions of genuine culture real-

ized, this meant an ascendancy of the middle-class mind. It

meant the apotheosis of mediocrity. In nineteenth-century

literature, therefore, we find, since the artist is by nature an

aristocrat in the sense of a seeker after excellence, a series of

portraits of mediocrity, a type which had not previously

been common in literature. Aristotle had defined the tragic

character as being above life size, and the comic character

as being below life size, and literary tradition had

been chiefly concerned with these two types. The nine-

teenth century, especially through the novel but also

in drama, was interested in the middle-sized or aver-

age man. In Hjalmar Ekdal, Ibsen portrayed the type in all

its ambiguity, its grandiose illusions on the one hand, its

coarse gemiitlichkeit on the other. Wagner does not portray

the type; he embodies it; he is its mouthpiece; through his
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genius, lack of genius becomes vocal; which means (and

this is Wagner's "betrayal" of culture) that he con-

fers upon mediocrity the favors of its opposite, gen-

ius. Hence Nietzsche's hostility to his former friend and
idol. Nietzsche found out that Wagner was the spokesman

of the new age in its most negative aspects. Tristan is gran-

diose illusion; Die Meistersinger is incarnate gemiitlichkeit,

the middle-class substitute for serenity. Hitler, we hear, was

equally at home in both worlds, and that is interesting, for

fascism has had a strong appeal to both impulses involved.

It has appealed to the middle man, the man with half-

suppressed dreams of grandeur and destruction, the man
who loves to dream also of the thatched cottages of old Ger-

many, idyllic medieval towns, shoemakers who sing at their

work, who generously give the girl to someone else, and

whose not-so-gemiitlich religion is German nationalism.

Wagner is the prime instance of a compromised genius, of

one who in criticizing his age came to terms with it, of one

who in his very denunciation of falsehood himself proved a

liar. His gifts were extraordinary. The potency of his magic

is unsurpassed in the history of music. That, Nietzsche main-

tained, made him all the more dangerous. None saw Wag-

ner's merits more clearly than Nietzsche, even after

the breach of friendship. For Nietzsche thought that Wag-

ner was the only man who, uncompromised, might have

brought grandeur and sublimity back to the world. "I had

no one," he lamented, "but Richard Wagner." Nietzsche

saw not only Wagner's potentiality but also his nature and

his historical meaning: "J understand perfectly if today a

musician says: 'I hate Wagner, but I cannot endure any

other music' But [? And] I would also understand a phi-

losopher who explained: 'Wagner epitomizes modernity. It

can't be helped, one must first be a Wagnerite.' " To follow

Nietzsche in the matter, and it is wise to do so, is not to be-

come a rabid anti-Wagnerite; it is to see very sharply the

pro and the con; it is the pro and the con for a whole com-

plex of ideas and meanings.
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Nietzsche, the enemy of compromise, the champion

of culture and all excellence, rejected Wagnerism. And
there is another great enemy of compromise, another cham-

pion of culture and excellence, another advocate of an

either/or choice and the categorical imperative, a man who
tried a quite different path to a modern type of drama.

Though Henrik Ibsen lived in the very capital of Bavaria at

the time of Bayreuth's early triumphs, he ignored Wagner,

He inhabited the same province as Wagner but a different

universe. Nietzsche excoriated in Wagner a part of him-

self; he was not only the greatest critic of Wagner, but the

greatest Wagnerite, and we read of his asking insistently for

Wagner's music in the year 1888, the year he wrote his most

pungent anti-Wagnerite works, the last sane year of his life.

The antipode of Wagner is not Nietzsche. It is Ibsen.

IV

If a consideration of Wagner carries us back to Gluck and

Mozart, a consideration of Ibsen carries us back to Lessing

and Diderot. Taking a hint from the English drama-

tist George Lillo, who resembles Scribe alike in the extent of

his influence and in the paucity of his genius, two of the

most representative and gifted men of the eighteenth cen-

tury turned their minds to the creation of a new type of

serious drama. Lessing's Miss Sarah Sampson and Diderot's

Le Pere de Famille, though better than Lillo's George Barn-

well, are not good plays, but they are a new genre, the

"bourgeois tragedy"—which, as we have seen, was later

to yield the remarkable Kabale und Liebe of Schiller, the

Maria Magdalena of Hebbel, and the plays of Ibsen's "mod-

ern" period.

Although the "bourgeois tragedy" did not rise to

the heights of the best eighteenth-century opera, it does

stand in somewhat the same relation to nineteenth-century

drama as Gluck and Mozart do to nineteenth-century
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opera. Wagner learned from Gluck and Mozart, but he

learned more from the romanticists, both from the best,

like Beethoven, and from the next best, like Meyerbeer;

Ibsen is in the tradition of "bourgeois tragedy," but he

learned more from romanticism, both from its high poetry

and from its popular manifestations. We should stress the

debt of Wagner and Ibsen to popular romanticism: Eugene

Scribe and all he represents stand between the eighteenth

century on the one hand and Wagner and Ibsen on the

other. When Ibsen was appointed theater poet at Bergen in

1851 he proceeded to direct 145 plays, of which more than

half were light plays from the French, 21 being by Scribe

himself.

Ibsen's first play came out in 1850, his last in the last

month of the century. The fifty years of his creative life

were planned with the skill and precision of a master

builder. Half of them were spent in trying out differ-

ent styles, from Shakespearean fantasy to Roman tragedy,

from light verse comedy to "world-historical drama," from

Scribean "well-made play" to philosophic-dramatic poem,

from prose satire to national myth. I have claimed that two

of the "experiments" of this period

—

Brand and Peer Gynt

—form a kind of bank for Ibsen to draw on in all his later

plays. Although Peer Gynt is perhaps Ibsen's greatest work,

it can, in relation to his career, be regarded as an experi-

ment, for Ibsen came to consider the style of Peer

Gynt quite wrong for himself and the age. "Verse,"

he wrote in words whose assertiveness may indicate

diffidence, "has been most injurious to dramatic art. ... It

is improbable that verse will be employed to any ex-

tent worth mentioning in the drama of the future; the aims

of the dramatists of the future are almost certain to be in-

compatible with it. It is therefore doomed." There could be

no clearer proof of the strength of realism in late

nineteenth-century culture, nor of Ibsen's desire to be real-

istic—or at least to make his peace with realism—in a realis

tic age.
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The second quarter-century of Ibsen's work—beginning

with Pillars of Society (1877) and A Doll's House (1879)

—

is a steady development of the realistic form of play. The
Ibsen of these plays—and of Ghosts (1881) and its angry

appendix An Enemy of the People (1882)—is what one of

his best commentators calls the "modern Ibsen." This is the

Ibsen that scandalized Europe, the Ibsen that chimed with

the Zolaist temper of the younger generation, the Ibsen

of the avant-garde theaters of the nineties, the Ibsen, in

a word, of Ibsenism, championed by Bernard Shaw for its

positive values in The Quintessence of Ibsenism, and sati-

rized by Bernard Shaw for the less sincere goings-on of its

adherents in his first original comedy The Philanderer. The
Ibsenite Ibsen seemed to belong not only to the general

realist army, but to its extreme wing—naturalism. Calling

attention to the rotten bottoms of ships, the subjection of

Victorian wives, the ravages of syphilis, and the corruption

of municipal politics and journalism, he made himself the

father of the reformist drama of the end of the century—the

drama of Brieux in France, of Galsworthy in England. But

it is only by false association with these gentlemen that Ib-

senism can be considered the quintessence of Ibsen.

Ibsen adopted a realistic form of play, and it is this realis-

tic form that gives the "modern Ibsen" his character of an

Anti-Wagner, a prosaic, restrained, dry-spoken, hard-bitten

ironist. It gives him the opportunity for those clever expo-

sitions by innuendo and developments by nuance which

many readers today find excessively elaborate or even com-

pletely gratuitous. To write The League of Youth, a heavy,

creaking prose comedy in the manner of Scribe, after writ-

ing Peer Gynt, could give the impression that Ibsen had

abandoned dramatic art for the commercial theater. It

could comfort those who wish playwrights to come to terms

with their time as much as it could annoy those who want

the artist to stick to art. The comfort and the annoyance

would, however, be equally premature. The truth is that,

after the initial fumbling of two plays

—

The League of
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Youth and Pillars of Society (to which I am tempted to add

A Doll's House)—Ibsen made out of his realism an instru-

ment as personal and subtle—if not as attractive—as the ro-

manticism of Peer Gynt. In fact he made out of his realism

a new and much less overt romanticism.

This is not juggling with terms. If no art, and no artist,

can be wholly realistic, it is always important to see in a

work of realism what the non-realistic elements are. When
the "modern Ibsen" is on the stage we see the heavy Victo-

rian furnishings, the heavy Victorian costumes, the heavy

Victorian beards and coiffures. These things, plus a sordid

subject matter and technical virtuosity, are what many peo-

ple think of as Ibsen. These things, however, are obviously

not what make of Ibsen's plays the crowning glory of trag-

edy in modern dress. The paradox of Ibsen's realistic trag-

edy is that it depends so much on non-realistic elements for

its success. Inside the skins of these prim-looking women
and beefy-looking men lurk the trolls and devils of Peer

Gynt, that is to say, the trolls and devils of Norse folk tale,

the trolls and devils of Ibsen's inner consciousness. Ibsen

may pretend to be an utter realist in the manner of mid-

century France or a naturalist in the manner of late-century

France. He began, however, as a romanticist—and not a

romanticist out-of-season, not a neo-romanticist either. In

Ibsen's youth—a generation after the Romantic Revolt in

western Europe—romanticism was still fresh and flourish-

ing in Scandinavia, for Norway is a suburb of Europe and

there is a lag between the mode in Paris and the mode in

Oslo. It is true that Ibsen was later embarrassed by the pro-

vinciality of his native land. He doffed his romantic viking

robes and began to think of himself as cosmopolitan. He
drew heavily on the resources of French and German cul-

ture. But his romanticism was no less persistent for being

driven underground. It was only concealed, not eliminated,

by Victorian costume, upholstery, and conversation, and by

the techniques and subject matters of the boulevards. The

Ibsen Secret, if there was one, was that the arch-realist re-
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mained to the end an arch-romanticist. In some early

verses he had stated his literary ambitions as follows:

/ will build me a cloud castle. Two wings shall shape

it forth,

A great one and a small one. It shall shine across the

north.

The greater shall shelter a singer immortal.

The smaller to a maiden shall open its portal.

If it is easy to refer these words to such early projections of

Ibsen's as Brand and Agnes, Peer Gynt and Solveig, it is not

much more difficult to refer them to Rubek and Irene, the

hero and heroine of Ibsen's last play.

Friend and foe alike failed to understand. The first gen-

eration of critics (with solitary exceptions such as the Dane,

Georg Brandes) were shocked; the next lot were thrilled by

Ibsen's revolutionism; when, finally, it was discovered that

he was a Mystic, Ibsen was done for. But nothing in this

whole development was accidental. The secretive genius

had brought it upon himself. For if there is anything that

the general run of critics cannot understand, it is that an

artist should be secretive and difficult. Is it not his duty to

tell them his secrets and to make life easy for them? The
critics assume so, and if this is the assumption of literary

critics what can be expected of dramatic critics? In the nine-

teenth century it was so far axiomatic that a play should be

transparent that even the great master of subtlety, Henry

James, described dramatic technique as throwing the cargo

overboard to save the ship, and James' refusal to burden

his own comedies with imaginative cargo is the reason for

their inadequacy. The critics expected plays to be simple.

A representative critic of around 1900 wrote: "If the spec-

tator be confused, baffled, irritated, or bored, or any of

these, he has a legitimate complaint against the drama-

tist." If we ask: who is the spectator? another critic of the

time answers: "No well-written play is above the under-

standing of the boy in the gallery." One would like to think
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that such generous inanities were today extinct, yet in the

minds of many who would not subscribe to them in full

still lurks a suspicion that, in view of the theater audi-

ence, drama should be obvious if not crude. It is a well-

intentioned view, but it would lead to the condemnation of

most plays acknowledged to be great—whether the best of

Ibsen or Le Misanthrope or Hamlet. If there is any differ-

ence with respect to difficulty between modern and earlier

high drama, it is not that the latter was simple but that it

—

unlike the former—could be enjoyed on the surface as well

as in the depths. The older dramatists addressed their au-

dience on several levels. Hamlet can be sincerely relished on

the level of the schoolboy and the newspaper critic or on the

level of Coleridge and A. C. Bradley. To discover the reasons

why modern dramatists—like modern poets—often appeal

on the deeper levels alone, we would have to analyze mod-

ern culture in general (as is sketchily done in the Afterword

below).

Ibsen is difficult. He pretends to be easy, and is hard.

He pretends to write a dull, characterless dialogue. He
pretends to be utterly usual in his plots, dishing up a "well-

made play" (An Enemy of the People), a naturalistic ver-

sion of heredity (Ghosts), a sensational study of a femme

fatale (Hedda Gabler) or anything at all which an enthusi-

ast for Dumas fils or Zola would have required. In his last

years he became, outwardly, an almost official figure in

Norway; he attended banquets, wore decorations, and was

the cultural father of his country. During all this he wrote

works which were more and more subjective and difficult

and which bore within them a concealed condemnation of

modern men, including the poet himself. Yet when Little

Eyolf, the most involuted and reticent of his plays, was given

Philistine interpretations precisely contrary to its meaning,

Ibsen did not protest. He sat and waited for his state fu-

neral. Wagner, the rebel, embarked upon his last work, Par-

sifal, with the reflection that if the public wanted

something religious, he would discover religion. Ibsen, the
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conformist, ended his artistic career with a portrait

—

in When We Dead Awaken—of an elderly sculptor at

a health resort. The project seemed so inoffensive that no

one winced when the sculptor spoke of the realism of his

portrait busts:

. . . it amuses me unspeakably. On the surface I give them

striking likenesses, as they call it, so that they all stand and

gape in astonishment (lowers his voice) hut at bottom they

are all respectable, pompous horse-faces, and self-opinionated

donkey-muzzles. . . . And it is these double-faced works of

art that our excellent plutocrats come and order of me. And
pay for in good faith—and in good round figures too—
almost their weight in gold . . .

This passage is the best available statement of Ibsen's

own attitude to Ibsenite realism. It also suggests an attitude

to the public. Ibsen, just as much as Wagner, made himself

famous in his own lifetime; but upon different terms. Ib-

sen preserved his integrity with such marvelous vigilance

that he could even see the dangers of losing integrity by ob-

session with integrity—one of the themes of The Wild Duck.

The only obsession Tbsen did suffer from was the fear that

he was a virtuoso, a merely clever representative of current

trends. Accordingly, he who knew that all his art was the

outcome of experiences which he personally had lived

through pressed the self-analysis ever closer; but he wrote

no fake autobiography as Wagner did; he was even embar-

rassed if anyone recognized him in one of his characters.

Self-analysis was for him a sort of purgation, even an expi-

ation, not exhibitionism. He wrote no novels, no manifestos,

no memoirs, only—in addition to a scattering of lyrics, let-

ters, articles, and all-too-brief speeches—some twenty-five

full-length plays, the fruit of twice as many years of concen-

trated work. Although he actually described his life as "that

rare fairy-tale fate which I have had," he pretended to be

pretty much of a bore. But the meaning of this pose leaks

through—in his realistic prose for instance. Ibsen pretends

to write flat dialogue, but the opaque, uninviting sentences
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carry rich meanings which are enforced only by their con-

text. An Ibsenite sentence performs four or five functions at

once. It sheds light on the character speaking, on the char-

acter spoken to, on the character spoken about; it furthers

the plot; it functions ironically in conveying to the audience

a meaning different from that conveyed to the characters

(and it is not merely that the characters say things which

mean more to the audience than to them, but that they also

say things which, as one senses, mean more to the characters

than to the audience); finally, an Ibsenite sentence is part

of the rhythmic pattern which constitutes the whole act.

The naturalistic prose, then, is not there for its own sake. It

is not there to display Ibsen's ability to write "natural" con-

versation. It is as rich in artifice as the verse of Peer Gynt.

Its very naturalness is the final artifice, the art that conceals

art. It is—above all—a way of giving concreteness and im-

mediacy to themes that might have led a lesser artist into

grandiosity and abstraction. It is anti-Wagnerite.

Ibsen adopted the dramaturgic patterns of the fashion-

able French theater. He wrote of the French plays, however:

"These works have for the most part a perfected technique

and therefore they please the public; they have nothing to

do with poetry and therefore perhaps they please the pub-

lic still more." In other words, Ibsen did not reject poetry

when he rejected verse. He had no illusions about

the French drama or about the middle-brow public. If he

seems to write at the level of that drama or that public, it is

because we choose to read him at that level (as we might

read Shakespeare below his level) or because we do not

read him at all. The irony of Hamlet arises partly from the

interplay of the crude story (which had been crudely told

much earlier by other writers) and the final Shakespearean

poem, between the face of Elizabethan sensationalism and

the heart of tragedy. Ibsen's sources are no cruder than

Shakespeare's. If we tend to equate Ibsen with his sources

it can only be because his realistic techniques have takeo

us in.
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V

Ibsen's realistic period, say the textbooks, begins with The
Pillars of Society in 1879, his "symbolism," his "neo-romanti-

cism" with The Master Builder in 1892. But the symbolism

which is the most tangible sign of the anti-realistic or roman-

tic Ibsen is present in each of the realistic plays. Not to men-

tion the rather rudimentary symbolism of the titles Pillars

of Society and A Doll's House, the ships in the former play

and the tarantella in the latter are symbols central to the

theme. The title Ghosts is a much better guide to the play

than any discussion of syphilis. Nearly every "naturalistic"

play of Ibsen's contains a central symbol whose significance

spreads over the whole play.

After a while, the "modern" Ibsen had begun to seem

solid, Victorian, and safe—something, perhaps, to set up

against the precious, obscure, and pessimistic moderns. The
first generation of Philistines—such men as Ibsen named
Manders, Kroll, or Brack—tried to break Ibsen with their

hatred; the second generation almost did kill him with their

friendship. One should turn freshly to the plays of Ibsen's

last period to rediscover a tortured, introverted, clever, re-

pellent, oblique, and subtle genius. From The Wild Duck

(1884) on, Ibsen becomes more and more what has been

railed mystical—meaning, I suppose, edifying though un-

intelligible. The truth is that the world of trolls and goblins

comes thronging back into his work, that the realism be-

comes less the substance and more of a mask, that a com-

plex, shifting symbolism is employed—to the dismay of those

who expect symbolism to be either purely decorative or

purely allegorical.

The Master Builder, for example, shows exactly what

kind of a playwright Ibsen is and is not. The starting point

is a ballad which Ibsen wrote in the folk manner. "He" and

"she" lose a jewel in a fire which burns down the house.

Even if they find the jewel, says Ibsen, "she" will never re-

cover her faith, nor "he" his happiness. The symbols are
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characteristic of the man who spoke of torpedoing the ark,

of a corpse hidden in the cargo, the man who kept as a pet

a poison-spitting scorpion. The ballad is indeed the nearest

thing to an Ibsen play in all earlier literature. A ballad cel-

ebrates a recent disaster. An air of fatality broods over it.

It is compressed. It is all catastrophe. Upon such a mythic

pattern Ibsen built a realistic superstructure.

The base and the superstructure interact like sig-

nificantly juxtaposed colors. It would be impossible to say

which is more important, or which is the prime meaning

of the play, for one takes meaning from the other. On the

natural level, the play is about an aging architect who,

growing jealous of his younger rivals, is egged on by a

neurotic young woman to an athletic feat which proves his

downfall. It could be a story by a French realist. If we add

that the young woman's sexual life seems to have been per-

verted by a first orgasm induced by the autoerotic experi-

ence of seeing the Master Builder climb a tower, we have a

story for a clinical naturalist. Ibsen adds the myth. Under-

lying the play is the theme of hubris, the heroic rashness of

ancient tragedy which brings retribution to the hero. Hilda

Wangel, the neurotic young woman, represents the troll

world, the world of the chaotic, tempestuous Id; she is a

counterpart of the male troll who haunts her mother, who

is Ibsen's main character in The Lady from the Sea. Hilda

is not immoral, for she disapproves of Solness' harsh treat-

ment of his assistant. She is amoral. She is a daemonic force

playing upon the hubris of the hero.

Mythic theme and clinical story combine in Ibsen not

as a vast Composite Art Work but as a highly special-

ized study of a very "limited" subject, the mind of Ibsen.

Solness is the aging playwright who feels his powers slipping

away, who wonders if in being so wholly an artist he has

ceased to be a man, or if in appointing himself preceptor

of mankind he has not built higher than he himself can

stand. Cowardice or avoidance was Ibsen's besetting sin or

at least his besetting fear, as we first see at the time when
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he declined to fight in the war against Bismarck in 1864.

The fear is projected into The Master Builder, split into

many colors like a spectrum; and the result is a symbolic

drama that is rich, complex, strange, and by no means to

be dismissed as mysticism.

The Master Builder and When We Dead Awaken
are about Ibsen and nothing else. Does this mean that they

are limited and narrow? Limited in their appeal they will

always be. They are too difficult for any conceivable large

audience to follow and enjoy. Even those who most admire

the "modern Ibsen" are embarrassed by the increasing im-

probability of his fables. Was not Ibsen the man who re-

called drama to the stern realm of reality? In that case what

is he doing in symbolic towers and on symbolic mountains?

In When We Dead Awaken not only verisimilitude but

also physical possibility is scouted. The man who taught

playwrights the new dramaturgy was forgetting his own les-

son and returning to almost Shakespearean inconsistencies

of plot. It was enough to start all the Ibsenites apologizing

for their master; they thought him senescent.

Limited in their appeal, are these increasingly subjec-

tive plays limited in their value, limited, that is, by their

very subjectivity? No. Ibsen's subjectivity is not a failure

to communicate. Nor is it egotism. It springs from his belief

that "the highest attainment possible to a human being" is

"so to conduct one's life as to realize one's self." The artist,

Ibsen believed, should limit himself to what he has experi-

enced. "All that I have written these past ten years," he told

the Norwegian students, "I have mentally lived through."

This is the individualism which has won for Ibsen the label

of "petty-bourgeois" from the Marxists. And it is true that

Ibsen attached immense importance to individual charac-

ter. As fervently as Nietzsche or Stefan George, he called for

a new nobility, not, as he put it, of birth or wealth, or even

of ability or intelligence, but of will and character. Hence
his deep concern with men like Rosmer and John Gabriel

Borkman, whom our revolutionaries would have given
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short shrift to. Hence his concern with such ideas as retri-

bution and atonement, which have little meaning for a mere
politician.

Yet Ibsen did not stop at the individual. In his statement

to the students he added: "But no poet lives through any-

thing isolated. What he lives through all of his countrymen
live through together with him. For if that were not so,

what would establish the bridge of understanding between

the producing and receiving mind?" Ibsen's introver-

sion stops far short of that of Proust and Joyce. In fact the

individualist Ibsen, like the individualist Shaw, was also a

good collectivist, a believer in social, and even socialist or-

ganization. Hearing of the young Shaw's lectures on Ibsen-

ism, the Norwegian commented: "I was surprised that I,

who had made it my chief task in life to depict human
characters and human destinies, should, without conscious

intention, have arrived in several matters at the same con-

clusions as the social-democratic moral philosophers had

arrived at by scientific processes."

The modern intellectual oscillates between the two ex-

tremes of self-absorption and self-abandonment. Ibsen felt

the pull of both, and, like Walt Whitman, he managed to

avoid alike the fear of self that produces the sickly, eager

radicalism of the carpet communist, and the fear of his-

tory and society that reinforces the natural egoism of th«

aesthete. The commissar-type he portrayed—not unsympa

thetically—in Peter Mortensgaard. He himself was Rosmer

and Solness and Rubek. Or rather, the creation of these

men was the way he purged himself of their faults. As one

threw himself into a millrace and another fell headlong

from a tower and the third was swept away by an avalanche,

Ibsen could say: There but for the grace of God go I. And
so it comes about that the late subjective plays are broadly

significant, perhaps more broadly significant than anything

Ibsen had written since Peer Gynt. After a performance

of The Wild Duck, the poet Rilke wrote in a letter: "There

was something very great, deep, essential. Doomsday and
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judgment. Something ultimate. And suddenly, the hour

had come when Ibsen's majeslv deigned to look upon me,

for the first time. A new poet to whom we shall go by path

after path now that I know one. And again a man misun-

derstood in the midst of fame. An entirely different person

from what one hears."

VI

What was Ibsen's relation to his time? For many people

ninetenth-century drama means Ibsen, but except insofar

as he is the best dramatist of the century, this is a mislead-

ing opinion. Ibsen used many current modes and methods

as every artist does; but he twisted them out of shape, im-

posed his own different meaning upon them. An Enemy of

the People is a "well-made play," but entirely different in

temper from Dumas. Ghosts is naturalistic, but entirely dif-

ferent in meaning from Zola. When We Dead Awaken is

symbolist, but entirely different from Maeterlinck. The more

one studies Ibsen the more one finds him standing apart

from the drama of his time. Neither his predecessors nor his

disciples bear him more than a superficial resemblance. He
carried his aloofness with him like a charm, and it is no

accident that two of the most zealous Ibsenites were Irish

writers who have also stood aloof from literary movements

in solitary self-confidence, Bernard Shaw and James Joyce.

Ibsen is not "the man who gave drama back to the

people," who "brought back life to the popular theater."

His popularity was the accident—like Joyce's—of a succes

de scandale. It is true that the eighteen-eighties were the

occasion of a great renewal of the culture of the theater, and

that the motive force of the renewal is usually taken to be

Ibsen and Ibsenism. But what was the nature of the re-

newal? It was not popular. The new plays were most often

performed privately, on special occasions only, before liter-

ary clubs, on Sunday evenings. Very few enjoyed even a short

commercial run; many were given single performances. The
exceptions to this are due either to the "scandalous" element
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in the play or to the presence of an Eleanora Duse in the

cast. So, far from taking drama out to the people, Ibsen drew

it in to himself. As he grew older he went to the theater less

and less often; and his work, as we have seen, became more

and more subjective. Ibsen would fit better in Edmund Wil-

son's Axel's Castle than in lectures to women's clubs by pop-

ularizers of the classics or in paeans to Primary Literature

by Van Wyck Brooks.

The dramatic "renaissance" of the period was misnamed.

There were good plays, but they were not the plays of a new
and youthful age; most of them were patently the work of

an old and diffident civilization. Outside Ibsen and Strind-

berg, the most gifted dramatists of the end of the century

were Shaw, who set his axe at the root of contemporary cul-

ture, Chekhov and Schnitzler, who wrote exclusively of so-

cial decay, and Wedekind, whose nihilism is already almost

surrealist.

Much of the most genuine work of the era 1880-1920

—

including Ibsen's—was introspective, oblique, tough, in fact

the kind of literature which Mr. Brooks hastily called sec-

ondary. Although it was in some respects a period of begin-

nings, for every period is both seedtime and harvest, it was

in more respects a period of endings. And Ibsen knew it. He
said in 1887:

It has been said that I, and that in a prominent manner,

have contributed to create a new era in these countries.

I, on the contrary, believe that the time in which we now
live might with quite as much reason be characterized as a

conclusion and that something new is about to be born.

Talk of a New Drama was therefore as ill-advised as talk of

a Music of the Future. Both phenomena were very much of

the late nineteenth century. As surely as Mozart and Schil-

ler are of the eighteenth, Wagner and Ibsen are of the nine-

teenth century. In the twentieth century, there has been

much Wagnerism and Ibsenism, but no real development

on Wagnerite or Ibsenite lines.
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VII

With the foregoing sketch of the work of Wagner and Ib-

sen in mind, what can we make of the juxtaposition of the

two names?

Ibsen and Wagner belong to the same society and have

therefore—as men—many outward things in common. They
were active, much-traveled men of Europe. Neither was

highly educated or widely read. Both directed their whole

lives to art, and lived to win enormous prestige in the society

they had assailed. Such resemblances are superficial. In es-

sentials the two men were poles apart. Wagner was a Bo-

hemian, an egoist, an expansive, infinitely talkative man, a

fiery and changeable lover, a voluminous, muddled, and hu-

morless thinker. If Ibsen was an egoist, he was also reserved

and almost superhumanly self-critical. Like his plays he

was outwardly orthodox, well dressed, and respectable; like

his plays he was inwardly agitated. Though he enjoyed be-

ing a national figure as much as Wagner did ("His entire

people," Ibsen said, "a poet should have around him . . ."),

his urgent sense of the dangers of prestige is a leitmotiv of

the last plays. Ibsen's married life was (outwardly, at least)

as smooth as Wagner's was stormy; Fru Susannah seems to

have been at once homelier and more intelligent than the

egregious Frau Cosima. Ibsen's letters, in their austere yet

simple sincerity, their dry sagacity, and their untheatrical

vehemence, are a refreshing contrast to the campaign ora-

tory of the Fuhrer of Bayreuth.

What of the vehicles which Wagner and Ibsen chose for

their art—the "music drama" and the realistic drama respec-

tively? They have important things in common. They both

accept the nineteenth-century theater as it is: the picture-

frame stage, the dull, literal settings, the darkened audito-

rium, the "mystic gulf," as Wagner termed it, formed by

the proscenium and orchestra pit. They both imply there-

fore the passive audience which "surrenders" to the play,

captured by illusion, suspense, and surprise, transported to
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a more or less phantasmagoric world. In other respects the

Composite Art Work is diametrically opposite to Ibsenism.

Wagner undoubtedly fell a victim to the vulgar heresy of

quantity before quality. He once argued that since music

appeals to the heart, speech to the intellect, and dance to

the body, the best work of art would combine all three. But

artistic experience is not quantitative. Ibsen's highly spe-

cialized, "narrow" and "limited" drama is closer to perfec-

tion.

As to content, the stuff of Wagner's dramas is Teutonic

myth, that of Ibsen's, modern incidents culled from

newspapers or from direct contact. Though in this Wagner
seems to be deep, and Ibsen trivial, the real differ-

ence emerges from their interpretation of the mate-

rial. Many themes are common to both artists: the theme

of a general guilt (or loss of innocence) in the industrialist-

capitalist world; the theme of redemption; the theme of the

Eternal Feminine; the theme of the twilight of old values;

the theme of nobility versus mediocrity. But we see the dif-

ference between the two men in their different treatment of

common themes. Tristan and Rosmersholm both end with

a love-death, yet where Wagner only shouts hurrah for love

and hurrah for death, Ibsen concentrates in this final inci-

dent the whole meaning of two complex destinies. Wagner
and Ibsen differ as dramatists above all in their utterly

different presentation of human nature. Wagner is not in-

terested in the individual; Ibsen is seldom interested in

anything else. Wagner's characters are incarnations of quali-

ties and instincts, or representatives—such as the Teutonic

Elsa and Siegfried or the not quite Aryan Mime and Beck-

messer—of groups. Humanity comes into Wagner only

through the musical presentation of crude impulses, chiefly

sexual. For Ibsen on the other hand, the individual is not

indeed all, but he is certainly the beginning and the end.

Ibsen and Wagner, one might almost say, are positive and

negative poles of the nineteenth century. As thinker and

artist, Ibsen represents the spirit of man fighting for
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its rights—nay, for its existence—in a mechanized world,

though the materialistic, prosy, manipulating Ibsen of gen-

eral misconception seems more like a docile product of that

mechanization. Wagner, on the other hand, who announces

himself as the champion of the spirit against money and

materialism, to a great extent embodies the destruc-

tive forces themselves, though by a fantastic stroke of genius

or devilry he confers upon them the status of art.

Returning to our original problem of tragedy in modern
and in fancy dress, one might say that Ibsen, the great man
of the modern and realistic tradition, was perhaps even

more deeply a romanticist, and that Wagner, the great man
of the fancy and anti-realistic tradition, was at heart a rather

crude realist. In different terms, Ibsen was a realist outside,

a fantasist inside; Wagner was a fantasist outside, a realist

inside. On the whole Ibsenism worked better. Realism, con-

trolled by fantasy, gave us the supple strength, fine irony,

and rich polyphony of The Wild Duck and John Gabriel

Borkman. Fantasy, controlled by realism, was fantasy

mechanized and therefore partly spoiled. The disturbing

thing about Wagner's Valhalla is that if you scratch it you

find the Crystal Palace underneath. Wagner's ardent spirit-

uality masks a mercenary instinct. His overanxious idealism

conceals cynical compromise. The enemy of "Victorianism"

is himself an arch-Victorian. The drab realist, on the other

hand, conceals a flame of romantic inspiration, the seem-

ingly materialistic sociologist conceals a delicate spiritual-

ity, the man who seems now a mid-century optimist, now a

mid-century pessimist, surpasses both extremes in a flexible

pragmatism close to that of William James. "It has been

said of me on different occasions," he declared, "that I am a

pessimist. And I am insofar as I do not believe in the ever-

lastingness of human ideals. But I am an optimist insofar as

I firmly believe in the capacity for the procreation and de-

velopment of ideals." These words bring one close also to

the modern playwright whom William James probably ad-

mired most: George Bernard Shaw.
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. . . it would seem that what is called wit is a certain

"dramatic" way of thinking. Instead of treating his ideas

as mere symbols, the wit sees them, he hears them, and
above all makes them converse with one another like per-

sons. He puts them on the stage, and himself to some extent,

into the bargain. . . . But if wit consists, for the most part,

in seeing things "sub specie theatri," it is evidently capable

of being specially directed to one variety of dramatic art,

namely, comedy.

HENRI BERGSON

BERNARD SHAW

Thus far our attention has been confined to the tragic tradi-

tion. But in the minds of most of us drama is divided into

two parts: tragedy and comedy. In modern times, of course,

this division has been less clear, and new mixtures of comic

and tragic elements have been made. Comedy might almost

be said to be extinct in the twentieth century or at least to

have reached the same stage of senility that tragedy is in.

But George Bernard Shaw is a great nineteenth-century

artist. What Ibsen is to the tragic, Shaw is to the comic

tradition.

If there is still a mound of misconception over the dead

Ibsen, Bernard Shaw may be said to be already buried,

though alive, under a heap of witticism, vituperation, and

anecdote. Although some of the spadework was performed

by Shaw himself, it is largely the fault of the public, "high-

brow" and "low-brow," that one of the major minds of the

epoch can still so often be dismissed as an irresponsible

jester. (When great men remonstrate with the human race

they are punished—sometimes with death; when they laugh

at its foibles they are dismissed as irresponsible jesters.)

107
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Those who dislike Bernard Shaw think him outmoded, flip

pant, superficial, vain, naughty. Those who like him like

him for his most dubious qualities—his gift of gab, his ex-

cessive cleverness, and above all, his famous puckish humor.

The Shavians with their fondness for puckish humor have

damaged Shaw's serious reputation as much as the Ibsenites

with their fondness for social problems damaged Ibsen's. Ev-

ery teacher has to be saved from his disciples.

Friends and foes of Shaw share the belief that he is so

funny that he cannot be taken seriously. Accordingly I want

the reader to imagine that the following lines were written

by one of those long-faces who are so unfunny that we think

them profound. The long-face says:

. . . / must warn you, before you attempt to enjoy my
plays, to clear out of your consciousness most resolutely

everything you have ever read about me in a newspaper.

Otherwise you will not enjoy them: you will read them with

a sophisticated mind, and a store of beliefs concerning me
which have not the slightest foundation either in prosaic

fact or in poetic truth. In some unaccountable way I seem

to cast a spell on journalists which makes them recklessly

indifferent not only to common veracity, but to human
possibility. The person they represent me to be not only

does not exist but could not possibly exist.

Now it may be that a pen portrait of an imaginary mon-
ster with my name attached to it may already have taken

possession of your own mind through your inevitable daily

contact with the newspaper press. If so, please class it with

the unicorn and the dragon, the jabberwock and the bander-

snatch, as a creature perhaps amusing but certainly entirely

fabulous. If you are to get any good out of me you must

accept me as a quite straightforward practitioner of the art

I make my living by. Inasmuch as that living depends finally

on you as reader or playgoer or both, I am your very faith-

ful servant; and I should no more dream of pulling your

leg or trifling with you or insulting you than any decent

shopkeeper would dream of doing that to his best customers.

If I make you laugh at yourself, remember that my business
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as a classic writer of comedies is "to chasten morals with

ridicule." . . .
~ ~

In this passage—by Bernard Shaw—I wish to underline the

phrase, "my business as a classic writer of comedies," and
the sentence, "I seem to cast a spell on journalists." And
now I want to set forth the theory and practice of Shavian

drama as forthrightly as possible, for, since there has been

so much writing about Shaw that is brilliantly or unbril-

liantly impressionistic, the most serviceable approach will

perhaps be one of heavy-footed sobriety. I have accordingly

drawn up a list of questions for Shaw critics, especially for

those who report Shaw productions in the press. The rest of

this chapter is made up of my own attempts to answer them.

Question I: What is Shaw's theory of the drama?

What has Shaw himself said on the subject? A great deal,

one would be inclined to say. Yet in fact only a very small

portion of Shaw's thirty-odd volumes is devoted to dramatic

criticism and little of that is devoted to dramatic theory.

From the earliest prefaces to the preface to Saint Joan

(1924) we find complaints of a lack of seriousness in con-

temporary theater and in contemporary criticism, and we
find discussions of censorship and the like, but for more

general judgments one must go to two chapters added in

1912 to The Quintessence of Ibsenism, to the Preface to

Three Plays of Brieux, and to Archibald Henderson's biog-

raphy. From these sources—and of course from many remarks

up and down the collected works—one can piece together

a body of dramatic theory that runs somewhat as follows.

The nineteenth-century theater, consisting of the rags and

tatters of Shakespeare and the cheap new feathers of Scribe,

is decadent. It presents not life but daydream, not thought

but sentiment, not experience but conventional surrogates.

Two men—Ibsen and Wagner—have struggled against the

tide, and their efforts have been so successful that Shaw can

say: ". . . there is, flatlv, no future now for any drama
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without music except the drama of thought." That Shaw im

the nineties wrote a book on each of "the two greatest living

masters of their respective arts," as he called them, was more

than a critical, more than a crusading venture. Shaw had

his eye on his own creative work. Was he not a third great

living master? He would begin as the apprentice of the first

two. Receptively Shaw was probably more moved by Wag-

ner; as a creative artist he was to follow in the footsteps of

Ibsen—or rather of a Shavian creation known as the Quint-

essence of Ibsenism.

For Shaw the quintessence of Ibsenism was that Ibsen

was preoccupied with morality, and that morality was in Ib-

sen something to be discussed and worked out, not some-

thing given. JMorality is not only to do right but to discover

what is right; immorality is not only the doing of certain

things, but the deception of self in refusing to see what

should and should not be done. In the drama of fixed moral-

ity there is no moral questioning at all. Hence the need of

much outward action. We must see the hero in many situa-

tions, facing right and facing wrong. He must be put to

tests of fire and water. Such is the nature of what Shaw

calls "the tomfooleries called action" or, more explicitly,

"vulgar attachments, rapacities, generosities, resentments,

ambitions, misunderstandings, oddities, and so forth." Once

the moral problem is one of sincerity and conscience and not

merely a test of one's power to live according to moral laws,

outward eventfulness becomes superfluous and therefore

vulgar. Shaw denounces "crimes, fights, big legacies, fires,

shipwrecks, battles, and thunderbolts" as "mistakes in a play,

even when they can be effectively simulated."

Since our morality is not "given," we do not know who is

a villain and who is a hero. This fact is both true to life and

dramatically interesting. The villain cannot only seem virtu-

ous—as he always did. He can actually be what most peo-

ple (however wrongly) think virtuous. This too is true to

life, and it is dramatically striking because it establishes be-

tween author and audience the unusual, ironic, and Sha-
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vian relationship of antagonism. It is true that most of the

audience will, after a time at least, make exceptions of them-

selves and assume that Shaw means everybody else. But
Shaw does not mean everybody else, and the irony is .re-

doubled. We must therefore conclude that there are more to

the shock-tactics of Shavian drama than high spirits or even

reformism. Shaw's preaching has aesthetic as well as moral

point. Preaching is an art, and an art distinguished by the

special attitude of the preaching artist to his audience: the

preacher chides his audience and does not pretend to sympa-

thize with their faults. When Shaw proposed a drama of

ideas he did not mean a drama deprived of all dramatic ele-

ments except witty conversation. He meant, in his owii

words, "the substitution of a forensic technique of recrimi-

nation, disillusion, and penetration through ideals to the

truth, with a free use of all the rhetorical and lyrical arts

of the orator, the preacher, the pleader, and the rhapsodist."

The theory of Shavian drama is, on the positive side, a de-

fense of the drama of discussion and, on the negative side,

an assault upon all other drama, for when the artist turns

literary critic he nearly always generalizes his personal posi-

tions and arraigns all the traditions with which he is not

in rapport. Since Shaw was not averse to attacking Shake-

speare, and even to suggesting that he was inferior to Shaw,

the latter was somewhat naturally accused of megalomania.

What we should remember is that Bardolatry—which does

little to help the true understanding of Shakespeare—has al-

ways been one of the chief obstacles to the development of

modern drama. In the eighteenth century Herder com-

plained to Goethe of this fact. In the nineteenth Zola had to

defend naturalism with the angry quip "The bastards of

Shakespeare have no right to ridicule the legitimate children

of Balzac." Even after the naturalist onslaught, the great

Shakespearean actor Henry Irving preferred any pseudo-

Shakespearean rubbish of the late Victorian poets to the

work of Ibsen and Shaw. And those who try to create a

drama that is as expressive of our time as Shakespeare was
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of his invariably find Shakespeare and the Shakespeareans

in their way.

As objective appraisal Shaw's Shakespeare criticism is un-

important. As polemic, as part of his own theory, it is con-

sistent and significant. If he ridiculed some plays which had

been thought sacrosanct, he called attention to the fascina-

tion of other plays, such as Troilus and Cressida, which a

later generation would claim to have "discovered"; he ob-

served that Hamlet was laudably un-Shakespearean in that

here was real moral doubt and questioning of conscience

and inner tragedy; he was privately a great Shakespeare fan,

and, in Shakespeare discussion, resembles an atheist who in

religious controversy turns out to know and relish the Bible

more than the godly.

But Shaw's major critical offensive was against the pre-

Ibsenite drama of the nineteenth century. The shadow of

Eugene Scribe darkened the sky. Shaw fumed. He would

annihilate this cardboard monster! If this was technique, he

would annihilate techniquel Hence his polemics against the

"well-made play": "Your plot construction and art of prep-

aration are only tricks of theatrical talent and shifts of

moral sterility, not the weapons of dramatic genius." Or
again: "The writer who practices the art of Ibsen therefore

discards all the old tricks of preparation, catastrophe, de-

nouement. . .
." Once the mode of these polemics is un-

understood, Shaw's disparagement of dramaturgy in his own
work can also be understood for the blarney that it is. Shaw

boasts of using the comic tricks of the sixties in Arms and

the Man; in The Devil's Disciple he declares he has used

those of the next generation; what the critics take for bril-

liance and originality, he explains, consists only of the

"tricks and suspense and thrills and jests" which were "in

vogue when I was a boy." How far these remarks really de-

scribe the Shavian dramaturgy we must try to discover later.

Question II: What is Shaw's case against the Shakespear-

ean and the Scribean traditions?
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It is that both are romantic. In the Shavian use of the

term—which is the popular use and not that of my last

chapter, where Ibsen was called romantic—^romanticism

means hocus-pocus, pretentious and deceptive artifice, the

substitution of flattering but unreal and foolish conventions

for realities. The theory is that Zola, Ibsen, and Shaw (and

perhaps one should add the later Dickens and Samuel But-

ler) had made it their business to destroy romanticism by

laying bare the realities. Zola made a fine beginning, says

Shaw, by trying to replace romantic or stagey logic with a

correct natural history, but unfortunately he formed a ro-

mantic attachment with morbidity. Ibsen made a monumen-
tal contribution, but unhappily retained the catastrophic

ending in his plays; the natural historian of modern society

knows that the real tragedy of the Hedda Gablers is pre-

cisely that they do not commit suicide. Shaw gives Chekhov

some credit for this insight, and claims to copy his method

in Heartbreak House. (It was actually no "insight," for

Chekhov was not discovering the "real tragedy" of the

Hedda Gablers, but asserting a preference for nontragic

drama.) The mediocre French playwright Eugene Brieux,

Shaw appears to regard as the most perfect exponent of

"natural history." Again we should discount the Shavian ap-

praisal but recognize the arriere-pensee which, here, is to

justify a realistic form of comedy.

This brings us to the positive side of Shaw's dramaturgy.

Shaw's theory is not that everything in traditional drama

should be scrapped except talk and then the residue called

the New Drama. "Rhetoric, irony, argument, paradox, epi-

gram, parable," he writes, "the rearrangement of haphazard

facts into orderly and intelligent situations: these are both

the oldest and the newest arts of the drama." These words

include a good deal more than clever or even profound talk.

They include a good deal more than we usually associate

with "problem plays" and the "theater of ideas." Attention

should be paid to the phrase, "the rearrangement of the facts

into orderly and intelligent situations," and to the word
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"parable." The preface to Brieux contains an assertion that

drama does not merely photograph nature, but attempts a

"presentation in parable of the conflict betwen man's will

and his environment: in a word, of problem." This is in-

deed an old and new theory of drama, old as the Greeks,

new as Ibsen who had characterized his leading theme as

"the contradiction between effort and capacity, between will

and possibility, the tragedy and at the same time comedy of

the individual and of mankind."

Question III: What are the broader implications of this

theory?

Shaw's defense of a theater of ideas brought him up
against both his great bugbears—commercialized art on the

one hand and Art for Art's Sake on the other. His teach-

ing is that beauty is a by-product of other activity; that the

artist writes out of moral passion (in forms varying from

political conviction to religious zeal), not out of love of art;

that the pursuit of art for its own sake is a form of self-

indulgence as bad as any other sort of sensuality. In the end,

the errors of "pure" art and of commercialized art are iden-

tical: they both appeal primarily to the senses. True art, on

the other hand, is not merely a matter of pleasure. It may be

unpleasant. A favorite Shavian metaphor for the function of

the arts is that of tooth-pulling. Even if the patient is un-

der laughing gas, the tooth is still pulled.

The history of aesthetics affords more examples of a di-

dactic than of a hedonist view. But Shaw's didacticism takes

an unusual turn in its application to the history of the arts.

If, as Shaw holds, ideas are a most important part of a work

of art, and if, as he also holds, ideas go out of date, it fol-

lows that even the best works of art go out of date in some

important respects and that the generally held view that

great works are in all respects eternal is not shared by Shaw.

In the preface to Three Plays for Puritans, he maintains

that renewal in the arts means renewal in philosophy, that

the first great artist who comes along after a renewal gives
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to the new philosophy full and final form, that subsequent

artists, though even more gifted, can do nothing but refine

upon the master without matching him. Shaw, whose essen-

tial modesty is as disarming as his pose of vanity is discon-

certing, assigns to himself the role, not of the master, but of

the pioneer, the role of a Marlowe rather than of a Shake-

speare. "The whirligig of time will soon bring my audiences

to my own point of view," he writes, "and then the next

Shakespeare that comes along will turn these petty tentatives

of mine into masterpieces final for their epoch."

"Final for their epoch"—even Shakespearean masterpieces

are not final beyond that. No one, says Shaw, will ever

write a better tragedy than Lear or a better opera than Don
Giovanni or a better music drama than Der Ring des Ni-

blungen; but just as essential to a play as this aesthetic merit

is moral relevance which, if we take a naturalistic and his-

torical view of morals, it loses, or partly loses, in time.

Shaw, who has the courage of his historicism, consistently

withstands the view that moral problems do not change,

and argues therefore that for us modern literature and mu-

sic form a Bible surpassing in significance the Hebrew Bible.

That is Shaw's anticipatory challenge to the neo-orthodoxy

of today.

Question IV: What are we to make of these views!

We have seen that most of Shaw's critical prose is polemic

and is not therefore to be submitted to the same kind of

analysis as a more objective criticism. Even when arguing

for science and natural history as against romanticism and

artifice, Shaw writes in a prose that is at once artistic, artful,

and artificial. He is a poet of polemics, as Einstein seems to

have felt when he compared the movement of Shavian dia-

logue to Mozart's music. Now polemics are nothing but the

art of skilled deception. A prime device of polemics is the

either/or pattern, against which so much has been said in re-

cent times, often by great polemicists. Shaw is a great po-

lemicist in his skilled deployment of antitheses. He always
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forces upon his opponent an alternative which the opponent

never wanted to be confronted with and sometimes did not

deserve to be confronted with. Watch how he pushes not

only the Scribeans but also the Shakespeareans into a cor-

ner! He condemns not merely melodramatic action but ap-

parently all outward action as "tomfoolery." Of course the

condemnation has some substance (it is the art of the po-

lemicist to avoid untruths, and exploit half-truths) in that

not much of the history of the world can be convincingly

represented on the stage. Shaw knows that the stage can

only show the effect of history on a few individuals and that

it is much better suited to talking than to fighting and do-

ing. That is the true half of this remark. But he loads it

with a lie in order to attract attention. He feels that the

weakness of the "well-made play" can only be revealed if all

plot construction is ridiculed; the absurdity of melodrama

can only be demonstrated by debunking tragedy. Shaw can-

not always resist the temptation to remove the unoffending

nose with the offending wart.

We cannot, therefore, feel wholly satisfied with Shaw's

contributions to dramatic theory, brilliant as some of them

are. The terms of the theory are too crude. Technique and

plot cannot be isolated from the rest of a work of art in so

facile a manner. More explanation would be needed to make

the antithesis of romantic logic and natural history convinc-

ing. Shaw's criticism, which so many think overexplana-

tory, and which many assume to be voluminous, is actually

reticent to the point of evasiveness. As his pose of conceit

hides a considerable shyness about himself, so his volubility

is, among other things, a way of avoiding certain issues,

chief among them the aesthetic issues. Shaw refuses to lec-

ture on dramaturgy on the grounds that he is a practitioner,

and in this he is of course entirely within his rights. Many a

creative artist would support him. The peculiar thing about

Shaw is that we have the impression he has explained every-

thing
—

"I am nothing if not explanatory," he once said

—

though he always stops short in personal and aesthetic mat-
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ters. Hence we can often learn more from an obiter dictum

of his than from an extended statement. When, for instance,

in 1934 Shaw defends one of his plays "simply as a play" we
wonder what has happened to the didactic criterion. And
we learn much about the art of Shaw when we read of his

writing his roles for particular actors, of his own histrionic

talent, of his work in actual production. Plays, he remarks

casually, can be considered as exhibitions of the art of act-

ing. Of this conception he wrote: "As I write my plays it is

continuously in my mind and very much to my taste."

These are valuable hints, but they remain hints and are

never developed into a system. Shaw's critical writing is to

some extent camouflage. He has himself, consciously or not,

spread the notion, recently reiterated in Hesketh Pearson's

biography, that he is most interesting as a person, slightly

less interesting as a sage, and least interesting as a play-

wright. Shaw has said that art must be subordinate to other

things, and his readers have applied the theory to Shaw. But

the Shavian view is that the subordination of art to morals

should make the artist better as an artist. To say that beauty

and happiness are by-products not to be directly aimed at, is

to alter our method of attaining them, but they remain the

ultimate goal; we reach them indirectly. And the critic is

entitled to judge for himself whether beauty has been at-

tained or not. By no amount of polemic can Shaw evade the

aesthetic touchstone. Not one exceptional case only, but all

his plays must stand or fall "simply as plays."

Questiori V: What of Shaw as a practicing playwright?

One or two of Shaw's generalizations about drama help us

to an understanding of his plays. One is that there are only

two dramatic characters, the long-haired aesthete and the

clown. The statement is naughty, for it is either too vague

to be applicable or too dogmatic to be true. Yet it opens the

door to an understanding of Shaw's characters, at least the

male characters, and the way they are contrasted. A still

more pregnant remark is that the drama, though now de-
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generated to a rant and a situation, began as a dance and a

story. Shaw has brought dance back into the drama, not di-

rectly, to be sure, but in the lively rhythm of his lines and in

the rhythmic and musical, rather than "well-made," struc-

ture of his scenes; and, precisely in minimizing plot, he has

brought back stories to the stage by way of lengthy narra-

tions.

The well-made play, Shaw correctly observes, is built on

the scheme: exposition, situation, unraveling. A Doll's

House, he more dubiously adds, is built on the scheme: ex-

position, situation, discussion. Discussion is to Shaw the cru-

cial technical innovation which accompanies the changes in

outlook of which Hebbel was one of the first to be aware.

The Shavian play—everyone agrees—is a discussion play.

People sit in their chairs and talk everything over. The talk

is good. And that, according to many, is Shaw.

But, in the first place, Shaw's plays, though more like

each other than any one is like any non-Shavian piece, are

not cut to one pattern. Indeed his plays are so various, and

there are about thirty important ones, that classification is

extremely difficult even on chronological lines. Yet, though

Shaw's dramatic career is not so clearly periodized as, say,

Ibsen's, certain groupings do suggest themselves. A major

break occurred with the First World War. The plays prior

to that compose a single group which in turn may be cut in

half at about the turn of the century. Dividing the post-

war period also in half, we have two main periods, with

two subdivisions:

I. i. 1892-1899 Plays Pleasant and Unpleasant, and
Three Plays for Puritans.

ii. 1901-1912 From Man and Superman to Pygma-
lion.

II. i. 1913-1924 From Heartbreak House to Saint Joan.

ii. 1929-1939 From The Apple Cart to In Good King
Charles's Golden Days.

The plays of the nineties are chiefly simple inversions of

current theatrical patterns, such as Victorian melodrama
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(The Devil's Disciple), the heroic play (The Man of Destiny,

Caesar and Cleopatra), Arms and the Man, and farce (You
Never Can Tell). But from Man and Superman (1901-1903)

on, Shaw makes his own patterns. These are the years of

Gettin£_Married and Misalliance, which are the extreme in-

stances of Shavian discussion drama, of Shaw's toughest dia-

lectical dramas, such as Major Barbara and The Doctor's

Dilemma (two of the most original of Shaw's plays), and of

his most controlled and effective fantasies, such as Androcles

and the Lion. If Fanny's First Play and Pygmalion are, like

the early plays, variants on conventional patterns, they are

at once subtler and tougher variants than those of the

nineties.

The play which Shaw was at work on from 1913 to 1916
—Heartbreak House—marks a departure in technique and

mood. The social optimism of Major Barbara and the

Bergsonian optimism of Man and Superman are gone. For

the current stage of civilization, Shaw finds a metaphor

which is still to be with him in 1933: civilization is a ship

on the rocks. From now on, most of Shaw's plays are to be

fantasies or extravaganzas in which the disappointment of

many liberal hopes is announced and the apartness of Shaw

from the new generation is implied. Even Back to Methu-

selah, which so anxiously tries to be optimistic, is most im-

pressive in the extravagant satire against Lloyd George and

Asquith and in the pathetic tragedy of the elderly gentleman

confronted with a new generation. Even Saint Joan, which

might seem to be aloof both from the postwar generation

and from Shaw, has as its theme the homelessness of gen-

ius. Among other things it is a commentary on Shaw's auto-

biographical remark: "I was at home only in the realm of

my imagination, and at my ease only with the mighty dead."

Whether it is fair to stress, to the extent that Edmund
Wilson has done, the subjective element in the later plays

of Shaw, it is evident that these plays, from Heartbreak

House to the end of the roster, do compose a separate group

which we can now see as a whole. Two of them Shaw calls
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Political Extravaganzas, and the name might be extended to

the five plays which are a fantastic chronicle of the interim

between the two world wars: The Apple Cart, Too True

To Be Good, On The Rocks, The Simpleton of the Unex-

pected Isles, and Geneva. Are these plays inferior? From a

natural tendency to say that what a famous writer does to-

day is not up to what he did twenty years ago, and from a

natural feeling that so old a man must be in his dotage,

critics have on the whole damned this last cycle of Shavian

plays. To be sure, they do not have the galvanic energy of

Man and Superman or the tough dialectic of Major Barbara.

But they are not failiures. They would be enough to estab-

lish a great reputation for any new dramatist. Moreover, the

Political Extravaganza is not only a new form in drama, I

often think it is the form in which Shaw's genius has been

most at ease, though Shaw perfected it only after he had

passed his prime and written his greatest plays. The Politi-

cal Extravaganza is definite enough and free enough, fan-

tastic enough and realistic enough, uproarious enough and

serious enough. It is Shavian form.

Question VI: What is to be said for Shavian comedy?

What are its merits? What is its nature?

It is the dialogue of Shavian comedy that has attracted

most attention. It was praised by Max Beerbohm and G. K.

Chesterton forty years ago, and it is praised by Edmund
Wilson and Jacques Barzun today. But Shaw's talent is not

merely for conversation, it is also for dramaturgy. In all jus-

tice it should be said that Max Beerbohm pointed this out in

a retraction of his earlier view that Shaw was a writer of

conversations, not plays. This view, says Beerbohm, collapses

when you actually see Shaw in the theater: "To deny that

he is a dramatist merely because he chooses, for the most

part, to get drama out of contrasted types of character and

thought, without action, and without appeal to the emo-

tions, seems to be both unjust and absurd."

But these words of Beerbohm's, written in 1905, have not
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always been heeded. There are histories of the drama in

which Bernard Shaw has been relegated to a humble role

beside now forgotten mediocrities. Most of those who dis-

cover the artistry of Shaw discover the prose style much
more than the dramaturgy. Even Beerbohm's praise is left-

handed in its assertion that Shavian drama is "without action

and without appeal to the emotions." It is curious that al-

most on the same page Beerbohm speaks of the splendid

emotional crisis in the second act of Major Barbara, and has

elsewhere shown himself the first critic, so far as I know, to

note the delicate spirituality of Shaw. It is curious, because it

shows how a man can revert to the cliche conception of

Shaw—"a giant brain and no heart," to cite one of the crit-

ics in Fanny's First Play—after a momentary escape from it.

Heine once spoke of thinking with the heart and feeling

with the head. The saying applies to Shaw. His intellect and

his passions are alike all that one could expect of an artist-

philosopher. And there is something perpetually astonishing

about the way they mix.

The allegation that Shaw's plays are "without action" is

more plausible but still wrong. Most of the plays from

Arms and the Man to The Millionairess entail every bit as

much action as other authors' plays and for the good reason

that many of them have other authors' plots. The misap-

prehension comes about because Shaw toys with the plots

instead of gratefully accepting them for what they are, be-

cause also he has in his prefaces railed so often against the

tomfoolery of action, and because of the interpenetration of

action with discussion. Look for a moment at two of the

most actionless of Shaw's plays. Getting Married and Misal-

U^nre. Even these are not static dramas of a sort to win the

approval of a Maeterlinck. In both there is enough plot for

an ordinary Broadway play. (It is amusing that Shaw has to

be defended by such an argument.) In Getting Married the

destiny of a fair number of characters is not merely dis-

cussed but settled, and the routine of boy-meets-girl is given

a Shavian performance. In Misalliance there is all the vio-
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lence and tomfoolery that anyone could wish. An aviator

—

and this in 1910—crashes into a greenhouse; the aviator's

passenger turns out to be a lady not only eventful in her-

self but the cause of events in others. In Getting Married

there is a coal-dealer's wife who makes love to a bishop

through the mails under the name Incognita Appassionata;

in Misalliance there is a gunman. It is not the absence of

action but the presence of intelligent dialogue which is too

much for some directors, actors, critics, and audiences.

Question VII: So much for technique. An artist who is a

critic of morality and society must also submit to a moral

and social criticism. What are Shaw's values?

In reply to this question one might point to the most ex-

tended of his philosophic works, such as Back to Methu-

selah, or one might maintain that Shaw has capriciously

chopped and changed. Now he is a social democrat, now an

antidemocratic pessimist. Now he is a Huxleyan champion

of science against religion, now a metabiological champion

of religion against science. He can be represented as merely

a disciple of Marx, or of Shelley, or of Samuel Butler. Mr.

Edmund Wilson concludes that he is just confused.

This might not—though again, it might—be a damaging

criticism of a lyric poet, but it is certainly a damaging criti-

cism of a moralist; and one cannot be quite happy about Mr.

Wilson's approval of Shaw the artist when it is qualified

by so strong a disapproval of Shaw the philosopher. Of

course it can be maintained that Shaw's argument against

the pure artist is a deceptive strategy to trick us into believ-

ing that he is a philosopher. Even so a confused satirist is a

bad satirist, and thus a bad artist.

Perhaps Mr. Wilson is wrong. What he finds tricky about

Shaw will not seem so to everyone. Some of Shaw's works

are less optimistic than others; but a waning confidence in

the immediate success of a belief is not necessarily a be-

trayal of that belief. Mr. Wilson says that Shaw's thinking is

on three levels—the level of everyday life, the level of poli-
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tics, and the level of metaphysics—and that the three are

never integrated. To be sure, it is no answer to this that all

men think on these three levels without a successful integra-

tion of the three, for Shaw as an artist-philosopher must be

expected to succeed where others fail. The answer is that, to

a great extent, he does succeed,

I have tried elsewhere to demonstrate that Shaw's effort at

integration is not so unsuccessful as is supposed. Here it is

enough to state that Shaw is sometimes accused of betraying

beliefs which he never held. He is often suspected of trying

to be much more systematic than he ever intended to be.

Yet if he is not utterly systematic, he is at least roughly con-

sistent. His attitude to beliefs has been, in the main, prag-

matic. This is perhaps what most clearly differentiates Shaw

from satirists of previous ages, such as Chaucer with his

catholic criteria or Voltaire with his deistic criteria. It is at

once Shaw's greatest title to originality as an artist and his

greatest title to representing his age.

Shaw's adaptability is not mere opportunism. He has often

sponsored an unpopular cause which was later recog-

nized to be right. He has believed in what might as justifi-

ably be called romanticism as the hocus-pocus of popular

novelists, namely, in the continuity of the ideal and the real,

the spiritual and the physical, the theoretic and the practical.

He is a Marxist in his hatred of hypocritical ideologies, of

religions which are opiates; money, he says, echoing Samuel

Butler, is the most important thing in the world, and you

are damned without it. On the other hand, Shaw probably

agrees with Hotchkiss in Getting Married: "Religion is a

great force: the only real motive force in the world." The

Shavian will see no final contradiction between the two atti-

tudes. Religion is for Shaw a natural fact, not a supernat-

ural fact; just as economics is for Shaw spiritual enough to

be the subject of high comedy.

The great problem of Shaw's plays—we have examined

one instance in some detail—is the Tela.tAon between ideals

Mud reality, and thus the relation between idealism and real-
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ism. There is, according to Shaw, a wrong realism and a

right realism, a wrong idealism and a right idealism. A
wrong realism is exemplified in Undershaft, whose absolutely

correct vision supports only egoism. Idealism, on the other

hand, may be worse. It may be the conscious mask of a

realist, as it is in the propaganda of Undershaft's factory or

in the gifts of Bodger the brewer to the Salvation Army. It

may be self-deception, as it is in Barbara before she sees

quite clearly that she is combating liquor with a brewer's

money. In either case, idealism is painted in more horrible

colors by Shaw, as it had been by Ibsen and for that matter

by Jesus Christ, than is Machiavellian realism. The conclu-

sion of Major Barbara is that the high purpose of the idealist

should be linked to the realist's sense of fact, power, and

possibility. Where practical genius is found in a lofty mind
Shaw approves. His Caesar is a realist with a soul, a realist

who values his own life as nothing beside the high destiny

of Rome. His Joan is an idealist with a head, an idealist who
can see the simple facts better than the soldiers, the politi-

cians, and the clerics put together, a visionary whose halluci-

nations have more validity than the philosophic ideas of the

learned.

Ibsen's Brand, striving to "live the vision into deed," says:

Daily drudgery be one

With star-flights beyond the sun.

This outlook could be called romanticism just as legitimately

as the cheap escapist literature which Shaw designates by

that term. I have suggested that the realistic tragedy of Ib-

sen is romantic; so is the realistic comedy of Shaw. In the

one playwright, as in the other, an intention deeply influ-

enced by realistic dramatists and inspired by a Balzacian

desire to write the natural history of modern life was com-

bined with romantic aspiration, fancy, and imagination.

Through Ibsen romanticism came to flower in Scandinavia;

through Ibsen, Shaw, and others romanticism was renewed

after a generation of anti-romanticism. Now the doctrine

of religious-materialism or materialist-religion, of idealist-
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realism or realistic-idealism is one of the themes of roman-

ticism from Blake to Shaw. It is a leitmotiv of Shavian

drama turning up in the pseudo-flippant form of his late Po-

litical Extravaganzas. In Too True To Be Good (1929),

man is described as having higher and lower centers, as in

D. H. Lawrence. But Shaw is not the spokesman of the

lower centers; nor is he, as many assume, the spokesman of

the higher centers. He attributes our troubles to the separa-

tion of higher and lower. "Since the war," says his preacher,

"the lower centers have become vocal. And the effect is that

of an earthquake . . . the institutions are rocking and split-

ting and sundering. They leave us no place to live, no cer-

tainties, no workable morality, no heaven, no hell, no com-

mandments, and no God." Or, as the studious Sergeant in

the same play puts it, in speaking of the sexual ethics of the

twenties: "But when men and women pick one another up

just for a bit of fun, they find they've picked up more than

they bargained for, because men and woman have a top

story as well as a ground floor; and you can't have the one

without the other."

Shaw's romanticism, which is also Ibsen's, is a more highly

developed philosophy than the romanticism of the first gen-

eration. Philosophically one should look for its affiliations

less with "mysticism" or "materialism"—the two systems

commonly associated with Shaw and Ibsen—than with the

pragmatic pluralism of William James. The attitudes of

pragmatic pluralism are part and parcel of Shaw's art as

well as of his thought. Nowhere in dogmatic communis^

writing does one have a sense of dialectic as keenly as in

a Shavian play. Shaw's mind is well stocked, as everyone

knows, and he is famous for the number of things he can

mention on one page; but all this would mean nothing if

he could not marshal his facts ironically. The chief mark

of Shavian prose is its use of ironic antithesis and juxta-

position. Contrary to what one expects from a propagandist,

Shaw not only shows the liberal's sense of the other man's

point of view, he has a sense of every conceivable point of

view, and can pack all the points of view into one long
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sentence, which climbs by parallelisms and antitheses to

a climax, and then sinks with the finality of a conqueror

to a conclusion which Shaw will not allow you to evade.

In its course the Shavian sentence, still more the Shavian

paragraph, looks in all possible directions. For Shaw sees

the world as what James called a multiverse, and that is

unusual in a satirist, who is customarily something of a

monomaniac.

It is a fact of curious interest that William James, who
thought Shaw "a great power as a concrete moralist," hit

upon one of the essentials of Shaw, to wit, "the way he

brings home to the eyes, as it were, the difference between

'convention' and 'conscience.' " Such a statement would

often be the cue for a discussion of Shaw as puritan and prot-

estant. There is more to it than that. The difference between

convention and conscience is certainly a moral matter, but

Shaw is a concrete moralist, a master of parable, who has

worked out for the presentation of his protestant pragmatist

morality a new dramaturgy. Shaw is one of the few artists

who in political, moral, and social territory is not a mere

expropriator; his grasp of political, moral, and social forces

is really professional. But he is a genuine dramatist in that

he brings his matter home to the eyes, which is something

that neither the historian nor the sociologist, the poet or the

novelist, need do. All these bring visions before the mind's

eye; none, except the dramatist, has literally to unfold his

vision before the physical eye, Appreciators of Shaw's dia-

logue have explained to us what Shaw has done for the

ear; those who appreciate his dramaturgy know that he ad-

dressed himself also to the eye, not indeed in giving separate

attention to the eye by way of spectacle, but in fusing the

elements into the one kinetic picture which is stage produc-

tion. William James's statement that Shaw's genius is much
more important than his philosophy is true, if by it we un-

derstand that genius is a synthesizing power which obliter-

ates barriers between thought and technique and gives evi-

dence of both in a particular mode of presentation. The
Shavian mode is drama.



SIX

A comedy only, and nothing else but a comedy, "is" a
comedy.

HENRY TAMES

VARIETIES OF COMIC EXPERIENCE

Theorists have thought out all manner of quasi-final defini-

tions of comedy. The procedure is either to legislate a priori,

"The essence of comedy is A, B, and C," or to generalize

from a particular school of practice—the one the theorist

likes best—and to say: "The essence of comedy is D, E, and

F." Both methods give an assured answer, and that is a suf-

ficient reason for adopting neither. Nor shall we find a key

to the art of comedy in the psychology of laughter, Henri

Bergson's splendid little book, it should be recalled, is en-

titled Laughter. Its primary subject, accordingly, is not com-

edy but a common by-product of comedy. Its pnmary aim is

the analysis of human nature, not the evaluatioTJ of works of

art. What is comedy as a dramatic art? To answer such a

question we would have to ponder the various phenomena

which have been called comedy and consider what they have

in common, if anything, that justifies their common name
I assume that critical terms can never be more than approxi

mations and conveniences, and that when they become bat-

tlegrounds, when someone wants to know which of the va-

rieties is the real thing, we have tumbled from rational

discourse into superstition.

127
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Thinking over a large number of plays known as tragedies

and comedies, we can see much good sense in one of Berg-

son's dichotomies. The tragic writer has generally been con-

cerned with last things, with death, with the meaning of life

as a whole, with "destiny" or "fate," with Man in relation

to the universe and under the aspect of eternity. In relation

to such concerns, at any rate, we could analyze the tragic

endeavors of Sophocles, Shakespeare, Strindberg, and

O'Neill. Comedy on the other hand has dealt more with the

social, the historical, the temporal. Where the tragic writer

has sought to portray the individual and to see in him uni-

versal Man, the comic writer has tried to portray types,

groups, and classes, and therefore to display differences

among men.

In such divergencies of preoccupation we might find two

opposing schemes of life, the one religious, or quasi-religious,

postulating an ultimate meaning in life, the other secular

and ethical, postulating an immediate meaning in life. Trag-

edy, we might say, begins with calamity and ends in beauty,

reconciliation, and hope; comedy begins with laughter and

ends in judgment, reproof, and perhaps bitterness. . . .

Such views could be illustrated from many major plays;

they possess the merit of clearing things up for us a little;

but I hope we can see also the danger of insisting on them.

The further we go, the richer and more alluring our ration-

ale of tragedy and comedy becomes. The more, also, we ex-

clude. Macbeth has always been reckoned a tragedy. Does it

affirm the hero's life? Does it end in reconciliation, beauty,

and hope? Tragedy is a topic that easily lures us into talk-

ing nonsense. On this subject even more than on others the

critic tends to generalize from a favorite example or merely

to play high-minded cadenzas. The trouble always is that

tragedy has been a different thing for every major practi-

tioner. And if anything is more elusive than a correct de-

scription of the tragic it is a correct description of the comic.

If we turn to the historical record we find comic elements

almost everywhere and high comic achievement almost no-
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where—^it is even rarer, perhaps, than high tragedy. Nor can

we easily discern any such coherence or continuity as we
found in the history of tragedy. Our industrial society is not

perhaps the most congenial home for the comic muse. In-

deed the dominant class of this society, the bourgeoisie, had

for centuries been the butt of satire precisely because they

seemed unwitty, unhumorous, unclever, and uncultured.

Kings had laughed at M. Jourdain's attempts to be aristo-

cratic, but now M. Jourdain was on the throne and aristo-

cratic manners were not needed to keep him there.

George Meredith's Essay on Comedy, for all its phrase-

making and affectation and arbitrariness, first made clear to

many of us the social basis of high critical comedy. The
comedy of a Moli^re or a Congreve, we might conclude^

presupposes a compact minority of ruling aristocrats who aru

cultured without being bookish and intelligent without be-

ing speculative. They are a group for whom conversation ij

the chief means of expression and whose values are there-

fore what Samuel Butler would have called Laodicean, that

is, worldly though not necessarily egoistic, easygoing yet

graceful, lax but not unreasonable, satiric but not neces-

sarily sharp. . . .

If this social analysis is even half true, we have not far to

look for an explanation of the decline of high comedy. A
Sheridan and a Goldoni, in whom the spirit of classical

comedy survived into the eighteenth century, are uncharac-

teristic of their age not only in their genius but in their

adherence to the earlier mode. And there is Holberg to

remind us that the analysis is not wholly true and that the

Moli^re tradition means not only Louis XIV and Versailles

but also the common touch in high comedy.

Perhaps the most barren period in the history of comedy

is the first half of the nineteenth century. We might have

wished that Goethe, so zealous a reader of Moli^re, had

turned his hand to the comic art. We might almost think

we have found the creator of a modern comedy in Alfred

de Musset, whose little plays, at first so inconspicuous beside
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the "high-brow" monstrosities of Victor Hugo and the "lov7-

brow" monstrosities of Scribe, later emerged as the most

charming French dramatist between Beaumarchais and Ros-

tand. Or we might rediscover the genius of Gogol's Inspec-

tor, in which Moli^re seems to live again. But neither

Musset nor Gogol is large enough as a playwright to stand

in our minds as the maker of a new comedy. Whatever re-

birth we may claim for comedy must be dated—with the

general "rebirth" of drama—toward the close of their cen-

tury. The master of a new comedy, if he was to come at all,

would have to be modern as well as classic, must indeed

find a niche for comedy and the comedian in the modern

world, must know from what point of vantage to speak in a

bourgeois society, must in fact be a genius who could cre-

ate a new form and a new standard to judge it by. One man
who did these things is Bernard Shaw. I have already de-

scribed his romantic genius and his realistic method. It re-

mains to examine some of his plays as individual works of

art.

The thesis that Shaw and modern high comedy are one

and the same thing, as Moli^re and classical high comedy

are one and the same thing, would not be absurd, it would

only be wrong. Courtly comedy may, as we are told, belong

to a homogeneous group which, perhaps, a single genius can

in his life work sum up for us. Modern comedy—if we are

certain of little else we can be certain of this—belongs to no

homogeneous group. The modern satirist rests on no rock

of generally granted assumptions. He clings to whatever life

belt comes his way in a tumultuous ocean. Such a time

yields no keys of the kingdom (except in best sellers). It of-

fers no summa of established truths. If a man claims to have

discovered the mythos of the twentieth century we know he

is a charlatan and we suspect he is well paid for it. Not "the

one true Faith" but "the varieties of religious experience"

is the phrase of the times. For the word religious one might

make any substitution according to the subject under dis-

cussion. And so: the varieties of comic experience.
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Others besides Shaw should be discussed in a chapter on
modern comedy, and since this book so far has abounded in

generalization it will be well to discuss particular works. In

recent years we have been learning to read lyrics more ac-

curately, more richly, and with more attention to structure.

Whether we are actors, directors, theatergoers, or armchair

students we need to learn to read plays well too. The possi-

bilities are rich. There are the folk comedies of Garcia Lorca

and J. M. Synge. Or one might jump back to the proto-

modern Grabbe, whose Scherz Satire Ironie und tiefere Be-

deutung—"Jest, Satire, Irony, and Deeper Significance"—is

one of the gems of fantastic comedy, an ancestor of E. E.

Cummings' Him. Ibsen's Comedy of Love needs only a good

verse translation to reveal it as one of the remarkable come-

dies of the century, Strindberg's comedies need to be recov-

ered from beneath the blanket of ignorance or solemnity

that at present hides their author and his work from view.

Akin to Strindberg in their acidity are two of the greatest

comic talents of the past hundred years: Carl Sternheim

and, before him, Henry Becque. The latter is known, if at

all, for his diabolically clever yet forbidding Les Corbeaux,

a naturalistic slice of life such as the talkers of the move-

ment, like Zola, could never have created. Becque's master-

piece, however, is La Parisienne, a great comedy which

ought to have given the coup de grace both to the French

light comedy of adultery and to the class of people it treats

of. Unhappily plays are not so influential. Like Shaw, Stern-

heim manfully tried to put the bourgeois back into his

classic place as the butt of high comedy. His cycle entitled

"From the Heroic Life of the Bourgeoisie" stands, with

Shaw's and Pirandello's, as the best comic work of its time

(1908-1922).

As one thinks of all the comic talent of our modern stage,

one is impressed with the fact that most of it has gone into

noncomic plays such as Sean O'Casey's Juno and the Pay-

cock. In this class Chekhov and Schnitzler seem to me pre-

eminent. Chekhov wrote nothing better than The Cherry
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Orchard and Schnitzler nothing better than Intermezzo.

Both plays are described by their authors as comedies, but

In neither case can one accept the description as anything

but an ironical comment on the play. To be sure there are

comic elements in both plays. To be sure we can, if we wish,

reshape our notions of comedy to fit them. Short of this,

though, we shall have to admit that both are of a new mid-

dle genre, both are highly original drames. How confusing

the term comedy has grown may be gauged by the title of

one of Schnitzler's most tragic pieces: The Comedy of Se-

duction.

If our choice of plays for more detailed analysis is to be

j
governed by their individual significance, their difference

from each other, their difference from Shaw, and the likeli-

hood of their being known to the reader, a wise choice

might be Oscar Wilde and Luigi Pirandello, two of the

best and best-known modern "comedians," one of whom
keeps close to the upper boundary of comedy, which is farce,

the other of whom borders the lower boundary, which is

tragedy. Since Bernard Shaw, though he ranges over the

; whole comic territory, is customarily in its middle regions,

let us begin with him.

Shaw's Candida (1895), one of the best liked of his plays,

is about a trite situation. A young man enters the home of

a married couple and falls in love with the wife. In the com-

modity drama of Shaw's day—the Parisian drama of Emile

Augier, Dumas fils, and Victorien Sardou—there are two

ways of dealing with such a situation. The young man can

be the hero, the husband can be either a tyrant or a bore

or both, and the play can be a protest against bourgeois

marriage: an idea for Dumas fils. Alternatively the husband

can be a genuine pillar of society, the lover a fool or a scoun-

drel, and the play can end with a vindication of hearth and
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home and the discomfiture of the intruder: an idea for Au-
gier.

In the opinion of his audiences Shaw wrote the Augier

play. That is why it is so popular. On the surface the titil-

lations of modernity, underneath an utter conventionality:

that is what the literati have made out Shaw to be; that is

what the public accepts him as. And the Augier play is actu-

ally contained within Shaw's. Shaw does show an attractive

modern couple upholding the dignity of marriage. The hus-

band of the triangle is such a socialist as everyone can

imagine hobnobbing with Shaw himself at meetings of the

Fabian society. Against the talented and generous character

of this man, the effeminacy of the lover is calculated to ex-

cite the contemptuous laughter of any audience. Candida

audiences go home fairly glowing with the feeling that after

all Shaw did the decent thing in the end.

But did he? A moment's thought tells us that the Rev-

erend James Mavor Morell is not what we thought he was.

He has been the victim of a life-illusion of Ibsenic propor-

tions: he has thoroughly misunderstood the marriage on

which all his boasted confidence and happiness were based.

The aesthetic lover, however, whom audiences, congratu-

lating each other on their normality, invariably laugh at,

turns out to be stronger than the famous strong man Morell.

That, as it proves, is not saying much. Eugene Marchbanks

is strong by any standard. He is all the time acquiring that

last ability of noble mind, the ability to live without illu-

sions, and at the end he has acquired it. A look through

the play will convince the skeptic that Shaw invariably puts

the truth in Eugene's mouth and seldom in anybody else's.

Even the things that arouse most derision are truths which

nobody in the play—or perhaps in the playhouse—shares

with Eugene. Shaw, then, pretends to weight the scales in

favor of the husband, when actually the lover is the bigger

man. Do we then have the Dumas play? Is Eugene the hero-

Morell a millstone round his wife's neck? Obviously not-

Eugene's superiority leads not to adultery but to his volun-
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tary departure. This aspect of the play preaches, with Schil-

ler and Ibsen, that the strongest man is he who can stand

alone.

All this is to judge by the relative weight given to the

male rivals in the triangle. It is to reckon without the epon-

ymous heroine. And, since she is indeed an expression of the

feminine enigma, she is best left to the last. On the surface

Candida seems to be everything to this play: title, leading

role, master of the situation. Her charm is so great that no

audience would wish to look behind it. Her mastery of peo-

ple seems so sure that we are not inclined to pry into its

nature and its motivation. On the stage psychological back-

grounds are obscured by the corporeal presence of actresses.

Ponder Candida's words and actions, however, for two

minutes, and the drama of sentiment falls down like a pack

of cards. She is expert at keeping the women away from her

husband, yet, aware as she is of her own charms, she does

not hesitate to flaunt them before an obviously susceptible

young man. She denies all suspicion that he is in love with

her long after the fact has become evident, and even if she is

sincere in this, one cannot find her the more admirable for

possessing so large a capacity for self-deception. A feline

cruelty drives her to taunt her husband by declaring that

she would give herself to Eugene if necessary, while taunt-

ing Eugene by pointing to him and histrionically demand-

ing: Do you call that a man? She caps her cruelty by a fake

climax in which she portentously pretends to choose between

the two men. Obviously she could not do anything else with

Morell but keep him, especially since her own chief pleasure

in life is bossing him around; and by this time it is doubt-

ful whether Eugene would take her anyway. He has learned

better. Eugene, however, has the good grace to be sad about

it all. Candida, by way of a parting thrust, admits she

would not fancy being permanently linked to a man fifteen

years her junior.

The play is not Augier, for marriage is not vindicated. On
the contrary, now that the scales have fallen from Morell's
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eyes, this marriage can never be the same again. It is not

easy to be reillusioned. When the play is seen in this light,

Morell is the protagonist, and the climax is a typically Sha-

vian stripping-off of illusion. At last we have a possible

theme for a Shavian play: The Reverend James's Uncon-

version. Yet we have seen that in another aspect Eugene is

the protagonist, indeed the hero, and that Shaw might have

named after him a play: The She-Devil's Disciple. This title

leads us back to Shaw's secret. Candida, who is not the her-

oine that she seems, whose problems are not the main sub-

ject of the play as the title might suggest, is indeed master

of the situation, not, as she thinks, in controlling and under-

standing all that goes on, but in unintentionally, perhaps

inadvisedly, curing both men of their illusions about her

and their relation to her. It is by her means that the popular

parson is unconverted. It is by her means that the poet learns

to live without happiness—that is, without women. The

subject of the play is the destiny of the two men. Candida,

who alone is unchanged at the end, is the link between

them.

Is she, then, the villain of the play? To push the argu-

ment so far, simply to invert the more obvious interpre-

tations of the play is to be no nearer to the truth than they.

Although we have always been told that Shaw is so much a

propagandist that all his characters are merely trumpets of

Shavian good or anti-Shavian evil, in actual fact Shaw at-

tains to an astonishing, many-sided objectivity. As skillfully

as any other dramatic dialectician who has ever written, he

can do full justice to thesis and antithesis alike. That is

why people find him contradictory and seldom look for a

Shavian synthesis. In Candida Shaw shows all the truth

there is in the Augier philosophy and all the truth there

is in the Dumas philosophy. He himself surpasses both

—

but not with a third dogma, nor even with a new formula

—The Heroine as Villain. He surpasses both by the all-

roundness of his vision. If Shaw has on occasion praised

partisanship, he has also said: "My plays have only one sub-
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ject: life; and only one attitude: interest in life." Certainly

Candida is evidence for this claim.

Candida is not simply a bad woman. The sweetness which

she pours over the whole play is not the suspect and poison-

ous sweetness of a she-devil. It is genuine. But it is com-

bined with other, less amiable qualities. Indeed if the whole

play has a sweetness and charm such as James Barrie

courted all his life without ever fully achieving, it is because

sweetness can be relished only in conjunction with a con-

trary tartness. Barrie, being wholly saccharine, is emetic.

Candida is the sweeter for not being all sugar. The Can-

dida atmosphere—bland yet delicate, graceful yet gay, ten-

der yet ironical—is an emanation of the Candida drama.

Ill

Captain Brassbound's Conversion, which Shaw (vainly)

wrote for Ellen Terry and Henry Irving in the last year or

so of the nineteenth century, features a modern version of a

pirate king. Brassbound roams the seas plotting vengeance

on the wicked uncle who has caused his mother's imprison-

ment and death. But when he has lured the wicked uncle

into the Moroccan mountains and is about to hand him

over to the tender mercies of a sheikh, there arrives a supe-

rior sheikh whose head will be demanded by the British gov-

ernment if Englishmen are kidnaped in his territories. Brass-

bound is handed over to the American navy, though he

is finally set free through the intercession of the uncle's

kindly sister-in-law. Naturally, the pirate king would like

to marry the lady after this, and the lady herself is not

hostile; but in the end they agree to part.

This is the simple air on which Shaw plays variations.

What is his method? A silent moving picture of a perform-

ance would record scene after scene of what the Germans

call kitsch and what Americans call corn. In a corny Moroc-

can setting—all taken, Shaw informs us, from a book by

Cunninghame Graham—are enacted corny scenes of pursuit
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and rescue, spiced with love interest. And there are other

conventional ingredients of a graver sort. The plot is un-

folded in resolutely Ibsenite fashion, that is by conversation

and innuendo referring to buried crime about which we
only gradually become clear. The play is subtitled: An Ad-

venture.

Only subtitled. The main title is Captain Brassbound's

Conversion, and of the conversion which is the subject of

the play, a plot summary gives no inkling. At this point we
hit upon Shaw's method of inversion, which in such a play

as this is not the simple inversion of Arms and the Man. Ac-

cording to the pattern, an Englishman and his sister-in-law

are rescued by civilization from the clutches of a pirate-

villain. According, however, to the interpretation imposed

upon the pattern, Brassbound is the hero and protagonist.

Yet—and it is such double twists which are the making of

Shavian drama—Brassbound is no hero in Douglas Fair-

banks style. He is disreputable and down at heel. He is

also no villain, since the person he chiefly imposes upon is

himself. He has something of the manner of a Byronic sort

of hero; but then the Byronic hero is himself an ambivalent

figure, compounded equally of strength and weakness. How
are we to take Brassbound? In view of the conversion at the

end, shall we say that he is a villain converted to virtue as

summarily as Edmund in King Lear? All possible interpre-

tations are suggested by the play itself, and the method of

their suggestion is Shaw's dramatic dialectic. The primary

meaning of Brassbound's character appears in the upshot.

The real man has been hiding behind the mask of a villain-

hero. Degenerating further and further into a shabby tour-

ists' escort, Brassbound, true to his name, shored up the

heroic purpose of vengeance against his ruins. He hoarded

photographs and newspaper cuttings for purposes of mourn-

ful and vengeful contemplation. Then a woman lays bare his

soul, and he is converted to realism.

Shaw's technique is not, as has been alleged, to render

a serious problem palatable by a silly story. The silly story
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functions as an integral part of a whole. It is the basis of

dozens of ironies, of which the central irony is the contrast

between romance and reality, illusion and actuality, silly

stories and flinty facts. This irony pervades the whole work.

When, for instance, we are told a kitsch story of crime in

the West Indies, and the question is raised why a solicitor

was not sent from England, the prosaic but simple explana-

tion is that the value of the estate was less than it would

have cost to make it worth a lawyer's while to leave his prac-

tice in London. When we are confronted with fighting

sheikhs out of pulp fiction, we find that their actions are

determined by the prosaic but significant fact of British

imperialism. It may be recalled that Shaw had condemned

the staging of fights and crimes as mistakes. This, how-

ever, does not mean that he eschews such things. He
uses them ironically.

Like the plot, the characters are given ironical meaning.

Even the American captain, primarily a tool of the plot, is

given a touch of significance as "a curious ethnological spec-

imen, with all the nations of the old world at war in his

veins." Every minor character enforces an irony. Hallam,

the wicked uncle, is a judge and a pillar of society; conserv-

atism shows its other face in Rankin, the defeatist mission-

ary whose only convert in Morocco is a London slum boy

named Drinkwater. Drinkwater is Brassbound on a lower

level of culture. Like Brassbound he feasts upon romance

—in the pages of the pulps. Brassbound's great theme is his

innocent mother punished by Hallam; Drinkwater has been

acquitted by Hallam when actually guilty. This contrast

shows Hallam as at once ruthless and incompetent.

In this framework of fictions, the problem of romance

and realism is thrashed out by violent juxtapositions and

confrontations. Rudolph Valentino is, as it were, confronted

with Henry Ford. There is irony within irony. If Brass-

bound does not support his role of villain, Hallam does not

support his role of hero. The initial irony of his character is
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one that Ibsen had rendered familiar: the pillar of society

is a scoundrel. Hallam has played a tricky game in the West
Indies and Brassbound's mother was driven to her death.

The law, moreover, which Hallam administers in Eng-

land is interpreted by Shaw to be crude vengeance wreaked

by a class of crooks masquerading as churchgoers. Yet

Hallam is not a villain, for he is more a victim than a free

agent. He only does what his class does and what he has

been brought up to do. He means well and is privately

harmless. Far from battening on his ill-gotten gains, he is

finding the West Indian estate more a liability than an as-

set. Brassbound for his part is no avenging angel. His in-

terpretation of the facts is quite as incomplete and primitive

as Hallam's. In fact, his standards are the same: like Hal-

lam, he believes above all in revenge. Pillar of society and

piratical hero are equally guilty because identically guilty.

The conversion of Brassbound is effected by Lady Cicely

Waynefleet. The last page of the play, in which the two

agree to part, is one of the best illustrations of the achieve-

ment of Shavian comedy. It is neither glib nor ponderous,

neither flippant nor sentimental. It is a taut, terse, and true

ending in which the dialogue, so far from being an inde-

pendent stream rippling over the stones of a plot, is fused

with theme, story, and characterization. Brassbound presses

Lady Cicely to marry him to the point where she is about

to consent. At that point he withdraws the offer. We infer

that Brassbound has found himself anew in the experience

of dominating Lady Cicely. "You can do no more for me
now," he says, "I have blundered somehow on the secret of

command at last." When Brassbound leaves. Lady Cicely

says: "How glorious! How glorious! And what an escape!"

It is one of the splendid and expressive endings of comedy.

It reveals that Lady Cicely herself found the escape from

the real to the romantic entirely glorious. The conversion of

Brassbound almost caused the apostasy of his savior. That

is the ultimate irony. But since Brassbound was converted.
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he could not allow it. The title of the piece is quite inevi-

table, and it is the only thing in the whole play that is

not ironical.

IV

Such is Shavianism, the most unmixed triumph of high

comedy on the modern stage. To turn back to Shaw's early

creations of the nineties is to be reminded of the only other

writer, so to speak, in the field: Oscar Wilde.

The Importance of Being Earnest (1895) is a variant, not

of domestic drama like Candida or of melodrama like

Brassbound, but of farce, a genre which, being the antithesis

of serious, is not easily put to serious uses. In fact nothing is

easier than to handle this play without noticing what it con-

tains. It is so consistently farcical in tone, characterization,

and plot that very few care to root out any more serious

content. The general conclusion has been that Wilde merely

decorates a silly play with a flippant wit. Like Shaw he is

dismissed as "not really a dramatist at all." Unlike Shaw he

does not have any such dramatic structure to offer in refu-

tation of his critics as underlies a Major Barbara or a

Candida. We cannot turn to him for the dialectical steel

frame of a Moli^re or a Shaw. Yet we shall only display our

own insensitivity if we dismiss him.

Insensitivity to slight and delicate things is insensitivity

tout court. That is what Wilde meant when he declared that

the man who despises superficiality is himself superficial.

His best play is connected with this idea. As its title

confesses, it is about earnestness, that is, Victorian solem-

nity, that kind of false seriousness which means priggish-

ness, hypocrisy, and lack of irony. Wilde proclaims that

earnestness is less praiseworthy than the ironic attitude to

life which is regarded as superficial. His own art, and the

comic spirit which Congreve embodied and which Meredith

had described, were thereby vindicated. Wilde calls The Im-

portance of Being Earnest "a trivial comedy for serious
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people" meaning, in the first place, a comedy which will be

thought negligible by the earnest and, in the second, a com-

edy of surface for connoisseurs. The latter will perceive

that Wilde is as much of a moralist as Bernard Shaw but

that, instead of presenting the problems of modern society

directly, he flits around them, teasing them, declining to

grapple with them. His wit is no searchlight into the dark-

ness of modern life. It is a flickering, a coruscation, inter-

mittently revealing the upper class of England in a harsh

bizarre light. This upper class could feel about Shaw that at

least he took them seriously, no one more so. But the out-

rageous Oscar (whom they took care to get rid of as they

had got rid of Byron) refused to see the importance of be-

ing earnest.

One does not find Wilde's satire embedded in plot and

character as in traditional high comedy. It is a running ac-

companiment to the play, and this fact, far from indicating

immaturity, is the making of a new sort of comedy. The
plot is one of those Gilbertian absurdities of lost infants

and recovered brothers which can only be thought of to be

laughed at. Yet the dialogue which sustains the plot, or is

sustained by it, is an unbroken stream of comment on all

the themes of life which the plot is so far from broaching.

Perhaps comment is too flat and downright a conception.

Wildean "comment" is a pseudo-irresponsible jabbing at all

the great problems, and we would be justified in removing

the prefix "pseudo" if the Wildean satire, for all its naughti-

ness, had not a cumulative effect and a paradoxical one.

Flippancies repeated, developed, and, so to say, elaborated

almost into a system amount to something in the end—and

thereby cease to be flippant. What begins as a prank ends

as a criticism of life. What begins as intellectual high-kick-

ing ends as intellectual sharp-shooting.

The margins of an annotated copy of The Importance

would show such headings as: death; money and marriage;

the nature of style; ideology and economics; beauty and

truth; the psychology of philanthropy; the decline of aristoc-
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racy; nineteenth-century morals; the class system. The possi-

bility of such notations in itself means little. But if we bear

in mind that Wilde is skimming steadily over mere topics all

through The Importance, we can usefully turn to a particu-

lar page to see precisely how this works. To choose the open-

ing page is not to load the dice in a dramatist's favor, since

that page is usually either heavy-going exposition or mere

patter which allows the audience to get seated. Here is

Wilde's first page:

Algernon. Did you hear what I was playing, Lane?
Lane. I didn't think it polite to listen, sir.

Algernon. I'm sorry for that, for your sake. I don't play

accurately—anyone can play accurately—but I play with

wonderful expression. As far as the piano is concerned

sentiment is my forte. I keep science for life.

Lane. Yes, sir.

Algernon. And, speaking of the science of Life, have you
got the cucumber sandwiches cut for Lady Bracknell?

Lane. Yes, sir.

Algernon. Oh! ... by the way. Lane, I see from your

book that on Thursday night, when Lord Sherman and
Mr. Worthing were dining with me, eight bottles of

champagne are entered as having been consumed.

Lane. Yes, sir; eight bottles and a pint.

Algernon. Why is it that at a bachelor's establishment the

servants invariably drink the champagne? I ask merely

for information.

Lane. I attribute it to the superior quality of the wine, sir.

I have often observed that in married households the

champagne is rarely of a first-rate brand.

Algernon. Good heavens! Is marriage so demoralizing as

that?

Lane. I believe it is a very pleasant state, sir. I have had

very little experience of it myself up to the present. I

have only been married once. That was in consequence

of a misunderstanding between myself and a young

person.

Algernon. I don't know that I am much interested in your

family life, Lane.
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Lane. No, sir. It is not a very interesting subject. I never
think of it myself.

Algernon. Very natural, I am sure. That will do, Lane,
thank you.

Lane. Thank you, sir. (He goes out)

Algernon. Lane's views on marriage seem somewhat lax.

Really, if the lower orders don't set us a good example,
what on earth is the use of them? They seem, as a class,

to have absolutely no sense of moral responsibility.

This passage is enough to show the way in which Wilde

attaches a serious and satirical allusion to every remark.

The butler's "I didn't think it polite to listen, sir" is a prel-

ude to the jokes against class society which run through the

play. Algernon's first little speech touches on the foolish op-

position of life and sentiment, science and art. Talk of

science and life leads by Wildean transition back to the ac-

tion and the cucumber sandwiches. Champagne takes the

action to speculation on servants and masters, and thence to

marriage and morals. A little dialectical climax is reached

with the answer to the question: "Is marriage so demoraliz-

ing as that?" when Lane coolly replies: "I believe it is a

very pleasant state, sir," and adds, by way of an explanation

no less disconcerting by Victorian standards, "I have had

very little experience of it myself up to the present. I have

only been married once." Which is followed by the explana-

tion of the explanation: "That was in consequence of a mis-

understanding. . .
." It cannot be said that marriage in this

passage receives the "staggering blows" which the ardent re-

former is wont to administer. But does it not receive poi-

soned pin pricks that are just as effective? Are not the in-

versions and double inversions of standards managed with

dexterous delicacy? "No, sir. It is not a very interesting sub-

ject." A delicious turn in the argument! And then the little

moralistic summing-up of Algernon's: "Lane's views on mar-

riage seem somewhat lax. Really, if the lower orders don't

set us a good example . .
." And so it ripples on.

We are accustomed to plays in which a serious plot and
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theme are enlivened
—

"dramatized," as we say—by comic in-

cident and witticism. Such plays are at best sweetened pills.

"Entertainment value" is added as an afterthought, re-

minding one of the man who, having watched for weeks the

construction of a modern Gothic building, cried one day:

"Oh, look, they're putting the architecture on now!" Oscar

Wilde's procedure is the opposite of all this. He has no seri-

ous plot, no credible characters. His witticisms are, not

comic, but serious relief. They are in ironic counterpoint

with the absurdities of the action. This counterpoint is

Wilde's method. It is what gives him his peculiar voice and

his peculiar triumph. It is what makes him hard to catch: the

fish's tail flicks, flashes, and disappears. Perhaps The Impor-

tance should be defined as "almost a satire." As the conversa-

tions in Alice in Wonderland hover on the frontier of sense

without ever quite crossing it, so the dialogue in The Impor-

tance is forever on the frontier of satire, forever on the point

of breaking into bitter criticism. It never breaks. The ridicu-

lous action constantly steps in to prevent the break. That is

its function. Before the enemy can denounce Wilde the agile

outburst is over and we are back among the cucumber sand-

wiches.

The counterpoint or irony of Wilde's play expresses itself

theatrically in the contrast between the elegance and savoir-

faire of the actors and the absurdity of what they actually

do. This contrast too can be dismissed as mere Oscarism and

frivolity. Actually it is integral to an uncommonly rich play.

The contrast between smooth, assured appearances and inner

emptiness is, moreover, nothing more nor less than a fact of

sociology and history. Wilde knew his England. He knew her

so well that he could scarcely be surprised when she laughed

off his truisms as paradoxes and fastened a humorless and

baleful eye on all his flights of fancy. Wilde had his own so-

lution to the problem stated by Meredith, the problem of

finding a vantage point for satire in an unaristocratic age. It

was the solution of Bohemianism. For Wilde the Bohemian

attitude was tar from being a philosophy in itself—a point
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which most of his friends and enemies, beginning at the

Wilde trial, seem to have missed. Bohemianism was for

Wilde a mask. To wear masks was Wilde's personal adjust-

ment to modern life, as it was Nietzsche's. Hence we are

right in talking of his pose as we are right in talking of

Nietzsche's vanity. The mistake is in believing that these

men deceived themselves. If we patronize them the joke is

on us. If Wilde seems shallow when we want depth, if he

seems a liar when we want truth, we should recall his

words: "A Truth in Art is that whose contradictory is also

true. The Truths of metaphysics are the Truths of masks."

These words lead us to Pirandello.

Since Shaw and Wilde no dramatist has written first-rate

drawing-room comedies. The best have been by our

Maughams and Behrmans and Bernsteins. Writers have been

turning from the formality of the drawing room toward a

grotesqueness which, in its nearness to commedia dell' arte

or to Aristophanes, may seem more primitive, yet which, in

its psychological depth and intricacy, may well be more so-

phisticated. Strindberg himself, as we have seen, sometimes

achieved comedy by giving a quick twist to one of his own
tragic themes. Wedekind aimed at tragedy, but by the novel

.method of using almost exclusively comic materials, thus re-

versing the technique of Strindberg's comedies. In Italy il

teatro del grottesco arose. Its spokesman Luigi Chiarelli

said: "It was impossible [in the years immediately preceding

1914] to go to the theater without meeting languid, loqua-

cious granddaughters of Marguerite Gautier or Rosa Bernd,

or some tardy follower of Oswald or Cyrano. The public

dropped sentimental tears and left the playhouse weighed

down in spirit. The next evening, however, it rushed in

numbers to acclaim a naughty skit like The Pills of Hercu-

les, in order to re-establish its moral and social equilibrium."

From Chiarelli's scorn for the New Drama, already old, of
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Dumas and Hauptmann, Ibsen and Rostand, came his own
play, The Mask and the Face. The year of its premiere— 1916

—was the year Luigi Pirandello embarked on his second ca-

reer: that of playwriting.

Right You Are (if you care to think so!) (1917) has often

been regarded as the quintessential Pirandello. The basis of

the play is some sort of "bourgeois tragedy," something that

would have stirred the audiences of the old-new drama

which Chiarelli had laughed at. The domestic unhappiness

of a husband, a wife, and a mother makes up the tragic tri-

angle. A commentator named Laudisi is the raisonneur a la

Dumas.

The peculiar thing about the situation in this domestic

tragedy is that we do not know what it is: a fact that is as

much second nature to Pirandellians as it is disconcerting to

others. The peculiar thing about the raisonneur is that in-

stead of giving us the correct view of the tragedy he tells us

that all views are equally correct. But then, according to

Pirandello, this is the correct view.

The man lives with his wife on the top floor of a tenement

while the mother lives at his expense in a lavish apartment.

The wife never leaves the tenement, and the mother never

goes nearer the daughter than the yard below from which

she shouts up to the daughter. This state of affairs not un-

naturally sets tongues wagging. Asked for an explanation,

the husband says the mother is deluded. She thinks the wife

is her daughter, though actually she is the husband's second

wife. Her daughter, his first wife, died, though the mother

dare not believe it. . . . We are settling down to believe this

version of the story when we hear from the mother an

equally convincing version. The son is deluded. He has

never recovered from the delusion that his wife died, and

they have had to let him marry her again under the impres-

sion that she was another person.

Neither mother nor husband seems to have an axe to

grind. Each is solicitous for the other's good. Each has a

good reason for strange conduct. The mother needs to see
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her daughter often and must pay her visits. The husband

must keep her in the street so that she shall not discover her

error. Pirandello is at great pains to balance the two inter-

pretations exactly, to tug our feelings now this way, now
that, now up, now down, on the alarming switchback of his

thinking. We may think ourselves on the right track, for

example, when the husband, untrue to his story, is furiously

angry with the old lady and tries to convince her that his

wife is not her daughter. But, as soon as she leaves, his rage

subsides. He was just play-acting, he tells us, to confirm her

impression—so necessary to her peace of mind—that he is

mad.

In the end the wife herself is summoned to unravel the

mystery. She says: "I am the daughter of Signora Frola [the

mother], and I am the second wife of Signor Ponza [the hus-

band]." The raisonneur of the play, who already has told

us that there is no one true version of the story but that all

versions are equally true, steps forward, and his peals of

laughter end the play. Whereupon one school of critics

praises Pirandello for his profound "philosophy of relativ-

ity," and another condemns him as "too cerebral"—only

"mentally dramatic," as George Jean Nathan has it. Right

You Are being "written for intelligent blind men." The

critical boxing ring would seem to be set for a bout concern-

ing the drama of ideas.

Like Shaw, Pirandello has not been averse to the report

that his drama is all intellect—no man minds being thought

a mighty brain—and here are some of his words: "People

say that my drama is obscure and they call it cerebral drama.

The new drama possesses a distinct character from the old:

whereas the latter had as its basis passion, the former is the

expression of the intellect. . . . The public formerly were

carried away only by plays of passion, whereas now they

rush to see intellectual works."

Such is the Pirandello legend. Around every great man

there grows a legend which, whether fostered by himself or

not, is always a distortion, sometimes a gross distortion of his
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real nature—if we may assume the existence of so un-

Pirandellian an entity. The omission which I disingenuously

made in the above quotation from Pirandello is a casual re-

mark that happens to be more revealing than the pontifical-

ity of the rest. It is this sentence: "One of the novelties that

I have given to the modern drama consists in converting the

intellect into passion." Let us discount here the claim to

originality. Strindberg had already perfected the art referred

to. A succession of dramatists from Vigny on had an-

nounced a new drama of thought and intellect. The essence

of Pirandello is not his intellectuality. It is his conversion of

the intellect into passion. Perhaps Strindberg had done that

too; it is the theory behind his naturalistic tragedies; yet in

Strindberg passion summons intellect to work its will, while

in Pirandello passion and intellect torture each other and

join in a mutual failure. The quintessence of Pirandellism is

this peculiar relation of intellect to feeling.

Ostensibly Pirandello's plays and novels are about the rela-

tivity of truth, multiple personality, and the different levels

of reality. But it is neither these subjects nor—precisely—his

treatment of them that constitutes Pirandello's individuality.

The themes grow tiresome after a time, and those who find

nothing else in Pirandello give him up as a bad job. The
novelist Franz Kafka was long neglected because his work

also gave the impression of philosophic obsession and willful

eccentricity. Then another and deeper Kafka was discovered.

Another and deeper Pirandello awaits discovery.

Before he can be discovered the perpetual "cerebration"

toncerning truth, reality, and relativity will have to be set on

one side. At face value the argument of Right You Are is

that, since both mother and husband give a contradictory but

equally plausible account of the same events, and since the

daughter jumbles the two incomprehensibly, therefore there

is no objectively true version of the story. This is a complete

non sequitur. All events can be reported in different ways.

This might only mean that some reports must be wrong, not

that there is no right view. There is actually nothing in the
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plot of Right You Are to indicate that there can be no cor-

rect version of the story. The unusual thing is that we do
not know what it is. This is very Pirandellian—not only,

however, in that it is used to bolster a rather confusing, if

not confused, discussion of truth, but also because it leads us

to what we might venture to think is the real Pirandello.

The wife's longest speech—of three sentences—is as fol-

lows: "And what can you want of me now, after all this,

ladies and gentlemen? In our lives as you see there is some-

thing which must remain concealed. Otherwise the remedy

which our love for each other has found cannot avail." The
concealment which leads on the superficial, pseudo-

metaphysical level to a discussion of truth is here very dif-

ferently associated. There is a true version of the story but it

must not be known lest the lives of three people concerned

be shattered. But, someone will protest, could not Pirandello

use the prerogative of the omniscient author and tell us

without telling the characters what the remedy is which

their love has found? He could. But his refusal to do so is

more to his purpose. The truth, Pirandello wants to tell us

again and again, is concealed, concealed, CONCEALEDl It

is not his business to uncover the problem and solve it for us

as in a French piece a these. The solution of the problem,

the cure for these sick human beings, is to leave their prob-

lem unsolved and unrevealed. The unmasker of illusions is

at best a Gregers Werle, at worst one of the gossips of Right

You Are. On the superficial level Pirandello is protesting

against the spurious helpfulness of the scandalmonger, the

prying reporter, and the amateur psychoanalyst; at a deeper

level he is asking that the human soul be left a little territory

of its own—which also was one of the themes of Kafka.

As for dramaturgy, if the "remedy" were explained, the

play would inevitably be built around this keystone of

the whole problem. Pirandello could not afford—whatever

the inducements—to have the emphasis so distributed. He
wants to accent the refusal to search for a keystone. So he has

his raisonneur argue that there is no keystone—an argument
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which sticks in people's minds as if it were the substance of

the play. Actually the play is not about thinking but about

suflFering, a suffering that is only increased by those who
give understanding and enquiry precedence over sympathy

and help. Pirandello took from the teatro del grottesco or

from his own fiction the antithesis of mask and face, the

mask being the outward form, the face being the suffering

creature. At its crudest this is the theme of the clown with

a tender heart. Already in Chiarelli the mask and the face

had, however, the broader meaning of the social form, iden-

tified with tyranny, and the individual soul which it sought

to crush. In his best-known plays Pirandello elaborates on

this antithesis. We see a central group of people who are

"real." They suffer, and need help, not analysis. Around
^hese are grouped unreal busybodies who can only look on,

criticize, and hinder. In Naked, which is the first Pirandello

play to read since it does not lead one off on the false trail of

relativity and truth, the mystery is dissolved, as in Right

You Are it is not, and the result is the destruction of the

protagonist. Note that this mystery, constituted by the illu-

sions without which the heroine could not live, is not the

Mask. The Mask is the social and antihuman tyranny of, for

example, a novelist for whom the heroine's unhappy lot is

grist to the mill. The Mask is the interference of the me-

chanical, the external, the static, the philosophical, with our

lives. Thus not only the smug novelist of Naked and not

only the disingenuous truth seekers of Right You Are are

the Mask. Pirandello himself—and every novelist and play-

wright—is the Mask. His material is the flux of suffering; his

art stops the flow; its stasis is at once its glory—in immor-

talizing the moment—and its limitation, since life, being es-

sentially fluid, is inevitably misrepresented by art. In drama,

life wears a double mask: the mask imposed by the dramatist

and that imposed by stage production. Three plays are de-

voted to this fact. In the best of them

—

Six Characters in

Search of an Author—the three levels of reality are played

off against one another throughout, and a fourth level is im-
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plied when we find one character judging another by what

he happened to be doing on one shameful occasion, in other

words by one isolated fact, which, wrongly taken as typical,

becomes a Mask on the face of the real man. What if all our

characterizations are like this? Just as we found, Pirandello

argues, that there is no objective truth, so we find also that

there are no individuals. In the one case we have only a

number of versions or opinions. In the other we have only a

succession of states of mind and being.

Exactly as in the matter of truth, so in the analysis of

character the extreme conclusion is a reductio ad absurdum

too barren to be the real motive force of such powerful

works as Pirandello's. His characters in fact are effective not

in direct relation to these conceptions, but because these con-

ceptions enable him to suggest beneath the Mask of the

physical presence the steady ache of suffering humanity.

What a pessimist Pirandello isl says someone. Certainly. But

again the point of Pirandello is not his philosophy—of rela-

tivity, personality, or pessimism—it is his power to conceal

behind the intellectual artillery barrage the great armies of

fighters and the yet greater hordes of noncombatants and

refugees. Pirandello is a pessimist. So also must many of the

people of Europe be, people who have lived through the ex-

traordinary vicissitudes of the twentieth century, uncompre-

hending, passively suffering. Modern people may be no more

passive and uncomprehending than their ancestors; but

surely they are more aware of their helplessness. Even as

Proust speaks for the passive semiaristocrats whom our new

order has swept out of existence, so Pirandello, like Kafka,

like Chaplin, speaks not for the aware and class-conscious

proletarian but for the unaware, in-between, black-white-

cotton—coated, scapegoat.

All this is in Right You Are. In a note to the director of

the play one might write as follows:

"Make a marked distinction between the enquirers into

the story, who are a sort of chorus representing what

Pirandello regards as the Mask and the three 'real people'
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involved in the domestic tragedy. The Three are typical peo-

ple of a middle-class tragedy in that they express grief and

arouse pity without terror. Note how Pirandello's initial de-

scriptions of the characters and his subsequent stage direc-

tions stress alike the genuineness and acuteness of their suf-

ferings.

"Now the odd thing is that the wholly sad theme is placed

in a satiric frame. Since this contrast, already familiar to you

in the teatro del grottesco, is the play, you had best be care-

ful to secure the exact balance that is needed. The Three

must act with unmitigated and uninterrupted pathetic force.

But the Chorus—as we may call the other characters—must

never enter into their sufferings. They must be as detached as

a callous doctor at a deathbed. They must not, out of con-

sideration of their Three colleagues, play down their own fri-

volity any more than the Three must soften their agony in

order to come closer—as there is a natural tendency to do

—

to the mood of the Chorus. Only if the contrast between the

two groups is kept sharp wiil the effect of the grotesque be

attained. Otherwise the effect will be of blurred incongruity.

"You already understand how and why this bourgeois

tragedy differs from tradition in not revealing its true na-

ture. That is a primary irony which your production can

point up by making the alternation of explanations go snip-

snap so that the brilliance is its own justification. Otherwise

your audience will regard all this as the lumbering prepara-

tion for a denouement which, after all, never takes place.

An almost equally important irony is that between the cele-

brated 'cerebral' dialogue of Pirandello and the deep agony

which—as your Three must make clear—is the core of the

action. This irony is more than the contrast between the

Three and the others. The Three actually join in the intri-

cate analysis of cause and effect, motive and act, which is the

constant subject of discussion. The point is that these analy-

ses are not 'coldly intellectual.' They are positively maniacal.

(You might look up Pirandello's essay on humor where he

maintains that the humorist takes a wild pleasure in tear-
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ing things to pieces by analysis.) By its maniacal quality the

'cerebration' enters into relationship with the agony, a rela-

tionship at once logical and psychological.

"You recall how in Cyrano de Bergerac Rostand rendered

Hugoesque tragedy palatable by making it over into a tough-

jointed tragi-comedy. The grotesque contrasts of Right You
Are might be regarded as Pirandello's way of making 'bour-

geois tragedy' work—by making it over into a tough-

textured comedy. Perhaps comedy is not the best word for

such a play, but then you as a practical man are less inter-

ested in that question than in the correct interpretation of

the play whatever its generic name. For you the significance

of Pirandello's version of bourgeois tragedy is that it sets the

audience at a distance, preserving them both from tears and

from boredom. Do not be shocked when they laugh with

your Chorus against the Three or when they are amused

with Laudisi the raisonneur when perhaps weeping would

seem more in order. Their laughter is significant. For one

thing it is what enables them to stomach the unmixed horror

of Pirandellian diet. It is not stupid laughter exactly. Piran-

dello has 'comedified' his tale. If the laughter he arouses

prompts an unflattering interpretation of human nature, that

is intended. The old theatrical business, at which you are

adept, of mingling laughter and tears was never more cal-

culated, more intricate, more meaningful, or more depress-

ing than here.

"Accentuate then—do not soften—the clashes of sound

and color of which the play is composed. If you let it work,

you will find the whole thing ultra-theatrical. I should say:

if you let them work, for a Pirandello play is made up of

actors, not of props and scenery. That must be why our

friend Mr. Nathan thought it was written for blind men.

But remember that actors—especially the actors of the com-

media dell' arte whose skill Pirandello wished to revive

—

once were, and can be again, the main part of the show. Tell

your actors to let go. Have them shout, swagger, gesticulate

—at least in the earlier rehearsals. For you have to get them
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to act and talk instead of strolling and muttering like man-

nequins with a pin loose. And if they perform their roles

from outside instead of pretending to be the people who are

not people, Pirandello would be better served. As you know,

he called all his plays Naked Masks—not naked faces. Let

your actors remember that. Naked Masks—a violent oxy-

moron indeed! Is not such a figure of speech a pointer, for

you and the rest of us, to the strange genius of its author?"

VI

Shaw—Wilde—Pirandello: they are the three great wits of

the modern stage. All three in their different ways have

achieved great comedy by playing an ironic counterpoint

against one of the stock tunes of commodity theater or com-

modity literature. In their hands domestic tragedy, domestic

comedy, adventure story, and farce are transmuted into an

uncompromising critique of modern civilization. The old

comic (and realistic) contrast between appearance and real-

ity, between pretensions and actions, ideals and facts, finds

—

in different ways—a restatement and thereby a new form

and a new meaning. If the splendid, forthright dialectic of

Shaw, the witty arabesque of Wilde, and the tortured, syn-

copated rhythms of Pirandello are, in a sense, new molds for

old themes, the themes cannot themselves remain unaf-

fected. Form and meaning not being independent, new
form implies new meaning too.

What is new, what is modern, about modern comedy?

Writers on earlier schools, in their obiter dicta, let us know
that the early form that they are discussing no longer exists.

All they have to tell us about such comedy as does exist is

that it can't hold a candle to the old stuff. Just as writers on

Shakespeare seek to add to his glory by comparing him with

Ibsen, whom they believe to be a sociologist, so writers on

Restoration Comedy try to flatter their subject with a dispar-

agement of Wilde or Shaw, whom they believe to be mere
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phrasemakers. Edmund Wilson was making a much more
serious attempt to state a diflEerence between Restoration

Comedy and Shaw when he suggested that, where Restora-

tion Comedy depended for its effect on the contrast between

elaborate etiquette of expression and naked sensuality of mo-
tive, Shavian comedy depends on the contrast between ex-

pressed ideals and economic motives. Though Mr. Wilson's

antithesis is too neat—the Shavian contrast is not new—it

springs from a correct awareness that modern comedy

reflects not only the surface but the structure of modern so-

ciety. The Marxist analysis and the Shavian analysis of this

society are at many points identical not because Shaw is a

follower of Marx but because both seek and find the dra-

matic contradictions of this revolutionary period. The clever

craftsmen of today, journalists or playwrights, perform an

operation known as "dramatizing" their material, which is

evidently regarded as per se undramatic. The real dramatist,

as Hebbel knew, as our Shakespeare scholars are beginning

to teach, finds in the society around him the dramatic ele-

ments. In Major Barbara Marxian and Shavian dialectic are

one because the contradiction in Shaw's fable is a contradic-

tion in modern society. Wilde and Pirandello, who make

fewer pretensions to sociology, are not less socio-analytic. To
re-read Wilde's collected works is to realize that Wilde was

as angry and righteous as Carlyle, only that he preferred the

mask of a Bohemian to that of a curmudgeon. As much as

Schnitzler or Chekhov he is the agonized witness of aristo-

cratic decay. Pirandello's comedy is also modern. His sub-

ject is what might be called Twentieth-Century Blues, by

which I mean not any particular, localized disillusionment

such as that of the lost generation of the twenties or that of

excommunists today. I mean the disillusionment that is

common to all these: disillusionment over the failure, not so

much of socialism or liberalism, as of humanness itself in

our time. In Pirandello's world there is only littleness and

passive suffering. Perhaps it was the realization that littleness
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and passive suffering are untragic that impelled Pirandello

to make comedies out of them. As comedies they are more

moving!

The material in this chapter—or in this book—is certainly

insufficient to enable us to say: Modern comedy is thus and

thus. One aspect of it that has already been touched upon,

however, will be enough to clinch the point that modern

comedy is modern. The master of a new comedy, I said,

must know from what point of vantage to speak in our very

unclassical society. Some have instanced Sternheim as one

who did not know; I should certainly instance Shaw as one

who did know. Shaw speaks not, as Meredith thought the

comedian should, on behalf of society as it is but on behalf of

society as it should and perhaps could be. He speaks as a

rebel, as a Voltairean or Nietzschean "free spirit," and, as

we have noted, sets up between himself and his audience

the relation of antagonism. One might almost say that

Shaw's audiences have to laugh him off as a joker; their only

alternative being to shoot themselves. All this—and all im-

portant modern comedy—is contrary to comedy according

to Meredith, which is unzealous, unsatiric, and very amena-

ble. Of Byron, Meredith wrote: "He had no strong comic

sense, or he would not have taken an antisocial position,

which is directly opposed to the Comic. . . . Comedy, on the

other hand, is an interpretation of the general mind, and is

for that reason of necessity kept in restraint." If what Mere-

dith says is true, comedy would be impossible except when
there is a coherent "general mind" and when therefore so-

ciety seems wiser than the individual. He cannot see that

comedy, though not antisocial, might be the individual's pro-

test against the general mind. We should not be surprised

that he cannot see it. If what Meredith could not see is

manifest to our eyes we owe that chiefly to the life work of

Shaw.

Byron's stand, though it offended Meredith, lays down a

precedent for the position which a writer of comedy must

take up when he feels that society is rotten and the general
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mind corrupt. If Shaw is most evidently the comedian of a

revolutionary period, Wilde, the Bohemian, is but a differ-

ent sort of rebel, a rebel in a mask, a rebel dressed up for a

fancy dress ball. And Pirandello? Neither rebel nor Bohe-

mian, he is said to have declared that his home was a hotel

room with a typewriter in it in any metropolis in the world.

Something of a fascist in the head, Pirandello was at heart—

a

refugee. His point of vantage—it is a Pirandellian paradox

—

was that of an outcast. Even as he wrote his comedies his

mad wife was beating on the door. Anything further from

the elegant socialite of Meredith's image would be hard to

imagine. As modern tragedy reached a kind of terminus in

Wedekind, modern comedy seems to reach a kind of ter-

minus in Pirandello.

Discussion of Shaw, Wilde, and Pirandello can go on in-

definitely. Would it help us nearer to a definition of comedy

than we were at the beginning of the chapter? If one can-

not say a priori what comedy is, if it is hard to reach more

than platitudinous definitions by generalizing about all

known schools of comedy, we might doubt whether the ex-

act study of particular comedies is of much assistance either.

Obviously such a study cannot enable us to characterize

other works. The question is rather what it reveals in par-

ticular comedies that superficial acquaintance would not re-

veal. In the present instance four analyses—correlated with

other knowledge—have suggested some notions about mod-

ern comedy, notions which might plausibly be considered

either too tentative to be of use. Detailed study of particular

works naturally calls attention from generic to individual

qualities, the only consolation being that greatness in art al-

ways takes an individual—a unique—form. One would

never study the varieties of religious experience if one felt

that one already had a good definition of religion. Having

studied those varieties, one is less prepared to define religion

than ever.



SEVEN

Ich bin der reiche bin der bare

Ich bin das zeichen bin der sinn

Ich bin der schatten bin der wahre

Ich bin ein end und ein beginn.

STEFAN GEORGE

AUGUST STRINDBERG

Even if I am not sure what comedy is, or tragedy either, I

have nevertheless discussed modern drama chiefly in terms of

tragedy and comedy. Admitting that tragedy and comedy

might be so defined as to exclude all drama since 1800, I yet

preferred to connect the names of Ibsen and Shaw with the

tragic and comic traditions respectively. On this interpreta-

tion the creation of a middle genre in the eighteenth century

did not mean the end of tragedy and comedy but a change

in their nature.

We have seen how the middle genre in time became the

norm and how this genre in turn split and sundered when,

at the end of the ninetenth century, another period of dis-

solution set in. We have seen that Pirandello wrote a kind of

comedy which might almost as easily be called tragedy and

how Wedekind wrote a kind of tragedy that might almost as

easily be called comedy.

As Lillo and Lessing had abandoned the norms of Racine

and Moli^re for their "middle genre," so Wedekind and Pi-

randello abandoned the norms of Ibsen and Shaw for their

158
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middle genre. In short, the mixture of comic and tragic ele-

ments was to be even more intimate. The French experi-

mentalist Guillaume Apollinaire wrote: "According to the

particular case the tragic will outweigh the comic or vice

versa. But I do not think that henceforward one can endurt

without impatience a theatrical work in which these ele-

ments do not confront each other. . .
." The German ex-

perimentalist Bertolt Brecht wrote in approval of the painter

Breughel: "Neither is there in him a separation of tragic

from comic; his tragic contains his comic and his comic his

tragic."

Now there is one playwright whose life work seems to em-

body the transition in drama from the nineteenth to the

twentieth century. So far I have chiefly mentioned him as

one who came after Ibsen, as the representative of the close

of an era. But the close of one era is the opening of another.

August Strindberg looks both ways. And it is now high

time to examine more closely this pivotal and still largely

unknown figure.

If it be asked how a major modern writer can be so little

known, I can only reply that I do not know, but that it cer-

tainly is the case. The distribution of fame is capricious, not

only among the masses and in an author's lifetime but also

among the intellectuals and after the author's death. It is

true that in recent years a number of writers who have the

disadvantage of being dead, foreign, or esoteric have been

sold to a large minority public in America. Among them are

E. M. Forster, Franz Kafka, Baudelaire, and Kierkegaard.

Among those who have been tried with rather less success

are Rimbaud, Lautr^amont, Stefan George, and Charles

Peguy. That all these writers have been promoted partly by

appeals to snobbery is not their fault. They all stand in near

relation to our deeper as well as to our cocktail-party in-

terests. What is regrettable is only that so many others,

equally deserving, are overlooked, that the choice of proto-

moderns is left to the accident of commercial enterprise, so

that, as Philip Rahv once put it, we bury as many classics as
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we exhume. No such burial would be more surprising, if we
didn't know the ways of the world, than that of August

Strindberg.

That Strindberg is well known to readers of Swedish liter-

ature is of course of little import: each Scandinavian country

cherishes a hundred authors whom we need not be over-

anxious to read. But Strindberg is more than an outstanding

Swede. He is the outstanding Swede. He is the one Swede

who rightly belongs in the main European tradition, as those

great cultural internationalists, the Germans, have from the

first acknowledged. There have been two other such Scandi-

navians in modern times: Ibsen and Kierkegaard. The one,

as we have seen, received the kind of fame which ruins a

man's serious reputation. The other has had a serious repu-

tation only in Scandinavia and, inevitably, Germany. The
American discovery of Kierkegaard is certainly welcome. But

why was there not a rediscovery of Ibsen and a discovery of

the playwright whose portrait hung on Ibsen's wall—August

Strindberg, of whom Ibsen said: "I am an enemy of his—but

I cannot write a line except when this bold man with his

mad eyes looks down on me"?

A generation ago it looked as though the people who
championed Ibsen in America—such as James Huneker,

Archibald Henderson, and a little later H. L. Mencken

—

might do the same for Strindberg. Two series of plays, seven

volumes in all, were issued; also most of the autobiographies

and single volumes of plays and stories. In 1924 Eugene

O'Neill wrote: "Strindberg was the precursor of all moder-

nity in our present theater. . . . Strindberg still remains

among the most modern of moderns, the greatest interpreter

in the theater of the characteristic spiritual conflicts which

constitute the drama—the blood—of our lives today." But

Strindberg did not make his mark in America. He lay in the

cold storage of college Scandinavian departments or tucked

away in the littlest of little theaters. Miss Julia or The Father

turns up here and there in an anthology and the name of
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Strindberg has perhaps no associations in the public mind,

unless it be the hazy image of a lunatic genius who never

left off beating his wife.

The intelligentsia in England and America are predomi-

nantly radical and advanced, and Strindberg could not easily

be taken under the wing of any advanced fowl. He was "mor-

bid," antifeminist, reactionary, religious. Too pious for the

radicals, he was unruly for the respectable. Except in Ger-

many, where a large section of the intelligentsia is fascinated

by the daemonic, Strindberg was an unwelcome guest.

Ousting Wagner, the favorite of his youth, an older Bernard

Shaw spoke of "the giants of the theater of oin: time, Ibsen

and Strindberg" and gave his Nobel prize money for better

translations of the Swedish genius whom he had long consid-

ered "the only genuinely Shakespearean modern dramatist";

but the number of people interested in artistic merit for its

own sake is almost negligibly small. The "outer" public is in-

terested in entertainment and reads what the book-club

publicists tell it to read; the "inner" public is interested in

being in the swim and reads what the more high-flying

critics have just discovered to be the solution for the world's

ills. Strindberg was not one of the discoveries. When the

Modern Library dropped him, it wasn't long before not one

of his fifty-five volumes was available in English. He might

have come in with the revulsion against Marxism of the late

thirties and early forties, had someone left one of his books

on the desk of an Arthur Koestler or a W. H. Auden. No-

body did, and now he will have to wait till another genera-

tion is illusioned and disillusioned.

Meanwhile let historians and the Happy-Unhappy Few

note the existence of this clever, contradictory, perplexing,

exasperating, almost contemptible yet wholly astonishing

genius. We are here interested in him as dramatist, but

Strindbergian drama has to be approached indirectly and

with circumspection, for what do they know of drama who

only drama know?
^
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II

August Strindberg (1849-1912) was a remarkable and

representative man. He represents "the plight of modern

man"—by which I suppose we mean the plight of some mod-

ern men or part of the plight of all modern men—as richly

as Stendhal, Kierkegaard, Dostoevski, Nietzsche, or Tolstoy.

He is by no means the greatest of these, but be made a pe-

culiar contribution: he is, for example, more explicit on

themes which some or all of them touch. That may of

course be one reason why he is not as great, say, as Kierke-

gaard or Nietzsche. Explicitness may be the manifestation of

a less finely ironic mind. Yet Strindberg's is not the flat ex-

plicitness of the extrovert. The completeness with which he

reveals himself implies not only love of confession and mas-

tery of realistic technique but ruthless introspection and psy-

chological genius. Nietzsche and Freud, if no one else, should

have convinced us that psychological genius means ruthless

introspection and is more an heroic human daring than a

preternatural gift of knowing. This genius Strindberg has.

That is one reason why his autobiographies are great docu-

ments, great as confessions, great as the record of a major

mind. Here, if anywhere, our understanding of Strindberg

must begin.

Influenced by Kierkegaard's vogue, some have been talk-

ing of "existential" and "nonexistential" writers. Nonexisten-

tial writers, I gather, are those who are but names attached

to self-explanatory masterpieces. Existential writers are those

whose significance is disclosed in their life and work and in

the interdependent development of both: Their life and

work are one. They write themselves through life in one

long autobiography. Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, and Strindberg

are existential. Alone among them, however, Strindberg

wrote overt autobiography in a completely frank way and at

length. The nineteenth century produced several Dionysian

geniuses, several great men who sought to live out in their

own lives the tragedy they saw about them, but none charted
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the process so exactly nor so passionately as Strindberg. His

autobiography is perhaps the greatest direct expression of the

subjectivism which has been one of the leading tendencies of

European literature since the romantic movement.

Strindberg looks back to the romanticists. When he was

not a conscious disciple of Rousseau, he was an unconscious

one. He is romantic in the vulgar sense of expressing pas-

sion quite openly, quite toweringly, and of pushing it to an

extreme, to an eccentricity. He is romantic also in the

deeper sense of trying not only to recognize the magnitude

of the passions but also to discover their proper status. He is

both an intense lover and a precise analyst of his love. In him-

self he recognizes two kinds of love, the two kinds which

Western tradition has called eros and agape, human and

divine, sexual and sacred. Contrary to current assumption,

the romantic idea has not been an unambiguous endorse-

ment of either. The romanticists rediscovered eros and agape

precisely by rediscovering their ambivalence. It is the ambiva-

lence of eros in Goethe's Werther that made the book at

once a great scandal and a great event. Any eighteenth-

century hack might have rhapsodized about passion; it was

the closeness of passion and death, of creative love and its

contrary, that Goethe put his finger on. What we call the

Freudian approach, the stress on ambivalence, the sense of

the subterranean, and the intellectual analysis of these, is in

the romantic tradition, and if Freud has given us the most

systematic documentation of this approach, Strindberg has

given us not only the most circumstantial case history but

the ultimate romantic self-analysis along Freudian lines.

"Daring frankness" is something that publishers attribute to

every gossip and pornographer. Strindberg's frankness must

be almost unique. The frankness of most of us is modified

either by a modesty which stops short or by an immodesty

which goes too far, by inhibition or by exhibition. Freud's is

a modest autobiogiaphy; Rousseau's and Frank Harris' are

exhibitionist. Only Strindberg tells everything without tell-

ing more than everything. He was a great descriptive artist.
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and if he alternately loved himself to the point of narcissism

and despised himself to the point of indignity, he somehow

contrived to make these tendencies his servants. Though in

the plays and novels self-dramatization plays an inordinate

role, the autobiography is surprisingly literal. It should be

taken as, among other things, the historical foundation upon

which the fiction and the drama are an imaginative super-

structure. Art was a sort of sublime self-indulgence for

Strindberg, autobiography and history a self-discipline. The
discipline consisted in an effort to get rid of his past by

exactly recording it. He was not loath to publish confessions

which incriminated half a dozen identifiable people. . . .

If the autobiography establishes Strindberg's romantic affil-

iation it also proves him one of the founders of modernism.

This is no paradox. In the perspective of today romantic

and modern do not indeed seem antithetical. Modernism is

a development from romanticism, a development partly by

revulsion but just as much by continuation. Freud is roman-

tic; he is also modern. He gave a new embodiment to ro-

mantic principles, thus fulfilling one of the deepest urges of

modernism. This is the sense in which Ibsen and Shaw are

modernists. This is the sense in which Strindberg is a mod-

ernist.

"Modern" is the word which would occur to any reader of

those parts of Strindberg's autobiography which, before

Freud, though after Stendhal, describe very fully the au-

thor's mother fixation. Strindberg's account of his childhood

is already so analytic that the work of the psychoanalyst is

supererogatory. Though, after a long "illicit" union, his

father married his mother, Strindberg was conceived outside

wedlock, and the sense of moral stigma, coupled with a

sense of his mother's lowly origin, followed him through life.

He rebelled against his mother. On the other hand, with

Freudian ambivalence, he was violently attached to her.

"Her image," says the autobiography, written in the third

person, "seems glorified, and draws him with unbreakable

cords of longing. This feeling of loneliness and longing after
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his mother followed him all through his life ... he never

became himself, never a complete individuality." When the

mother died, Strindberg "was not to be comforted. He
shrieked like one drowning." Then arose a variant of the

Hamlet situation. Strindberg "criticized his father for be-

coming engaged before the expiration of the year of mourn-

ing. He conjured up his mother's shade, prophesied misery

and ruin, and let himself go to unreasonable lengths." He
proved unable to kiss the stepmother at the wedding, and
later when the father beat his brother, he cried: "If Mother

had lived . .
." He sees a performance of Hamlet and ap-

plies it to himself: ".
. . it is fine to lament one's destiny

and to see it lamented. At first Hamlet was only the stepson;

later on he becomes the introspective brooder, and lastly the

son, the sacrifice to family tyranny." In the child Strindberg

we see all the attitudes of the adult: the alternation of

madonna worship and misogyny, the deep and incessant

spiritual unrest—connected in the first volumes of the auto-

biography with masturbation anxiety

—

and, on top of all,

masochistic enjoyment of pain. Fine indeed to lament one's

destiny and to see it lamented! Strindberg did both to the ex-

tent of fifty-five volumes. And not in volumes only. Strind-

berg's love of theater springs from his narcissism. He
insisted on seeing his destiny lamented. Is not this very ro-

mantic? Is it not also very modern?

One need not follow Strindberg through his marriage

with Siri von Essen and his less sensational though no less

symptomatic later marriages, in order to have some impres-

sion of his personality. Strindberg's intellectual development

is just as important as that sexual history which has been the

basis of his limited notoriety. Strindberg's home was pietist.

Like many another he rebelled against domestic piety under

the influence of David Strauss and Ernest Renan and joined

the ranks of the cockahoop mid-century positivism which was

the avant-garde of contemporary Europe. Subsequently he

went through a number of phases embracing nearly all at-

titudes which modern intellectuals have taken up: juvenile
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radicalism; political disenchantment; hero worship and a fas-

cistic contempt for the herd; preoccupation with science; in-

sanity (if that is an attitude); a literary Catholicism k la

Huysmans; and finally one of those Higher Synthese uniting

science and occultism under the banner of Swedenborg.

Strindberg lived out all the phases of modern militancy and

modern defeatism, political and antipolitical, religious and

antireligious. His discovery of the English materialist Buckle

was like a later generation's discovery of Marx; his discov-

ery of Swedenborg was like a later generation's discovery

of Kierkegaard.

Ill

The life work of Strindberg may be arranged in three

concentric circles. Tangential to the outermost circle are his

occasional works, translations, essays, and treatises; within it

are the autobiographies which are the raw material for

Strindberg's art works; within the second circle are the nov-

els, a rough attempt to impose form upon the chaos of his

experience; within the inmost circle as Strindberg's central

achievement are his plays. The latter may be variously

grouped. Some of them have been discussed in Chapters II

and III as attempts to recreate high tragedy. Taking the

whole body of plays together we find two extreme types,

both Swedish in inspiration: at one end the chronicle history

play, at the other the fairy play. Strindberg modified both

these forms. After Biichner, and at the same time as Shaw,

he helped to shape an informal and intimate type of chron-

icle play. After the German romanticists, and at the same

time as Maeterlinck and W. B. Yeats, he made out of fairy

tales a delicate and sophisticated theater. More important

than these extreme forms are Strindberg's deviations from

the rival simplicities, namely his own quasi-tragic natural-

ism and his own kind of fantasy, deviations which were

both intensely personal and intensely European.

Although Strindberg never succeeded, either posthu-
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mously or in his lifetime, in making contact with British or

American culture, he was from the first more successful in

France and Germany. And his best plays fall into two

groups: the "naturalistic" plays which we can associate with

the French director Andr^ Antoine; the "late" plays which

we can associate with the German director Max Reinhardt.

Let us look at the first group.

In the Paris of the eighties and nineties Strindberg was

very much in the swim. He read Louis Desprez' important

treatise on naturalism and learned from it that drama should

abandon Scribean intrigue in favor of a forceful simplicity

of form and the psychological analysis of an "intense

feeling." He praised Zola. He visited Antoine's Theatre

Libre and was much impressed by the quarts d'heures or

brief one-act plays of the French dramatists. The French had

long advocated the concise and concentrated type of play.

Strindberg was to go even further. The popular, pompous
French critic Bruneti^re was soon to argue that drama con-

sists of a conflict of wills. Strindberg resolved to reduce the

conflict to its directest manifestation: one person mentally

struggling with another. He liked to think that such a play

as Othello provided a precedent. (It does not. lago's assault

upon the nervous system of Othello is neither resisted nor

suspected.) The conflict of which Bruneti^re spoke had al-

most always been veiled. The Strindbergian idea is to bring

it quite openly upon the stage. His naturalistic tragedies are

nervous and intellectual duels to the death. Of the first of

them he wrote:

The Father is the realization of modern drama and as such

is something very curious. Very curious because the struggle

takes place between souls. It is a battle of brains, not a

dagger fight or poisoning with raspberry juice as in Die

Rauber. The French of today are still seeking the formula,

but I have found it.

In structure The Father (1887) was not revolutionary;

Strindberg's next plays

—

Miss Julia and Creditors—were.
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Francisque Sarcey, perhaps the most influential theater critic

of nineteenth-century Paris, and therefore of nineteenth-

century Europe, had talked of the scene a faire, the climac-

tic scene of a plot which it was the dramatist's duty not to

narrate but to present on the stage. Strindberg went further

than Sarcey and asked: Why present anything else? Four

acts of a five-act play, he reasoned, are but scaffolding. Re-

move them and the essential drama will be all the more

striking. If Ibsen's four- or five-act pieces could be described

as "one long catastrophe" would it not be out-Ibsening Ibsen

to accomplish the same thing in one act, in one short ca-

tastrophe? French concentration could never be carried fur-

ther than this. Strindberg himself did not approach it often.

In The Father the division into acts is retained, and there

are several characters in addition to the dueling couple. Miss

Julia is more compact, but there remain decorative elements

such as the ballet. The shorter one-act plays are built pretty

much to the formula but their scope is hardly tragic. Per-

haps only one play fully represents the theory in practice:

Creditors. Strindberg writes: "Miss Julia still made conces-

sions to romanticism and decor but Creditors is a really

modern piece, human, amiable, with three sympathetic char-

acters, interesting from one end to the other." Though our

ideas of amiability may differ from his we are bound to ac-

cept Strindberg's verdict that Creditors is the ultimate reach

of his realism. And it is a superb play.

We often find that the inventors of "new" forms in mod-

ern literature carry a formula as far as it can go. Having

reached the North Pole they can go north no longer. That is

true of Strindberg. Having invented his new realistic form

Strindberg did not proceed to use it. He abandoned it, and

in his next great period of dramatic productivity—the last

dozen years or so of his life—he writes on another pattern.

If the earlier formula had been the duet in a realistic set-

ting, the later formula was the solo in an Expressionistic

setting. If the earlier pattern had been Strindberg's conflict

>rith Siri von Essen, the later was that of a solitary old man
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looking back over his buried hopes and past opportunities.

If the form of the earlier plays was Antoine's naturalism,

the form of the later plays is a new sort of intimate theater

which Strindberg himself requires us to associate with Max
Reinhardt, who opened his Chamber Playhouse in Berlin

in 1906, In a memoir written for the actors in his lit-

tle Stockholm theater, Strindberg wrote: "Reinhardt brings

the idea of chamber music into drama: intimate nature of

spectacle, emphatic statement of the theme, care given to the

execution." The theory of Chamber Drama, as further ex-

pounded in the memoir, is not of course a retraction of the

theory of theater expounded in Strindberg's naturalistic days

(in the preface of Miss Julia for instance). At both times

Strindberg stresses the prime need of a single powerful mo-

tif, at both times he outlines a scheme for an intimate the-

ater with a small auditorium and its attendant effects upon

dramatic style. The Memoir goes on to deplore calculated

effects, passages written for applause, brilliant acting roles,

tirades and display: in fact the whole bag of professional

tricks, most of which the earlier Strindberg had resorted to

and some of which the most austere later Strindberg did not

actually eliminate

Perhaps the most challenging thing in the Memoir is what

Strindberg says about dramatic form. Dramatic criticism had

been a battle of centuries as to the correct or the best form

of drama—whether Greek, Shakespearean, neo-classic, or

"well-made." Strindberg's declaration that form must be left

fluid so that a theme may be allowed to find whatever form

suits it best is perhaps the obvious retort to all this sort of

squabbling. But it is the kind of obviousness which appar-

ently only a genius is equipped to discover at the right mo-

ment. Fluid forml Certainly Strindberg lived up to his own

injunction—always feeling his way, always trying to discover

organic and expressive shapes for chaotic experience. No-

where is this clearer than in the plays of the last period.

Let us look at a couple of them: The Ghost Sonata (1907)

and There Are Crimes and Crimes (1899).
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The Ghost Sonata is perhaps the most interesting of the

dream plays since it combines the out-and-out fantasy of

The Dream Play with the eerie realism of the nonfantastic

Chamber Plays such as After the Storm. Nor is it unintel-

ligible except to those who think it more polite not to en-

quire into poetic mysteries in general. For all the heterodoxy

of style and the fantasy of the action, the play is simple in

structure and straightforward in its symbolism.

The three compact scenes constitute a statement, a

counterstatement, and a conclusion. In Scene I an Old Man,

Strindberg alias Hummel, tells a youthful Student about the

long series of events which has brought him at last to a

wheelchair, a spectator on the scene of life. We are pre-

pared to view Hummel sympathetically throughout Scene I

and part way through Scene II, for he is an effective ad-

vocate of his own cause, but when, after he strips another

character, the Colonel, morally naked, he is himself ar-

raigned on the same charges, we are not surprised or dis-

appointed that he hangs himself. Scene III is a dialogue

between the Student and a beautiful Young Lady. Will

youth succeed where age failed? At first it seems as if this

might be Strindberg's meaning. But the young couple soon

realize that evil is much the same today as it was yesterday.

Indeed the Young Lady dies as a tribute to this fact. The
Student recommends religious resignation, and the play ends.

Such is the outline. It is filled in by Strindberg with

enough matter for several plays. There are two "eternal tri-

angles," and an illegitimate daughter from each is among
the characters. Strindberg links his personages by these—and

several other—amorous episodes of a past which is dead but

not at rest. As a character in another Strindberg play has it,

"Everything is dug upl Everything comes backl" Ghosts ap-

pear on the stage, and more formidable than the ghosts are

the still living old people who are but ghosts of their former

selves. The lover of Hummel is now a crazed old mummy
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who lives in a closet and thinks she is a parrot except when,

with the lucid license of nightmare, she becomes sane in or-

der to denounce her man. She is mocked by the presence of

a statue of herself as she was in the days of her youth.

Hummel's former fiancee is a white-haired old lady but,

lest we form too ideal a conception of her, we learn that she

was seduced by the Colonel whom Hummel had cuckolded.

The knots of legitimate and illegitimate relationship are tied

and retied until we have a group of persons resembling a

European royal family. The mummy comments: "Crime and

guilt bind us together."

The themes and situations are old Strindbergian idees

fixes. People have gone off on various journeys through life,

yet they are tied to their past, to their actions, to the house

where they were born. "We have broken our bonds," the

mummy continues, "and gone apart innumerable times but

we are always drawn together again." Guilt hangs in the air,

and the crimes that lie behind it are—as ever—crimes of

tyrannous possession, which Strindberg always represented

in two metaphors: the vampire sucking the blood of his vic-

tim or the creditor using his power over the debtor. This

sounds like a leftist critique of capitalism, but for Strindberg

capitalism is the symbol of human possessiveness in general.

"You killed the Consul," says the mummy to Hum-
mel, "strangling him with debts. You have now stolen the

Student, binding him with an imaginary claim against his

father, who never owed you a halfpenny. . .
." Or, as an-

other character describes Hummel: ".
. . he also drank the

soup stock and we had to fill it up with water—he sat out

there like a vampire and sucked the juice out of the house.

. . . Later I met this man in Hamburg under another name,

he was a money lender then, a bloodsucker." The metaphor

shifts and shifts back again.

Scene HI might have been an idyll had it not been inter-

rupted by a Cook, no less alarming than the Cook in Alice

in Wonderland, who shrieks: "You take the sap out of us

and we out of you." The Young Lady explains: "We get the
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grounds when she has had the coffee. . . . She belongs to

the Hummel family of vampires. She is eating us." An
editor-translator protests at Strindberg's unfair attitude to

servants in this passage (1) but the point is that servant and

master are linked in one universal guilt. The symbol of the

Cook is an instance of the way in which Strindberg can

convert one of his neurotic obsessions—the suspicion that

servants take the best of the food for themselves—into a

potent and objective symbol. He who knows something of

madness is well equipped to portray society as a madhouse.

The dubious part of Scene HI and of The Ghost Sonata

as a whole is the ending. In order not to end on the nega-

tive note sounded by the spontaneous death of the Young
Lady, Strindberg appeals in rapid succession to Buddha, some

Christian verses from the Poetic Edda, soft music, and a

picture by Arnold Boecklin: "The whole room disappears,

and in its place appears 'The Island of the Dead' as back-

ground. Soft music, very quiet and pleasantly sad, is heard

from the distant island." Such is the final curtain. It is not

surprising that at least one critic—Bernhard Diebold—ac-

cuses Strindberg of fumbling—of appealing to color and

sound when he cannot find the right conclusion for his

play. At this point one must admit that there is an ele-

ment of Wagnerian hocus-pocus in Strindberg. I have said

that his autobiography is scrupulously genuine. And that is

true, for Strindberg is honest even to the point of revealing

his own dishonesty; there is a lack of pose in the writing of

the autobiography precisely because pose is one of the qual-

ities it emphasizes in its subject. "It is fine to lament one's

destiny. . .
." Strindberg had his photograph taken in tragic

postures. He posed as the Sufferer, and has been rewarded

by books on Strindberg, "the bedeviled viking," "the bat-

tling and suffering soul," and so forth, all couched in terms

of elephantine earnestness. It is the pose in Strindberg, the

pretentious, arty, and spectacular in him, that explains the

way he fascinates some and disgusts others. We need not be

cither fascinated or disgusted. Strindberg's self-dramatization,
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like Rousseau's, like Nietzsche's, is a fact but not in itself a

refutation of all his views or a condemnation of all his

achievements. Strindberg, moreover, di£Eers from these men
not, it is true, in being a neurotic or in being a genius, but

in being a man whose genius itself is neurotic. In most neu-

rotic geniuses the genius, I should think, is the healthy part

of them. In Strindberg this does not seem to be so. His vi-

sions are themselves mad. If they are of value—and I think

they are—it is because morbid symptoms are but exaggera-

tions of "norinal" symptoms. The gigantic pictures of insan-

ity and nightmare are but enlargements of the images and

dreams of the sane. They too are human and universal.

Strindberg, says the critic Bernhard Diebold, resorts to

stage tricks when he cannot work out his artistic problem.

That is how he comes to be linked with Reinhardt and later

with expressionism. His fantasies, says the critic, lack all in-

ner dialectic once the sex duel of the naturalistic tragedies

is dropped. Drama should be dialogue, but they are mono-

logue. They are amorphous, rambling, and meaningless.

Since they can proceed to no conclusion Strindberg abruptly

ends them with the Gothic window of a church, the trans-

formation—using the latest stage machinery—of a castle into

a chrysanthemum, or a picture by Boecklin accompanied

by "pleasantly sad" music. Being a theatrical genius, Strind-

berg evolves a technique of evasion of which the formula

is to use visual and musical elements to conceal weak spots

in the drama. Such is Diebold's argument.

It is an intelligent and a necessary argument, necessary be-

cause there are always those who will defend the use of

music and spectacle as the real arts of the theater as opposed

to the mere words of the "literary" dramatist. Strindberg,

with his carefully chosen sonatas by Beethoven and pictures

by Boecklin, seems to give "high-brow" sanction to this

"low-brow" prejudice. He consequently has a powerful ap-

peal to the more high-brow type of low-brow, to lovers of

the arty and the extraordinary, to cultural charlatans. Die-

bold's argument was certainly a wholesome antidote to the
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cult of Strindberg prevalent in the Germany of his day. In

America it is gratuitous. Moreover in his legitimate dislike

of current expressionism, Diebold read back into Strindberg

the shortcomings of his callowest followers. As Ibsen un-

justly got the blame for Ibsenism, as every original genius

gets the blame for the doctrines of his inferior admirers, so

Strindberg is blamed for expressionism.

No more than many other plays which appear under such

rubrics is The Ghost Sonata one of the "world's greatest

plays." But it is a brilliant and complex piece such as none

but Strindberg would have dreamed of attempting. Perhaps

its best qualities are its superficial qualities: color, rhythm,

shifting tempi, elan, cleverness, atmosphere, and theatri-

cality. Nevertheless it has a core. The ending does indeed in-

dicate Strindberg's failure to find a meaning in life which he

he could confirm from inner experience. His religion is al-

ways pasted on. But this very fact is what makes the re-

ligious plays—except for their forced conclusions—much
richer than the religious drama of most other moderns.

The latter tend to write self-conscious religious propaganda.

Strindberg represents the modern would-be religionist much
more explicitly when he so patently fails in simple, positive

faith. And it is his undignified maneuvering, his vacillation,

his passionate insincerity, his squirming and wriggling, that

make his spiritual escapades interesting and almost amus-

ing. Most of our more recent neo-religious writers are sol-

emn and sour, and exact from us an almost funereal defer-

ence. They are usually as tiresome as they are unconvincing.

Strindberg we begin by taking with a pinch of salt. But the

salt does not lose its savor, and we end by taking him se-

riously if not au pied de la lettre.

Perhaps the Strindberg we come to respect is neither the

dazzling lunatic of the naturalistic tragedies nor the melo-

dramatic mystic of the dream plays. It is the less unequivo-
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cal, more ironic Strindberg of what he calls his comedies.

Comrades contains the essential teaching of Strindberg

on women. It is also sane—here Strindberg evinces some ap-

preciation of the thick, ambiguous texture of life itself, and

of the consequent need for some sort of moral as well as

dramatic irony, of the need for not taking tragedy too trag-

ically. The point is more deliberately advanced in another

"comedy"

—

There Are Crimes and Crimes—as the title im-

plies.

The play is about a Parisian playwright who deserts his

child and her mother for another woman. The child dies.

The father feels guilty and at the end of the next to the last

act prepares to die with his new lover:

Henriette. But we'll go into the river now, won't we?
Maurice (Takes Henriette by the hand as they walk out to-

gether) Into the river—yes!

CURTAIN

Strindberg has, however, prepared the way for a different

ending by the early introduction of an Abb^ who says: "O
crux! Ave spes unica!" which means: "Salvation is the al-

ternative to suicide." Since the playwright Maurice himself

remarks that "it is quite simple to figure out a fourth act

when you have three known ones to start from," we expect

to find Strindberg again proposing a religious solution, this

time one that is painstakingly prepared. The interest-

ing thing is that he does not do so. Maurice has rejected

the world and given himself up to prayer and asceticism; but

the curtain does not go down on this touching scene. On the

contrary, a friend arrives ("enter a messenger") and an-

nounces that Maurice is not such a failure in worldly re-

spects as he has been supposing. His reputation has been

cleared. His play is on again at the theater. He is popular

and will soon be rich. If Strindberg intends a religious play,

this clearly is the moment for the rich young ruler to give up

all and follow Swedenborg. Maurice, however, immediately
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Starts rearranging things with the Abb6. He is of course

too clever to throw him over completely. "Tonight," he tells

the Abb^, "I will meet you at the church to have a reckon-

ing with myself; tomorrow evening I go to the theater."

Everyone, including the Abb^, is pleased by the compromise,

and the protagonist accepts both God and Mammon, like the

religionists of Butler's Erewhon.

Modifying Pascal's advice, Strindberg resolves to bet on

the next world—and on this world too. It is not an uncom-

mon resolve. The unusual thing is to find anyone openly

subscribing to it and—still more unusual—using it as the

denouement of a quasi-religious work. Two perfectly good

ending lay to hand: suicide or retirement to a cloister.

Strindberg prefers to bring in a messenger announcing

a change of outward fortunes that releases the protagonist

from both obligations. This kind of trick we associate with

melodrama; yet in this instance it is less sensational than

either of the other alternatives would be.

Strindberg calls the play a comedy. Yet, like other com-

edies of his, such as First Warning and Comrades, it reads

like a tragedy till you reach the final nontragic solution. I

say reads because in production it would be the director's

task to enforce a comic interpretation upon the play from

the opening curtain on. Nor would this be directorial dis-

tortion. Correctly staged, or reread. There Are Crimes and

Crimes is a sort of comedy, an encounter with life in a

quizzical and unheroic yet undefeatist and unabashed spirit.

The irony of the ending is precisely that such "fake melo-

drama" is truer to human nature than the "logical" suicide

or the "logical" monastery. This is not necessarily cynical.

The proposal to combine a little religion with a little fun

is appalling alike to the apostles of consistent devotion and

to the apostles of consistent hedonism. Nevertheless it is

what many have wanted without knowing it and what even

more have taken without admitting it. It is, that is to say,

profoundly human, and therefore acceptable to the comic

spirit.
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There Are Crimes and Crimes shows us how close the

comic spirit may lie to the tragic. Whole scenes of the play

could be included in either a comic or a tragic version. Does
everything depend on the ending after all? In this case, yes.

Not, however, upon the question of the happiness or unhap-

piness of the ending. The comic ending will not be particu-

larly happy. There is no reason to suppose that Maurice will

be happier in the future than he has been in the past. It is

a true ending, comic in its acceptance of ordinary human
nature, in its refusal to look to an heroic solution. Apart

from Strindberg perhaps only Samuel Butler could have de-

vised such a tragi-comedy of compromise. Ibsen, for all his

self-questionings, would never have permitted himself so

"unserious" a solution.

While Ibsen is known as a negative skeptic but was really

a positive believer, Strindberg, known as a dogmatist, was

above all a skeptic. That is clear from There Are Crimes

and Crimes. Perhaps all the Chamber Plays, intentionally or

not, bear witness to it. In them we see his inability to be-

lieve not only the materialism of his youth, which he now
openly abhorred, but also the religion which he pretended

to have discovered later and which he was to go on parad-

ing till the day when he asked that the bible should sol-

emnly be laid upon his corpse. Lytton Strachey said of an

English poet that he lost his faith as a young man and spent

the rest of his life looking for it. This loss and this search

constitute one of the major themes of our era, a theme on

which there are many variations. I recently read, for instance,

of an artist who "goes to religion to find a pretext and jus-

tification for venting his abhorrence, not only of the epoch,

but of humanity and himself. Perhaps," the writer added,

"this hatred and this desire to suffer lie profoundly at the

heart of our epoch." In the end Strindberg did not hate

mankind, but his religiousness is related to the psychology

here described. He desired to suffer. He vented much abhor-

rence. And he brandished the Absolute like a club.

If Strindberg's mental development difiEers from that of
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Other modern seekers after the Absolute, it is because of its

inconclusiveness. Kierkegaard also sought, and his search is

one of the most far-reaching. But surely his findings were a

foregone conclusion. Tolstoy's search also offends by its

shocking conclusiveness and the absurdity of the conclusions.

Nietzsche's search was probably the most rigorous of all. He
searched heaven and hell, which is more than a mortal can

stand; he emerged from his campaigns neither a Dionysus

nor a Christ but an imbecile and a paralytic. Strindberg

fought unremittingly. He championed first this Absolute, then

that, then the other. His frequent changes, his perpetual mis-

givings, kept him in a state of tension

—

and high vitality—
to the end. His failure to be saved was his salvation. And
the final irony was that in some strange fashion he seemed

to know it. The Absolute was for him a flag to wave and a

goal that must never be reached. The Absolute for him was

relative.

VI

What is Strindberg's place in the history of drama?

This question has already been answered in part by my
remarks on his romanticism and modernism, and by the dis-

cussion in earlier chapters of his place in the tradition of

tragedy. We have seen that Strindberg was a man of the

nineteenth century—almost a synopsis of the century's be-

liefs, illusions, and attitudes. His dramaturgy is of the epoch

in that he remains in the peep-show theater of illusion, sus-

pense, individual psychology, and domestic tragedy. What he

tried to do was to intensify, not destroy, all these. The inti-

mate theater is a device to that end. And too many imitators

of Strindberg have drawn upon this "bourgeois" Strind-

berg—upon the wild sexual emotion of the naturalistic

"tragedies," upon the unconvincing religiosity of the dream

plays, upon the shrill egoism, the false horticultural denoue-

ments, and the like. I am thinking again of the expression-

ists. In Strindberg and in all these there is a great deal of
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the world weariness of "decadence" and much less, perhaps,

of the promise of a future.

Yet we have seen that there are other Strindbergs besides

the misogynist daemon and the Swedenborgian sage. His

best readers have noticed this, and have expressed it in var-

ious ways. The historian Erich Kahler, for instance, having

written of Ibsen that he wove the nineteenth century's

"struggles of conscience into a ghostly cloud that contin-

ually broods over the scene," added: "In the plays of the

other great Scandinavian, Strindberg, especially in the Cham-
ber Plays, ethical problems have been dissolved in the stag-

nant mire of a forced life together. Guilt can no longer be

fixed. . . . Individual relations and characters have lost their

individual values and flow apart in a general mist of psychic

decay. Even the spook of the abysses is no longer embodied

—it is omnipresent." In other words Strindberg's dramas re-

flect a later phase in cultural history than Ibsen's. He is of

the twentieth century as well as the nineteenth. A living

seismograph, Strindberg can feel the twentieth century com-

ing, can feel a gathering in the air of all the hate and

ferocity of renewed barbarism.

Is he the starting point of twentieth-century drama? Post-

poning that question to the next chapter, we should remind

ourselves that, since Strindberg was a great artist, many of

his great qualities belong, not to the nineteenth nor to the

twentieth century, but to himself alone. Since he was an

artist he was not wholly an imitator. Since he was an artist

he cannot wholly be imitated.

Another caution: the question whether Strindberg helped

twentieth-century drama into the world is not yet completely

answerable because the twentieth century still has so much

time to discredit any attempted answer. If this century ever

possesses a large body of great drama, playwrights may look

back with gratitude to the man who both fulfilled and de-

stroyed, in Christlike ambiguity, the laws of the nineteenth-

century prophets of the drama. If on the other hand the

twentieth century proves to be deficient in great drama,
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Strindberg will seem more of an undertaker than a midwife,

a very unusual undertaker of course, a moody, philosophical,

cxhibitionistic undertaker, and what is still more discon-

certing, an undertaker with a twinkle—is it sympathy or

derision?—in his eye.
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The higher fantasy has a greater reality than this actuality.

These banal accidents of existence are not essential life. My
whole life is a dream.

AUGUST STRINDBERG

FROM STRINDBERG TO
JEAN-PAUL SARTRE

In this book the period of "modern" drama has been taken

several different ways. It has been taken to mean "postclas-

sical," that is, beginning in the eighteenth century with the

decay of the aristocratic ancien regime and the decline of

the older tragedy and comedy. This is the sense in which the

"bourgeois tragedy" of Lillo and Lessing is modern. In the

second place it has meant "postindustrial," that is, beginning

in the nineteenth century after the eflEects of the industrial

revolution and the democratic movement had made them-

selves felt. This is the sense in which the music drama of

Wagner is modern. Finally it has referred to the New The-

ater movement, beginning in the eighteen-eighties, which in-

cludes Ibsen, Shaw, Wilde, Hauptmann, Becque, Chekhov,

Schnitzler, Synge, and Gorky.

The period of "modern" drama, then, may be said to be-

gin around 1730, or around 1830, or around 1880. Up to

now it has been chiefly with these three fresh starts that I

have been concerned. But already a fourth has intruded. Al-

though August Strindberg emerged with the New Theater

movement, his work looks forward to much later develop

181
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ments, to the time, in fact, when Chiarelli and Pirandello

would find the New Theater old-fashioned, to the time of

the expressionists and O'Neill—and, perhaps, beyond that

time. Somewhere between 1900 and 1925 arose a fourth

modernism, whose roots one must dig a little to discover.

In earlier chapters we have seen how the "bourgeois trag-

edy" gradually took shape like clay under the hands of a

sculptor, grew firm and beautiful in the modern drama of

Ibsen, and subsequently fell apart again. The falling-apart

is evident in the last play of Ibsen himself

—

When We Dead
Awaken—where there are odd contradictions in the plot and

where, therefore, the taut, logical consistency which had

been, as it were, the ground floor of Ibsen's edifices is lost.

That was in 1899. Much earlier than this had occurred a

large-scale attack on the forms of nineteenth-century drama

—and apparently on all form—in the naturalism of Zola

and Jean Jullien, with their doctrine of the "slice of life."

This attack and this doctrine were not, however, as sub-

versive as they sounded. The naturalistic masterpieces of the

New Theater movement—Tolstoy's Power of Darkness,

Becque's Les Corbeaux, Gorky's Lower Depths—had form

enough in their own way. For the better playwrights, an

apparent inconsequentiality of incident soon became a mere

mask concealing their real face.

Chekhov is one of the clearest examples of this. A play of

his may seem to be a "slice of life" to the casual first-nighter

who misses the usual unilinear development of a plot, for

Chekhov does pretend to be a naturalist. And, since a new
form always seems formless to the conservative mind, his

actual method can pass unnoticed. If the usual progression

of a story is termed "linear," the Chekhov pattern might be

termed spatial. Chekhov's method is to arrange a natural

sequence of social gatherings around his key subject and

situation. The progression of a Chekhov play is therefore the

gradual uncovering of the subject and the situation—^^by ac-

cidents, if you will, but by accidents which have to be

carefully planned by the playwright on dramatic and
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rhythmical—one could almost say musical—principles. The
purpose of Chekhov's pretense to naturalism resembles the

purpose of Ibsen's pretenses: Chekhov wishes to establish

an ironic relation, a tension, between the surface and the

substratum of his art.

In theory ruling out all form—unless the pure chronicle

and document are forms—the formula of the "slice of life"

did not give the coup de grace to nineteenth-century drama.

Unable to contribute a form of its own, it operated as a

partial dissolvent of other forms—but only a partial dissol-

vent. Thus the more gifted artists benefited from natural-

ism in that they found to hand a more malleable medium
than their fathers had found. Without needing to begin all

over again, they could achieve a certain originality of form,

they could bring back to the theater rich and raw hunks of

life that had been excluded from it. But the men of the

New Theater movement did not go much further than this.

They did not—with solitary exceptions—become founders of

the fourth modernism although, wise after the event,

we may now read into their plays intimations of changes to

follow.

The great exception was Strindberg. Already in 1888 his

Miss Julia had provided—in preface and play alike—a theory

of character that anticipates Pirandello (and Proust) and

that was the death of "bourgeois tragedy." "Bourgeois trag-

edy" implied a moral standard, a high bourgeois sense of

right, comparable to the high aristocratic sense of right in

the older aristocratic tragedies. In Miss Julia character has

fallen to bits. The broken pieces are in our hands. Instead of

a kind of middle-class tragedy we have a bitter jest against

all tragedy. Instead of adopting the Ibsenite architectonic

Strindberg prides himself on the reintroduction of the mon-

ologue, the pantomime, and the dance. It is true that in the

preface he insists that these items must be strictly subordi-

nate to the drama; they were nevertheless a Trojan horse

within the gates of the nineteenth-century citadel. With the

insurgence of the Dream and Chamber Plays the citadel
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fell. Such, as we have seen, is the story of Strindberg's in-

vasion of the drama.

What influence did Strindberg have on the future of the

drama? Admitting that cultural influence is never exactly

measurable, one can say at least that more than any other

single man he destroyed nineteenth-century drama. He en-

abled his successors to begin with a clean slate. So much
for his negative influence. On the positive side, his influence

has been openly acknowledged by a number of genuine tal-

ents such as his Swedish disciple Par Lagerkvist and more

widely-known playwrights such as O'Neill, O'Casey, and

Denis Johnston. Along with the great director himself,

Strindberg inaugurated the era of Reinhardt in European

theater. In a central Europe he was the dramatist of the new
staging with its electric lights, its artistic settings, and its

mechanical miracles.

This is not all. It seems to me that Strindberg is a turning-

point in a more important way. If it is true that after

Ibsen the "bourgeois tragedy" disintegrates, if it is true that

Strindberg's "tragedies" are grim jests and that his "com-

edies" overlap tragedy, are we not reminded of the "first

modernism" in the eighteenth century, when an older trag-

edy and comedy gave place to an intermediate genre? With

Strindberg tragedy and comedy, as we have seen, are in the

melting pot once more. The tragic and comic elements come

together again in different combinations. In some measure,

of course, every good playwright brings together these ele-

ments in different combinations. Yet from time to time—not

often—there is a major regrouping that implies deep cultural

changes and the galvanic energy of a revolutionary genius.

As I have admitted, it is too early to say with finality what

twentieth-century drama is; but, judging by the generation

that has passed since his death, we may at least wonder if

Strindberg is not such a revolutionary genius.

The role of such a genius is not only to break with the

past, but also to salvage those traditions that are still living

and hand them on filled with new life. Strindberg broke
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with many traditions, but two—the two we have alread>

found most important in the nineteenth century—he handed
on, renewed, to the twentieth. These are the traditions of

realism and nonrealism, the theaters of the outer and of the

inner eye, of objectivity and subjectivity, naturalism and fan-

tasy, Strindberg excelled in both directions. His "tragedies,"

his "comedies," and his chronicle histories constituted a

new realism. His fairy and dream plays were something new
in fantasy and subjectivity. On the boulevards, which live on

a dilution of yesterday's culture, the drama after Strindberg

might continue to be precisely what it was before. The ar-

tistic theater could never be the same again.

"The drama after Strindberg" is a serviceable phrase.

Strindberg stands at the threshold of our century. What new
paths has dramatic art traveled since? That is the question

I now turn to. Realism has moved far. Its furthest reach,

probably, is the Epic Theatre of Bertolt Brecht, which will

be described in the next chapter. Nor has the anti-realistic

animus subsided. It too has an interesting record—into

which we can look without delay.

If I have made the fourth modernism seem more heavily

indebted to Strindberg than it really is, if I have used his

name as a symbol of changes which were not actually ef-

fected by him alone, it may be well to cite a very different

account of the subject, or rather of its non-realistic side

which is now our topic. Strindberg was a mighty force. But

doubtless it is only convenience that entices one to speak as

if he had changed history unaided. Francis Fergusson, a

teacher, director, and critic of rare taste and knowledge in

these matters, accounts for the fourth modernism without

reference to Strindberg at all:

The most interesting writers for the stage between 1918

and ip^p—among whom I should include Yeats, Eliot,

Cocteau, Obey, Lorca—start completely afresh. The influ-
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ences of the Moscow Art Theater, the Ballet, and the Musie
Hall, combine to produce a new conception of the theatrical

medium. Not only nineteenth-century naturalism, but most

European drama back through the seventeenth century, is

explicitly rejected in favor of medieval farce, Greek trag-

edy, peasant rituals and entertainments.

The important thing is that Mr. Fergusson's diagnosis

—

from The Kenyon Review (Autumn 1943)—of the change

corroborates mine: around the time of the First World War
begins a new modernism in which the anti-realistic impulse

is strong. For what is it that medieval farce, Greek tragedy,

peasant rituals and entertainments have in common? Per-

haps only one thing: remoteness from the nineteenth-century

realistic play. What is it that Yeats, Eliot, Cocteau, Obey,

and Lorca have in common? Perhaps only one thing: hos-

tility to the nineteenth-century realistic play.

In reaction from realism these poets have renewed the

now old and familiar campaign to bring verse back in the

theater. Generally the crusade for verse drama gets little

further than high-minded sentiment in talks to earnest, low-

heeled ladies. Three of the names mentioned by Mr. Fergus-

son, however, are those of first-rate poets who have also been

passionately interested in drama: Garcia Lorca, T. S. Eliot,

and W. B. Yeats. If their work—though it is too early to

be certain about it—does not strike me as central to the

development of the drama, I had better explain why not.

Garcia Lorca's might have become so; he was probably

the most gifted playwright of his generation; but the

Falangists killed him before his art emerged from the ex-

perimental stage. (Even so his "experiments" are riper than

the "masterpieces" of our acknowledged and anthologized

dramatists.) T. S. Eliot might yet become a first-rate dram-

atist. His Sweeney Agonistes is probably the best theatri-

cal verse written in English during this century; Murder in

the Cathedral and The Rock contain excellent things and

are almost ostentatiously stageworthy; The Family Reunion

is a brilliant attempt to unite the drawing-room play with
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Greek tragedy. Yet Sweeney remains a fragment; Murder
and The Rock are something less than—to use his own
phrase—ordered wholes; The Family Reunion is an attempt

that is hardly a triumph. (Incidentally, its success and fail-

ure are exactly opposite to those of Mourning Becomes

Electra. Eliot's "conception" is clear, noble, and mature,

his "communication" uncertain, irregular, and incomplete.

O'Neill's "communication" is rapid, strong, almost over-

whelming, his "conception" is rude, simple-minded, gaga.)

Eliot's essays on drama show how finely he appreciates the

drama of the Elizabethans (if not of the moderns) and his

practice shows him the possessor of a superb histrionic gift.

Why is he not an important playwright?

Perhaps the career of W. B. Yeats will help us to under-

stand. W. B. Yeats is another dramatist manque, whose in-

sufficiency cannot be explained by the fact that he was a

poet. He was not the pure lyrist of popular imagination,

who divides his time between the woods and the library. He
was one of the founders of the Abbey Theater, Dublin, and

for many years a director of its policies. Nonetheless his dra-

matic output is disappointing. The early plays, among which

Cathleen ni Houlihan is characteristic and famous, suffer

from all the limitations of his early poems: they depend on

the cult of the peasant, on belief in fairies, on softness of

texture and poeticism of mood and phrase, on the atmos-

phere of Celtic twilight. (The misty and mythic Plays for an

Irish Theater, 1911, contained even more misty and mythic

designs by Gordon Craig himself.) When Yeats became a

much better poet, as he did at the onset of the tourth mod-

ernism, he became a somewhat better playwright. His little

prose play about Swift

—

Words upon the Window Pane—
shows how much more crisp and concrete his art had be-

come. One of his very last plays

—

Purgatory—has the terri-

ble beauty of his best poems. And it is a play, not a closet

drama. Only a fool could read the later plays and dismiss

Yeats as "a poet, not a playwright." If he never wrote a

major play it was not for lack of native endowment. Why
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then—it is the question I have asked about Eliot—did he

stop short?

It is not a question one can confidently answer. What I

surmise is that Yeats did not submit himself to the discipline

of the theater as he did to the discipline of the book. Per-

haps, though he was fascinated by the idea of drama, he did

not really like the actual theater. There is evidence for this

in such lines as these, written by Yeats already in 1916:

Being sensitive, or not knowing how to escape the chance

of sitting behind the wrong people, I have begun to shrink

from sending my muses where they are but half welcomed;

and even in Dublin, where the pit has an ear for verse, I

have no longer the appetite to carry me through the daily

rehearsals. Yet I need a theater; I believe myself to be a

dramatist. . . . My blunder has been that I did not dis-

cover in my youth that my theater must be the ancient

theater that can be made by unrolling a carpet or marking

out a place with a stick, or setting a screen against the wall.

Certainly those who care for my kind of poetry must be

numerous enough, if I can bring them together, to pay

half-a-dozen players who can bring all their properties in

a cab and perform in their leisure moments.

These are revealing words. Yeats was a dramatist. He
needed a theater. But he could not bear to sit "behind the

wrong people." He does not know what to do with the

drama in our mass civilization unless it be to limit it to imi-

tations of the ancient Japanese Noh plays performed in a

friend's drawing room. A new type of drawing-room play in-

deed! Yeats was entitled, if he wished, to reject Ibsen (espe-

cially since he ignorantly believed him to be dull and chiefly

sociological). But what an alternative he provides! Parlor

games a la japonaise! One can sympathize with an artist's

rejection of the commercial theater. In fact that is nowadays

the least one can expect from him. But Yeats wanted to

break with the art theater too. He felt lured to it, but he had

not the appetite for rehearsals, and the wrong people were

always in the auditorium.
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Of course Yeats was right, right in some respects, right in

those respects which touched him most nearly. The Abbey
Theater could nourish a quaint and realistic wit like Synge

or a realistic and hard-hitting satirist like O'Casey. It pro-

vided the soil for some kinds of drama, but not for Yeats's

kind—a drama which uses the idiom of modern poetry.

Yeats tried to enliven his poetic drama with dance and

music. Had he lived in Paris or Vienna he might have come
up against composers and choreographers who would have

been colleagues in a great enterprise. The fact that he lived

in Great Britain was a limitation. It was probably the ulti-

mate limitation. Drama is a social art. Although it does not

require the support of the masses or of any large class, it

does require a tradition that lives in some group homoge-

neous enough to make a crowd in the theater. The poetic

drama can exist today only where there is a very lively intel-

ligentsia that is interested in such things. Neither London
nor Dublin is such a place. For that we have to go to the

continent. In Paris Yeats could have found not only good

composers and good choreographers. He could have found

an audience. Not that his "purer" verse plays could have

succeeded even there. Yeats would have had to learn that

(in Cocteau's figure) theatrical poetry is not tenuous like

gossamer but thick like the rigging of a ship and visible at a

distance. . . . Yet he would have found soil to grow in and

he would have grown.

Because the opportunities in English—and even Irish

—

theater were so limited, Yeats and Eliot have had to seek

their fulfillment largely in nontheatrical verse. That is per-

haps about the only definite statement one can make in an-

swer to the query about their shortcomings as playwrights.

It forces upon one the further query, however: what of the

places—the very few places—which offered greater opportu-

nities? If the work of great artists like Lorca and Eliot and

Yeats is not in the main stream of dramatic evolution, is not

even in the main stream of nonrealism, what is?
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In the twenties there were three major attempts to wean

the modern artistic theater from realism. The Germans tried

expressionism (on which I have already commented). The
Russians tried brilliant new styles of acting, staging, and di-

recting (and since none of these could engender a new
drama, comment is hardly needed). The French had a third

way of doing things—a way which perhaps has no name,

though lovers of the theater will perhaps think of it as the

tradition of the Vieux-Colombier. Here comment is cer-

tainly called for,

Mr. Fergusson places the fresh start around 1919, but that

was only the date when already accomplished changes won
public recognition. We have seen that expressionism began

before the First World War and that the modernist, anti-

realist theater in Russia is of prerevolutionary origin. So also

with the new movement in French anti-realism. I do not re-

fer to the plays of the symbolist poets in the nineties. Even in

Paris the poetic theater of the symbolist poets had not been

a success despite the efforts of Paul Fort with his Theatre de

I'Art and Lugne Poe with his Theatre de I'Oeuvre. This

theater had been too much akin to the early plays of Yeats.

No, in France as elsewhere the strong opposition to realism

came not from poetic drama but from the advocates of danc-

ing, music, and design, and new techniques—from the

Strindbergians, one might say, or, taking a longer view,

from the Wagnerians.

The beginnings of the fourth modernism might be seen

in such a piece of brilliant, Bohemian theater as Alfred

Jarry's Ubu Roi before 1900. After Jarry came Guillaume

Apollinaire, whose anti-realism is much more highly de-

veloped.

In 1903 Apollinaire wrote most of a play, Les Mamelles

de Tiresias, which was not to be completed and produced for

fourteen years. In a preface he protests against stage illusion.

Calling his play un drame surrealiste (and thus coining the
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word surrealism), Apollinaire demurely asks why inanimate

objects should not speak, why the techniques of popular en-

tertainment such as the circus should not be used, why prop-

aganda—his play is propaganda for an increased birth rate

(1)—should not be gay, why biurlesque should not be mixed

with pathos. Free fantasy is to succeed the realistic piece a

these, which only gave the public the illusion that it could

think. In Apollinaire's play the wife who refuses to have chil-

dren coolly removes her breasts on the stage—and they are

found to be balloons on strings. A single character represents

the whole people of Zanzibar and is accordingly armed with

"revolver, musette, grosse caisse, tambour, tonnerre, grelots,

castagnettes, trompette d'enfant, vaisselle cassee." Characters

speak through a megaphone when addressing the audience.

They are dressed in the fanciful garb of a cubistic carnival.

Since it sums up the attempts of so many non-realistic experi-

menters of the period, the Prologue is worth citing:

On tente ici d'injuser un esprit nouveau an theatre

Une joie une volupte une vertu

Pour remplacer ce pessimisme vieux de plus d'un siecle

Ce qm est bien ancien pour une chose si ennuyeuse

La piece a ete faite pour une scene ancienne

Car on ne nous aurait pas construit de theatre nouveau

Un theatre rond a deux scenes

Une au centre I'autre formant comme un anneau
Autour des spectateurs et qui permettra

Le grand deploiement de notre art moderne
Mariant souvent sans lien apparent comme dans la vie

Les sons les gestes les couleurs les cris les bruits

La musique la danse I'acrobatie la poesie la peinture

Les choeurs les actions et les decors multiples. . . .

[We hereby try to bring a new spirit into the theater, a joy,

a voluptuousness, a virtue to replace that pessimism over a cen-

tury old, which is quite an age for a thing so tiresome. The play

was made for an old-fashioned stage, since they wouldn't have

built us a new theater, a circular theater with two stages, one in

the middle, the other like a ring around the spectators, permit-

ting a grand deployment of our modern art, marrying—often
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without apparent links, as in life—sounds, gestures, colors, shouts,

noises, music, dancing, acrobatics, poetry, painting, choruses, ac-

tions, and multiple dScor.]

The Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk, at Bayreuth so por-

tentous a religion, has in Paris become a sport. Although

Apollinaire was less frivolous than, say, Marinetti with his

Italian Futurist Theater (which was hokum) he was still a

jester and therefore a breaker more than a maker of forms.

His ideas had to be followed up by other people. As Jean

Cocteau's translator put it:

This search for the poetry of the theater, which is a further

attempt to find the correct material and adjust the pro-

portions, and which went of necessity hand in hand with

the reaction to realism, has been conducted vigorously

during the quarter of a century under consideration (ipop-

1934} by three men of whose importance we become increas-

ingly aware: Serge Diaghileff, Jacques Copeau, and Jean
Cocteau. Diaghileff, organizing, encouraging, and giving the

direction to a large company of dancers, painters, and mu-
sicians; Copeau, forming his men culturally, preparing

artists in the multiple activities of the dramatic stage;

Cocteau, an artist himself engaged in all these activities,

and also discovering the formulae to express the needs of

the ballet and dramatic stage alike.

It is impossible not to be attracted by this sort of thing.

Who would not like to have seen Parade in 1917—text by

Cocteau, decor by Picasso, music by Erik Satie, choreography

by Leonide Massine? The glittering names bear witness to a

real theatrical culture such as might well be the envy of our

Eliots and Yeatses. Copeau's Theatre du Vieux Colombier,

founded in 1913, is almost unique among modern theatrical

ventures in its closeness to the highest culture of its time

and place. Whereas even "high-brow" American playwrights

like Maxwell Anderson write at an appreciably lower level

than the best American poets, novelists, and critics, Copeau

and his troop belonged to the circle of Andr^ Gide and his
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colleagues on the newly founded organ the Nouvelle Revue
Frangaise. In their hands the Gesamtkunstwerk grew sober

and austere. For the first time, perhaps, it was delicate and in

good taste.

"In leaving reality behind," Gide had announced in 1904,

"the theater is today weighing anchor." Jean Cocteau was

the outstanding playwright of the new spirit, at least after

his dramatic talent first fully revealed itself in Orphee

(1926), a retelling of the Orpheus story in fantastic, whim-

sical, hilarious, grotesque, and somehow moving terms. His

theory of the drama solves many problems that had proved

too much for the fancy-dress tragedians and the poetic dram-

atists. First, he clarifies—as we have noted in passing—the

nature of theatrical as opposed to lyric poetry. His watch-

word is not poetry in the theater but the proper poetry of

the theater. Second, he calls for a "cooling off" of the drama,

which had indeed reached tropical temperatures in the nine-

teenth century—not excluding the New Theater movement
of the eighties and nineties. This cooling is most trium-

phantly manifested in The Infernal Machine, where Cocteau

minimizes suspense by having a chorus tell the whole story

beforehand. He amply makes up for sweaty excitement and

cheap thrills by richness of texture. Thirdly, Cocteau follows

Apollinaire (instead of the symbolists and neo-romanticists)

in requiring gaiety, fancy, and extravagance in the theater.

The crowning dramatic achievement of Cocteau (if we ex-

cept the movie The Blood of a Poet) is his version of the

Oedipus Story The Infernal Machine. The deliberate, quasi-

naive, adroit series of pictures "flooded in the livid mythical

light of quicksilver" is one of the legitimate triumphs of the

anti-realistic theater. It does not, however, dispel all doubts

about Cocteau's view of drama or about the future of his

dramatic practice. The weakness of Cocteau's theater is what

might be called his aestheticism. Here, for example, is how
he introduces his play The Human Voice, which is a little

melodrama with a single character speaking over the phone

and finally strangling herself with the wire:
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It would he a mistake to believe that the author seeks the

solution of some psychological problem. All that's needed

is to solve problems of a purely theatrical nature, the mix-

ture of theater, preaching, the platform, the book, being

the evil against which something had to be done. Pure

theater would be the fashionable phrase, if pure theater

and pure poetry were not pleonasms—pure poetry meaning
poetry, and pure theater, theater. There oughtn't to exist

any others.

Cocteau protests against the mixing of theater with litera-

ture, homily,' and propaganda. But this mixture, if it is a

mixture at all, is not artificial. The theater was not born free

of literature, homily, and propaganda. They are a natural

unity from which Cocteau wishes to abstract one element

and call it "pure." Yet he is happy enough to do some mix-

ing himself in other ways. He is willing to mix music, dance,

painting, and speech, which surely do not make a very "pure"

concoction. From the Wagnerites he seems to inherit also the

view that the arts all "aspire to the condition of music" and

that literature can be purified of nonmusical elements. Only

on this assumption could there be "pure" theater. And it is

an erroneous assumption.

The fate of the Parisian experiments with ballet and mime
and the like is strangely similar to the fate of German ex-

pressionism. Both movements were adventurous, challenging,

importantly symptomatic. Both were genuine attempts to

grapple with real and cruelly difficult theatrical problems.

Both presented an imposing front. Yet both suffered from

hollowness. Like Georg Kaiser, the prince of the expression-

ists, Jean Cocteau has shown brilliant qualities and shown

them in a genuinely theatrical way; but the center of his

drama—as of Kaiser's—is a vacuum. If Kaiser tried to seize

the essence of life without its content, Cocteau has tried to

seize its content without its essence; the result is equally un-

satisfying. It is partly due to Kaiser and Cocteau—though

much more to their hangers-on—that the term Experi-

mental Theater came to sug^es; the merely brilliant, the
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technically clever, the assiduously heterodox, the forever

incomplete.

I should like to apply to Cocteau some words which Diana
Trilling wrote about someone else: "His intellect and fan-

tasy are put at the service of a playful destructiveness; they

are the instruments of neither an understanding nor an or-

dering of his world. That is, whatever his apparent ease, he

is far too disconcerted by the complicated society which has

educated him, and to which he has access at so many points,

to be able to face up to its literary challenge." One should

think of this analysis when reading the apologias of Coc-

teau's unqualified admirers. "The play Orphee," writes one

of them, "works on people like music, leaving the mind free

to think its own thoughts. Those who wish to understand,

instead of believe, stand outside Cocteau's world looking for

a door that is not there." Surely this is nonsense? Music does

not leave the mind to think its own thoughts unless that

mind is thoroughly unmusical (like Walt Disney's, to judge

by Fantasia). The mind thinks "its own thoughts" in sleep

and daydream, not in experiencing works of art. As for be-

lieving and not understanding, how can one decide what to

believe except by understanding the rather various and mu-

tually incompatible possibilities? And this request that we
believe in Cocteau's rightness—apparently in a religious or

quasi-religious fashion—is it not rather odd, coming as it

does from opponents of didacticism? When antididacticism

comes full circle, as it does here, it may be to the point to

cite, as an antidote, some words of the didactic realist Bertolt

Brecht, in which he explains the purpose of the chorus in a

play of his: "To prevent the spectator from 'swooning away,'

to combat 'free' association, small choruses can be placed in

the auditorium to show him the right attitude, to invite him

to form his opinions, to summon his experience to his aid, to

exercise control. ..." I quote this in order to illuminate

Cocteau's world by contrast. Brecht's words also show a

much stronger determination to cool the drama off and ac-

curately to adapt the means to the end.
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The question for some years has been: can the non-

realistic drama of Paris, with all its charms, grow into some-

thing more mature? If Cocteau is the prophet, the Zola of

this anti-Zolaist school of drama, and The Infernal Machine

is his Therese Raquin, where is the master, the Henry

Becque? Without such a man the first-rank importance of

French non-realism would not be apparent. During the late

thirties the man did not appear. Then came 1940. Wiseacres

whispered that, far from being fruitful, sophistication had

caused the fall of France. It was not till 1945 that news

came out of a liberated France that she had again a serious

theater and that it was again a non-realistic theater, a theater

of the inner eye, a subjectivist theater—nay, so one reporter

announced, an "existential theater."

Under the influence of so-called existential philosophy,

which is particularly concerned with the individual, his inner

nature, and his fate, two men, Albert Camus and Jean-Paul

Sartre, had written plays that brought new hope for the

French theater. And it should be of more than passing inter-

est to note that Sartre's No Exit was produced by the

Theatre du Vieux Colombier about a month before D-day,

1944, and that The Flies (also by Sartre) had already been

produced by Charles Dullin, upon whom Copeau's mantle

had fallen, in the darkest days of the German occupation.

No Exit presents a strong situation. Three people who
have recently died are in hell. Though in this life they were

not acquainted, they are condemned to spend eternity to-

gether in one room. Each tries to work out plans for his own
happiness with one of the others; but there is no scheme

by which all three can be happy. Even the one who is left

out of the dual happiness of sex can ruin that happiness in

the other two by her (or his) perpetual presence. In the end

all three realize that the apparently innocuous arrangement

of locating three very different people in one room—where,

furthermore, neither sleep nor tears may ever break the ten-
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sion—creates as horrible a hell as adamantine chains and
penal fire.

There is nothing in all this, of course, to astonish us. The
British Outward Bound and the American Hotel Universe

have for long pleased Philistine audiences with their judi-

cious mixture of boulevard theater and supposedly deep deal-

ings with the next world. H. R. Lenormand and J. B. Priest-

ley have impressed theatergoers with the proposition that

time is not real. And it is not only the subject matter of

Sartre's play that will have a familiar ring. Its technique has

no secrets from those who know their Ibsen and Strindberg.

It is a highly concentrated one-act play of steadily increasing

emotion; even some of the eeriness may seem Strindbergian.

The craftsmanship might more properly be termed Ibsenite,

since it chiefly consists of keeping the audience from knowing

the facts too early, that is, to describe it more positively, of

letting discoveries explode like carefully adjusted time bombs

all through the action. It is a well-made drawing-room play

that releases its secrets with all the finesse and aplomb that

Parisian audiences—of the boulevards rather than of the

Vieux Colombier—have long expected and received. The
dialogue is the smoothly filed, urbane prose of the French

realistic tradition. The story has plenty of the kind of good

poignant sex about it that one associates with run-of-the-mill

French plays and novels and with French movies good and

bad. Adultery, infanticide. Lesbianism, a traffic accident,

double suicide in bed, refusal to fight for France, death be-

fore a firing squad—what more could a French movie direc-

tor desire? The setting—to cap everything—is a Second

Empire drawing room; and it is pleasant to note that the

dramatic unities are scrupulously observed even in hell.

Having assembled all the elements of a bad and deeply

conventional play, Sartre has gone on to make a good play

out of them. Like so many of the playwrights discussed in

this book he uses commodity literature as the raw material

of his art. If No Exit is a drawing-room play, that is hell's

crowning irony. The Second Empire scenery which had
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graced the plays of Sardou, Dumas, and Augier is transferred

to the nether regions—or rather, more terrible still, the

nether regions are transferred to it. Evidently this playwright

has serious designs on us.

Yes: No Exit is a moral play. It is a play of character ac-

cording to Aristotle's definition: "Character is that which

reveals moral purpose, showing what kind of things a man
chooses or avoids." It shows what kind of things three peo-

ple chose and avoided to earn for themselves eternal damna-

tion. It shows what kind of things they continue to choose

and avoid even in hell. What is hell? It is to be a botched

character and to be forever imprisoned with other botched

characters. When one of Sartre's people complains that the

eternal penal colony lacks a hangman, another replies:

"They've done it to economize on personnel, that's all. It's

the customers who serve themselves as in cafeterias . . .

each one of us is the hangman for the two others." Sartre

solves his triangular problem with great skill. The action

speeds up, slows down, turns, twists back on itself, as each

of the three plots anxiously in his own interest. A joins B
against C, then B deserts to C in order to fight A, then . . .

the psychological and histrionic possibilities of his formula

are fully exploited. If, of course, Sartre gave equal promi-

nence to A, B, and C, the play would lack concentration

and sharp focus which he obviously seeks. A man is there-

fore placed in the center; two women are peripheral. A neat,

old-fashioned Parisian pattern. But Sartre has new-fashioned

intentions. His three people are three mirrors of one action;

they are there to give form, variety, and meaning to what

else might easily be another Bohemian play. Speaking of the

fourth modernism of the twenties, Mr. Fergusson writes.

". . . We see now some of the dangers in the new line. One

needs, I think, to place against Cocteau's theatrical virtuos-

ity, and Eliot's abstract theological framework, and Lorca's

luxuriant popular imagery, the [Henry] Jamesian and classic

conception of an Action, seen in the round, seen from many
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angles." Perhaps Sartre is trying to satisfy Mr. Fergusson's

wish.

The three people of No Exit are Garcin, a pacifistic jour-

nalist who has been shot attempting to avoid military serv-

ice; In^s, a Lesbian employee of the post office who seduced

her cousin's wife Florence and, when the cousin was killed

in a streetcar accident, goaded Florence to suicide; and

Estelle, a narcissistic society lady who married for money,

had a child by an adulterous union, killed the baby, and by

so doing drove her lover to suicide. Of the three, Garcin

seems by far the least guilty; he has indeed always posed as a

hero and for a time he continues to do so even in hell; but

there are a few facts, at first concealed from us, that con-

tinue to haunt him. The moralist and hero had consistently

ill-treated his wife. He let her bring his breakfast into his

bedroom after having installed a mulatto mistress in the bed.

His heroism is dubious. He did not face his punishment but

tried to escape to Mexico. When he defends himself with the

question: "Can one judge a life by a single action?" In^s

forces certain home truths upon him:

Garcin. Can one judge a life by a single deed?

Ines. Why not? You have dreamed for thirty years that you

have courage; and you allowed yourself a thousand weak-

nesses because everything is permitted to heroes. How
convenient it wasi And then, in the hour of danger, they

put you on the spot . . . you took the train for Mexico.

Garcin. I didn't dream the heroism. I chose it. One is what

one wishes to be.

Ines. Prove it. Prove that it was not a dream. Deeds also

decide what one has wished.

Garcin. I died too soon. I wasn't left time to perform my
deeds.

Ines. One always dies too soon—or too late. And yet there

is one's life—finished; the shot is fired, you must foot

the bill. You are your life and nothing else.

I had almost said that this passage is the climax both of

the plot and of the argument. That is not quite true. It is
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the climax of the argument and not of the plot. It is an ap-

parent climax that gives way—in high dramatic fashion—to

a yet greater climax, after which there is a sudden drop and

the play ends in hideous quiet. This is the action: deprived

by In^s' words of his last illusions, Garcin decides at last to

gratify Estelle's wish to sleep with a man, though under

In^s' very eyes. He throws himself upon her. But In^s pur-

sues the couple with her eyes and tongue, shouting "Cow-

ard! Coward!" for Garcin now knows that he had been

afraid to be a soldier. He releases Estelle. "Hell," he con-

cludes, "is other people." Infuriated, Estelle stabs In^s with

the paper knife. Vain anger. "That has been done already,

don't you understand?" In^s screams, "and we are together

forever." Hysterical laughter shakes them all. Then sudden

silence. All inwardly take stock of the situation. "Eh bien,

continuons," Garcin says, "very well, let's continue."

Such is Sartre's almost Gothic tale. It is melodrama of

course. Even if the haunted house be called hell, even if the

Kafkaesque attendant be some minor devil, even if the bell

that fails to ring at crucial moments (or the door that opens

magically or not at all) is interpreted with allegorical pomp,

we need not try to be wholly solemn in our acceptance of

the play. No more than in the case of Strindberg—whose

long one-act structure and moral imagery Sartre here emu-

lates—is it an insult to interpret the author a little whimsi-

cally. The question: is he serious? is highly ambiguous.

All works of art are serious. Sartre has written a play with

ideas in it which he is in deadly earnest about, and since

these ideas are carefully integrated with the action we are

bound to take them "seriously." Nevertheless, and intending

no slur, I would call No Exit philosophic melodrama. It is

certainly not tragedy—there is no tragic dignity, no tragic

protagonist, no tragic anything—unless one wishes to spout

oracularly about the tragedy of human life as a whole. It is

not comedy—there is no laughter or acceptance in this un-

qualified and almost demoniac assault upon human nature.

If Strindberg broke up again the forms of comedy and trag-
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edy, there is here no indication that Sartre is trying to put

Humpty Dumpty together again. No Exit, like so much of

the best post-Strindbergian work, belongs to a new inter-

mediate genre. And if this designation is too vague I am of-

fering the description "philosophic melodrama" to character-

ize this combination of histrionics and serious thought, this

latest experiment of the French anti-realistic drama, this

latest analysis of the soul under the secret scrutiny of the

inner eye.

The Flies is a "drama in three acts" about Orestes, his sis-

ter Electra, and the god Jupiter. The situation is explained

to us in the first act. Having been brought up abroad,

Orestes has just returned, as a young man accompanied by

his tutor, to Argos, where he finds the town still doing

penance for the murder of his father Agamemnon by his

mother Clytemnestra and her lover. The latter, now King

Aegisthus, seeks to place himself in a good light by leading

the ceremonies. Act I prepares us for the rites of the an-

niversary of the murder. Two antagonisms are intimated,

one—that between Electra and the monarchs—already old

and bitter, the other—that between Jupiter and Orestes

—

still in germ. The young Orestes of this act is no avenger;

he no longer feels that the aflEairs of Argos are much con-

cern of his; rational, mild, and detached, he is inclined to

let the dead bury their dead.

Act II consists of two imposing tableaux. The first is the

anniversary rite. Aegisthus is to release the spirits of the

dead from the underworld; for one night they will return to

their former haunts. In defiance of him and his rites Electra

arrives clad in white and dances a joyous dance before the

people. Only, she declares, if the gods give a sign of disap-

proval will she desist. Now Jupiter is in the crowd. He gives

a sign, and Electra's gesture fails. Yet she has stirred the

depths of Orestes' soul. After the ceremony he for the first

time declares his identity to her. Very soon they are planning

the murder of the king and queen.

The second tableau is a scene in the palace. Jupiter, who
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has listened to the conversation of Orestes and Electra,

comes to warn Aegisthus. But the king is weary of guilt,

weary of repentance, weary of living. He will not bother to

defend himself. And so when Jupifer leaves, Aegisthus is at

once slain by Orestes. So is Clytemnestra.

When Act III opens, Orestes and Electra are asleep in a

temple beneath the protective statue of Apollo. Around

them, waiting for their latest prey, the Eumenides wait in a

ring. Jupiter arrives. He offers to protect Orestes and Electra

from the mob that is already howling at the doors and to en-

sure to them their parents' throne. Electra, badly shaken

already by the murder of her mother, succumbs to his

blandishments and polemics. Orestes resists. Jupiter makes

the walls of the temple disappear, displays to Orestes the

kingdoms of the world and his power over them; but it

makes no difference. Orestes faces and outfaces the mob
without Jupiter's help. He tells the people they are released

from their penitentiary obligations. Declining the throne, he

leaves the dwellings of men. The Eumenides slink off like

whipped dogs. The flies, which throughout behave as minor

Eumenides. leave too.

In th(;se days, when classic stories reappear chiefly in bur-

lescjue (tlie Lunts in Amphitryon 38; Ray Bolger in By Ju-

piter!) it may seem strange to find a myth altered but

neither travestied nor prettified. The Flies is a decidedly un-

usual sort of alteration. It is not merely the retelling of the

classic story in sensitive modern language and with the aid

of modernist techniques, like Andr^ Obey's charming Viol

de Lucrece. It is not a retelling of the story in a modern

setting and with the aid of modern psychology, like the lu-

gubrious Mourning Becomes Electra. It is not a modern

story into which the Eumenides are injected, like the sugges-

tive but strained Family Reunion. It is not a transposition

into a surrealistic key, like Orphee. . . .

Yet in mentioning a work of Cocteau's we do come close

to discovering a significant parallel and a significant contrast,

namely, that between The Flies and The Infernal Machine.
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Sartre follows Cocteau in relating the myth in colloquial

modern speech, but not in modern dress, and in imposing

upon it his own, very un-Greek interpretation. He follows

Cocteau in his command of splendid, non-realistic scenic ef-

fects, which, though grandiose in appearance, can be achieved

with the columns, steps, and other statuesque and architec-

tural features that one associates with the Vieux Colombier.

There is even some call, in The Flies, for a choreographic

treatment—of the Eumenides and the crowd for example

—

which would help to give a production the same well-

considered beauty and stylization that Cocteau had long de-

manded.

The contrast between The Infernal Machine and The
Flies is most clearly marked in the total meaning of the two

plays. Consider The Infernal Machine. To reinterpret a

Greek myth is no small task for one who believes in "pure"

theater and who is determined at all costs to avoid not only

pedantry and political propaganda but also all didacticism.

Cocteau accordingly adopts the formula which can be oper-

ated with l^ast fuss: he simply inverts the Greek idea. In

Greek tragedy the gods—that is, the laws of the universe

—

are just; tragedy, so far from casting an aspersion on their

wisdom, -confirms it. In Cocteau's play the gods are mali-

cious. They plot against unoffending mortals. Their "infer-

nal machine" engineers disaster. The protagonist is almost

the opposite of a Greek hero until—and this is the conclu-

sion of Cocteau's play as stated in advance by his chorus

—

"after delusive good fortune the king is to know true mis-

fortune and supreme consecration, which, in the hands of

the cruel gods, makes of their playing-card king, in the end,

a man."

Now some of those who regard modern drama as a body

of dull problem-plays and wish for the resuscitation of "real

tragedy" may be inclined to view Cocteau's solution with

favor. Unlike the neo-romanticists, he has not merely copied

a Greek or Elizabethan tragic pattern; he has sought a gen-

uinely modern pattern; yet, avoiding "ideas" and controver-
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sies, he has sought the "purely human," the purely tragic.

To me this seems to be precisely his limitation. The purely

human is as unreal an abstraction as the purely poetic and

the purely theatrical. To leave out the intellect, the element

of thought, is to deprive oneself of a great part of human
awareness. In drama it is to deprive oneself of the aware-

ness exemplified in modern drama since Hebbel and Ibsen,

it is to remove oneself from what we might paradoxically call

the modern tradition, and, in however brave and brilliant a

manner, to be an antiquarian and a theorist.

While Cocteau repeats the old Oedipus story in a modern

way, Sartre's reinterpretation is so thoroughgoing that he

has to change the narrative at many points. From the start

he brings Jupiter into it. The first thing seen when the cur-

tain goes up is a "statue of Jupiter, god of the flies and of

death, eyes white, face daubed with blood." The play is a

duel between god and man. As Cocteau shows Oedipus grow

human under the stress of the gods' inhuman treatment, so

Sartre shows Orestes acquire humanity through violence and

in opposition to the divine will. Cocteau leaves the trans

formation to the end, and that is tactful of him since it is a

rather pointless process: of what comfort is it that a man
grows human in a world run by omnipotent fiends? This is

neither the Greek philosophy nor the modern. The trans-

formation of Sartre's Orestes, on the other hand, has a point;

in fact it is the subject of the play.

At the outset Orestes is an intellectual, and very much
above the battle. His attitude is finely suggested in the line

"et quelle superbe absence que mon dme"—"what a superb

absence is my soul." He observes that "there are men born

with a commitment [engage]: they have no choice, they

are thrown along a certain path, at the end of the path there

is a deed waiting for them, their deed." But he is glad that

he is not of their number. The crisis of his life is therefore

the moment after Electra's dance when he resolves after all

to carry out the murder. He has to do it, not because of any

doom on the house of Atreus, not because he must bring
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about what is already fated, but for the opposite reason, be-

cause he must free the house of Atreus and the people of

Argos, because the act will be for him as well as others an

emancipation, a justification by works. "Can one judge a life

by a single deed?" Garcin had asked, and Ines had replied:

"Why not? . . . Deeds alone decide what one has wished.

. . . You are your life and nothing else." Where Garcin

fails, Orestes succeeds. The two men are obverse and reverse

of the same coin. No Exit is damnation; The Flies is re-

demption. Gradually Orestes turns from sophisticated aloof-

ness to passionate participation. He kills the tyrant. He kills

his own mother. Unhumbled by any sort of guilt, he cries:

"Liberty has swooped down on me like a thunderbolt ... I

have done my deed!"

The Flies, like Goethe's Egmont and Schiller's Wilhelm

Tell, is a political drama of resistance to tyranny, of belief

in freedom. One can imagine what force some of the lines

must have had in occupied France: the arguments for ac-

tion, for tyrannicide, the recurrence of the word "liherte,"

the fascistic ugliness of all the symbols of authority, the

libertarian audacity of Orestes. Yet the political meaning of

the piece is strictly secondary; for political freedom is por-

trayed as the product of a prior freedom of a kind more dif-

ficult both to conceive and to realize. This is the freedom

which Ibsen long ago placed above all other freedoms but

which many latter-day collectivists have often made light of

as a bourgeois illusion: the freedom that comes of finding

and realizing the self. Collectivists often assume that to pur-

sue the goal of self-realization is to be an anti-social egoist.

For Sartre, however, self-fulfillment and altruism are comple-

mentary.

When Jupiter warns Aegisthus he explains that the two of

them are natural allies, since they occupy corresponding

places in earth and heaven respectively. Both are monarchs.

Both love Order. Both share the secret which, if generally

shared, would mean the end of Order, viz. that men are

free. Orestes is dangerous to both of them not only because
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he has learned the secret but because his doing so renders

him immune to divine influence. Now this liberty of Orestes

—"I am my liberty," he says—consists of an inner self-

possession and self-knowledge as a result of -which he will

also demand political freedom in the shape of freedom from

tyrannical government. Inviting Electra to go with him to a

far country, he says:

Orestes. You will give me your hand and we shall go . . .

Electra. Where?
Orestes. I don't know; toward ourselves. On the other side

of the rivers and the mountains there is an Orestes and

an Electra waiting for us. We must seek them patiently.

If Orestes' former unfree state of mind was described as a

"superb absence," his new state of liberty is admitted to be

"an exile." The distinction is subtle. The difference between

the "absent" youth and the "exiled" free man is that the

exile is nevertheless engage, committed to human society.

Orestes' liberty is a paradox. Precisely where we learn that

it is an exile, we learn also that it involves social responsibil-

ity.

Jupiter. What do you expect to do?

Orestes. The men of Argos are my men. I have to open
their eyes. . . . Why should I refuse them the despair

that is in me, since it is their lot?

Jupiter. What will they do with it?

Orestes. What they wish; they are free, and human life

begins on the other side of despair. . . .

Having freed himself from within, Orestes can help to free

his people from without. Having found his freedom, and

having confirmed it by tyrannicide, Orestes can liberate the

people. "Your faults," he tells them, "your faults and your

regrets, your nocturnal agonies, the crime of Aegisthus—all

are mine, I take them all upon me. Fear your dead no

longer, they are my dead." Reminding them of the piper

whose playing lured the rats from a rat-infested city, he
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leaves Argos, another pied piper of Hamelin, followed by

the cringing Eumenides and their flies.

Is this a Christian solution? Is Orestes a Christ expiating

the sins of others? Electra had asked him about this ques-

tion:

EuECTRA. You wish to expiate our sins?

Orestes. Expiate? I said I would install within myself all

your repentancies but I did not say what I will do with

them. They're screeching hens: perhaps I'll wring their

necks.

Electra. And how could you take charge of our ills?

Orestes. You are anxious to be rid of them. The king and
queen alone keep them in force in your hearts.

There is more humanism in this attitude of Orestes, more
positivism, than there is theology. Sartre's play can certainly

not be accused of appealing to Rome; what might be more

disconcerting is that favorite American question: is it demo-

cratic? The doctrine of redemption by the one free spirit

who does not shrink from murder beforehand, nor apolo-

gize for it afterwards, has a Nietzschean ring. An Orestes

who knows that his freedom is an exile and that human life

begins on the other side of despair is something of a Zara<

thustra. What then? Is this undemocratic? Not unless de«

mocracy is committed to the extrovert psychology and

cheery optimism of cheap liberal journalism, to belief in

purely external change, to the belief that the people can do

all the governing themselves without great men.

Is The Flies absolutely coherent? I'he reader wonders

whether the vagueness that exists in his mind concerning

certain relationships is his own vagueness or Sartre's. When
must the hero Orestes be in exile and when among men?

What is the moral difference between his murdering Aegis-

thus and his murdering his mother? What kind of power is

Jupiter meant to have? Who is this god to whom we owe

our being, yet to whom we owe no allegiance—who has

power over nature but not over free men?
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"From Strindberg to Sartre:" this is not a journey to a

goal, I pick out Sartre only as an outstandingly interesting

example of a playwright of the nineteen-forties who has car-

ried the anti-realistic tradition a little further. Is he also the

man whom the theater of the French avant-garde has long

awaited? If he continues to write for the stage, and if fate is

favorable, there is no knowing how good he might not be-

come. He is the literary man of the hour; and his plays are

among the best of the hour. By exhibiting, in one play, the

"dead souls" of the modern age and, in the other, a modern

savior (who has to kill his mother in order to find himself

and be one with people), Sartre projects our spiritual con-

flicts as movingly as any playwright since Strindberg. I say

projects. Even Strindberg did not resolve them.
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. . . misunderstood naturalism . . . believed that art con-

sists in reproducing a piece of nature in a natural way. But
. . . the greater naturalism . . . seeks out the points where
great battles take place.

AUGUST STRINDBERG

FROM STRINDBERG TO
BERTOLT BRECHT

When one of the best judges of drama said that the more
original playwrights of the twenties "start completely

afresh," he listed only antirealists. The antirealists always

get all the credit for originality. Actually the realists were

just as much in revolt. In a sense they were twice as much
in revolt, since they rejected not only the antirealistic styles

—such as expressionism—but the established naturalis-

tic styles of the nineties. They wanted to be more naturalis-

tic still.

Of all the attempts to bring onto the stage even more of

life, even less embellished by histrionics, Epic Theater is

probably the most far-reaching. And though the ideas of

Epic Theater may be known in America, if at all, by way of

certain productions of the Federal Theater, by way of the

Living Newspapers in which Arthur Arent presented the

current news by means of actors, by way of certain things in

Marc Blitzstein, Paul Green, Thornton Wilder, it is still

necessary to go back to some of the main sources of these

phenomena, not just because they are sources but because

they are the purest and often the best examples of

209
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the genre. It is necessary, in short, to investigate the work

and habitat of Bertolt Brecht, the unacknowledged foun-

tainhead of so much in the theater of the past twenty years.

For even the best imitations of Brecht—such as the rather

sketchy extravaganzas of W. H. Auden and Christo-

pher Isherwood—are no index to the original.

The seedbed of Epic Theater was that strange, seething,

precarious, state of affairs—the culture of the Weimar Re-

public. Although Epic did not make such a noise in the

world as did expressionism, it nevertheless began with the

first flush of the fourth modernism immediately after the First

World War. Even before that critics had spoken of the

Episierung des Dramas—the making-over of drama into epic

—when Gerhart Hauptmann wrote his episodic Die Weber

["The Weavers"]. The naturalism of the nineties was a first

step toward Epic, for the general loosening of form

brought many dramas into existence that were narrative

rather than "well-made plays." The three-volume play Die

letzten Tage der Menschheit ["The Last Days of Man-

kind"], written by the great Viennese satirist Karl Kraus

during the First World War, is a giant Epic Drama of war

and peace. When the early twenties are thoroughly chron-

icled many kindred phenomena will be found.

One therefore takes with a pinch of salt the assumption

made by Erwin Piscator in his book Das politische Theater

["The Political Theater"] that Epic Theater was invented

by him. But I do not mean to belittle his services to the

theater. His work illustrates better than anything else the

"starting completely afresh" which the realistic theater,

the theater of the outer world, undertook at the same time

as the theater of the inner world. To comprehend just how
far the repudiation of the play, the unified drama, could go

in favor of Epic slices of life one must follow Mr. Piscator's

own account.

According to Das politische Theater, the first Epic

Drama was a production of Piscator's in 1924 at which he

used (in addition to ^ctors^ films and placards. There is a
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record in the book of another 1924 production en-

titled Revue Rater Rummel ["The Rowdy Red Revue"]

which Piscator composed and executed with one Gasbarra

"whom," he writes, "the Party had sent me." An eye-witness

account is provided:

It was a pilgrimage for the masses. As we approached, hun-

dreds were standing in the street and vainly trying to get in.

Workers exchanged blows to get seats. In the hall every-

thing full and jam-packed. The air enough to make you

faint. But faces beamed—on fire for the start of the pro-

duction. Music. The lights go out. Silence. In the audience

two men are quarreling. People are shocked. The dispute

continues in the gangway. The footlights are switched on

and the disputants appear before the curtain. They are two

workmen talking about their situation. A Gentleman in a

top hat steps up. Bourgeois. He has his own Weltanschauung

and invites the disputants to spend an evening with him.

Up with the curtain! First scene. Now it goes snip-snap.

Ackerstrasse—Kurfuerstendamm. Tenements—cocktail bars.

Porter resplendent in blue and gold—a begging war cripple.

Fat paunch and thick watch chain. Match vendors and col-

lectors of cigaret stubs. Swastika—Vehm murders—Was
raachst du mit dem Knie—Heil dir im Siegerkranz [popular

song and patriotic anthem]. Between the scenes: Screen,

movie, statistical figures, pictures! More scenes. The begging

war veteran is thrown out by the porter. A crowd gathers

in front of the place. Workmen rush in and destroy the

cocktail bar. The audience cooperates. What a whistling,

shouting, milling . . . unforgettable!

But there is method in Piscator's callowness. Let us

look at the program of Trotz Alledem ["For All That"]

1925, when "the Communist Party told us to arrange a pro-

duction in the Grosses Schauspielhaus on the Berlin Party

Day." This production was a historical review in twenty-

four scenes with films in between:

Scene I: Berlin expecting war. Potsdam Square.

Scene II: Meeting of the Social Democratic Section of

the Reichstag, July 25, 1914.
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Scene III: In the Kaiser's Castle, Berlin, August i,

1914. . . .

After the final scene comes "the rising of the proletariat:

Liebknecht livesl" and a chorus in which the audi-

ence joins. Although the whole thing is more of a demon-

stration than a drama, the temper and the method of a new
realism—narrative realism—is here suggested. This is one of

Brecht's starting points. Others are indicated in Piscator's

perhaps rather bumptious remarks, directed against both

Expressionism and its contrary: "Not man's relation to him-

self, not his relation to God, but his relation to society is the

main issue." And again: "No longer the individual with his

private, personal destiny, but the age itself, the destiny of

the masses is the heroic factor of the new dramaturgy."

Above all: "Authors must learn to grasp the material in all

its factuality, the drama of the great simple phenomena of

life. The theater demands naive, direct, uncomplicated, un-

psychological effects."

One should acknowledge that Piscator failed, as much as

Reinhardt, to make headway beyond a certain point. He
continued the unhappy tradition of making the director

—

himself—the central figure in the theater. While at one mo-
ment he pleads that this is because he cannot find any good
dramatists, at another he registers a determination not to

accept completed scripts, but to hand out material to au-

thors and have them dramatize it along with him in the

theater. This sounds chummy, but it would be really mis-

chievous if the dramatist happened to be good. Piscator's

book closes with the avowal that the theater has to be re-

modeled in its outlook, its dramaturgy, its architecture, and
its technique, but that this cannot be done before the rev-

olution. The masses under capitalism evidently do not wish

to pay for a Piscator theater, and he is on the rocks just as iC

he had frankly addressed himself to the intelligentsia.
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Today Piscator's work is interesting as a prelude to

Brecht. The root idea of Brecht's Epic Theater is expressed

in the name. Of the three types of literature—epic, dra-

matic, and lyric—the first two are to be fused, and Brecht has

no objection to admitting the lyrical element too. This is

against all the laws of the elders. Most older critics insisted

on keeping the three types separate just as college-educated

movie critics today believe that the movies should be epic

and that the drama should be—dramatic. There have long

been those who favor separation of the genres; there have

also been those who favor mingling. (In all spheres racial

purity and cross-fertilization are rival allegiances.) There

have long been two types of dramatic structure too: the

open, diffuse play which starts early in the narrative and

proceeds through it in many scenes and, on the other hand,

the closed, concentrated play which has a late point of at-

tack and lets us look back on the story from its climax

—

which is the play. In modern times we have been so

schooled to respect the latter method—the method of

Scribe, Dumas, and Ibsen—that it is regarded as "dramatic

method" pur sang. Teachers of playwriting teach it as such.

Critics of the novel have it in mind when they write of the

dramatic type of novel. Indeed when we hear people saying

that it was impudent of Shakespeare not to adopt the

method, it is time to call a halt. Shakespeare's predecessors

shared the impudence, and if the Greeks used the late point

of attack they certainly had little else of the "dramatic

method" which is found in its entirety only in the modern

"well-made play" and—perhaps—in French classical tragedy.

Most dramatic masterpieces are therefore, by this criterion,

undramatic. The Greeks and the French use long Epic nar-

rations. Shakespeare's open structure is copied by all his

imitators from Goethe to Hugo. Brecht's Epic procedure is

this open structure.

But Epic Theater is more than a particular style of archi'
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lecture. It drops other features of the Ibsenite play. The
latter was built around a center, a crisis. Its unfolding was a

gathering of clouds, its climax a thunder clap. With this

pattern goes identification of the spectator with a protago-

nist, which presupposes a high degree of illusion as to his

reality and a high degree of suspense in the telling of the

tale. We have seen how the process of ever greater

and greater concentration proceeded as far as Strindberg's

Creditors and Miss Julia, of which latter Strindberg wrote

that he had eliminated all act and scene divisions because:

"... I have come to fear that our decreasing capacity for

illusion might be unfavorably affected by intermis-

sions during which the spectator would have time to re-

flect and to get away from the suggestive influence

of the author-hypnotist." This pattern has not been much
affected by modern experiments prior to Brecht. Expres-

sionism abandons natural appearances but attempts to

elicit an even more compelling drive of sympathetic emo-

tion. It is obvious that dream and nightmare plays intensify

the emotional participation of the audience in the play. We
can best see the contrast between Epic Theater and earlier

experimentalism by keeping the theory of Epic in mind
while reading Nicolas Evreinov's account of his mono-

drama, an experimental form often regarded as the furthest

departure from orthodoxy. In monodrama there is only one

character to a play:

The task of monodrama is to carry the spectator to the

very stage so that he will feel that he is acting himself.

. . . The "ly the acting character, is a bridge from the

auditorium to the stage. . . . The spectator must know
from the program with whom the author invites him to

have a common life, in whose image he himself must ap-

pear. . . . Monodrama forces every one of the spectators

to enter the situation of the acting character, to live his

life, that is to say, to feel as he does and through illusion

to think as he does . . . in the end it must be clear to the

dramatist that if he wishes to represent the life of the spirit.
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he must deal not with external realities hut with the in-

ternal reflections of the real objects, because for the psy-

chology of a given person his subjective perception of the

real object is important but not the object in a relation

indifferent to him. . . .

Evreinov's monodrama is the furthest possible reach of the

drama of individual psychology, the spirit, the subjective

element, and it is coupled with a higher degree of "identifi-

cation" than had ever before been demanded. If this "thea-

ter of myself" is at one extreme, Brecht is at the other. The
following chart, made by Brecht himself, lets us see this

more clearly:

The "Dramatic" Theatre:

the stage embodies a se-

quence of events

involves the spectator in

an action and
uses up his energy, his

will to action

allows him feelings

communicates experi-

ences

spectator is brought into

an action

is plied with suggestion

sensations are preserved

man is given as a known
quantity

man unalterable

tense interest in the out-

come
one scene exists for an-

other

linear course of events

nalura non facit saltus

the world is what it is

The Epic Theater:

the stage narrates the se-

quence

makes him an observer

but

awakes his energy

demands decisions

communicates pieces of

knowledge

is placed in front of an

action

with arguments

till they become insights

man an object of investi-

gation

alterable and altering

tense interest in what

happens
each scene exists for

itself

curved course of events

facit saltus

the world is what it is

becoming
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what man should what man must
his instincts his reasons

thought determines ^eal- social reality determines

ity thought

The facts before us already are sufficient to indicate that

Epic Theater is realistic in a broad sense and is also a radical

departure from most familiar types of drama. If Wagnerism

is behind the anti-realistic dramaturgies, as we have found

it to be, it is interesting to find that Brecht protests against

the Schmelzprozess by which Wagnerism merges one

art with another, thus forfeiting the individuality of each.

He demands singers who will act and narrate the piece and

not pour forth their souls "which," he says, "are a private

matter." For the Brechtian Epic Opera the orchestra will

be small and disciplined. It is distinguished from Wag-

nerian opera as follows:

Wagnerism: Epic Opera:

the music enlivens the music communicates

music heightening the music expounding the

text text

music asserting the text music taking the text for

granted

music illustrating music taking a stand

music painting the psy- music indicating behavior

chic situation

The fact that Brecht is not a Wagnerite does not of course

make him a Zolaist. Zola had been known for his emphasis

on determinism by heredity and environment and, second-

arily, for a theory of presentation according to which every-

thing on stage must seem real. Indeed dramatic critics often

mean by the term naturalism nothing more than a staging

in which everything possible is done to create the illusion

that a play is not a play but a slice of life. Real furniture and
real beer replaced canvas and empty glasses. On the stage

actors imitated the speech and deportment of men in the
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street. Playwrights co-operated by eliminating soliloquies,

asides, songs, and other "interruptions."

By these tests Brecht is not a naturalist at all. Epic stag«

ing and acting are not in the manner of Antoine. They seek

to destroy precisely the illusion of actuality which was the

latter's chief aim. The Epic stage is artificial: instead of

assembling on the stage real rooms, buildings, and their fur-

niture, it uses slides, charts, film projections, simultaneous

scenes, and tableaux rolled across the stage on treadmills.

Brechtian acting is anti-illusory. The actor must not

pretend to be the character. He must play the role from the

outside, not—as the expressionists demanded—in a stylized

and unindividual manner, but with as much finesse as Stan-

islavsky himself could have wished. The playwright, for his

part, brings back choric commentary by introducing narra-

tors, songs, soliloquies, and other "interruptive" devices.

Brecht is not a naturalist; but he is a realist. He wishes

to be as faithful as possible to objective facts. Precisely be-

cause he has abandoned the fourth wall theory of presenta-

tion, which contrary to the conscious intention of its up-

holders tended to make a dream world of reality, Brecht

is able to be more, not less, of a realist than the Zola of

Therese Raquin. Zola's naturalistic theater, dedicated to

actuality, was a theater of illusion, phantasmagoria, and

—

it might even be maintained—escape. It differed from its

ostensible opposite neo-romanticism in that one escaped to

an ugly not to a beautiful island. Now the "unrealistic" ele-

ments in Epic staging are all devoted to imparting a greater

sense of the actual world. They say to the audience: "The

actual world exists and it is our subject. But this play and

this stage are not identical with it." Zolaism, by say-

ing: "The action on the stage is not a play at all but real

life," created what an Epic dramatist would consider a so-

phisticated form of illusion, unnaturalness, and theatrical-

ity.

Negatively in its repudiation of the realm of dream and

subjectivity, positively in its primary concern with the ex-
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ternal, social world and the forces that move it, Epic Thea-

ter, though not realistic, is in the broad tradition that I

have called realism. If expressionism and neo-romanticism

were a rebound from the earlier naturalism. Epic Theater

was a rebound from the new romanticism and expression-

ism. If the earlier naturalism came in with the discovery of

the "true meaning of life" in Darwinist science, the later

Epic Theater came in with the discovery of the "true

meaning of life" in Marxist "science." "Today," says Brecht,

"when the human being must be grasped as the totality of

social relationships, only the Epic form can enable the dram-

atist to find a comprehensive image of the world. The in-

dividual, precisely the flesh and blood individual, can be

understood only by way of the processes wherein and

whereby he exists. The new dramaturgy must acquire

a form which will not make use of throbbing suspense, but

will have a suspense in the relationship of its scenes which

will charge each other with tension. This form will there-

fore be anything but a stringing together of scenes such as

we find in revues."

Only the Epic form will do! Like his opposite number
Cocteau, who says that "pure" theater should be the only

kind, Brecht mars his highly interesting suggestions with

dogmatism and oversimplification. His defense of the thea-

ter of objectivity, for instance, is as ingenuous as Piscator's.

In one essay he goes so far as to complain of the fact that

"until now the theater has been a medium for the self-ex-

pression of the artist"! Unlike the language of the scientist,

he continues, "dramatic imagery has sought rather to con-

struct an independent world of emotion—to organize sub-

jective sensations." Brecht assumes that the drama of sub-

jectivity is very easy to manage: "for this purpose neither

accuracy nor responsibility is required." Luckily, after all

these centuries of inaccuracy and irresponsibility, salvation

is at hand:

In recent decades, however, a new kind of theater has

developed—one which sets itself the goal of an accurate
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picture of the world. . . . The artist who belongs to this

theater no longer attempts to create his world. . . . His
purpose is to create images informative of the [external]

world rather than of himself. . . . The artist must refashion

his whole method to suit a new purpose.

The visionary ignores discoveries made by others; the

desire for experiment is not among the mental traits of the

seer. Unlike the visionary and the seer, the artist in pursuit

of a new goal finds no sublimal apparatus ready to serve

him. The inner eye has never needed microscope or tele-

scope. The outer eye needs both.

Brecht assumes here that the individual self is only a re-

pulsive "subliminal apparatus," a source of foolish visions

and dangerous illusions. Even if it were, that would be no

reason for ignoring it; if the artist's mind is so strange a

beast it should be put under close observation. Obviously

Brecht is either parroting the clap-trap of scientism or giv-

ing vent to that hatred of the self which is the root of all too

much of the altruism and social conscience of our time.

Even more than Bernard Shaw, Brecht habitually over-

states any proposition that is serviceable to his art. Such a

passage as I have just quoted should in itself be proof that

Epic theory cannot always be taken literally. It does not

even square with Brecht's practice. He does not eliminate

stage-illusion and suspense; he only reduces their impor-

tance. Sympathy and identification with the characters are

not eliminated; they are counterpoised by deliberate dis-

tancing.

"The effect of genius," said Longinus, two thousand

years ago, "is not to persuade or convince the audience, but

rather to transport them out of themselves. . . . The ob-

ject of poetry is to enthrall." Brecht says: "I do not like

plays to contain pathetic overtones, they must be convinc-

ing like court pleas. The main thing is to teach the spectator

to reach a verdict." Well: it is legitimate that some of the

purposes of poetry should change in two thousand years,

but one doubts if they have really changed as much as
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Brecht suggests. Certainly the modern drama—as we have

amply seen—has been much more inclined to persuade and

convince than was premodern drama, nor am I one of those

who regret it. But there is no need to exaggerate.

Like Shaw's criticism of Shakespeare, Brecht's denun-

ciation of pathetic overtones has more significance as an at-

tack on contemporary sentimentalism than it has literal

truth. But it is not really necessary to pulverize Euripides,

Shakespeare, and Racine—the masters of pathetic overtones

—in order to scold Sudermann and Barrie.

The disproof of Brecht's theory is Brecht's practice. His

art makes up for his criticism. In his art there is

stage-illusion, suspense, sympathy, identification. The audi-

ence is enthralled and—most important of all—the highly

personal genius of Brecht finds expression. The apparently

"objective" presentation of facts is for Brecht, as it was for

Zola, an opportunity for individual and "subjective" expres-

sion. I do not mean that Brecht and Zola are in the end as

subjective as Sartre and Evreinov. That would be to replace

overstatement with overstatement. I mean that no work of

art is wholly "objective" or "subjective." It is a matter of

emphasis. In his theoretic pronouncements Brecht carries

the realistic emphasis to an impossible extreme—impos-

sible, that is, in practice. It follows that his practice must

be either a catalogue of failures or inconsistent with the the-

ory. The latter is the truth. Brecht is a realist, but non-

realistic elements are of more and more importance as his

art develops.

The dramatic art of Brecht has so far gone through four

phases. In the first, his apprenticeship, he took up the prob-

lems of the theater where Strindberg and Wedekind
left them, that is to say, he had to think through the whole

question of form almost from scratch. To help himself in

this task he studied, and made adaptations from, Chinese,

Elizabethan, and Spanish plays; and before the end of

the twenties he had written four outstanding original

works. 1 wo were plays in a style of highly personal realisw
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two were operettas equally idiosyncratic. Only the last of all

these to be written—his version of the Beggar's Opera
—is fully developed Epic Theater. Hence it is the culmina-

tion of Brecht's first period.

If the first phase is cynical and brilliant and very much of

the twenties, the second is stark and solemn and very much
of the thirties. If the works of the twenties permitted critics

to dismiss Brecht as a cabaret wit, the works of the thirties

permitted them to dismiss him an "artist in uniform," a

"minstrel of the GPU." Though Brecht's bleakest, barren-

est works belong to this second period, so also does his Saint

Joan of the Stockyards, a rich satire, and a kind of prelude

to the third phase, the first years of exile from Germany,

during which Brecht wrote two full-scale dramatic

fantasies (Round Heads, Peak Heads—and Arturo Ui) about

the Nazi movement. Two other works of the third phase are

Mother Courage and Fear and Misery of the Third Reich.

In the first Brecht withdrew from the current struggle to

compose another Epic play in verse and prose, in song and

monosyllabic conversation, a sardonic and circumstan-

tial record, suggested by the seventeenth-century writer

Grimmelshausen, of the process of war. In Fear and Misery

Brecht and the Third Reich are for the first time face to face.

The title is a parody of Balzac's Glory and Misery of the

Courtesans, and the work itself—a portrait of one cell after

another in the social organism—is a German and a twentieth-

century comedie humaine in miniature. In a series of over

twenty scenes, unconnected by characters or plot, connected

only by theme, the people of Hitler's Germany are revealed.

Between the scenes a choric voice is heard, and (in the shorter

stage version) a group of Nazi soldiers sings Brecht's words

to the tune of their party hymn at the beginning and end

of each act.

Though the narrative structure, the interruptions, and

many other technical devices are Epic, one of Brecht's most

friendly critics has suggested that in general the play need

not be taken as Epic but can be interpreted as good drama
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with no theoretical strings attached. Certainly the more ma-

ture experimentalism of this play is able to draw on estab-

lished methods much more than could the severe Epic plays

in which Brecht first tried out his ideas. Such a scene as "The

Jewish Wife" is in the nineteenth-century tradition and

would have been accepted by Antoine for the Theatre Libre.

Fear and Misery is the fullest of the plays of the thirties.

Its new use of realism, of strong situation, tableau, innu-

endo, charade, should prove to those who feared the con-

trary that Brecht is willing not only to exclude established

forms and ideas from his theater but also to bring them

back again in new ways.

Ill

Like the two plays of Sartre, the two most interest-

ing plays of Brecht's latest fourth manner

—

The Good
Woman of Setzuan and The Caucasian Chalk Circle—are

moralities "showing what kind of things a man chooses

or avoids." They are both parables in Eastern settings and

somewhat in the manner of Chinese theater. Both are Epic

in their dramaturgy: the main story is framed, in one play

by a singer and a chorus who act as narrators, in the other

by alternate scenes in which the gods discuss the ac-

tion. From time to time characters talk directly to the audi-

ence. There is suspense, but it is minimized. Each scene is

interesting for itself and not as preparation. . . .

The Good Woman of Setzuan, tells how three of the gods

come down to earth to learn if there is any goodness in hu-

man beings. They begin by looking for someone hospitable

enough to offer them a night's lodging, and find nobody but

Uit little Chinese prostitute Shen Te. She proves indeed to

!ue the only human being who is thoroughly good, and the

rest of the story is that of her life after the gods set her up in

a little store with money of her own.

Very soon Shen Te finds herself imposed upon by the un-

scrupulous poor. A family of eight dumps itself on her door-
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step. She finds that the store is in a bad location, that the

rent is too high, that the tradesmen swindle her. Who is to

pay her bills? Shen Te is hustled by her housemates into

inventing a cousin named Shui Ta who is to settle her debts.

Our surprise when a Shui Ta arrives and does so is mitigated

by the discovery (made by the audience only) that he is

Shen Te wearing a mask. At first Shui Ta is intended to be

only a temporary helper. When he arranges for the mar-

riage of Shen Te to the wealthy banker Shu Fu it seems

that his services can be dispensed with. But no. The young

flier Yang Sun, too poor to pursue the art of flying, unable

to get a job, is about to hang himself from a willow tree

when Shen Te sees him and falls in love. They agree to

marry. Although Shui Ta discovers that Yang is marrying

chiefly for money, Shen Te does not seem able to resist him.

Only at the last moment, when she is certain that Yang Sun

will prevent her paying her debts in order to satisfy his am-

bitions with her money, does she draw back.

Returning to meet her monetary needs alone, and finding

herself pregnant, Shen Te again calls upon Shui Ta, who
rapidly becomes a Tobacco King, a successful capitalist pay-

ing starvation wages and overcrowding the living quarters

of his workers. Beginning at the bottom, Yang Sun works

his way up in Shui Ta's factory until he is a manager. Mean-

while Shen Te's time grows near. The waistline of Shui Ta
is seen to expand. Yang Sun hears a woman's sobbing in

Shui Ta's room and feels sure that Shen Te is imprisoned

there. Shui Ta is brought before a court of justice to ac-

count for his cousin's disappearance.

In the final scene of the play the three gods act as Shui

Ta's judges. Shen Te recognizes them. Asking for the court

to be cleared, she removes her mask and confesses all. But

the judges are not angry. They are glad to find their one

good human being again:

The First God. Say no more, unhappy woman! What are

we to think, we who are so glad to have found you againl

Shen Te. But I must tell you that I am the bad man
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whose misdeeds have been reported to you by everybody

herel

The First God. The good man whose good deeds have

been reported by everybodyl

Shen Te. No, the bad man too!

Shen Te is desperate. How is she to go on living?

What about her baby? The gods are not worried. "Only be

good and all will be well," is their parting counsel. Hymn-
ing the praises of the good woman of Setzuan, they ascend

into heaven on a pink cloud.

In other words it is impossible to be good, in the tradi-

tional sense of altruistic, gentle, loving, in a world that lives

by egoism, rapacity, and hate. A Christian might argue:

"You can't change the world. All you can do is to exercise

the Christian virtues in your own small circle." Brecht re-

plies: "This is topsy-turvy reasoning. Your small circle is

no circle but a segment of a large circle. The segment has

no independence. It can move only when the whole circle

moves. Only by altering the world can goodness be-

come practical." Shen Te wished to be kind. But on one

occasion she finds herself allowing an old couple to be ru-

ined because she does not pay her debt to them. On another

occasion she will not help a poor man to find redress for an

injury willfully inflicted by the Barber Shu Fu because at

the time she is trying to win Shu Fu's lucrative hand. In

order to survive, the good girl needs the assistance of the

brutal exploiter. And when she appeals to the gods she re-

ceives as answer: "Are we to confess that our laws are lethal?

Are we to repudiate our laws? Never! Is the world to be

changed? How? By whom? No: everything is all right."

The theme of The Good Woman of Setzuan is not hard

to grasp. Clarity is the first requisite of didacticism. The
surprising thing is the way Brecht makes his lessons into

works of art. Obviously there were many ways of bungling

the treatment of the Setzuan story. It could lose force

through being too quaint and charming. It could fall short

of art if the allegory weve too earnest and ponderous or if
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the propaganda were too eager and importunate. Brecht

manages to escape these pitfalls, and the result is something

entirely new in didactic theater. Although the message is

firm and sharp, it is not coaxed into us by pathos or thrown

at us in anger. It is worked out by craftsmanship, that is, by

Epic procedure and Brechtian characterization. The dia-

logue, delicate but not quaint, strong but not heavy, po-

etic but not decorative, is diversified with songs such as

only the poet Brecht could write. The mock naivete, the

speeches to the audience, the witty exchanges, the Chinese

conventions, go to make a rich texture and a rapid tempo.

The big scenes in the grand manner—such as the wedding

(which never takes place) of Shen Te and the final trial

scene—'give the piece a dignity and a spaciousness that

Brecht has perhaps only once before achieved—in his bio-

graphical play Galileo.

rv

The Caucasian Chalk Circle opens with a discussion of the

rights to a piece of land betwen two groups of Russians

who return to it after the Nazis have been driven out. The
question is: upon what principle should the question be set-

tled? The main action of the play is an answer to the ques-

tion.

During a civil war the governor's baby is abandoned by

its mother (who is more interested in saving her fine

clothes) and brought up by the servant girl Grusha. Like

Shen Te, Grusha is driven into wrong actions by sheer ne-

cessity. To guarantee the child a respectable home and a de-

cent upbringing, about all to free the child from being

thought her bastard, she consents to marry. After all, she

can say to herself, the prospective husband is ostensibly dy-

ing. Unfortunately the latter turns out to be very much
alive, and when Grusha's sweetheart returns from the wars

he finds her married and—apparently—a mother. Without

giving her a chance to tell him the whole story he leaves in
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despair. Her "bad" marriage, entered upon with "good"

motives, is having mixed results: bad for itself, bad for her

lover, good for the child. There are five acts, and this is the

end of the third.

The fourth act is the story of an eccentric low character

named Azdak. The vicissitudes of civil war make this al-

most Shakespearian rogue into a judge. He passes the most

unusual judgments—in a case of rape he holds the woman
responsible on account of her alluring buttocks—but they

always favor simple folk and not their exploiters. Act V is

the comedy of Azdak in his capacity of judge under the

rebel government. Later the original government is re-

stored and, since Azdak has by chance saved the life of one

of its high officials, he is reappointed judge under the re-

stored regime. One of the cases before him is that of Grusha,

charged with having stolen the late governor's child. Azdak

places the governor's wife and Grusha in a chalk circle with

the child; they are both to take hold of it; the one who pulls

hardest and gets the child out of the circle wins the law-

suit. The mother pulls violently and wins. Whereupon Az-

dak reverses the decision and gives the child to Grusha,

who loves the child too much to do it harm. He also gives

her a divorce so that she can marry her sweetheart and all

can end happily. The chorus states the principle

that what there is

shall belong to those who are good for it, thus

the children to the motherly that they prosper

the carts to good drivers that they are well driven

and the valley to the waterers that it bring forth fruit.

In general what I said in praise of The Good Woman of

Setzuan applies also to The Caucasian Chalk Circle, which

belongs next on the shelf to it. If there is an additional rea-

son to praise the latter, it is that it contains one of Brecht's

best-drawn characters

—

the inimitable Azdak. Now Brecht

has often been accused of a lack of interest in the individual,

and no doubt many a flippancy can be quoted from his es-
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says, notes, or conversation to this eflEect. We have seen that

the theorist Brecht professes that the individual is unreal

except as the sum of social relations. All the same the best

characters in his plays are individuals in a perfectly con-

ventional sense. They have the same quality as the charac-

ters in "bourgeois" and prebourgeois literature. Whatever

his intentions or his rationalizations, Brecht is not an out-

and-out collectivist who cannot see the individual trees for

the social wood.

There is a Brecht below the political level, a Brecht whose

traits gradually become clear to those who read all

his works. Henry James said: "When vigorous writers

have reached maturity, we are at liberty to gather from

their works some expression of a total view of the

world they have been so actively observing. This is the most

interesting thing their works offer us." And since some such

assumption has underlain my investigation of our greatest

modern playwrights Ibsen, Shaw, and Strindberg, I think it

applicable also to Brecht. The political Brecht is a social-

ist. Beneath the socialist is what we might call the Confu-

cian—by which I mean that Brecht's economic interpreta-

tion of human life, his materialism, is at the service of a

finely humane, ironic, salty appreciation of normal experi-

ence. When he defends the normal, the ordinary, and the

common, he is not therefore championing vulgarity and

mediocrity; he is championing human nature. It is this thai

makes the average socialist writing appear bourgeois by

comparison, for the average socialist writing is social-

ist only, so to speak, in terms of party policy. It is this that

makes Brecht a poet of democracy in a sense deeper than

that applied to the zealous supporters of particular causes.

It was complained against some of Brecht's early plays

that the people in them were unheroic and unsaintly, un-

satanic also and therefore "undramatic." Their life had none

of the memories or the high purposes of life in Shakespeare

or Ibsen. There may have been justice in the complaint.

Yet the point is that Brecht does not find "vegetative" life.
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that is, common, happy-go-lucky experience as disgusting

as did the elegant critics of the Weimar Republic. I do not

mean that he loves the suburbs or worships the workman.

Consider this little piece of his entitled "The Mask of Evil"'

An meiner Wand hdngt ein japanisches Holzwerk
Maske eines bosen Damons, bemalt mit Goldlack.

Mitfiihlend sehe ich

Die geschwollenen Stirnadern, andeutend

Wie anstrengend es ist, hose zu sein.

[On my wall hangs a Japanese woodcarving
Mask of an evil demon, painted over with gold.

Pityingly I see

The swollen veins of his brow intimating

How great a strain it is to be evil.]

This is a human and moral study. It is hard to be bad, evil

is a mask, it is natural to be good. Although in a world of

injustice and error, it is not easy to be natural—in fact it is

impossible, as we learn in The Good Woman of Setzuan—
that is no disproof of the original proposition. Before we
can be natural again, before we can be good, there will be

much struggle, and we ourselves will have swollen veins;

that is the political problem. Its presupposition is a Rous-

seauistic belief in the natural, an almost Chinese willingness

to rejoice in vegetative life.

Not that satisfaction in the processes of life is enough.

Brecht represents goodness also as dynamic. "Great is the

temptation of goodness," sings the chorus in The Chalk Cir-

cle as Grusha makes up her mind to save the governor's

child whatever the cost to herself. Temptation indeed! An
almost futile temptation in a society where justice can be

done only through flukes and eccentricities, only through

the canny, queer horse sense of the wise fool Azdak. Yet de-

spite the fact that "goodness is impossible" the Grushas

and the Shen Tes exist and from time to time succumb to

the fatal "temptation of goodness."
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The real character of Brecht might be illuminated by

comparison with Jean-Paul Sartre, a comparison of Epic

Theater, the theater of the outer eye, with Existential The-

ater, the theater of the inner eye. There is a basis for com-

parison in that, of the plays analyzed here, one by each

playwright gives a picture of things as they are and should

not be {No Exit and The Good Woman of Setzuan), and

by each playwright {The Flies and The Caucasian Chalk

Circle) shows the working out of positive and right moral

principles. The differences are obvious. The starting point

is different, the atmosphere is different, the philosophical

background is different, the style is different, the emphasis

is different. Brecht, I imagine, might easily think of Sartre

as—in Arthur Koestler's terminology—a yogi, a believer in

change purely from within, and Sartre might easily think

of Brecht as a commissar, a believer in change purely from

without.

We have to hope that both would be wrong. We saw that

Sartre's Zarathustrian exile is no escape, that Orestes is, on

the contrary, utterly engage, the self-fulfillment is for him a

moral and social as well as a personal and spiritual thing.

We can see too that Brecht does not always set up society

as an abstraction against the individual. His aim is to change

the world so that the goodness of a Shen Te can come into

effective existence. His preoccupation is the amiable com-

mon humanity of a water-carrier, the unsung heroism of a

member of the underground who has to accept ostracism

with a good grace after he returns from the concentration

camp, the enlarging of the area of human knowledge and

control at the hands of a Galileo.

"Neither the saint nor the revolutionary can save us,"

says Mr. Koestler, "only the synthesis of the two." If he

means that both the inner and the outer eye are necessary

to men, then nobody will disagree. Certainly these four plays

of Sartre and Brecht call for some combination of the two.
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Let US hope Sartre is no yogi. The yogi is an exile without

being engage. He could say with the immature Ores-

tes "what a superb absence is my soul." Let us hope Brecht

is no commissar. The commissar wants to have the world

changed—as in the end Shen Te does—but he has not Shen

Te's kindness as his motive, he is no victim to the "tempta-

tion of goodness." Both Brecht and Sartre are attempting

a synthesis of the individual and the social. They differ in

coming at it from opposite directions. Brecht comes to the

individual via the collectivity, Sartre comes to the collectiv-

ity via the individual.

They are rival revolutionaries. Brecht's revolution is

Marx's. It is "from without," for man is not independent of

"externals." Sartre's revolution is—shall we say Nietzsche's?

the Existentialists'? Christ's? It is "from within," for man is

not simply a piece of the landscape. Yet Sartre's "inner"

revolution leads to the liberation of Argos, and Brecht's

"outer" revolution would bring "inner" peace to Shen Te.

Sartre's hell is personal, yet a vote of censure against a

society is inferred. Brecht's hell—Setzuan—is social, yet it

is its meaning in individual lives that is measured. Perhaps

Sartre's argument starts from a metaphysic, but its signifi-

cance spreads out over the natural life of man. Perhaps

Brecht's argument is simply socialism, but its significance

is seen much more concretely, dramatically, poetically than

in so-called "proletarian literature". . . .

If the ideas in these Epic and Existential plays are not

incompatible, their dramaturgy makes one think that the

realistic and anti-realistic traditions may also be coming

closer together. We found in the last chapter that Sartre

was appreciably closer to realism than were his French pred-

ecessors. Brecht, for his part, has learned more from the

anti-realist theater than perhaps any other playwright who
aims at an accurate picture of the outer world. When, to

secure a more faithful version of the external world, Brecht

gave up more and more of the methods of stage realism in

favor of Chinese and other conventions he was using non-
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realistic techniques for realistic ends. He was mixing the

two primary elements of art—nature and convention—in a

new way. When his plays took the form of operettas and

fantasies, parables and moralities, he was approaching a syn-

thesis of what the realists and their antagonists had in-

tended.

"X," writes one of our critics, "brings to his form of di-

dacticism a creative and critical skill that has made ample

use of the three most vitalizing tendencies in contemporary

writing: the revolt against realism, the widening of the con-

tent of poetry, and the return to myth." X could be Sartre.

It happens to be Brecht. The work of both encourages one

to look forward. And even if there were no future for tragedy

and comedy, for realism and non-realism, the work of Sartre

and Brecht—in ways that are often different and sometimes

the same—would be an impressive apologia for the play-

wright as thinker.



So that the Fault lies not in the Audience's desiring Absurdi-

ties but in those who know not how to give 'em anything

else.

CERVANTES

/ do not know whether the university will some day turn out

playwrights; for the present, in all theatrical matters, the

university is certainly the place to look to.

HENRY BECQUE

AFTERWORD

Probably not many would join Mr. Bennett Cerf in denying

that the situation of the theater is today very problematic.

Most discussions of the problem go wrong not in denying

its existence but in regarding it as new and peculiar to our

generation, and thus in attributing it to some localized

cause, such as the rise of movies or the high Manhattan

rents. The theater is always a problem. Over a century ago

Carlyle wrote: "Nay, do not we English hear daily for the

last twenty years, that the Drama is dead, or in a state of

suspended animation: and are not medical men sitting on

the case, and propounding their remedial appliances, weekly,

monthly, quarterly, to no manner of purpose?" Such state-

ments are to be found not only in times of dramatic drought

but also in the harvest seasons. Looking back on the eight-

een-nineties today, we regard them as years of dramatic

achievement; Bernard Shaw's Dramatic Opinions, written at

the time, tell another story. We think of the Restoration

as the age of Congreve, yet the great comedian was very

inconspicuous in his own day, and his now acknowledged

masterpiece was a total failure on the stage. Shakespeare, the

most read and the most performed of all dramatists, may

232
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have been best known in his lifetime for his cheapest and
rawest plays (such as Titus Andronicus and Henry VI), and
a contemporary boasts that one of his best plays (Troilus)

was "never clapper-clawed by the palms of the vulgar."

The theater is always in trouble because its success de-

pends upon too rare a set of coincidences. A poem needs

only an author and a reader. A sonata needs a composer, a

performer, and a listener. Closer to the drama is the sym-

phony, which requires teamwork, co-ordination at the hands

of a conductor, a large audience, and a heap of money.

The drama, however, boasting of being a meeting place of

all the arts, requires a too rare conjunction of economic,

social, and artistic elements. Especially in its synthetic mani-

festations, which include everything in musical-choreo-

graphic-spectacular-mimetic-rhetorical theater from the

Greeks to Tannhduser and beyond, drama is the most im-

possible of the arts.

Yet the very citation of titles reminds us of its possibility.

The fact is that, while high theater has a harder time than

any other high art, the popular theater, dedicated to enter-

tainment, and today functioning chiefly on the screen and

over the air, is perpetually the most flourishing of the arts.

It is the art which most excites children, savages, and all who
are least conscious of artistic leanings. It seems to be an

inextinguishable and indispensable art, an addiction more

universal than smoking. It followed the doughboys to fox-

holes on tropical islands. It followed the doubly mechanized

divisions of the Third Reich. It lures the schoolboy twice a

week to the movies; it entices the student to turn on the

radio while pretending to study.

Entertainment has come to mean the redemption of lei-

sure time by a pleasing titillation of the senses and of that

small part of the brain which the simplest jokes call into

play. Entertainment is an infinitely complex industry de-

voted to the evocation of the crudest responses. In its pres-

ent form it presupposes an audience that is already tired,

inclined to be bored, probably not educated and certainly
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not cultured, yet not totally illiterate, but acquainted with

that segment of knowledge and sensibility provided by the

radio and the press. The power of entertainment in modern

life is shown by the fact that even the knowledge presup-

posed in entertainment is acquired through entertainment;

for what is modern reporting and propaganda if not a cun-

ning use of histrionic method in the commercial, political,

and educational spheres? All information is nowadays sup-

posed to be "entertainingly" presented, and the results are

evident in radio news reports and radio advertising, in the

screen popularization of musical and literary classics, and in

schools where the pupils expect to be entertained by the

teacher. The founders of democracy hoped and expected

that universal suffrage would mean a sober presentation of

issues to a people which would soberly weigh them. A recent

development, however, is the setting of political slogans to

cheap music and the staging of vast political pageants that

would be the envy of a Roman emperor. At the center of

these entertainments is the very symbol of entertainment

itself, the man-god, hero, and totem animal of modern civili-

zation, the film star.

The techniques of the theater, run wild, have taken over

every other branch of public communication, especially in

countries where industrialism and mechanization have gone

furthest. The Salvation Army began the application of the

methods of mass entertainment to religion, and visitors to

Aimee Semple MacPherson's Los Angeles Temple know
how far the idea has been carried since the days of General

Booth. Northcliffe and Hearst pursued the same art in poli-

tics, and Goebbels turned their skill into an industry. A
Nazi rally, where masses of soldiers saluted and applauded

and sang at given signals, where music, spectacle, and ora-

tory combined in a macabre Gesamtkunstwerk, and where

the master tragi-comedian himself played systematically

upon every group prejudice and stock response—this was

at once the apotheosis and the nemesis of entertainment.

Entertainment has almost been the death of all the arts.
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How could music hope to survive the onslaughts of the pop-

ularizers? What room is there for Beethoven in a world

where a hundred hacks make his music "more entertaining"

by removing his individuality? How could literature survive

the Saturday Evening Post? Recently a writer in that jour-

nal defended himself with the argument that Shakespeare

also was a popular writer, not afraid to use as material the

cliche absurdities of current convention. Great writers, he

argued, come out of the hard school of commercial writ-

ing, not out of coteries. The hardheadedness of the remark

and its one per cent of truth give it the color of plausibility;

and while criticism remains unhistorical the argument is not

easily disposed of. But history supplies the answers, and

they are germane to our theme. To be popular in an aristo-

cratic culture, like ancient Greece or Elizabethan England,

is quite a different matter from being popular in a middle-

class culture. Like Dr. Johnson, our critic is suspicious of

those who do not write for money. There is nothing wrong

with money: it all depends on what is demanded of you in

return. To earn his living Shakespeare had, for example, to

acquire a highly complex literary language, far above the

usage of his native Stratford; to earn his, the modern Post

writer has to unlearn anything he might have learned from

acknowledged classics, or from the depths of personal experi-

ence, and acquire the crude, vacuum-concealing lingo which

titillates the miseducated sensibility.

That is only one factor among many, but it permits us to

glimpse the difference between Elizabethan and modern cul-

ture. Industrialism, capitalism, and the democratic movement

created an unprecedented cultural situation; its problems

are the subject of all the anti-industrialist, anti-capitalist,

and anti-democratic literature which lovers of the arts

have written in the past hundred and fifty years. The es-

sence of the matter is that the extension of literacy to the

previously illiterate majority created, not a nation of philoso-

phers, but a nation of newspaper readers. In this context

popularity takes on a new meaning.
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Popularity is a flexible term and an impossible criterion.

Medieval and Chinese drama are "popular" in that they ap-

peal to a totally illiterate populace; the "popular" Post is

read by many college graduates and, perhaps, hardly at all

by the least educated classes for whom the funnies and

the pulps suffice. The pulps are "popular"; so is Somerset

Maugham. The difference can be gauged only by those who
recognize the cultural stratification which has taken place in

recent generations. While changes in the mechanics of com-

munication and the promotion of democratic and religious

ideas have in modern times brought men closer together,

other forces have wrenched them apart. One need hardly

mention nationalist politics, imperialist economics, and ra-

cial ideology. The same technology which brought men closer

through mechanized transport and telegraphy kept them

apart by the method of their manufacture, mass produc-

tion. The kind of man they created was portrayed by Charlie

Chaplin in Modern Times.

There is no need to linger over the general matter of mid-

dleclass culture. The point is that if the new conditions have

significance for the culture as a whole, they have all the

more significance for the drama, which has had the closest

link with the people, possibly, of all the arts. In the days be-

fore general literacy, the drama was, with the sermon, the

great bond between verbal culture and the people; in books

on the drama one constantly reads that drama is the least

esoteric, the most democratic of the arts. Drama critics are

indeed never tired of asserting that great drama belongs

to the people, and that obscurity and "rareness" are out of

place on the stage; theorists of the drama insist on the com-

munal character of theatrical experience and cite the soci-

ologist LeBon on the psychology of the crowd. Well and

good. But what becomes of the drama in an age like ours

when popular taste is debauched, when "entertainment"

has a monopoly of public attention, when greedy capital

controls production and consumption alike? Low-brow writ-

ers will repeat their argument that art, particularly dra-
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matic art, is always an adjustment of an artist's purpose to

public demand. But, as I have said, it all depends what is

demanded: if the public's demands, or the plutocrat's de-

mands, are degrading, we shall not have dramatic art at

all; which is the situation on Broadway today. To be sure,

drama depends on an audience, upon common human expe-

rience, upon crowd psychology; but there are crowds and
crowds. There is a difference between an audience of Athe-

nians at a time when the Athenian citizenry represented, or

so we are told, one of the peaks of human and social

development, an audience for whom a play was also an im-

portant rite, and a crowd of oddly miseducated twenti-

eth-century folk who for years have been subjected to

half-baked ideas and cheap sensations.

At this point someone will say that, at times when drama
flourished, audiences were not always Periclean. They were

often illiterate or frivolous or both. When Stanislavsky's au-

diences changed from the sophisticated upper classes of

Tsarism to the ignorant peasantry and proletariat of the

early Soviet years, this very aristocratic director was, after

initial apprehension, delighted by the spontaneity and keen

ness of the latter, even when the play performed was Tht
Cherry Orchard. Such facts prove that an ignorant audi'

ence can enjoy a great play. They do not prove that all ig-

norant audiences would enjoy that play or that even the

same ignorant audience would enjoy every great play. They
do not reveal how far such an audience understands the

play, nor do they help us to settle what for us is the great

problem, the problem not of the ignorant and illiterate but

that of the half-literate, the possessors of the little knowl-

edge which is a dangerous thing, the readers of the pulps

and the Hearst press, and even the comparative high-brows

who read Collier's and the Saturday Evening Post. Today it

is becoming hard to believe that any drama could satisfy the

canons of the most exacting criticism and also be popular.

Already in the nineteenth century, Matthew Arnold won-

dered whether drama had become an impossibility. The vul-
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garization and consequent social stratification of culture had

gone too far, he seems to have thought, and modern British

society in particular lacked the homogeneity which drama

requires. Some critics have met the situation by lowering

their standards. They consider the exacting critics too exact-

ing, and erupt occasionally in jibes against high-brows, aes-

thetes, sophisticates, and coteries. More disconcerting are the

arguments of those who are distressed by mediocrity and

yet are reluctant to draw revolutionary conclusions.

Theatre Arts, the only theatrical magazine of repute in

the English-speaking world, frequently publishes such aigu-

ments. One of its most intelligent writers, George Beis-

wanger, has gone so far as to discourage us from even trying

to make a home for drama in America. The drama, he ob-

serves, has little past and little present here, and there is no

reason to suppose that it will have a future
—"which may or

may not be too bad," he adds; "after all, there is no moral

compulsion, is there, for any one type or branch of art

to continue in existence?" Mr. Beiswanger thinks that

vaudeville will do instead of drama. "Such a masterpiece"

as Oklahoma! possesses a "perfection" which has "deep sub-

conscious roots." At last the Composite Art Work has tri-

umphed:

There is one stage today on which all the theater arts

unite in happy combination to produce theater that is

sheer, ample, and without inner tension or quarrel. I refer

again to the musical stage, to such natural triumphs of the

American theater imagination as Lady in the Dark and
Oklahomal Grant that these are not Shakespeare nor Eurip-

ides nor Dante. But they come close to being Aristophanes

or Moliire. Increasingly they approach opera. And they

are our own, genuine outpourings of American tempera-

ment, honest mirrorings of what we are. An age cannot

fight itself. It has to make what theater it can. . . .

Here is a revived and jazzified Wagnerism which does not

omit Wagner's nationalism and praise of the soil nor his be-

lief in the historical inevitability of his success. One is
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tempted to meet assertion with assertion by retorting

bluntly: Lady in the Dark is not comparable to as Tartuffe,

commercial musical comedy does not approach great opera.

. . . And what can an age do except fight itself? The great

minds of the modern age are the great fighters against the

modern age. An age can and must fight itself.

But the point in Mr. Beiswanger's argument which most

concerns us here is less fundamental. Mr. Beiswanger re-

joices in song and dance and decor, in the elan of stage per-

formance which, though indescribable, may yet be stronger

in one's experience than many a playwright's mere words.

The playwright's work Mr. Beiswanger, following pro-

fessional usage, calls a "script," and it is, he tells us, the

mere shadow of the theatrical reality. Mr. Beiswanger's way
of looking at things is symptomatic. His remarks remind us

of the fact that popularized Wagnerism is probably the most

widespread dramatic theory—or the most widely held pre-

conception—of our day. The assumption is that theater is

primarily a musico-visual art, an art of spectacle, movement,

and melody. It is ballet, it is opera. But it is not drama.

The actor is never at more than one remove from the

dancer. Unity and character are imposed upon this com-

posite art work by an artist-director.

Since the decline of naturalism some such theory has un-

derlain much of the most adventurous theatrical endeavor.

So as not to place all the responsibility of it on Mr. Beis-

wanger—who does not subscribe to every article of the doc-

trine—we can call the theory theatricalism. It goes back

to Max Reinhardt, who made the stage director a dictator

in the world of drama (though like dictators in politics he

was subject to approval by the men of money). Max Rein-

hardt began as an actor, and when he turned to dramatic

dictatorship he at first produced those plays which his ac-

tor's good instincts led him to approve: he introduced

Wilde, Maeterlinck, Wedekind, and Strindberg to a large

public. Theatricalism, however, led him astray, and he in-

troduced a yet wider public to The Miracle and a Shake-
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speare with elephantiasis. The name of Gordon Craig

should also come in again here. Where Reinhardt elevated

the director, Craig elevated the stage-designer above

the dramatist, and in one of his most vigorous flights of

theatricalism he succeeded in subordinating the twin genius

of Ibsen and Duse to his own megalomania. The final refu-

tation of Craig was that so many of his designs could not be

executed at all; they were pretentious fantasies. Reinhardt

ended by his losing contact with the drama, Craig by his

losing contact with the theater itself. The wheel had come

full circle.

The theatricalist view is even more suspect in its relation

to the actor. It is of course refreshing to realize anew that

the art of acting is akin to dancing, yet the devotion of ac-

tors to psychological analyses should not be interpreted as

a passing fancy of nineteenth-century realism. From the

Greeks to Ibsen the actor has represented, by elocution as

well as by movement, human character and human destiny.

There is no reason why he should forfeit the riches of his

heritage even for a dancer's birthright. When drama takes

on the abstract character of pure music or pure dance it

ceases to be drama; when, as a compromise, it tries to com-

bine the abstract with the concrete it is invariably the

drama, the words, that suffer. The words are the weakest

element in Oklahoma! They are the weakest ingredient in

the Wagnerian brew, though Wagner guarded against the

weakening by projecting as much as possible of the drama
into the music.

The theatricalists try to make drama without the help of

a dramatist. Even where the high theater has had most

scope—in Soviet Russia and Weimar Germany—there has

been more theatrical and technical than dramatic and cre-

ative talent. The expressionist playwrights scarcely exist with-

out the boon of a modernistic staging; it is the poverty of

such imagination that does indeed justify the critic in

speaking of scripts and libretti. Twenty years ago dozens of

books announced a theatrical renaissance which had either
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just begun in Russia or Germany or was about to flower in

America or England. The evidence of the renaissance was

chiefly drawn from stage-design and directing. . . .

I have already ventured the formulation: a drama not

verbalized is a drama not dramatized. The dramatist not

only charts out a plan of procedure, he conceives and real-

izes a work of art which is already complete—except for tech-

nical reproduction—in his head, and which expresses by

verbal image and concept a certain attitude to life. He is a

writer, a poet, before he is a musician or a choreographer.

Wagner of course showed that many dramatic elements can

be embodied in orchestral music; silent movies showed how
much can be done with the visual element alone; but if you

add Wagner to Eisenstein and multiply by ten you still do

not have a Shakespeare or an Ibsen. This is not to say that

drama is better than music, dancing, or the visual arts. It is

different.

The comparison of a script to a musical score is apt inso-

far as performance is the proper mode of presentation for

both; and it is true that the director's function is properly

that of the conductor, namely, to be utterly faithful and sub-

ordinate to the composer. Yet if the comparison be sub-

mitted to the crude test of common experience it is mani-

festly inexact. Even the professional musician does not read

scores with ease or relish; but from our childhood we have

innocently cherished the "scripts," however shadowy, of

Shakespeare. Are we to forfeit that pleasure at the bidding

of even very unacademic theorists?

Here we abut upon the old and vexed theme of the read-

ing of plays as opposed to seeing them in the theater. The
spokesmen of "theater arts" have rendered good service in

insisting that good drama is always good theater and should

therefore be performed; but Mr. Beiswanger gives the show

away (almost literally) when he argues that good theater is

always good drama or that, if it is not, drama does not mat-

ter anyway. The defenders of the arts of the theater are in-

fected by the commodities of the theater once they forget
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that all the arts of the theater are means to one end: the

correct presentation of a poem. It goes without saying

that a dramatic poem is a particular kind of poem; that the

dramatic poet must visualize stage action in all its intricacy;

and that there is such a thing as undramatic poetry, as the

theatricalists always remind us; I am reminding them—since

they end by throwing out poetry altogether—that there is

also dramatic poetry. Now poetry which is dramatic, being

shaped to the human throat, and directed at the human
heart and head, cannot but be readable. What are the great

theatrical pieces which make boring reading? Is Oklahoma!

an instance? If so, it is comforting to know that the plays of

Shakespeare, Congreve, Moli^re, Ibsen, and Shaw are not.

Even O'Neill, prince of melodramatists, is highly readable.

It seems that the dichotomy of theatrical and dramatic is

questionable. Closet dramas, the dramas which supremely are

offered to us as dramatic reading matter, are seldom good

poems of any kind and therefore are seldom good reading;

yet—to confuse us further—one classic instance of this

genre, Tennyson's Becket, was a stage favorite of that most

theatrical genius, Henry Irving.

What is behind theatricalism? The dichotomy of theater

and drama existed as early as the eighteenth century. As the

public was stratified into what we now call high- and low-

brows, the theater was similarly split. While Iffland and

Kotzebue found it easy to amuse the public with their cheap

wares Goethe learned to look upon the theater, well as he

served it, with a certain disdain, and when the duke's mis-

tress insisted on staging a play featuring a performing dog

Goethe left the theater for good. The younger generation

of German writers (and I pick out Germany because it

was at that time theatrically the most flourishing country)

made of literature an antithesis to drama. They followed

Goethe in writing plays that were too cumbersome for pro-

duction; but they did not inherit any of his genius, and the

literary play earned at this early date a name for dullness

and pedantry. In this situation, as in ours today, the one
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thing needful was a reaffirmation of dramatic essentials.

Two more Germans, Otto Ludwig and Friedrich Hebbel,

provided it in the forties and fifties. Though these two

proficient playwrights and superb dramatic theorists were

antagonists, they had a common goal: to appeal from the

drama of artifice to an as yet unborn drama of substance.

Since then every serious dramatist has had to run the gaunt-

let between those who feared that he was too theatrical to

be poetic and those who feared that he was too poetic to be

theatrical. In our own time T. S. Eliot was provoked by the

antipoetic William Archer into reaffirming that poetry is not

necessarily undramatic. Bertolt Brecht goes yet further in

denying that lyric and narrative verse are necessarily out

of place on the stage.

In the arts, as in religion, no single, double, or triple re-

affirmation is ever enough, and today we need reminding

of the essentials as much as ever. I have been arguing that

the part of the devil has in our time been played by the-

atricalism, which has now penetrated as far from Broadway

as the literary quarterlies. Of course a play is a play; but

this simple axiom—which is the only truth behind theatri-

calism—should not need so much promotion. Studies, such

as Stark Young's, of the artistic values in the subsidiary

arts of the theater are useful if you have also Mr. Young's

literary sense. Today we see the results of placing the em-

phasis on the arts of the theater—on each separate instru-

ment, or on the conductor, but not on the composition. After

a moving performance of Rosmersholm at the Yale Drama
School, I heard the students comment on everything except

Ibsen's lines and Ibsen's meaning. The young men and

women could lecture you on lighting, costumes, decor, acting,

direction, but it seemed not to matter what was being lit, cos-

tumed, decorated, acted, and directed. Textbooks on drama

remain bad. Such criticism as exists is impressionistic or in-

spirational, and one reads such evasive sentimentalities as:

"The best criticism of a play is a production of it." Criticism

is not a substitute for a production; it ought to be a pre-
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requisite for all participants in a production. Most of great

drama is now relegated to the colleges, but our modern

professors are often more antiacademic than Broadway it-

self. Campus producers, who have the opportunity of pre-

senting any play irrespective of the box office, voluntarily

produce pure box-office commodities, lukewarm from Broad-

way, in the pathetic belief that this is real theater and not

mere literature.

What are the simple essentials to which we should return

and what are the revolutionary conclusions to which we
are impelled? I have said that drama is the most exacting of

the arts, and if we think on the usual scale and on the usual

lines this is undeniable. Yet there is point too in recalling

Goethe's remark to the effect that the essentials of theater

are two boards, four barrels, and a handful of actors. In

some ways the theater is incredibly complex and will remain

so; in others it is simple to the point of crudity, and the-

atricalists have dressed up a wide-eyed lass in the garb of a

courtesan. Otto Ludwig put Goethe's thought slightly less

simply when he said that the drama consists of uniting the

two arts of poetry and acting. Two arts; and they do not

include the arts of directing and stage-design. The dramatist

is a poet—that is, an imaginative writer of verse or prose

—

who transmits his work through gesturing elocutionists.

Keep close to these elements and you will be able to main-

tain an essential distinction between drama and the pure

spectacle of silent movies. The sound movie is different.

There might be drama on the talking screen, though the

attempted elimination of acting in current movies is anti-

dramatic. There is of course character acting in most movies,

but the "normal" parts are just stars presenting themselves

in different costumes. On the stage the "straight part"

is also transmitted through the actor's own personality,

but the interest of his performance consists in the compro-

mise he makes between himself and his role (synthesis

might be a better metaphor) in the practice of a craft

which we are aware of as such. Eventually the screen may
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unlearn its illusionism, yet the stage will retain immense ad-

vantages in nonillusionistic performance, advantages arising

from the psychic contact between the living actor and his

audience.

Hollywood has been expert in many ways, but it has

never attended to the two basic requirements of drama: it

is against poetic imagination and it will not let actors act.

(Such an achievement as Victor McLaglen's performance

in The Informer is a rare event indeed.) But should the

screen be dramatic? We know the party line of the Higher

Critics of the movie: plays should not be transferred to the

screen, so runs the tale, for the screen will develop its own
art forms according to its own potentialities. There can be

no objection to this line of thought even though we suspect

that the antiliterary prejudice—which is a prejudice

against culture itself—is again at work. Only what are the

potentialities of the talking screen? They differ from those

of the silent screen in adding the dimension of dialogue

—

which, potentially, is poetry. Actually the screen has suffered

not by being literary but by being theatricalist. Many an

MGM movie is a Reinhardt show.

To obtain the simple essentials—trained acting and a

real dramatic script—we may have to stay outside the theater

as it is now financed and organized, and accept a special,

limited audience. This is not a snobbish plan, for the spe-

cial, limited audience may consist of trade-unionists or of

college students or of unemployed. It may well be a more

earthy audience than that of Broadway where the cheapest

seat is usually $1.20. The audience at a "popular" Broadway

play is not popular. It consists of a fairly well-to-do class of

citizens who insist on their usual diet; if they enjoy an un-

usual dish (as I noticed at a performance of The Skin of

Our Teeth) it is for the wrong reasons. Nor is the provincial

audience much better. Many amateur groups that began

with good intentions soon submitted to pressure and started

giving Broadway plays. At this point theatricalism is seen

in its true colors: it is a "high-brow" rationalization of
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"low-brow" taste in drama. Since the pundits are all theat-

ricalists now, there is no one to give a lead. You may study

drama for years in drama departments and still not know a

good play from a bad. To prefer Wedekind to Maxwell

Anderson would be thought outrageous snobbery by many
professors (if they had heard of Wedekind).

I have tried to show that Henrik Ibsen, the so-called fa-

ther of modern drama, was never more a poet than in his

last prose plays, which are highly subjective and obscure. If

we follow the history of high drama since Ibsen we shall find

that most of it is minority drama, written for small theaters,

demanding from its audience considerable sophistication,

knowledgeability, and refinement, if not also such a com-

mand of politics, economics, philosophy, or religion, as the

readers of popular magazines would not care to be cum-

bered with. After Ibsen came Strindberg, who founded his

Intimate Theater at Stockholm and, taking a tip from Rein-

hardt, invented the Chamber Play on the analogy of cham-

ber music; his dramaturgical writings, in particular the

preface to Miss Julia, lay down the principles of a new art.

The great organizations through which we have a modern

drama at all—the Theatre Libre, Freie Biihne, Independent

Theater, the Abbey Theater, the Moscow Art Theater, the

Provicetown Players, were all minority organizations, and

most of them not very "successful" at that. In performing

the modern masterpieces in improvised conditions before a

handful of enthusiasts in a Little Theater one is fully in the

spirit of the modern dramatists. One is succeeding. It is

those who go to the academy to study Broadway who fail.

Having as our aim the production of good plays, and

recognizing the present economy of the theater for what it

is, we are led to the Little Theater as to a home. The term

includes every kind of small theater which by choosing good

plays declines competition with the commercial houses. It
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may be a busy, year-round repertory theater run profession-

ally. It may limit itself to a few productions organized by

professionals in their spare time. It may be the hobby of

amateurs. It may be part of a college curriculum. In protest

against the commercial theaters, all these forms of noncom-

mercial theater have been formed in growing numbers over

the past sixty years. In England and America the virtual

elimination of provincial theaters by the cinema was the

greatest challenge that the noncommercial theater had ever

received. The challenge was taken up in hundreds of towns.

Although in many places the results were encouraging, at

least for a time, in the end few of the Little Theaters were

governed by uncompromising devotion to drama. We live in

a society where money rules the minds as well as the bodies

of men. Those whom Broadway and Hollywood do not con-

trol economically they lure and dominate spiritually. Many
Little Theaters have succumbed. Some, with more or less

sincerity, blame it on their audiences. Others work out far-

fetched arguments for what they are doing. The Little The-

aters have become links in a chain store which has its head-

quarters in New York City. One Little Theater manager of

my acquaintance refused to read the manuscript of an un
performed play on the grounds that if it were good it would

have been done on Broadway. Compare the programs of any

Little Theater you know with those of the same theater

twenty years ago and you will, nine times out of ten, notice

a deterioration.

It is discouraging. So many things in the theater are dis-

couraging that any man of sense would give up. But the

theater is a femme fatale, and for those who feel her fascina-

tion the question: what is to be done? has perpetually to be

asked and perpetually to be answered affirmatively.

If the problem is to make a small theater with solely ar-

tistic aims, then one of the places to apply the pressure in

America today is the university. Not—as I have acknowl-

edged—that all is well there. But the university's problems

are less insoluble than those of the commercial world. A
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township may fail to support a Little Theater from sheer

lack of funds or from sheer lack of interest in "high-brow"

art. In the township the economic problem will always be

acute in one way or another. Forgetting that Christ and the

Provincetown Players were born in a stable, people build

too lavish a theater and then complain that their minority

public is too small to keep it going. With few exceptions lo-

cal Little Theaters either go bankrupt or they go Broadway.

The same is true of the avant-garde theaters of New York.

A college theater, on the other hand, may be less dependent

on moneyed interests and on the general public.

My prescription for the ideal Little Theater is that the

owners appoint as its director a man who respects and un-

derstands old and new dramatic art and that it give him ab-

solute power. After a given term they can dismiss him if they

do not approve; while the term is still on he should be in

full control. What kind of programs would our ideal direc-

tor sponsor? Ideas of a perfect repertory vary, and there is

no need to lay down a scheme in a vacuum. We might in-

deed venture the opposite kind of generalization and declare

that no rigid scheme is desirable. A Little Theater should

not be, for example, wholly given over to Shakespeare pro-

duction, as the Oxford University Dramatic Society has been.

Nor should it limit itself to new plays as the Theatre Libre

did. The chief function of the Theatre Libre was to help

along young authors who might later succeed on the com-

mercial stage. It was lucky enough to fall in with a new and

significant movement in the history of the drama. A small

town theater that tried to emulate it would undoubtedly

find itself producing plays that would do little good either

to the actors or the audience.

The Little Theater should beware of totally excluding on

principle anything but the current commodities of Broadway

and the hopeful efforts of our friend who has written a play.

Taking a vast area of dramatic literature for our province

we might demarcate four particular sections: first, master-

pieces from the Oriental and ancient Greek drama to the
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eighteenth century; second, productions of such new plays

as are of evident merit or of possible importance as experi-

ments; third, productions from the modern repertoire since

Biichner, which, though not necessarily new, is still largely

untried and unknown, the great body of drama which this

book has done something toward describing; the fourth

—

the only part where merit is not a major consideration

—

might consist of plays of historical interest, for the Little

Theater is the only place where we can see plays of the re-

moter past which are not masterpieces. Within the four fields

the choice of plays will obviously be governed by many prac-

tical considerations such as the possibilities of the available

stage and the number, quality, and nature of the actors on

hand. Beyond such dictates of necessity or common sense I

have only one general recommendation: that plays be chosen

which we would otherwise have little chance of seeing. This

means avoiding the guidance of old programs and of school

anthologies of the drama, which have not only repelled gen-

erations of students by their mass, weight, and double col-

umns, but have established a deadening kind of critical or-

thodoxy by endlessly reprinting the same plays.

It would be a pleasure to elaborate a plan for a Little The-

ater. But the material is sufficient for my present purpose if

I have made it clear what kind of minority theater can exist

here and now without our having to wait for a social revolu-

tion or the second coming of the Lord. It remains to con-

sider how the minority theater fits into the broader scheme

of things.

I know from experience what the objection to my plan

will be: it is "undemocratic." It is for the superior few. Is

the theater as an art to have no general and popular func-

tion? A first retort to this is Oscar Wilde's pronouncement:

"Art should never try to be popular. The public should try

to make themselves artistic." Or, as Chekhov put it in one

of those delightful letters of his: "You must not lower Go-

gol to the people, but raise the people to the level of Gogol."

In the popularizations of the classics as perpetrated by Holly-
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wood we see the consequence of art's trying to be popular,

the consequences of lowering Gogol to the people. But I can

imagine an objector saying: "What are you doing to raise

the people to the level of Gogol? You seem chiefly occupied

with Gogol himself and with those who are already on

that level. What of the others?" One answer to this is that

culture cannot be imposed on people any more than democ-

racy can. Democracy cannot be imposed by a master since

democracy means that a people has no master. It possesses

itself. Culture means that the individual possesses himself;

culture is made part of a man by training and habit and

will. That is why Wilde said: "The public should try to

make themselves artistic," and not: "The public has to be

made artistic."

There are other difficulties. Many people who talk of rais-

ing others to the level of Gogol are not at the level of Gogol

themselves, or, if they are, they proceed to lower themselves

to the level of those whom they are trying to raise. Conse-

quently no raising takes place. You cannot raise others

above your own level. If therefore there are those who cham-

pion the level of excellence it behooves them to stand as near

that level as possible. No compromise can be permitted. Talk

of raising the masses is mere demagogy in the mouth of a

man who does not claim—in stated respects at least—to be

superior. Without the prior existence of standards of excel-

lence, without the prior existence of minority culture, no

general development is possible. Without aristocracy, no de-

mocracy.

If we have already a small theater with the highest artistic

standards it is time to talk of a People's Theater too. The
latter should follow in the wake of the former. In the same

letter in which Chekhov ridicules the idea of lowering Go-

gol to the people, he writes: "Apropos of the popular thea-

ters and popular literature—all that is foolishness, sugar

candy for the people." How true this is our "popular" arts

on stage, screen, and on the air can today bear witness. On
the other hand, when Chekhov wrote about the theaters of
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Moscow he said: "There are theaters enough for the intel-

ligentsia and the middle-class public in Moscow, and if there

is a need for an additional theater it is for a People's Thea-
ter." The gist of this is not that slaves deserve their circuses

when the aristoi have their temples of enlightenment, but

that a People's Theater will be a fraud if it is not guided by

taste and intelligence.

Let us not be half-hearted in support of the idea of a Peo-

ple's Theater which, like the Little Theaters, will exist out-

side the orbit of commercial theater. If we look forward to

any sort of democratic future we must wish not only to

eliminate Philistine opposition to minority culture, but at

the same time to help the people raise themselves to the level

of Gogol. To raise them, I have said, is impossible. The
function of education is to help men to raise themselves. In

addressing itself to this end the People's Theater is funda-

mentally different from the Little Theater. While the Lit-

tle Theater aims at maintaining the highest standards, the

People's Theater aims at the raising of low standards in a

manner that is pleasant, unpatronizing, and unobtrusive. In

this enterprise the Federal Theater in the thirties was a fine

piece of pioneering. Its record shows that it neither sur-

rendered to Broadway—nor was unpopular. The People's

Theater is a unique democratic adventure which can only

be understood as a quite different institution from both

"high-brow" and "low-brow" institutions.

"The first requisite of the People's Theater," Romain Rol-

land wrote in his classic manifesto Le Theatre du Peuple,

"is that it must be a recreation." Not all plays suited to a

Little Theater will be in place here. That popular art has

degenerated into a "show business" for the tired business-

man is not to say that it could ever be the diametrical oppo-

site of this, as is the theatre intime of the dramatic expert.

Even if we could wipe off overnight the cultural margarine

which modern civilization has smeared over the masses,

there would still be little concern among people whose prime

business in life is nonartistic for the plays of a modernist
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avant-garde. Art must necessarily be one thing to the intel-

lectual who gives his professional attention to it and quite

another to the rest of mankind. For the nonprofessional art

is at best a recreation and a hobby; it cannot therefore be

too exacting. To recognize this fact one need not follow

those who conclude that undemanding art with wider appeal

is also superior to other work. The less exacting is after all

only the less exacting. Yet there is this to be said on the

other side. Although in these days we have to be on our

guard against slippery smoothness and false simplicity, we
should also recall the possibility of an acceptable and proper

crudity. Indeed it is the rawest bits of our movies and Broad-

way plays that usually are the best. In the low comedian a

fresher and richer popular art survives. Such a feature should

not be unnoticed by the director of a People's Theater. A Peo-

ple's Theater cannot be solemn or sedate. It should throw its

weight about. Its comedy can be coarse without prurience

and light without slickness. It can ignore subtle psychologi-

cal plays about the neuroses of the intelligentsia such, let us

say, as Schnitzler's admirable Intermezzo. It does not need

to be told that the poor are very poor indeed in naturalistic

plays of compassion addressed to the lachrymal glands of

the rich.

No. The People's Theater diflEers from commercial theater

in conforming to Romain Rolland's second demand: "the

theater ought to be a source of energy." Today men spend

tremendous energy upon sports and gadgets and resort to a

book or a "show" only when they are too tired for anything

else. Over a century ago Schiller complained that in the

theater the muse "takes to her broad bosom the dull-witted

scholar and the tired business man and lulls the spirit into a

magnetic sleep by warming up the numb senses and gently

rocking the imagination." The radio and the movies have in-

creased this passivity a hundredfold. It can be broken down
by a People's Theater. Those who saw certain productions

of the Federal Theater saw that even a modern mass audi-
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ence can be roused from the somnolescence which has be-

come the traditional tribute paid by the public to art.

The third and last of Rolland's requisites for a People's

Theater has much to do with the means by which energy is

aroused. "The theater," he says, "ought to be a guiding light

to the intelligence." Didacticism in the theater! The very no-

tion is enough to set some people aggressively snoring. Nev-

ertheless it is chiefly through drama with a Tendenz—or

axe to grind—that energy has been infused into modern au-

diences. One might cite Reinhardt again. He was no propa-

gandist. He sought for aesthetic reasons to break down the

separateness of actor and audience by using a circus ring

instead of a peep-show stage with a proscenium. The possi-

bilities of this experiment became clear through his produc-

tions of Danton by Rolland and Danton's Death by Biichner

in which the experience of his massed actors merged with

that of his mass audience in the gigantic Theater of the

Five Thousand. Perhaps inadvertently, the power of political

drama was revealed. Reinhardt is a great founder of Little

and of People's Theater.

Of yore the theater was a violent place where vegetables

were hurled at the actors. In France a play could be the oc-

casion of riots and political crises. Passing over plays like

A Doll's House and Galsworthy's Justice, which allegedly

hastened social legislation, it was not perhaps till the Bol-

shevik Revolution that the theater—in several parts of the

world—became again a center of social excitement. The
books on Soviet Theater are one long testimony to this fact.

Outside Russia echoes have been heard. At the Piscator pro-

duction of Ernst Toller's Hoppla! wir leben! in Berlin, 1927,

when the mother said, "There's only one thing to do—either

hang oneself or change the world," the youthful audience

burst spontaneously into the "Internationale" and kept it up

(an ambiguous compliment to the performance!) till the

end of the play. Aesthetically very limited, the leftist theater

of America in the thirties managed sometimes so to chime
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in with the convictions of the audience as to awaken a sim«

ilar militant exultation. In the extraordinary social dynamics

of the large theater we have a factor that little concerns the

art theater but that is very much the concern of a People's

Theater.

The political theater is not solely of political interest. It is

through politics that the modern drama occasionally be-

comes a People's Theater. The political shade of the mes-

sage is a matter for a political discussion. What is of more

interest here is the fact that political theater can by touching

the spectator's everyday interests rouse him from his torpor

till he becomes alert, inquisitive, and then pleased, angry,

contemptuous, or whatever, according to plan. This at least

the social theater of America in the thirties did show. In the

twenties it was more in making lively contact with the au-

dience's daily experience than in stating political dogmas

that Piscator's Epic Theater made an—in many ways—aus-

picious beginning. Bertolt Brecht's Epic Theater hopes ta

make a big contribution to the People's Theater of the fu-

ture. Its unorthodox interpretation of theatrical psychology

is an attempt to replace the theater of trance and thrill with

a rational theater. But if Brecht talks of rationality he is

far from having in mind the "sophisticated," difficult kind

of play which is necessarily limited to the art theater (let us

say such a piece as Denis Johnston's The Old Lady Says

No!). He has in mind the kind of rational question which

might mean more to the average spectator than does the

"unintellectual" sob stuff which the movies provide.

"I do not like plays to contain pathetic overtones"—to cite

Brecht's dictum again
—

"they must be convincing like court

pleas. The main thing is to teach the spectator to reach a

verdict." This is an overstated repudiation of modern en-

tertainment (including its most pretentious products with

their spurious sublimities) which also hints at some of the

possibilities of a People's Theater. Brecht is one of the few

serious playwrights who have thought much of People's

Theater as a new art which is not to be created by the vul-
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garization of older art but by means proper to itself. He
agrees with our newspaper critics that the play should not

be written for literary men who will discuss its artistic mer-

its but for ordinary men who will discuss its subject matter.

The correct prolongation of a Brecht play is a discussion of

the matter involved. The audience does not ask: is it good?

or even: what does it mean? but: is it true? does it work?

Epic Theater is at present an affair for the Little Theater;

in the long run its place is likely to be in a People's Thea-

ter. The two types of noncommercial theater, though impor-

tantly distinct, are not absolutely unconnected. If the nature

of each is respected there can and should be give and take

between them. Up to the present both have suffered through

being confused with each other. Enterprises which ought to

have been People's Theaters have suffered from the "high-

brow" policies of managers who took them for Little Thea-

ters or just did not understand any sort of distinction

between the two. On the other hand, organizations that

seemed cut out for Little Theater work have prated of tak-

ing drama to Middle-Western farmers or some other victims

of their philanthropic lust. There is need here for clarity on

the cultural structure of modern society.

The body of this book is about playwrights and what they

have to say. In the Foreword and in this Afterword I have

sketched the living context of modern drama. Throughout

all sections of the book a pedagogic—I hope not an objec-

tionably academic—attitude is present and unabashed. I sym-

pathize with the reader's probable prejudice against didacti-

cism. None of us likes to fall into the hands of doctrinaires.

If in the twenties men had a grudge against writers for their

nonpartisan "irresponsibility," today we are getting our fill

of pious advocacy. A decade or more of intense propaganda

—red, pink, or merely religious—has made us very suspi-

cious of uplift. All of which is to say that didacticism has

been so degraded and perverted that we have come to hate

didacticism itself. Because poison has been found in our

medicine bottles we have come to view medicine with suspi-
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cion. Or, if we do not doubt the medicine, we doubt that

the theater is an adequate dispensary. As a teacher, it may
be felt, the playwright is in a very weak position. The pam-

phleteer and the novelist certainly seem to have the better of

him. The trouble is—so this argument runs—that the thea-

ter is a place people go to be amused. Their serious moods

they keep for the study. When they go to the theater it will

either be to a piece of nonsense frankly regarded as such or

to a classic like Hamlet (complete with Maurice Evans)

which also will leave them unmolested. Indeed, it is felt, one

might go to the theater for almost any reason save for il-

lumination.

There is wholesome sense and too much truth in this ar-

gument. Yet I think it can have decisive force only if the

drama has no future at all. For although the "theater of

ideas" has developed chiefly since Hebbel, in a broader sense

the playwright has always been a thinker, a teacher, or, in

modern jargon, a propagandist. Born out of Greek religion,

reborn out of medieval Catholicism. Occidental drama has

almost never rid itself of its admonitory tone and its Salva-

tionist spirit. We have seen how middle-class drama arose

from the high moral intentions of the eighteenth century.

Rousseau's two theatrical ideas—popular festivals and edu-

cation through the theater—were taken up by the revo-

lutionaries of 1789, who laid down a precedent for the

Bolsheviks by their belief in the propagandist power of the

theater. Belief in the strength of the artistic theater is not

confined to ambitious playwrights. It is confirmed by realis-

tic statesmen: Hitler was just as convinced of it as Lenin.

The feeling that the theater is necessarily impotent is mainly

due to a sense of the current heart failure of the Little The-

aters and the prostitution of the big. It need not be so.

Looking at the theater of the moment, one is hard not to

conclude that dramatic art is dead. I have not advocated try-

ing to revive the dead theater, but rather setting up Little

Theaters and People's Theaters independently of the theatri-

cal industry. Perhaps Little Theaters can best be established
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on the campuses. Perhaps People's Theaters can be estab-

lished only with government subsidy; let us hope that this

is not to put them permanently outside the realm of possi-

bility.

As for the playwright, life will be hard for him. Yet he

will persevere. "The silkworm," as Hebbel put it, "does not

stop spinning because woolen stuff is the fashion, and the

dramatic spirit does not stop creating because the theater is

closed to it." If the theater is dead, long live the drama.



NOTES

—TO THE FOREWORD TO THE FOREWORD

The first British edition (1948) contained the following state-

ment:

—

... In America this book was called The Playwright as Thinker.

The title proved doubly misleading. The more literary critics

declared that I considered content, and especially thought, more
important than form. Communist critics, on the other hand,

called the title a fraud on the grounds that my book seemed to

them to say more for form than for content. Actually, I come
forward with no new theory about the relation of form to con-

tent. This book is a general discussion of drama since about 1800

and principally since 1880. It takes as its starting-point the

undoubted fact that ideas are much more prominent in modern
than in older drama; it sliows that some modern plays are "drama
of ideas" in the special sense that the ideas are not simply used

but questioned and discussed; but it does not suggest that an
Ibsen or a Shaw or a Pirandello can be a successful playwright

by mere brainpower or idea-mongering. It assumes esthetic cri-

teria and defends the thinking playwright, not against Shake-

speare and Sophocles, but against the unthinking playwrights of

Broadway and West End. It tries to suggest a perspective by pick-

ing out from the mass of modern playwrights the four who have

*58
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been, historically, most important: Wagner, Ibsen, Strindberg,

and Shaw . . . The book is not a comprehensive listing of all

good modern dramatists. There was no place in the scheme even

for some of my own favorites. The book is a sketch, a preliminary

survey. It is meant to be informative and suggestive. It is not

meant to finish the jobs which it begins. Since the scheme is broad
and general, I had little room for exact and detailed analysis of

particular works. The nearest I came to this was the chapter

entitled "Varieties of Comic Experience." I hope the book has

some value as history. I have tried to see the drama as part of

the life of the dramatists and as part of the life of our times . . .

—TO THE FOREWORD

Page xvi Thornton wilder, Clifford odets,
AND EUGENE O'NEILL . . . CHIEFLY PROMIS-
ING. The reader who wishes to take these playwrights more
seriously than I is referred to their most intelligent cham-
pions. Wilder is praised in "Expressionism—Twenty Years

After," by A. R. Fulton, Sewanee Review, Summer 1944, and
in "Thornton Wilder's Theater," by H. Adler, Horizon,

August 1945. Odets is discussed in deadly earnest by Ken-
neth Burke in an essay "By Ice, Fire, or Decay?" included in

his book The Philosophy of Literary Form (Baton Rouge,

La., 1941) and by Harry Slochower in a section of his No
Voice Is Wholly Lost (New York, 1945) entitled "Through
the Lower Depths." As to O'Neill, I would defend the

apparent impudence of calling him merely "promising" with

this statement which O'Neill made to Barrett H. Clark a

few years ago: "All the most dramatic episodes of my life

I have so far kept out of my plays, and the majority of the

things I have seen happen to other people. I've hardly begun
to work up all this material, but I'm saving up a lot of it

for one thing in particular, a cycle of plays I hope to do
some day."

O'Neill goes on to indicate that this cycle will dwarf every-

thing that he—or perhaps anybody else?—has done before:

"There'll be nine separate plays, to be acted on nine succes-

sive nights; together they will form a sort of dramatic auto-

biography, something in the style of War and Peace or Jean-

Christophe." And again: "There will be many plays in it

and it will have greater scope than any novel I know of. Its

form will be altogether its own—a lineal descendant of

Strange Interlude in a way, but beside it Interlude will

seem like a shallow episode."
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For a further note on O'Neill, and on the literature about

O'Neill, see page 272flE. below.

Page xix Since Georg Brandes most Scandinanvian writers have

classed ibsen and bjornson together. In one of the

better books on modern drama {The Modern Drama, New
York, 1915) Ludwig Lewisohn says of Shaw: "This remark-

able writer is not, in the stricter sense, a creative artist at

all." Lewisohn names Galsworthy as the leading English

dramatist, claiming that his "dialogue is the best dramatic

dialogue in the language." The self-conceit of henry
ARTHUR JONES is most conspicuous in his controversies

with Shaw and Wells. It is also evident in The Renascence

of English Drama and The Foundations of a National

Drama. As for w i l l i a m archer, if he helped to make
Ibsen famous in England, he also shackled the master with

his ponderous English and thus delayed the real under-

standing of Ibsen's genius. Consistently belittling s h a w
("a born meliorist and wit instead of a born dramatist," "an
imperfect ventriloquist," "he had not much innate dramatic
instinct") he championed pin erg as "the regenerator of

the English drama" and "the brilliant and even daring

pioneer of a great movement." His book The Old Drama
and the New (London, 1922) hindered the recognition of

legitimate modernity in drama by basing the defense of

Ibsenite realism partly on Philistinism. Although he dared
not attack Shakespeare, Archer did attack the rest of Eliz-

abethan drama with such arguments as this: "Of course I

am not blaming the Elizabethans for living in an uncivilized

and unsanitated age: I am only saying that it was, even
artistically, their misfortune and not their merit." As for

us of the twentieth century: "we are living not in a period
of decadence, but of almost miraculous renascence." Praising

Stanley Houghton's Hindle Wakes because a character in it

weeps instead of speaking poetry, Archer lamented that even
"Shakespeare had to fall back on words." Archer himself
was known to the public as the author of The Green God-
dess, a melodrama.

Page XX GEORGE JEAN NATHAN in Art of the Night
(New York, 1928):

The perfect play, after all, offers small ground for inter-

esting critical exploration ... for all the things that may
be said of perfect plays have already been said a hundred
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times and said better, . . . The point is simply that, since

we know what absolute worth is . . . the business of criti-

cism has become the business not so much of arguing that

what is excellent is excellent as of arguing that what is not

excellent should be excellent. . . .

In other words, Nathan's aesthetic is the schoolmarm's be-

lief that great art should leave you gasping not talking. He
has no belief in the criticism of art, he says, but only in the

criticism of criticism. Art is all "warmth" and "emotion,"

"heart" and "pulse"—to cite Nathan's own terms. To under-

stand drama we need "the mind of a gentleman" and "the

emotions of a bum." What do we need to understand George

Jean Nathan? A considerable knowledge of the American
intellectual scene with its peculiar brands of stuffiness and
antistuffiness, preciosity and antipreciosity, real tough-guyism

and pseudo tough-guyism, all emanating from the same
excessive self-consciousness and malaise. Recommended read-

ing: The Smart Set, the literary cradle of Nathan and his

friend H. L. Mencken, and The American Mercury, which
they founded.

Nathan's aesthetic is a rationalization of his own talent

which is for (^a) advertising and (h) debunking. A critic on
Broadway could have done no greater service than to have

advertised Sean O 'Casey (or even Eugene O'Neill, if we
remember what the alternative to O'Neill is on Broadway).

To have debunked Pinero, Brieux, Maxwell Anderson, is

something; to have summed up Sir James Barrie as "the

triumph of sugar over diabetes" is almost everything. If

Nathan is not a great critic of drama, indeed not, as he

boasts, a critic of good drama at all, he has been a great

fighter against all kinds of nonsense. He consistently puts

his critical colleagues to shame with his superior taste and
brains. He tilts also against anti-academic academicians like

the late Brander Matthews. He believes in testing the bad

by the standards of the good; and he usually knows what 15

good too.

—CHAPTER 1.

Page 2 KAREL CAPEK (1890-1939). Emst Toller (1893-

1939), and Georg Kaiser (1878-1945) are probably the most

famous experimental playwrights of this century. The fact
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that none of them ever wrote a great play has not enhanced
the reputation of experiment. Alike in their passionate,

nervous, hedging philosophies and in their bold, loose, un-

finished, messy Expressionistic forms, they will represent to

history (that journalistic goddess) the nineteen-twenties.

Such plays as the Gas trilogy, Masse-Mensch, and R.U.R.

are already museum pieces; they were valuable in their day
in that they helped to break the ascendancy—for the intelli-

gentsia at least—of the Broadway play.

Page 5 SUCH A DEFINITION. "As, uo matter what
cunning system of checks we devise, we must in the end trust

some one whom we do not check, but to whom we give un-

reserved confidence, so there is a point at which the under-

standing and mental processes must be taken as understood

without further question or definition in words. And I

should say that this point should be fixed pretty early in the

discussion ... A definition is the enclosing of a wilderness

of idea within a wall of words . . . Definitions are a kind

of scratching and generally leave a sore place more sore

than it was before."—Samuel Butler, The Notebooks.

Page 5 BALZAC, FLAUBERT, and THE BROTHERS
GONCOURT. All of whom, incidentally, wanted to be

great dramatists—as did the British novelists of the day

from Dickens to Meredith. They succeeded by proxy. Tur-

genev made his magnificent Month in the Country out of

Balzac's play La Mardtre. Sternheim made his admirable Der
Kandidat out of Flaubert's play Le Candidal. Strindberg

cited the short novels of the Goncourt brothers as an inspira-

tion for his short naturalistic plays.

Page 5 THERfeSE RAQUIN... SUCCESSFUL NEITHER
ARTISTICALLY NOR COMMERCIALLY was never-

theless a highly significant play. In the preface to the earlier

novel-version Zola had written:

In Therise Raquin I wanted to study temperaments and
not characters. That's the book in a single phrase. I chose

people supremely dominated by their nerves and their

blood, devoid of free will, dragged along in each action

of their lives by the fatalities of their flesh. Th^r^se and
Laurent are human brutes, nothing more. In these brutes

I tried to follow step by step the soundless working of the

passions, the thrusts of instinct, the cerebral derange-
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ments consequent upon a nervous crisis. The amours of

my two heroes are the satisfaction of a need; the murder
they commit is a result of their adultery, a result which
they accept as wolves accept the killing of sheep; finally,

what I was obliged to call their remorse consists of a

simple organic disorder, in a rebellion of the nervous

system stretched to breaking point.

Omit the title and the name of the author, and one would
guess these lines to be about one of the naturalistic plays

of Strindberg, who, however, did not absorb French nat-

uralism till well into the following decade. Th^rese Raquin

(1873) anticipates his Miss Julia (1888) as surely as another

French play

—

La Revolte (1870) by Villiers de I'lsle Adam

—

anticipates Ibsen's Doll's House (1879). Anticipation is per-

haps not the best word. Ibsen and Strindberg first went to

school to the French naturalists and then excelled their

masters. For the correspondence between Strindberg and
Zola see page 316 below. Ibsen's attitude to Zola is expressed

in a remark he made to someone who compared him with

the French novelist: "Only with this difference, that Zola

descends into the cesspool to take a bath, I to cleanse it."

Page 8 SAXE-MEiNiNGEN. The Duke is a hero of Lee
Simonson's The Stage Is Set (New York, 1932). Since he

immediately preceded Antoine in time, since indeed An-
toine saw his troupe in Brussels, he is sometimes regarded

as the founder of modern staging. Sometimes he is laughed

at for his very demonstrative naturalism—he even used a

real dead horse on the stage—and Meiningerei became a

jocular term of reproach. Between 1874 and 1890 the

Meininger company gave 41 plays and 2,591 performances.

Page 9 FILM AND THEATER. PostScript to the 7955
edition. Erwin Panofsky takes issue with the present author

in "Form and Medium in the Motion Pictures," reprinted in

The Play, ed. Eric Bentley (New York, 1951).

Page 12 WE GO TO THE MOVIES, that is, in America,

about fifty-five million of us go weekly. All fifty-five million

should read Hollywood, the Movie Colony, the Movie
Makers by Leo C. Rosten (New York, 1941). The odd five

million should also try The Hollywood Hallucination by
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Parker Tyler (New York, 1944), perhaps the only book •

that begins to ask what kind of experience we have at the

movies.

• No longer: for Mr. Parker is still publishing (1954)-

Page 16 ADOLPHE APPiA. Another of Lee Simonson's

heroes, Adolphe Appia (1862-1928) can be represented as

the founder of all post-naturalist design. One director said:

"All that has been accomplished since 1900 in the renova-

tion of our dramatic art—from Reinhardt stairways to

Russian constructivism—is due to Appia." Appia designed

the fancy dress of modern tragedy. Starting with Wagner-
ism, the great landmark in the history of Tragedy in Fancy

Dress, Appia found the pictorial setting which Wagner's

operas had needed but, under the maestro's own regime, had
not found. As the realistic plays of Ibsen's middle period did

not find their inszenierung till Antoine and others arrived,

so Wagner did not have a Wagnerian setting till Appia
arrived. Even then Appia's settings were not accepted by
Bayreuth, which like all shrines was loyal rather to the

letter than to the spirit of the founder's teaching. Few of

Appia's designs ever reached the stage at all. The influence

was indirect. And even if Lee Simonson has exaggerated

that influence, Appia remains a locus classicus for the theory

of the modern stage. Appia's place then is not only with the

"fancy" tragedians, even great ones like Wagner, but also

among the founders of a modern theater which need not be
tied to one school of dramaturgy. Appia's initial inspiration

was Wagner. But as he grew older his style developed away
from pure Wagnerism. It tended toward elimination of

everything but lines and masses.

Pages 1^-19 CRAIG, STANISLAVSKY, MEYERHOLD,
TAIROV, REINHARDT, BRAHM. YoU need look Up
but one of these names in any good library catalogue to find

that a whole literature has grown up around the modern
directors and designers. Let me mention one or two volumes
of special interest. Again there is Lee Simonson's book. A
survey of Western theater, especially since Antoine, is given
in Mordecai Gorelik's New Theaters for Old (New York,

1940). Craig's books (one is as good or bad as another) are
the give-away on Craig for anyone who can find the man
in the style. The Russian theater is amply chronicled both
by its own leaders and by enthusiastic visitors to the USSR.
Most of the books deal with earlier, more experimental
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Soviet theater. A later phase is reverently described in The
New Soviet Theater by Joseph MacLeod (London, 1943).

The files of Theatre Arts in the twenties and thirties are

probably the richest store of pictures of modernist design.

—CHAPTER 8.

Page 24 . ..CRITICS AND HISTORIANS. The handi-

est books in the field, though they are chiefly concerned
with English drama, are The Drama of Sensibility by Ernest

Bernbaum (Cambridge, Mass., 1925) and The Early Middle-
Class Drama by Fred O. Nolte (Lancaster, Pa., 1935). The
three quotations from eighteenth-century advocates of a

middle genre are by Fr^ron, Mercier, and Beaumarchais re-

spectively. (I have them from Bernbaum and Nolte.)

Page 25 "tragedies" and "comedies."

1722 Steele's The Conscious Lovers.

1731 Lillo's George Barnwell.

1741 La Chaussee's Melanide.

1753 Moore's The Gamester.

Page 26 ottoludwig (1813-1865), famous in Germany
for his rather stupid play Der Erbforster, ought to be fa-

mous everywhere for his Shakespearestudien—"Shakespeare

Studies"—not because they tell us anything about Shake-

speare that we could not easily find elsewhere, but because

they probe into drama, and especially modern drama and
its problems, with skill and even genius. All Ludwig quota-

tions in the text are from this collection of jottings.

Page 27 egon friedell's Cultural History of the

Modern Age (New York, 1932) may not be very highly re-

garded by political historians, but its three volumes are

worth buying for Friedell's drama criticism alone. Friedell

was a Viennese actor. His book contains some of the best

commentary ever written on the plays of Goethe, Schiller,

Ibsen, and others.

Page 2 J EUciNE scribe (1791-1861), unacknowledged

patron saint of Broadway, is listed in textbooks as the ii>
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ventor of the piice bien faite (and as the remakcr of opera

in virtue of libretti he wrote of the comic and also the grand

variety). One of the most prolific and influential play-

wrights of all time, he has been praised by the critical

historians. Petit de Julleville said that Scribe wrote the best

comedies of the period 1800-1850. Following Emile Faguet,

Scribe's American biographer, N. C. Arvin wrote (in Eugene
Scribe and the French Theater i8iyi86o, Cambridge, Mass.,

1924): "Practically every innovation, every reform, every

novelty found in the drama of the ninteenth century origi-

nated with Scribe, and the highest point in the development
of the main genres of dramatic literature was reached in his

plays." Against this overstatement I would like to place

three other exhibits:

1. You go to the theater, not for instruction or correction,

but for relaxation and amusement. Now what amuses
you most is not truth but fiction.

2. As for us, four or five years of feuilletons, etc. led us to

this idea, confirmed by the success of M. Scribe: that

the theater had nothing literary about it and that

thought there amounted to very little.

3. He made of dramatic art an empty form. After Scribe

progress has consisted solely in bringing back to the

theater all that Scribe excluded from it.

The first of these three remarks is Scribe himself address-

ing the French Academy—a symptomatic and symbolic
event! Here is a "betrayal of the clerks" if you wishl

The second statement—made by Th^ophile Gautier

—

shows the demoralizing effect which "entertainment"—that

is, Scribism—has on real writers. The playwright as thinker?
He is the infdme which the Scribean theatei sets out to

crush.

The third statement, by the sober Ren^ Doumic (De
Scribe d Ibsen, Paris, 1893), discloses a truth which is a
summary of the present book and of the history of drama
since Scribe.

Page 27 KOTZEBUE (1761-1819) was, with Iffland, the
leading commodity playwright of the age of Goethe; in the
arts of theatrical vulgarity he anticipated Scribe. His popu-
larity was prodigious. The author of The School for Scandal
capped his career as a playwright by translating Kotzebue's
Pizarro. Menschenhass und Reue, under the more modest
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title of The Stranger, was one of the most popular plays of

contemporary England. The German romanticist and dra-

matic theorist A. W. Schlegcl represented Iffland and
Kotzebue as parasitic upon Goethe and Schiller:

Stella, Clavigo, Kabale, Fiesco,

Rduber gemahlt in dem krudesten Fresco

Briiteten Iffland und Kotzebue aus.

In his Das biirgerliche Drama (Berlin, 1898) Arthur Eloesser

correlates the success of Kotzebue with the growth of modern
entertainment, the physical expansion of the theaters in his

time, the rise of theatrical journalism, and the ascendancy

of star actors.

Page 2y hebbel described a drama . .. I agree

with Friedell in finding the Journals distinctly the most
interesting of all Hebbel's works. But this opinion is heret-

ical. The standard sources for Hebbel's views of drama

—

and the sources of the views cited in this chapter—are two
articles belonging to a controversy with a Danish professor,

"Mein Wort uber das Drama" and "Ein Wort iiber das

Drama," plus the Vorwort to his play Maria Magdalena.

Unhappily these profound pieces are written in an ugly,

sprawling German. The partial translations—in T. M.
Campbell's Hebbel, Ibsen, and the Analytic Exposition

(Heidelberg, 1922)—are considerably simplified.

Why is Hebbel unknown except to specialists in German
literature? He is unconvincing in all the translations so far

made, witness the Three Plays in Everyman's Library. His

mind is austere, involved, even awkward, hardly attractive,

very "German" in the sense of solemn and ostentatiously

philosophical. All the same he should certainly be repre-

sented in Barrett H. Clark's anthology European Theories

of the Drama (Cincinnati, 1918). • He should certainly be

read by those who wish to know European literature and

drama.

Those who do read Hebbel will be able to correct the

impression given in this chapter that Maria Magdalena is

characteristic of Hebbel's work as a whole. Actually it is the

only "Ibsenite" play he wrote. Elsewhere he deals with an-

cient history and legend.

• Reprinted, New York, 1947.
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^^S^ 35 ^" America the chief obstacle to the recognition of

"peer gynt'' as a masterpiece and a delight is the

prose version published in the Modern Library Eleven Plays

of Ibsen. But for this volume Ibsen would not be very

widely known in America; nor would he be widely mis-

understood. The Oxford Press published a good, low-priced

translation in rhymed verse by R. Ellis Roberts in the

World's Classics series. It is a pity that Mr. Roberts slights

his own work by encouraging us in his preface not to take

Peer Gynt seriously. The symbolism bothers him and so he

tells us to ignore it and just enjoy the "poetry." "It cannot

be said too often that the poetic value of Peer Gynt is

primary; the satirical, symbolic, and religious values subsidi-

ary." Such a conception of "poetry" as external to the sym-

bolism which it bodies forth is an insult to the imagination

of Ibsen. No wonder Mr. Roberts does not think so highly of

Goethe's Faust—there isn't enough "poetry" in it. No wonder
he places Browning above both Goethe and Ibsen. Peer

Gynt remains to be interpreted. The commentaries—includ-

ing the longest, by Henri Logeman—are but scholarly anno-

tations. A little taste, a little sympathy, and a little common
sense would go further in the analysis of the poem than any

critic has yet chosen to go.

^^f- 31 GERHART HAUPTMANN. Thirty years ago it

would have seemed worse than high-handed to pass over

Hauptmann in a single sentence. He was often considered

the greatest playwright of the age. His works were trans-

lated into English for a collected edition—a rare honor for

a foreign playwright who is barely middle-aged. Today he
is hardly a name except to professional students of German
literature. Hauptmann is still alive, but, unlike his contem-
porary Thomas Mann, he has not had an artistic develop-

ment commensurate with his early promise. Perhaps we
should think of him as belonging to the twenty-five years

that followed his sensational Before Dawn, the play which
touched off the naturalist movement in the German theater

in 1889. What is generally expected of a naturalist is pro-

vided in Hauptmann's play—and in The Weavers, Lonely
Lives, Rosa Bernd, and others—much more than in the

plays of Zola, Becque, or Ibsen. Sordidness of content, how-
ever, is no more disturbing in Hauptmann's plays than the

mind that they reflect. Does Hauptmann have the moral
and intellectual stature of a great artist? Hauptmann is the

outstanding naturalist and the outstanding neo-romanticist
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of contemporary Germany. Later he was both Christian-

mystical and wildly neo-pagan. Yet can we compare his

many-sidedness with that of great writers? Nietzsche, one is

tempted to say, is ambiguous, Hauptmann is equivocal;

Nietzsche is martyred by the internal conflict, Hauptmann
manufactures it for the benefit of the public. There is doubt-

less a case jor Hauptmann, but were I called on to prepare

a brief against him, I would proceed somewhat as follows:

—

Versatility is to the great a cruel burden; to Hauptmann it

is the commodity he has to sell. We are often invited to

admire a work of his not because it is what it is but because

it is not what Hauptmann's other works are. Advertised as

a pure artist (as against a thinker) Hauptmann only illus-

trates the impossibility of pure art in that sense. The vir-

tuoso does not achieve great art. Great art implies more
than facility, versatility, technique, talent, brilliance. It

implies moral caliber in a sense puritans will never under-

stand and mental strength to an extent not yet recognized

by psychoanalysts. The playwright must be a thinker not

only if he wishes to be a propagandist. He must be a thinker

if he wishes to be a great playwright.*

• "I have read the works of 'thinking playwrights' as distin-

guished from us who are permitted only to feel, and probably

read them earlier and appreciated them as much as those who
invoke their names nowadays like the incantation of Aristoph-

anes' frogs."—Tennessee Williams, Afterword to Camino Real

('953)-

Page ^8 STRiNDBERCANDZOLA. Zola's letter, acknowl-

edging the receipt of The Father, December 14, 1887, reads

in part:

Your play interests me very much. The philosophical

idea is very daring, and the characters are boldly drawn.

You have traced the doubt of paternity with a powerful

and disquieting effect. Finally, your Laura is the true

woman in the unconsciousness and the mystery of her

qualities and faults. She will remain buried in my
memory. In all, you have written a very curious and in-

teresting work, in which there are, especially at the end,

some very beautiful things. To be frank, however, the

recourse to analysis there troubles me a little. You know
that I am not much for abstraction. I like my characters

to have a complete social setting that we may elbow them
and feel that they are soaked '.n our air. And your captain
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who has not even a name, your other characters who are

almost creatures of reason, do not give me the complete

sense of life which I require. But the question between

you and me here is really one of race. Such as it is, I

repeat, your piece is one of the few dramatic works which

have moved me profoundly.

Some months later Strindberg sent The Father to Friedrich

Nietzsche, telling him what Zola's response had been.

Nietzsche replied:

I read your tragedy twice over with deep emotion; it has

astonished me beyond all measure to come to know a

work in which my own conception of love—with war as

its means and the deathly hate of the sexes as its funda-

mental law—is expressed in such a splendid fashion. But
this work is really destined to be presented by M. Antoine

in Paris at the Th^itre Librel Simply demand this of

Zola. At the moment he prizes it very highly when he

attracts attention to himself.

I cannot but deplore, of course, the preface he has con-

tributed, although I should have been sorry to miss it, for

it contains countless naivetes. That Zola disapproves of

"abstraction" puts me in mind of a German translator of

one of Dostoevski's novels, who also cared nothing for

"abstraction"—he simply left out recourses to analyses

—

they annoyed himl How odd, too, that Zola is unable to

distinguish between types and creatures of reason! And
that he should demand a complete social setting for your
tragedy! And when he finally tried to make a question of

race of the whole matter, I almost shook with laughter!

As long as taste really existed in France, the whole instinct

of the race showed itself opposed to all that he represented

—it is precisely the Latin race which protests against

Zola. In the final analysis he is a modern Italian—he wor-

ships the verismo. . . . With expressions of my highest

esteem. Yours, Nietzsche.

Page 42 WEDEKiND AND o'neill. Frank Wedekind
(1864-1918) is a playwright of Strindbergian power. That he
is unknown in England and America must either be because
there is so much sex in his plays or because his world is a

Continental, a central European, perhaps even a peculiarly

German world. The latter reason, however, will only satisfy

cultural nationalists and champions of the folksv. We do
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not shut out Chekhov because he is peculiarly Russian.

Wedekind has simply been unlucky. If we had a good
minority theater he would be staged there.

Wedekind's realm is an extraordinary one, and few have
really tried to pass its frontiers. The monster Sex stands in

the way. The mere presence of sex establishes responses

which are likely to be irrelevant in a serious work of art. It

attracts the young and iconoclastic who greet it in the name
of Frankness. It repels the old and conservative who com-
plain of Dirt. Neither young nor old bother much about
what an artist says of sex. A D. H. Lawrence who regards

sex as a sacred mystery and a Bertrand Russell who wants

to bring it into the open are both alike in the eyes of the

public: they are both "sexy." Wedekind is "sexy." The only

collection of his plays in English is entitled: rragedz>5 of Sex

(translated with an introduction by Samuel Eliot, New
York, 1923).* But what is Wedekind's view of sex? That is

a question the public would not ask. The answer is this.

Wedekind began by championing the body as against the

spirit which we have overprized and overpraised. His

Awakening of Spring demonstrates the innocence of life

itself and the guilt of life haters. "The flesh," Wedekind
announced, "has its own spirit." But he did not stop there.

The tragedy of Damnation (as Eliot calls Tod und Teufel)

is the discovery that devotion to bodily joy is in the end
joyless. This subtler analysis underlies Wedekind's finest

play Der Marquis von Keith in which the epicure (^'Genuss-

mensch") is portrayed as a martyr. This is the conclusion

of the man who is hailed as one of the founders of nudism,

the inspirer of Jacques Dalcroze, the misunderstood genius-

reformer self-portrayed in Such Is Life.

It is, of course, not by his ideas that Wedekind lives, but

by his discovery of amazing forms to express the ideas. His

ideas recur like maddening obsessions: genius is slighted,

nakedness is noble, society is a circus, man is a beast—these

notions are certainly no more than an "ideological super-

structure." What is perpetually astonishing in Wedekind
is his imagination and his dialectic. The flesh is presented to

us through the intellect and through the nerves. If the

flesh has its own spirit, the spirit has its own flesh. Wede-
kind's circus, Diebold said, is full of tragic clowns. Wedekind
criticizes the bourgeois world by revealing its underworld,

which the bourgeois world is antithetic to, yet which it im-

plies. The bourgeois is shocked by the underworld because

it is a caricature of his own overworld. Such an underworld
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is Wedekind's gallery of whores, swindlers, procurers, per-

verts, and epicures. Macheath in Bertolt Brecht's Dreigro-

schenoper goes further than Wedekind and suggests that

the bourgeois is worse than the untermensch: "What is the

burgling of a bank to the founding of a bank?"

In English there is no literature about Wedekind worth

considering. In German Diebold is his acutest, but not his

most friendly, critic. A disciple has written of him to the

extent of three volumes: Frank Wedekind, sein Leben und
seine Werke (Munich, 1922-1931) by Arthur Kutscher. This

work is full of good information. The trouble with Wede-
kind's followers is that they regard him as God. They follow

him with sympathetic credulity into the extravagances of

his last plays, of which Franziska—"Wedekind's Faust" (I)

—is the most pretentious and the most preposterous.

If Wedekind is grossly underrated and ignored, almost

the opposite could be said of Eugene O'Neill. Discovered

some thirty years ago by the brightest theater critic America

has ever had—George Jean Nathan—O'Neill has been well

promoted by him and others ever since. Where Wedekind
seems silly and turns out on further inspection to be pro-

found, O'Neill seems profound and turns out on further

inspection to be silly. This is true at least of his most am-
bitious and late plays. Mourning Becomes Electra (1931)

and Days without End (1933). Even the relatively convincing

and certainly powerful Desire under the Elms is blemished

by O'Neill's telepathic touch: at the moment when words

could do most he dispenses with them altogether; he did not

dare to introduce the eloquent soliloquy here though else-

where he reintroduces the rather ignoble device of the aside.

As a theatrical craftsman O'Neill is tremendously talented.

He therefore appeals to the critics. He is no thinker. And
therefore he appeals to them even more. Now every great

writer is a thinker—not necessarily a great metaphysician

but necessarily a great mind. Among the recognized great

playwrights of the past there are no exceptions to this rule.

O'Neill, however, has yet to show us he has a mind. So far

he has only been earnest after the fashion of the popular
pulpit or of professors who write on the romance of reality.

Precisely because he pretends to too much, he attains too

little. He is false, and he is false in a particularly unpleasant
way. His art is faux-bon. The "good clean fun" of a Hitch-

cock movie is better. . . . Well, we shall see. For the past

ten years O'Neill has been hatching plays on the quiet.
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They have titles like The Long Day's Journey into Night
and The Iceman Cometh. If they are good, good. If they

are anything like Days without End, we need not trouble to

discuss whether O'Neill is a great dramatist any more.

There is a growing O'Neill literature. In 1929 Barrett

H. Clark wrote a full-length book about him; Professor

S. K. Winter followed in 1934; and in 1935 he was almost

canonized by a Catholic critic, Richard Dana Skinner.

Against O'Neill the most eloquent protester was Virgil

Geddes in his The Melodramadness of Eugene O'Neill

(Brookfield, Conn., 1934). The essay by Joseph Wood Krutch

cited in the text is the introduction to Nine Plays of Eugene
O'Neill in the Modern Library. And of course O'Neill is

the No. 1 exhibit in any history of American Drama. This

is the misfortune of American drama.**
* True until 1953 when it was joined by Five Tragedies of Sex

(that title!) tr. Spender and Fawcett.
** I find that my views on O'Neill were anticipated by Francis

Fergusson in Hound and Horn, January 1930, and Bernard

DeVoto in The Saturday Review of Literature, November 21,

1936, and even, to some extent, by Hugo von Hofmannsthal in an

article published in The Freeman in the early twenties. (1954)

Page 46 STRINDBERG KNEW THE SECRET, his disciplc

O'Neill did not. This is admitted by O'Neill's advertising

manager, George Jean Nathan, in a very perceptive passage.

(Is Nathan a critic after all, profiting by his own dictum
"the best critics are the inconsistent critics"?) Here is the

passage (from Materia Critica):

Whenever, as in the case of such of his plays as Welded
and The First Man, Eugene O'Neill tries on the whiskers

of Strindberg, the results are singularly unfortunate. Fol-

lowing the technic of Strindberg, O'Neill sets himself so

to intensify and even hyperbolize a theme as to evoke the

dramatic effect from its overtones rather than, as in the

more general manner, from its undertones. His attempt,

in a word, is to duplicate the technic of such a drama as

The Father, the power of which is derived not by sug-

gestion and implication but from the sparks that fly up-

ward from a prodigious and deafening pounding on the

anvil. The attempt, as I have said, is a failure, for all one

gets in O'Neill's case is the prodigious and deafening

pounding. The sparks simply will not come out. Now and

again one discerns something that looks vaguely like a
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Spark, but on closer inspection it turns out to be only an
imitation lightning-bug that has been cunningly con-

cealed in the actors' sleeves. O'Neill, in such instances,

always goes aground on the rocks of exaggeration and

overemphasis. His philosophical melodrama is so full of

psychological revolver shots, jumps oflE the Brooklyn

Bridge, incendiary Chinamen, galloping hose carts, forest

fires, wild locomotives, sawmills, dynamite. kegs, time fuses^

mechanical infernal machines, battles under the sea, mina
explosions, Italian black-handers, last-minute pardons,

sinking ocean liners and fights to the death on rafts, that

the effect is akin to trying to read a treatise on the theme

of bump-the-bumps. He rolls up his sleeves and piles on

the agony with the assiduity of a coalheaver. He mis-

judges, it seems to me completely, the Strindberg method.

That method is the intensification of a theme from within.

O'Neill intensifies his theme from without. He piles

psychological and physical situation on situation until the

structure topples over with a burlesque clatter. Strindberg

magnified the psyche of his characters. O'Neill magnifies

their action.

A magnificent analysis and unluckily not limited in validity

to Welded and The First Man. Mr. Nathan has successfully

prosecuted his own client.

—CHAPTER 3.

Page 49 K LEI ST. Heinrich von Kleist (1777-1811) is an-

other marvelous genius who somehow is left to academicians

to admire. As with Hebbel, the difficulty is in translating

him. Nobody in England or America has come along to do
for the great German playwrights what Schlegel and Tieck

did for Shakespeare.

Of late there has been much searching for modernity
among older writers, with the result that Holderlin, Biich-

ner, Kierkegaard, and many others have been rediscovered.

Not so Kleist. Within Germany Kleist was revived by the

Stefan George Circle and has even been regarded as the

greatest German playwright; elsewhere he remains unknown.
Yet his psychological subtlety and macabre brilliance are

what people call modern, and in the words of a sound his-

torian we can infer a tradition from Lessing, through
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Rleist, to Hebbcl. I quote R. F. Arnold in his compilation

Das deutsche Drama (Munich, 1925):

Rupert, Jeronimo, and Sylvester Schroffenstein, the old

Norman in Guiscardo, Amphitryon, Achill, and Penthe-

silea, the Great Elector—all have something about them
of the examining magistrate. Kdthchen starts out with a

criminal investigation, and in Der zerbrochene Krug the

scene in general is a tribunal. The whole drama is a long

series of more or less unerring questions, true and untrue

depositions, correct and incorrect conclusions—a game of

chess in which every move alters the total situation until

in the end the comical king is checkmated. If the direct

ancestor of this dramatic dialectic is Lessing, its immediate
heir is unmistakably the Hebbel of Der Diamant, of He-
rodes, and Gyges.

A full-length, rather pedestrian account of Kleist in English

is given in The Dramas of Heinrich von Kleist by J. C.

Blankenagel (Chapel Hill, N. C, 1931).

Po.ge ^^ V I G N Y . Perhaps second only to Hernani in no-

toriety during the decade of Romanticism in the French

theater (1830-1840), Vigny's Chatterton—a tiresome enough
play in itself—has an interesting preface in which Vigny

calls for a drama of thought. In summing up his subject

as "the spiritual man stifled by a materialistic society" he

sums up by anticipation a great deal of modern drama down
to the days of Zolaist Naturalism and, later. Expressionism.

Page $8 B E K K E R . Paul Bekker's Richard Wagner, His Life

and Work (New York, 1931) is probably the best sympa-

thetic account of Wagner's theory and practice of music

drama. We may not wish, with Bekker, to abstain from
criticism of Wagnerism or to fall in so often with Wagner's

own nebulous terminology; but it is right that every im-

portant artist should sometime be expounded by an ardent

admirer.

Page 64 . . . WHAT OPERA CAN DO. I do not mean
that nobody has ever considered these problems, but that

our judgments of opera are for the most part made with-

out consideration of them. Of course there are exceptions.

Without invading the field of academic musicology, I might

mention among books which contain interesting remarks

about the relation between opera and drama: Eurydice, or
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the Nature of Opera by Dynclcy Hussey (London, 1929),

and Aspects of Modern Opera by Lawrence Gilman (Lon-

don, 1924). Hans Pfitzner, in his Vom musikalischen Drama
(Munich, 1915), is a more searching analyst, but the Wagner-
ism which spurs him on operates also as a pair of blinkers.

More modern views are found in essays of the Schoenberg

circle, such as A Guide to Alban Berg's Opera "Wozzeck"

by Willi Reich (New York, 1931). Perhaps the most original

and thoroughgoing thinker in this sphere is the Danish

philosopher S0ren Kierkegaard, who devotes a section of his

Either/Or to music and particularly to Mozart's Don Gio-

vanni. Postulating that "music is the demoniac," that "in the

erotic sensual genius, music has its absolute object," Kierke-

gaard goes on to argue the supreme musical, dramatic, and
human importance of Don Giovanni, who, he says, "is the

absolutely musical idea." It is impossible fully to show what
Kierkegaard is driving at without explaining the context of

this theory, which I must not do here. My present point is

that Kierkegaard's analysis—made for far other reasons

—

contains superb passages of technical dramatic criticism,

superb insights into the question of "music drama." If he
cannot quite prove his point that Don Giovanni is and must
remain the only completely satisfactory opera, Kierkegaard

does, I think, prove his more modest point that "Don Juan
can only be expressed musically," and he proves it empiri-

cally by demonstrating the differences between Mozart's ver-

sion of the legend and (among others) Moli^re's. Perhaps no
other critic has so brilliantly shown how dramatic music

must be interpreted dramatically, and not as pure music,

yet how opera is quite distinct in its method from spoken

drama. See Either) Or, Vol. I, pp. 35-110 (Princeton, N.J.,

1944)-

Page 68 strindberg, Maeterlinck, huysmans,
p E L A D A N . Strindberg's enthusiasm for Maeterlinck is

recorded in his Dramaturgy (available in Emil Schering's

German version) and reported in A. Jolivet's Le Thedtre de

Strindberg (Paris, 1931). Biographers also report his close-

ness to Huysmans, whose rapprochement with the Church
was one of the literary events of the time, and to the strange

P^ladan whose penchant was for the occult.

Page yi c. e. vauchan's Types of Tragic Drama (Lon-

don, 1908, roarinted 1936) already cited above, page 93, is
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an amiable introduction to the subject, though distinctly

weak on modern drama. The whole history of the drama is

represented as a development "from exclusion to inclusion,

from a less to a more complete idealization of the material

offered by human life, from a narrower to a wider rendering

of all that the heart of man presents to our observation."

Vaughan's view that drama culminates in Maeterlinckism re-

ceives confirmation in Allardyce NicoU's The Theory of

Drama (London, 1931). Quoting "The Tragical in Daily

Life," Professor Nicoll comments:

This probably is the most important piece of creative

criticism on the drama that has appeared for the last cen-

tury. We see it expressed in the theater itself, not only in

Pelleas et Melisande, but in many of the domestic dramas
of Ibsen. There is an attempt in both to pass from the

Shakespearean conception of tragedy to another concep-

tion more fitting to the modern age. There is an endeavor

to move from the tragedy of blood and of apparent great-

ness to the tragedy where death is not a tragic fact and
where apparent greatness is dimmed by an inner great-

ness. Shakespeare found the world of character, of

inner tragedy; the modern age has found the world of the

subconscious, adapting it, as every age has adapted the

desires and the moods of its time, to the requirements of

the theater. It is for this reason that we may regard this

and similar pronouncements of Maeterlinck as among the

greatest contributions to the development of the drama
since the end of the sixteenth century. It is a proof that

the creative instinct in the theater is still vital and pul-

sating.

The last sentence quoted might have been excused in igojp,

it would have seemed less plausible in 1913; it was actually

published in 1923, and not modified in the rewriting of 1931.

The passage which I have italicized is presumably the core

of the matter. Either it is verbiage, or it is the beginning of

an argument that is not followed up. It would have been a

very interesting argument, one can't help feeling; but it does

not exist. Would it be churlish to suggest that whenever it

stumbles on something interesting the academic mind is em'

barrassed and in a hurry to get back to safety?
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Page 7/ MAETERLINCK AND CLARE BOOTHE LUCE.

Both the Maeterlincks agree that the great American play

is Mourning Becomes Electra. They speak with authority,

having kept abreast of our stage through Burns Mantle's

yearly anthologies [which contain only extracts and synop-

ses]. Somewhat unexpectedly they both turn out to be

Clare Boothe Luce fans. "She pinches things like that,"

Maeterlinck exclaimed. . . .

—

The New Yorker, July 24,

1943-

For other Maeterlinck items of recent date see: Reader's Di-

gest, August 1941; The Rotarian, July 1942; The American
Magazine, July 1943; Good Housekeeping, August 1943.

Page yi maeterlinck, craig, and mario-
nettes. Craig's case was for what he called Ober-mario-

nettes instead of actors. Maeterlinck called his first play "a

play for marionettes," and later published several plays

under the title "Trois petits drames pour marionettes."

Maeterlinck's British biographer declares that these labels

are ironic and that Maeterlinck undoubtedly intended all

his plays for human actors: "The characters are described as

marionettes, it is likely, because the scene is spiritualized by

distance. We look down on the movements of the puppets

as from a higher world. . .
." This hardly militates against

my argument that Maeterlinck wished to by-pass the actor.

On the same page Mr. Bithell paraphrases Maeterlinck as

saying, "the actor is become an automaton through which
the soul speaks more than words can say," The actor as au-

tomaton, the wordless play—Maeterlinck is not so far from
Craig after all. See Life and Writings of Maurice Maeter-
link by Jethro Bithell (London, 1913), p. 69.

Page 72 expressionism. Probably the best general in-

troduction is Expressionism in German Life, Literature, and
the Theater (1910-1924) by Richard Samuel and R. Hinton
Thomas (Cambridge, England, 1939). The Six Points are

taken from C. E. W. L. Dahlstrom's Strindberg's Dramatic
Expressionism (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1930) which is ultra-

academic in procedure but highly informative. The liveliest,

most intelligent book in the field is Diebold, op. cit. The
nearest thing to an expressionist manifesto is Kasimir Ed-
schmid's Ober den Expressionismus in der Literatur und
die neue Dichtung (Berlin, 1919). Noting Edschmid's addic-
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tion to words like enthusiasm, soul, and ecstasy, one can also

note particular doctrines, such as:

1. The doctrine of essences: "The sick man is not only the

cripple who suflEers. He becomes sickness itself. . .
."

2. The doctrine of internationalism: "This kind of expres-

sion is not German, not French. It is supernational."

3. The doctrine of divinity: The Expressionist poet "sees the

human element in whores, the divine element in factories.

. . . Everything acquires a relation to eternity."

In regard to Expressionist theater it is important to note

that it included other things besides modernist stage designs.

One of the most interesting little documents of expression-

ism is an "Afterword to the Actor" in Paul Kornfeld's play.

Die Verfiihrung, (Berlin, 1918). Kornfeld challenges the nat-

uralistic school of acting, which after its own victories over

classical acting in the nineties, had been supreme. If an actor

is to die on the stage, says Kornfeld, let him not visit hos-

pitals to see how men really die, let him act the idea of

dying, let him realize that the operatic tenor who dies with

a high C on his lips gives a better impression of death than

an actor who wriggles and squirms. On the positive side,

however, the theory of Expressionist acting is limited; all

stylization is more of a demonstration against an earlier

mode than a style in its own right. Bertolt Brecht's Epic

Theater has richer ideas for a renovation of acting, and
.uch artists as Peter Lorre, Oscar Homolka, and Helene
Weigel were beginning to make of them a school of prac-

tice when Hitler came to power. Perhaps, then, we owe it

partly to the late Fiihrer that realistic acting of the school

of Brahm and Stanislavsky is still unchallenged on our

stages.

Page 74 lovely picture boors mentioned here

fand on pp. xix, 19, 240) include:

1919 The Theater Advancing, by Gordon Craig.

1921 The Theater of Tomorrow, by Kenneth MacGowan.
1922 Continental Stagecraft, by Kenneth MacGowan and

Robert Edmond Jones.

1925 The New Spirit in the European Theater, by Huntly
Carter, author of The New Spirit in Drama and Art,

The New Spirit in the Cinema, The New Theater in

$f.uu<4. The Theater of Max Reinhardt.
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1928 Stage Decoration, by Sheldon Cheney, author of The
New Movement in the Theater, The Open Air Theater,

The Art Theater.

—CHAPTER 4.

Page 76 D. H. LAWRENCE wrote three plays, none of

them without interest. In one he tries vainly to put to theat-

rical use some of the Sons and Lovers material; in a second

he attempts what in the preface he calls tragedy by way of a

picture, still of course very topical, of relations between

capital and labor; in a third he essays poetic prose and a

biblical sublimity by way of a play about David, j a m e s

Joyce's one play Exiles is important and exciting for

students of Joyce, but I cannot go all the way with Francis

Fergusson in finding it a fine play in its own right. All the

same Mr. Fergusson's essay (the preface to a 1946 reprint of

the play) is very persuasive. And it brings out very fully the

deep debt of Joyce to Ibsen, henry james made a much
more persistent and successful attempt to master the dra-

matic medium than either Lawrence or Joyce—witness his

two volumes of unperformed Theatricals and his unpub-
lished* (though not unperformed) plays, e.g., Guy Dom-
ville. The American, and Owen Wingrave. We learn some-

thing of the nature of the theater in modern society from

James's various failures. When James wrote the ambitious

Guy Domville the play was over the heads of the public and
almost nobody but Bernard Shaw liked it. When James
decided that drama could not be serious and wrote that the

playwright has to throw the cargo overboard in order to

save the ship, he wrote four farces which were never pro-

duced at all. To those who are less interested in the theater

than in Henry James, the years of dramatic experiment are

chiefly important as a technical preparation for the master's

last great novels. See L^on Edel's Henry James: les annees

dramatiques (Paris, 1931).
^

In our own time w . h . a u d e n has written poetic plays

—Paid on Both Sides, The Dog beneath the Skin, The As-

cent of F6, On the Frontier—but despite his own comedic
and poetic brilliance, his borrowings from Eliot and Brecht,

and his collaboration with Christopher Isherwood, he has

not quite made a dramatist of himself.

• Until 1949 when The Complete Plays of Henry James came out.
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Page yS the stage is a tribunal. 1 his image has
haunted many playwrights, for the stage seeks procedures
in real life which offer ready-made histrionic patterns. The
court of law presents conflict verbalized and concentrated.

It presents intelligent talk but not the free, disinterested talk

of the philosophic symposium: its talk is directed at a de-

cision. Naturally therefore "the stage as tribunal" is particu-

larly characteristic of the modern stage. After Kleist and
Hebbel, Ibsen and Strindberg gave the pattern a twist to-

wards subjectivism. Ibsen wrote:

To live is to fight with fiends

That infest the head and heart.

To write is to summon oneself

And play the judge's part.

And Strindberg wrote: "To write plays is the most interest-

ing thing in the world. Like a little god one probes hearts

and loins . . . one judges . . . one punishes . . . one ab-

solves or one rewards." In our own time Bertolt Brecht has

posed his problems in many courtroom scenes—two of which
are mentioned in Chapter IX above. To Brecht the court-

room—this archetypal pattern of human argument, action,

and responsibility—is of extra use because it is an antidote

to the excessively private and expansive emotions of the

popular art which he combats. The court scene in the con-

ventional twentieth-century play is but an incident in a

story which takes place chiefly in bedrooms, drawing rooms,

and night clubs—a public incident in private lives. In Brecht

the court is the very center. The public incident is more
important than the private life. Out of such considerations

once grew a plan of his to use the theater as a courtroom

for many acted trials: that of Socrates, a witches' trial, the

trial of Karl Marx's Neue Rheinische Zeitung, "an eviction

trial against an unemployed worker in Germany and along-

side it a Soviet trial where a working woman wins a title to

space in an apartment."

Page 87 flaws and inconsistencies of "the
RING." See Ernest Newman's Life of Wagner, Vol. II,

Chapter 17, where Newman describes the different and in-

consistent drafts which Wagner jumbled together. In The
Perfect Wagnerite, Bernard Shaw long ago found many in-

consistencies on mainly internal evidence. My own attempt
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to interpret these psychologically is to be found in A Cen-

tury of Hero-Worship, Part Three, Chapter I.

Page 8j The juxtaposition of ''meistersinger" and
"TRISTAN" is not capricious. The one is the comple-

ment of the other not only in the general—and, it may ap-

pear—fanciful ways described in the text but in many par-

ticulars. In Meistersinger Hans Sachs sings;

Von Tristan und Isolde

Kenn ich ein traurig StiXck,

Hans Sachs war klug, und wollte

Nichts von Herrn Markes Gluck.

"Of Tristan and Isolde I know a sad drama, Hans Sachs was

Intelligent and desired nothing of Herr Marke's fate": this

interesting statement gives a hint of the relationship be-

tween Wagner's two most accomplished "music dramas."

Sachs parallels King Marke, Eva parallels Isolde, Walther
parallels Tristan, and Beckmesser parallels Melot. Each
piece, that is, has a hero and heroine, a villain, and a

fourth character who has a claim to the heroine which he

magnanimously surrenders. Tristan is the "tragic" working

of the material, Meistersinger the "comic."

The two operas are similar in their dramaturgy as well as

in their substance. This more mature Wagnerian dramaturgy
precludes the high jinks of spectacular opera. The three acts

constitute the exposition, complication, and culmination

respectively, that is to say, the drama moves in three delib-

erate and simply demarcated stages. Those who judge by the

standards of spoken drama find both operas too slow, for in

simplifying his action Wagner is trying to let the music do
his dramatic work. Where in realistic drama there could

be nothing but silence and in poetic drama there could be
only the discreet understatements of love poetry, Wagner
has his music embody the emotion fully and with emphasis.

His climaxes in both operas are therefore musical climaxes

created out of what in spoken drama might be pauses or

transitions. The first act sets the pace and creates the

atmosphere; the second presents the major conflict and the

dominant passions; the third is the full climax, a feast

of finality.

I conclude that whoever is concerned with the relations

between music and drama must study Wagner's theory—or,

better, his practice. Whatever our objections to Wagnerism,
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and most of us have strong objections, we still have much to

learn from this monster who was also a world-genius.

Page S8 ''TRISTAN'' as decadent poem. Lest

characterization seem abstract or pretentious, the following

quotation from a letter of Wagner's addressed to his Isolde,

Mathilde Wesendonck, may say something: "Child! This
Tristan will be something frightful! This last actll! I'm

afraid the opera will be banned—if the whole thing is not

travestied by a bad performance—only mediocre perform-

ances can save me I Perfectly good ones would certainly send

people crazy. . .
." Kurt Hildebrandt adds the following in-

formation on the rehearsals for the premiere of Tristan:

"The performers were in despair. Even von Biilow calls the

opera impossible. The chorus master in Munich is driven

into a madhouse—in von Billow's opinion by the excitement

at rehearsals. The performer of Tristan died shortly after

the first performance"; see Hildebrandt's Wagner und Nie
tzsche (Breslau, 1924), which is the most dramatic presenta-

tion of the relations between the two men. Of course the

prime documents on this subject are Nietzsche's works on
Wagner

—

Richard Wagner in Bayreuth, Der Fall Wagner,

and Nietzsche contra Wagner—and the Nietzsche-Wagner

correspondence.

Page 90 BOURGEOIS tragedy—the subject of Chapter

II above. A rudimentary chronicle of the genre might read

somewhat as follows:

1731 The London Merchant, or the History of George Barn-

well, by George Lillo.

1755 Miss Sarah Sampson, by Lessing.

1784 Kabale und Liebe ("Love and Intrigue"), by Schiller.

1844 Maria Magdalena, by Hebbel.

1879-1890 Ibsen's "modern" plays.

1887-1890 Strindberg's "naturalistic" plays.

1890-1910 Main period of Wedekind's work.

1931 Mourning Becomes Electra, by Eugene O'Neill.

Page 91 ibsen's repudiation of verse. See The
Letters of Henrik Ibsen (New York, 1905), p. 367. In addi-

tion to this volume there are two other collections of Ibsen's

opinions in English: Speeches and New Letters (Boston,

1910), and From Ibsen's Workshop, a selection from his note«

and first drafts, published as Volume XII in William Ar-
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Cher's The Works of Henrik Ibsen (New York, 1912). Those

who cannot read Norwegian may read the complete post-

humous work of Ibsen in German: Nachgelassene Schriften

(Berlin, 1909), four volumes.

Page 94 REPRESENTATIVE CRITICS OF THE LAST
GENERATION. The first is W. T. Price, The Technique

of the Drama (New York, 1892), p. 166. The second is Rich-

ard Burton, How to See a Play (New York, 1914), p. 153.

Cf. the opinion of the great playwright Henry Becque: "A
dramatist may have two ends in view: one, to please the

public, the other to satisfy only himself. I have chosen to

satisfy myself." Or, as Oscar Wilde phrased it: "The work

of art is to dominate the spectator; the spectator is not to

dominate the work of art."

Page 5)5 ''little e y o l f .
" As far as I know no really

plausible exegesis of the play was given until Hermann J.

Weigand published his article in the Journal of English and

Germanic Philology, January 1923. It was later reprinted in

his important book The Modern Ibsen (New York, 1924).

Henry James sensed the peculiarity of the play without

really being able to say what it was. See Theater and Friend-

ship, Some Henry James Letters (New York, 1932), Chapter

VIII. In his essay "Henrik Ibsen" in Essays in London and
Elsewhere (New York, 1893) James shows a fuller compre-

hension than anyone else of his generation of Ibsen's sub-

tlety
—

"his independence, his perversity, his intensity, his

vividness, the hard compulsion of his strangely inscrutable

art." Phrases throughout the essay show James's discrimina-

tion and puzzlement: "angular irony," "conscious super-

subtlety," "superficially simple," "such aesthetic density,"

"obscurities and ironies." So it is that James proceeds to a

partial condemnation of Ibsen who "asks the average moral

man to see too many things at once." He complains of "the

absence of humor, the absence of free imagination, and
the absence of style." One might suggest that James missed

the grim humor of Ibsen's portraits of Manders and Tesman,
that he did not know Peer Gynt, and that the apparent ab-

sence of free imagination is due to the circumstance that

—

in James's own words—Ibsen dealt "essentially with the in-

dividual caught in the fact." If even James did not fully

understand Ibsen it was because his own aims and attitudes

were so different. He complained that Ibsen's plays end
where the real interest begins. Bernard Shaw had the same
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idea when he protested that the one flaw in Ibsen is his

retention of the "tragic" ending. The real tragedy of the

Hedda Gablers, Shaw says, is that they don't shoot them-

selves. Francis Fergusson writes: "And I think one can see

that if Rosmer and Rebecca, for example, had married un-

der the eyes of a group of interested and intelligent friends

instead of jumping into the millrace together, a truly 'bris-

tling' Jamesian subject would have resulted." As things are,

James declares that in Ibsen's plays "the lamp of the spirit

burns as in tasteless parlors with the flame practically ex-

posed." Without invalidating the mind or method of either

artist, this fine sentence—from Notes on Novelists—indicates

how far apart Ibsen and James were.*

• In 1948 James' various comments on the drama were collected

in The Scenic Art (New Brunswick, N. J.)

Page 96 ABALLADas follows:

The two lived in a cosy house

In autumn and winter weather.

The fire came and the house was gone

They must search in the ashes together

For down in the ashes a jewel is hid

Its brightness the flames could not smother

And if they search faithfully he and she

'Twill be found by the one or the other

But even if they find it, the gem they lost.

The enduring jewel they cherished

She never will recover her vanished faith

Nor he the joy that has perished.

Page 102 BERNARD SHAW AND JAMES JOYCE. It

is hard for us to see that only by not being in the swim

could one champion Ibsen in the early days. In 1905 Shaw
wrote to his biographer Archibald Henderson: "The critics

of the nineteenth century had two first-rate chances—Ibsen

and Wagner. For the most part they missed both. Second

best they could recognize; but best was beyond them." Hence

the importance and significance of The Quintessence of lb-

senism and The Perfect Wagnerite. When Joyce reviewed

Ibsen's When We Dead Awaken in the Fortnightly Review

he was a lonely lad of eighteen; the young Joyce cham-

pioned Ibsenism against the fashionable Celticism of the
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Irish Literary Theater; from some of the phrases of a letter

he sent to Ibsen on the latter's seventy-third birthday, as

well as from his love of When We Dead Awaken, we have

the impression that Joyce saw the subtler and deeper things

in Ibsen. He speaks of the master's "lofty impersonal power,"

his "willful resolution to wrest the secret from life," and his

"absolute indifference to public canons of art, friends, and
shibboleths."

Incidentally, one should add to the list of eminent col-

leagues who appreciated the later and more complex Ibsen

—Bernard Shaw, James Joyce, Henry James, Rainer Maria

Rilke—the name of Thomas Mann. Mann's views, however,

are considerably at variance with my present chapter since,

speaking of Parsifal and When We Dead Awaken, he finds

in Wagner and Ibsen not contrast but similarity. He regards

them as kindred giants of the decadence: "What we used to

call fin de siecle, what was it but a miserable satyr-play of

a smaller time, compared with the true and awe-inspiring

dying-away of the epoch whose swan-song was the last word
of these two great musicians?"

—

Freud, Goethe, Wagner
(New York, 1937).

Page 10^ ''axel's castle'' is mentioned advisedly.

The best book so far written about the "aesthetic with-

drawal" of so many writers at the end of the last and the

beginning of the present century, it gives the setting of Ib-

sen's final period. Though Ibsen continued to be known as

the forerunner of Galsworthy he had actually been recog-

nized as a poetic symbolist by {e.g.) Jeannette Lee in The
Ibsen Secret (New York, 1907), a pioneer work marred only

by the fact that Miss Lee was as heavy and prosaic in her

symbolist analysis as her predecessors had been in their

sociological emphasis.

Page lo) VAN WYCK BROOKS, The Opinions of Oliver

Allston (New York, 1941), Chapters XVIII and XIX. Brooks

includes Ibsen among his Primary authors who are forward-

looking and cheerful, while he relegates the bulk of modern-
ist literature to the rank of Secondary because it is back-

ward-looking and cheerless.
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---CHAPTER 5.

Page 11^ EUGENE BRiEUX (1858-1932) was called by
Shaw "incomparably the greatest writer France has pro-

duced since Moli^re." A fantastic appraisal, why did Shaw
make it? Shaw's favorable judgments, like his condemnations,

are all arriere-pensee. Precisely because Paris was the center

of Occidental theater it has been all the more a stumbling
block for the drama. Henry Becque, who might in other

circumstances have written plays in profusion, wrote but two
mature, full-length plays and spent years in spiritual paraly-

sis over his always unfinished Les Polichinelles. It is not

surprising that Shaw, who as critic and playwright had been
fighting the theater of Scribe and Sardou for years, should

bubble over with joy when Brieux came along and gave ofiE

at least a spark or two of dramatic genius in the direction of

what we might call Shavian or pedagogical realism. In cham-
pioning a Brieux and damning a Shakespeare, Shaw may
remind us at first of poor William Archer; if we understand

both his ulterior motive and his passion for Shakespeare we
shall, however, qualify our first impression.

Page 1 1"] SHAW AND ACTUAL PRODUCTION. Shaw's

capability in the arts of the theater is known to all the actors

and theater men who have been associated with him. It is

proved in print by such a pamphlet as his The Art of Re-

hearsal. His contact with great actors and actresses is a sub-

ject in itself. In England and America there is already a long

tradition of Shavian acting in the grand manner—from

Richard Mansfield to Katharine Cornell, from Mrs. Patrick

Campbell to Robert Morley. Ellen Terry and Bernard Shaw,

A Correspondence (New York, 1931), whatever its standing

for students of erotica, is a theatrical document of the first

rank. It represents the strivings of the great British drama-

tist of the age to coax into better drama the great British

actress of the age and, through her, the great British actor

of the age, Henry Irving. Irving, however, preferred Sardou's

Napoleon to Shaw's and the twin stars of the Lyceum never

appeared in The Man of Destiny, which was written for

them (complete with Irving's mannerisms written into the

leading part). Shaw writes: "As nobody nowadays has the

least notion what the old stock companies were like, and as
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my own plays are written largely for the feats of acting they

aimed at, and as moreover both Ellen Terry and Irving were

rooted like myself in that phase of the evolution of the thea-

ter, I may as well say a word or two about them." Whoever
would get the full point of Shaw's plays on Napoleon, Cae-

sar, and Joan should read the French and English historical

plays which he and his fellows saw in the seventies, eighties,

and nineties. The Lyceum alone offered plays about Dante,

Richelieu, Catherine de Medici, Napoleon, and Becket.

Page 117 HESKETH PEARSON'S BIOGRAPH Y—G. B.

S., A Full-Length Portrait (New York, 1942)—perpetuates

popular fallacies about Shaw, such as those already cited in

Archer and Lewisohn. Most critics since 1930 have seen more
in Shaw. In his British Drama (revised edition, 1933), Pro-

fessor Allardyce Nicoll argued that Shaw was a playwright,

not a philosopher, and this line, directly contrary to that of

the older critics, was followed by Edmund Wilson in the

essay mentioned in my text, "Bernard Shaw at Eighty" in

Triple Thinkers (New York, 1938). A larger view than that

of Archer, Lewisohn, Nicoll, or Wilson is taken by Jacques

Barzun in his essay, "G. B. S. in Twilight" in the Kenyon
Review, Summer 1943.*

• The Wilson and the Barzun have been reprinted in George
Bernard Shaw: a Critical Survey, ed. Louis Kronenberger (New
York, 1953).

Page 120 MAX BEERBOHM AND G. K. CHESTERTON.
Among weekly critics of theater, Max Beerbohm is second

only—at least among British and American critics—to Ber-

nard Shaw, whom he succeeded on the staff of the Saturday

Review in 1898. Shaw's articles reappeared in two volumes
as Dramatic Opinions (New York, 1907), Beerbohm's—in-

cluding several pieces on Shaw—in Around Theaters, also

two volumes (New York, 1930).

As for Chesterton, even those of us who cannot rate him
nearly so high as Shaw must admit that his George Bernard
Shaw (New York, 1909) remains the best book on Shaw after

more than thirty-five years.

Page 725 WILLIAM JAMES. When in A Century of Hero-
Worship, Part Five, Chapter 2, I joined the names of James
and Shaw, Mr. Sidney Hook commented in the Nation, Octo-

ber 7, 1944: "To link together, as he does, the social philoso-

phies of William James and Shaw is an intellectual outrage."
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The letter in which James expressed great sympathy with
the Shavian spirit is printed in Archibald Henderson's Ber-
nard Shaw, Playboy and Prophet (New York, 1932), pp.
326-327.

—CHAPTER 6.

Page 12'] QUASI-FINAL DEFINITIONS OF COMEDY
AND TRAGEDY. Since the mind of the pedant is always

and forever the same (hence the justification, no doubt, of

our neo-classical and neo-medieval schemes of education) it

is just as relevant to quote an old theorist as a new. Ac-

cording to Scaliger's Poetics (1561), tragedy and comedy can

be exactly difiEerentiated by action, character, ending, style,

and historicity. Here is how Scaliger goes to work:

In comedy, Chremetes, Davi, Thaides of humble rank are

chosen from rural districts; the beginning is turbulent; the

ending, happy; ordinary language is employed. In tragedy,

kings and chieftains are chosen from cities, fortified towns

and camps; the beginning is calm; the ending, horrible;

the language is dignified, refined, and difiEerentiated from

vulgar speech; the whole impression is one of apprehen-

sions, fears, threats, exiles, and deaths.

Today our terminology is diflEerent; but our readiness to

provide formulas is unabated. In The Cutting of an Agate

W. B. Yeats defines tragedy so as to exclude Shakespeare

who, we are told, always wrote "tragi-comedies." This theory

would not ofiEend Bernard Shaw who, for his part, has main-

tained that "Ibsen . . . firmly established tragi-comedy as a

much deeper and grimmer entertainment than tragedy"

("Tolstoy: Tragedian or Comedian?" in Pen Portraits and
Reviews). Writing of the class struggle in the preface to his

play Touch and Go, D. H. Lawrence ofiEers another view:

"If we really could know what we were fighting for, if we
could deeply believe in what we were fighting for, then the

struggle might have dignity, beauty, satisfaction for us. If

it were a profound struggle for something that was coming
to life in us, a struggle that we were convinced would bring

us to a new freedom, a new life, then it would be a creative

activity, a creative activity in which death is a climax in the
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progression toward new being. And this is tragedy." StUl

more recently W. H. Auden has dichotomized tragedy thus:

"Greek tragedy is the tragedy of necessity; i.e., the feeling

aroused in the spectator is 'What a pity it had to be this

way'; Christian tragedy is the tragedy of possibility, 'What a

pity it was this way when it might have been otherwise'; the

hubris which is the flaw in the Greek hero's character is the

illusion of a man who knows himself strong and believes that

nothing can shake that strength, while the corresponding

Christian sin of Pride is the illusion of a man who knows
himself weak but believes he can by his own efforts transcend

that weakness and become strong"

—

New York Times Book
Review, December i6, 1945. Amid the welter of hunches,

apergus, axes-to-grind, and incomplete theories, the oppor-

tunity for a philosopher-critic to reconsider the whole his-

tory and range of tragedy and comedy is great. In this book

we can only skirt the subject and raise the question.

Page 129 GEORGE Meredith's Essay on the Idea of

Comedy and of the Uses of the Comic Spirit. Among the

serious deficiencies of the essay is a definition of a spirit of

comedy which excludes satire, irony, and humor. Meredith

equates his idea of comedy with his idea of amiability: "You
may estimate your capacity for Comic perception by being

able to detect the ridicule of them you love without loving

them less" etc., etc. Sometimes he is downright silly, as when
he coolly observes: "Those who detect irony in Comedy do
so because they choose to see it in life." Looking through the

essay today I have difficulty in discovering what could have
impressed me about it once. Perhaps it was some of the fol-

lowing observations which bear on the social aspect of

comedy:

1. "The Comic poet is in the narrow field, or enclosed

square, of the society he depicts; and he addresses the still

narrower enclosure of men's intellects, with reference to

the operation of the social world upon their characters."

2. For Comedy "a society of cultivated men and women is

required, wherein ideas are current and the perceptions

quick, that he may be supplied with matter and an
audience."

3. "A perception of the comic spirit gives high fellowship.

You become a citizen of the selecter world, the highest we
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know of in connection with our old world, which is not

supermundane. Look there for your unchallengeable upper
class1"

4. Meredith is too wise to think Moli^re the poet of the

aristocracy alone: "For the amusement of the Court
the ballets and farces were written, which are dearer to the

rabble upper, as to the rabble lower, class than intellectual

comedy. The French bourgeoisie of Paris were sufficiently

quick-witted and enlightened by education to welcome great

works like Le Tartuffe, Les Femmes Savantes, and Le
Misanthrope. . .

." There follows such a hymn of praise to

the middle class as would have warmed the heart of James
Mill or Lord Macaulay: "In all countries the middle class

presents the public which, fighting the world, and with a

good footing in the fight, knows the world best. . . . Culti-

vated men and women, who do not skim the cream of life,

and are attached to the duties, yet escape the harsher blows,

make acute and balanced observers. Moli^re is their poet."

Page 131 LORCA AND SYNGE. Syugc's folk comedies

—

The Playboy of the Western World, The Tinker's Wedding,

In the Shadow of a Glen—have long been famous. It was

Edwin Honig, in his valuable book Garcia Lorca (New York,

1944), who pointed out that Lorca was a second Synge both

in folk tragedies like Blood Wedding and folk comedies like

The Shoemaker's Prodigious Wife.

Page i^i GRABBE (1801-1836) a brilliant, freakish dra-

matic talent, not really discovered until the twentieth cen-

tury, and then only in Germany. Like Biichner he is a good

instance of the fact that a play need not succeed at once to

succeed in the end. Before the titles of his chief works I

give the date of composition (which is usually also the date

of publication) and after them the date of the first pro-

duction:

1827 Herzog Theodor von Gothland 1892.

1827 Nanette und Maria 1914-

1827 Scherz, Satire, Ironie, und tiefere Bedeutung 1876.

1829 Don Juan und Faust 1829.

1829 Die Hohenstaufen 1875.

1831 Napoleon 1868.

1838 Hannibal 1918.
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Page i^i STERNHEIM (1878-1943) is associated both with

expressionism and with the anti-expressionist trend known
as die neue Sachlichkeit—"the new factuality." Aus dem
biirgerlichen Heldenleben (1908-1922) includes his best

comedies: Burger Schippel, Die Hose, Der Snob, Die Mar-

quise von Arcis. The last-named has been published and

performed in an adaptation by Ashley Dukes, entitled The
Mask of Virtue. A translation of Der Snob under the title

of A Place in the World is to be found in Eight European

plays, ed. W. Katzin (New York, 1927).*

• Another is to be found under the title The Snob in From the

Modern Repertoire, Series One, ed. Eric Bentley (1949). Die Hose
was translated by Eugene Jolas as A Pair of Drawers in Tran-

sition, 6-7-8-9 (1927).

Page i^j HENRY BECQUE (1837-1899), whose genius was

paralyzed by the Parisian theater, had as great a natural

gift as any modern playwright outside our Big Four. In the

histories he is listed as the head of an undistinguished

school of French dramatists who wrote what is called

comedie rosse—a type of acrid, raw, naturalistic comedy
not long ago popularized in America by The Little Foxes.

Rather than vainly trying to revive Henry Ceard, Romain
Coolus, Georges Ancey, et al., I prefer to call attention to

a little genealogy of more distinction. Whether each of

these authors actually influenced the other I do not know;
legitimate or illegitimate, here is the family tree:

1885 La Parisienne, by Becque.

1887 Comrades. Perhaps Strindberg's best comedie rosse.

1897 Der Kammersdnger ("The Tenor"). Wedekind's amaz-

ing one-act satire.

1908-1922 Aus dem biirgerlichen Heldenleben. Sternheim's

comedie rosse cycle.

Another of Ashley Dukes's English versions

—

Parisienne—
was performed and published in London in 1943.*

• It has been rendered obsolete by Jacques Barzun's version,

published in From the Modern Repertoire, Series One, ed. Eric

Bentley (1949).

Page 1)1 CHEKHOV (1860-1904) and scHN iTZLER (1862-

1931) might each have had a full chapter in this book had
it aimed at being a comprehensive history of the best mod-
ern drama. The former has probably a high enough reputa-
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tion, at least among connoisseurs, though even they have
tended to praise in Chekhov the one element that borders

on the meretricious: his wistfulness. This is so overstressed

by modern actresses that the light-foot Chekhov can be as

elephantine on the stage as Sudermann or Philip Barry.

Those who know best—Maxim Gorky and Stanislavsky, not

to mention the tart comments in Chekhov's own letters—

•

emphasize the demure concreteness of Chekhov, his highly

artistic, Jane Austen-like realism on the one hand and, on
the other, his afi&rmative attitude to life. Chekhov's peculiar

aroma results, indeed, not from adolescent posturing and
guttural murmurings about going to Moscow, not from
mannered lifelessness and actressy affection, but from the

interplay between the facts of provincial Russia in 1900,

so painstakingly reproduced, and Chekhov's impulses and
ideals. It is precisely because Chekhov is so positive a per-

son, such a lover of life, that Russia seems to him so sorry

a place: a cage for wild birds, a mantelpiece for stuffed sea-

gulls.

Brushing aside spurious Chekhovism (Greta Garbo is far

superior in this line), we are free to analyze the symphonic
structures which are Chekhov's plays. That this has seldom

been done as yet is proved by the ugly slashes in the text

of even the most imposing Chekhov productions. Cuts in

Chekhov are like vandalism in an art gallery. It is as if you
cut every tenth bar out of a Beethoven trio. Chekhov did

not talk pretentiously about new form. He did not talk; he

acted. In his achievement we see the real possibilities of the

"slice of life" theory, of the naturalistic rejection of the

"well-made play." Chekhov gives the illusion of a slice of

life by being not less but more skillful in construction than

the playwrights of the boulevards. His realism means aban-

doning recourse to the easy symmetry of plot and building

a graceful edifice out of the trickier material of rhythm,

leitmotiv, tempo, and panorama. As Chekhov put it himself

in words that to the present-day reader suggest Henry

James: "When a man spends the least possible number of

movements over some definite action, that is graceful."

To the kind of critic who appeals to "the decline of the

ruling class" or "the rising bourgeoisie," Arthur Schnitzler

is Chekhov all over again. The twilight mood, the elegant

setting, the refined realism of the technique are common to

both playwrights. In both the central conflict is between

the outgoing, loving impulses and circumstances which
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thwart them. Yet the two are very different. In technique

Schnitzler stays closer to the orthodox French play. He is not

averse to using sentimental tricks such as letting the heroine

of Intermezzo sing a song which in overtheatrical irony

refers to her own case. And he often stretches the long

arm of coincidence in his plots. The catch is that though

there is much improbability of event—especially exits and

entrances too neatly timed—there is no improbability in

psychology. Schnitzler sets up an interplay between his

"artificial" framework and his "real" people. The effect is

characteristic and wonderful. It is as if a play of Sardou

suddenly were to come alive. Like Pirandello, Schnitzler

plays one level of reality against another. But he does it

differently. Pirandello starts from the human reality and
"distances" it with the aid of an artificial frame; Schnitzler

starts from a frame and lets his characters walk out of it

into real life. Pirandello uses the trick to make reality comic

and thus bearable. Schnitzler uses it for the shock which
the spectator experiences when the frame is ruptured. If

Pirandello is belittled when we look exclusively at his in-

tellectual problems, Schnitzler is belittled when we look ex-

clusively at his practical and moral problems. Schnitzler

was once known as the playwright who attacked dueling,

who advocated the New Morality, who was Dangerously

Frank, who asked: should a doctor tell?, who wrote on the

Jewish problem. All these things are secondary in his art,

which is the scene of a much more primordial conflict, that

which Freud has called the conflict of Love and Death, a

conflict within which most others can be subsumed.
The relation of Schnitzler's work to the ideas of Comedy

and Tragedy is more complex than I indicate in the text.

Der Ruf des Lebens ("The Call of Life"), for instance, has

a somewhat tragic form, yet in substance is almost the exact

opposite of tragic. (There is no name for the opposite of

tragic; comic is not the word.) Tragedy always has to do
with responsibility and has often shown the retribution

that follows irresponsibility. The pseudo-tragic ending of

Der Ruf des Lebens is antitragic, though calamitous, in that

the idea of responsibility is explicitly turned down. The
good doctor tells the protagonist Marie, who has killed her
father under provocation, not to be worried with the

thought of guilt. Not that he justifies the action. Rather he
finds the idea of justification meaningless. "You are good,"
says Marie. "Good?" Schnitzler's spokesman replies, "I?

—

Yes. In the same way as you are a criminal . . . Wordsl

—
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On you the sun still shines and on me—and on them (he

points to the children who run across the meadow). On her
(pointing to Marie's dead sister) it does not. That's all I

could be certain about on this earth." Thus a new kind of

tragedy—or, better, a nameless something that is not tragedy

—is made out of modern skepticism.

Some would proceed to damn Schnitzler as a nihilist and
a decadent. Words are cheap. Politically defeatist, no doubt,

Schnitzler yet stands for the truth as he sees it, which is the

artist's basic position. Schnitzler stands for conscience, and
against illusions, especially the illusion that irresponsible

pleasure makes men happy. All through his life he said the

same things; he painted the same picture in different colors

—or rather shades. The public has liked his early work best,

the delicate "comedy" of Anatol or the delicate "tragedy"

of Liebelei. Inveterate Schnitzlerians champion the late

novellen and such late plays as his haunting, dim Der Gang
zum Weiher ("Road to the Fish Pond"). Personally I most

admire the middle period of The Lonely Way, The Call of

Life, Intermezzo and the great "comedy" of sexual promis-

cuity Round Dance (as published in From the Modern
Repertoire, Series One).

Perhaps the two best books in English on Chekhov and
Schnitzler are, respectively: William Gerhardi's Anton Che-

khov (New York, 1923)* and Sol Liptzin's Arthur Schnitz-

ler (New York, 1932).
• Or David Magarshack's Chekhov the Dramatist (New York,

1952)?

Page /^5 IS CANDIDA THE VILLAIN? An author's in-

terpretation of his own work can never be regarded as

authoritative, but, for what it is worth, here is Shaw's

opinion on the question as conveyed in a letter to James
Huneker:

Don't ask me conundrums about that very immoral

female, Candida. Observe the entry of W. Burgess: "You're

the lady as hused to typewrite for him." "No." "Naaow:

she was younger." And therefore Candida sacked her.

Prossy is a very highly selected young person indeed, de-

voted to Morell to the extent of helping in the kitchen

but to him the merest pet rabbit, unable to get the

slightest hold on him. Candida is as unscrupulous as

Siegfried: Morell himself sees that "no law will bind her."

She seduces Eugene just exactly as far as it is worth her
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while to seduce him. She is a woman without "character"

in the conventional sense. Without brains and strength

of mind she would be a wretched slattern or voluptuary.

She is straight for natural reasons, not for conventional

ethical ones. Nothing can be more cold-bloodedly reason-

able than her farewell to Eugene: "All very well, my
lad; but I don't quite see myself at fifty with a husband
at thirty-five." It is just this freedom from emotional

slop, this unerring wisdom on the domestic plane, that

makes her so completely mistress of the situation. Then
consider the poet. She makes a man of him finally by
showing him his own strength—that David must do with-

out poor Uriah's wife. And then she pitches in her picture

of the home, the onions, and the tradesmen, and the

cossetting of big baby Morell. The New York hausfrau

thinks it a little paradise; but the poet rises up and says,

"Out then, into the night with me"—Tristan's holy night.

If this greasy fool's paradise is happiness, then I give it

to you with both hands, "life is nobler than that." That
is the "poet's secret." The young things in front weep to

see the poor boy going out lonely and brokenhearted in

the cold night to save the proprieties of New England
Puritanism; but he is really a god going back to his

heaven, proud, unspeakably contemptuous of the "happi-

ness" he envied in the days of his blindness, clearly seeing

that he has higher business on hand than Candida. She
has a little quaint intuition of the completeness of his

cure; she says, "he has learnt to do without happiness."

This analysis is at many points in accord with mine, at some
points not.

Shaw told Huneker: "I should certainly be lynched by the
infuriated Candidamaniacs if this view of the case were
made known." He added, in words that help us to under-
stand him as an artist:

I tell it to you because it is an interesting sample of the
way in which a scene, which should be conceived and writ-

ten only by transcending the ordinary notion of the rela-

tions between the persons, nevertheless stirs the ordinary
emotions to a very high degree, all the more because the
language of the poet, to those who have not the clew to

it, is mysterious and bewildering and therefore worship-
ful. I divined it myself before I found out the whole
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truth about it.

—

Iconoclasts: A Book of Dramatists (New
York. 1908), pp. «54-256.

These suggestive, rather cryptic comments deserve to be
capped by another. In a letter to his daughter, pubHshed in

The Crack-Up (New York, 1945) F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote:

"Strange Interlude is good. It was good the first time, when
Shaw wrote it and called it Candida.'*

Page i$o THREE PLAYS of Piraudello and three levels of

reality:

1921 Six Characters in Search of an Author.

1924 Each in His Own Way.

1930 Tonight We Improvise.

—CHAPTER 7.

Page j6o each Scandinavian country . . . Sec

any history of any Scandinavian literature. A cross-section of

the best Scandinavian drama since Strindberg has been pub-

lished in Scandinavian Plays of the Twentieth Century

(Princeton, 1944), 2 vols. They are not bad plays; but they

do not whet the appetite.*

• Ditto the third series of 1951.

Page 160 SHAW, IBSEN, O'NEILL, AND STRIND-
BERG. The Story of Ibsen and the picture is told in V. J.

McGill's August Strindberg, p. 11. It is also said that Ibsen

thought Strindberg his superior. (If so he was wrong.)

O'Neill's testimonial is quoted from a Provincetown Players'

program as given in Promncetown: a story of the Theatre
by Helen Deutsch and Stella Hanau (New York, 1931).
.Sb^^\''s tributes are taken from the prefaces to Back to

Methuselah and Three Plays for Puritans, respectively.

Henderson tells us that Strindberg's portrait has hung in

Shaw's workroom alongside Nietzsche, Descartes, and Ein-
stein. Pearson adds this anecdote about Shaw:

Taking advantage of a visit to Stockholm, he called on
Strindberg to advise him to appoint William Archer as

his English translator. "Archer is not in sympathy with
me," objected Strindberg. "Archer wasn't in sympathy
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with Ibsen either," returned Shaw. . . . Having reported

this conversation verbatim to Archer on a post card, Shaw
continued: "After some further conversation, consisting

mainly of embarrassed silences and a pale smile or two

by A.S., and floods of energetic eloquence in a fearful

lingo, half-French, half-German, by G.B.S., Strindberg

took out his watch and said in German, 'At two o'clock I

am going to be sick.' The visitors accepted this delicate

intimation and withdrew."

Page 162 strindberg's autobiographies. Eng-

lish versions and the years they cover are as follows:

1. The Son of a Servant, 1849-1867.

2. The Growth of a Soul, 1867-1872.

3. The Author, 1872-1886.

4. The Confession of a Fool, 1875(1.

5. Fairhaven and Foulstrand, 1892-1894.

6. Inferno, 1894-1897.

7. Legends, 1897-1898.

(The eighth volume

—

Alone—has not been translated.) The
break between 4 and 5 indicates not only a break in time

but also in style. The first four books are in the "natural-

istic" vein like the plays with which they are so closely

related

—

The Father, Miss Julia, Creditors. The last four

belong to' the "spiritual" realm of the dream plays.

Page 16') siRi VON ESSEN, whose stormy marriage with

Strindberg is recorded in The Confession of a Fool and,

less literally, in The Father and The Link and other "nat-

uralistic" plays was accused by her husband of everything

from Lesbianism to feeding the dog better than she fed

August Strindberg. The marriage with Frida Uhl (1895-

1894) was not quite so tempestuous, and the marriage with

Harriet Bosse (1901-1904) was almost calm. Like many of

our "high-brow" prophets of simple womanhood, Strind-

berg married complex intellectuals. Two of the three wives

were actresses, the other was a writer.

Page 166 swEDENBORG. The name to many of us sug-

gests only a drab, queer sect. To the historian of culture,

however, Swedenborg is a major influence on imaginative

writers such as Blake, Balzac, Flaubert, Baudelaire, Yeats,

and Strindberg.
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Page 166 . . . THREE CONCENTRIC CIRCLE S—an
idea of A. Jolivet's. Not the least of the merits of his book
Le Theatre de Strindberg is that it makes available to those

who have no Swedish a great deal of the research of the

leading Strindberg scholar, Martin Lamm. The two chief

studies of Strindberg in English

—

August Strindberg, the

Bedeviled Viking by V, J. McGill (New York, 1930) and
August Strindberg by G. A. Campbell (London, 1933)—are

decidedly limited both as to scholarship and criticism.

Page 166 BUCHNER AND THE GERMAN ROMAN-
TICISTS. Even more than Grabbe, Georg Biichner (1813-

1837) is a standing disproof of the view that no playwright

succeeds after his death who does not succeed during his

lifetime. Biichner's success was postponed until the genera-

tion of 1910-1920, when Max Reinhardt produced his Death

of Danton and Alban Berg made an opera out of his Woz-
zeck. Antedating not only Zola but also Turgenev and
Ostrovski, he is an illustration of the fact that dramatic

realism was not an invention of the eighties. Regarded by
many as a twentieth-century playwright born too early, I

prefer to suggest that our notion of what is typically "nine-

teenth-century" is invidious and arbitrary. The nineteenth

century produced Biichnerl

Because the German Romanticists wrote many bad plays

and contributed from the "high-brow" side to the divorce

of theater and drama we tend to forget their positive serv-

ices. We do not read Ludwig Tieck's Dramaturgische Blat-

ter, highly as they were esteemed by Goethe, Heine, and
Hebbel. We fondly believe that nobody tried to produce

Shakespeare in an Elizabethan manner on an Elizabethan

stage before 1900. Early in the nineteenth century, however,

Tieck denounced the IllusionsbiXhne and called for a Raum-
buhne, by which he meant a stage of platforms and stair-

cases in the approved modern manner. Producing A Mid-

summer Night's Dream at Potsdam in 1843, Tieck used

(instead of scenery) stairways, draperies, pillars, and bal-

conies, on a three-tier stage. Long before Shaw, Tieck

assaulted the popular Parisian theater as the octopus that

it was. In his demand for a more intimate theater and a

more experimental leadership, in his demand for a realistic

middle-class drama, in his demand for more natural acting

and careful enunciation, he is a great pioneer of modern
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theater. We would not think Thornton Wilder's The Skin

of Our Teeth so audacious if we had read Die verkehrte

Welt and Der gestiefelte Kater by Tieck.

Page 1 6-] DESPREZ and antoine. UEvolution natu-

raliste by the young Louis Desprez was one of the many
books which helped to create a Zolaist climate of opinion.

Allusions to Andr^ Antoine, who gave the Zolaists their

chance in the theater by founding the Theatre Libre in

1887, are intermittent throughout this book. One of the

two plays which were done at the Theitre Libre under the

common title of Les quarts d'heure—Entre freres by Henri

Lavedan and Gustave Guiches—was regarded by Strindberg

as a model of the genre.

Pages J 6j- 1 68 BRUNETifeRE AND SARCEY. Ferdinand

Bruneti^re (1849-1906) was the leading academic critic of

drama in France when Francisque Sarcey (1828-1899) was

the leading journalistic critic. The former fluttered the

academic dovecots in America with his "law of the theater,"

a not very enterprising rehash of the idea "drama is conflict"

in terms of volition. What a fascination this kind of ques-

tion exercised in the years before the First World War can

be judged by readers of Henry Arthur Jones's introduction

to the English translation, or of Brander Matthews' The
Development of the Drama (1903), Clayton Hamilton's The
Theory of the Theater (1910), and William Archer's Play-

making (1912).

Contrary to appearances, Sarcey is a more complex
and controversial figure. He liked Dumas fils, Sardou, and
Augier, the best theater of his youth and middle age, and
he was a die-hard opponent of the naturalism and symbolism
of his later years. Since the latter schools have stood the

test of time much better than the former, since we naturally

think harshly of a theater critic who could find little but
hocus-pocus in Ibsen or Becque, we neglect to note that

Sarcey, for all the smug Philistinism that blemished his

work, was often right and his opponents wrong. Although
he did not seek out the grain of genius in Maeterlinck, he
pounced on the nonsense which is just as certainly there.

He not only recognized Strindberg's talent and declared
that he had more sense of theater than any other playwright
of the Scandinavian school, he also disengaged some of the
essentials of Strindberg's art: his clarity of exposition, his
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assured logic, his skillful preparations, his kinship with
"nos faiseurs de mSlodrames ou de nos vaudevillistes."

Above all in the essays under the title "Les lois du thMtre,"
in the first of the eight imposing volumes of his Quarante
Ans de Theatre (Paris, 1900-1902), Sarcey makes one
of the most intelligent of all attempts to describe the craft

of the theater. The art of theater, he argues, is a system

of conventions which give an illusion of reality to an
audience. A play, therefore, is not "a slice of life artistically

put on the boards" as the Zolaist, Jean Jullien, had put it,

not, at any rate, unless the word artistically cancels out the

rest of the remark. We shall understand theater, says Sarcey,

by studying the peculiar conditions of theater: the psy-

chology of crowds, their expectations and predilections as

mirrored in dramatic conventions. It is necessary, he insists,

to accommodate the facts and sentiments of life to the

particular dispositions of spectators. "It is impossible to

separate the art from its conditions, as it lives only through

and by them, as it is not a subtle inspiration wafted from
heaven or emanating from the depth of the human mind,

but something wholly concrete and definite which, like all

living things, cannot exist except in the environment to

which it is adapted. . .
." Here Sarcey is a pioneer of much

modern scholarship which has dug up the facts of ancient

and Elizabethan theater and has proved to the hilt that they

are essential to the complete understanding of the drama.

So much in Sarcey's favor. The way in which he could

contrive to be so right in theory and so wrong in specific

allegiances might at first be puzzling. It arises from the

single circumstance that Sarcey's analysis of modern culture

was deficient. He quoted Moli^re's dictum: "There is no

other rule of the theater than that of pleasing the public"

and failed to differentiate between Moli^re's public and
Sardou's. The point comes up again in the Afterword.

Page 1-2 BERNHARD diebold's book Anarchie Im
Drama (Frankfurt, 3rd ed., 1925) is one of the best books

in the whole field of modern drama. Its main subject is Ger-

man Expressionism, of which the analysis is magistral, and

Diebold writes the best things obtainable on the art of

Strindberg, Wedekind, and Sternheim, not to mention the

lesser men of Expressionism proper.

Having mentioned the outstanding English and French

critics of our period, I should add fHat Germany produced
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no less outstanding talents. During the Weimar Republic,

Diebold, Alfred Kerr, Julius Bab, and Herbert Ihering

kept up a marvelously high standard.

Page 779 ERICH kahler's Man the Measure (New York,

1943) is a general history of civilization that, like Egon
Friedell's, is particularly good for its criticism of certain

authors. Kahler has the feel of modern European literature.

—CHAPTER 8.

Page 184 O'NEILL, O'CASEY, AND DENIS JOHN-
STON. O'Neill's admiration of Strindberg was most elo-

quently expressed in the program of the Provincetown
Players quoted above, p. 160. The Flying Wasp (London,

1937), O'Casey's one book of criticism—a splendid attack on

the London theater, even if Mr. O'Casey suffers from the.

illusion that New York is better, a "romantic" illusion of

distance—contains respectful allusions to Strindberg. The
influence of the dream plays is written all over Denis

Johnston's The Old Lady Says No!, an expressionist retort

to W. B. Yeats' too slight play Cathleen ni Houlihan.

Page i8y y e a t s ' later plays * are spread over four volumes:

1. Four Plays for Dancers, 1921.

2. Wheels and Butterflies, 1934.

3. The Heme's Egg and Other Plays, 1935.

4. Last Poems and Plays, 1940.

It is from the very interesting notes in the first of these

volumes that my quotation is taken.

•Gathered—without his notes—in The Collected Plays of W. B.

Yeats (New York, 1953).

Page 196 EXISTENTIAL THEATER. The ncws of the
new theater came to America via the English monthly maga-
zine Horizon, May 1945. In what does the existentialism of

the plays consist? Sartre has almost answered this question

in one sentence of an essay in which he wrote: "L'existence

n'est pas une delectation morose, mais une philosophic hu-
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maniste de I'action, de I'eQort, du combat, de la solidarite
.**

A somewhat longer quotation will reinforce the point:

Every object has a being and an existence. A being

—

that is to say a constant sum of attributes. An existence

—

that is to say a certain effective presence in the world . . .

The existentialist holds . . . that in man—and only in

man—existence precedes being.

That means quite simply that man primarily is and
only secondarily is he this or that. In a word man has to

create his own being. It is in throwing himself into the

world, in suffering there, in wrestling there, that he bit

by bit defines himself. And the definition remains forever

open. You cannot say what this particular man is before

his death nor what humanity is after it has disappeared.

Does existentialism lend itself to dramatic art? Or is it an
embarrassment? "It is evident," says John Russell in Hori-

zon, "that existentialism, based as it is largely upon the

inner rhetoric of temperament, is very well suited to the

theater." H. A. Mason, however, maintains in Scrutiny that

"in Les Mouches the philosophical theses remain outside

the play, which thus lacks inner coherence. . . . The author

is illegitimately pulling the strings and intervening like his

own Jupiter to bring off firework effects." Now it seems that

I had the advantage over these critics in that I read Sartre's

play before I knew anything of Sartre's philosophy. From
this experience I can uncategorically report that the philos-

ophy of the Sartre plays is so far from being obtrusive that

they can painlessly be assimilated by audiences who have

never heard of Kierkegaard or Heidegger.

Page 200 "huis clos" and garcin's coward-
ice. A supplement to some of my sentences is provided by

Alexandre Astruc in his essay "Jean-Paul Sartre and Huis

Clos" in John Lehmann's yearbook New Writing and Day-

light (1945):

Actually, Garcin's crime is not that of being a coward

—

is he one anyway? No one will ever know, he died before

he could prove his courage: he died too soon (but one

always dies too soon). Nor that of Estelle in being an

infanticide, nor naturally that of Inds in being Lesbian.

Their real sin is having made others suffer during their

existence, of having wanted to live through the tortured
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conscience of another. Garcin has made his wife suffer,

In^s her girl friend, Estelle her lover: they will be

punished in that wherein they sinned: through others.

Thus, in the end, Garcin's cowardice, likes In^s sexuality,

are their punishment, rather than their sin. Garcin will

suffer through his cowardice (or his impossibility of

showing his courage: which comes to the same): In^s

through her inversion and Estelle through her sensuality.

The punishment, if it comes from others, is nevertheless

rooted in the conscience of each of the characters. They
themselves are their own torturers.

Page 208 AT PRESENT, i.e. 1945. Postscript in ig^y.

The present author returned to the topic of Sartre in The
New York Times Book Review, February 23, 1947; in The

Kenyan Review, Spring 1948 ("Sartre's Struggle for Exist-

enz"); and in his book In Search of Theatre (1953).

—CHAPTER

Page 210 PiscATOR AND BRECHT. Piscator's book. Das
politische Theater (Berlin, 1929), from which all the quo-

tations are taken, is a very interesting and unintentionally

revealing bit of social and personal history. Piscator was

something of a youthful prodigy; and still is. A more objec-

tive account of some of his doings is to be found in Her-

bert Ihering's Reinhardt-Jessner-Piscator oder Klassikertod?

(Berlin, 1929).*

Ihering comments on the influence of Piscator and
Brecht: "It is astonishing that the poet should have more
influenced the theater and the director than the drama.

Most attempts to come to an understanding with the politi-

cal and social present go back to Piscator, most attempts

to create a new form to Brecht."

Some of Ihering's further comments on Brecht's Epic

Theater might be worth adding here:

Brecht replaced greatness with distance. That is his his-

toric achievement in the theater. He did not make people

smaller. He did not atomize characters. He put them at a

distance. He took away the actor's obtrusive gemiitlichkeit.

He demanded a reckoning with the events. He insisted
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on simple gestures. He had to have clear, cool speech.

No emotional chicanery was permitted. The result was
the objective. Epic style.

My first long quotation from Brecht (p. 218) is taken,

according to Mordecai Gorelik, from an unpublished Pro-

spectus of the Diderot Society (via Mordecai Gorelik's New
Theatres for Old). The charts (pp. 215, 216) are from the

notes to Mahagonny in the Gesammelte Werke (London,

1938). For further particulars see the bibliographical note
in my version of Furcht und Elend des dritten Reiches

("The Private Life of the Master Race") (New York, 1944).* •

• Reprinted in Die zwanziger Jahre (Berlin, 1948).
•* The Good Women of Setzuan and The Caucasian Chalk
Circle have been published as Parables for the Theatre (Minne-

apolis, 1948).

Page 214 EVREiNOv's MONODRAMA. The quotation

from Evreinov is taken from Oliver M. Sayler's The Russian

Theater under the Revolution (Boston, 1920), Chapter XIV.

See also The Theater in Life by Nicolas EvreinofE (New
York, 1927). His little monodrama The Theater of the Soul

has been published more than once in English

—

e.g. in Chief

Contemporary Dramatists, Third Series, ed. T. H. Dickinson.

—TO THE AFTERWORD

Page 2)2 THEATER ALWAYS A PROBLEM. In the

first volume of his Quarante Ans de Thedtre, Sarcey wittily

mentions a collection of dramatic brochures which he had

recently come across. Among the titles were:

1768 Causes de la decadence du thedtre.

1771 Du thedtre et des causes de sa decadence.

1807 Les causes de la decadence du thedtre.

1828 Considerations sur . . . les causes de la decadence des

theatres.

1841 Recherches sur les causes de la decadence des

theatres . . .

1842 A quelles causes attrihuer la decadence de la trag-

edie . . . 7

1849 De la decadence de I'art dramatique.
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i860 De la decadence des thMtres.

1866 Rapport au Senat sur la decadence de I'art dramatique.

1871 De la decadence des theatres et les moyens de les

rSgenerer.

1876 Cri d'alarme sur la situation de I'art dramatique.

1880 Du thidtre a sauver.

Page 2^^ SET OF COINCIDENCES.
"A perfectly adequate and successful stage representation

of a play requires a combination of circumstances so ex-

traordinarily fortunate that I doubt whether it has ever

occurred in the history of the world."
—"Mainly about My-

self," Bernard Shaw.

Page 255 ENTERTAINMENT . . . ON THE SCREEN.
Rosten's Hollywood, already cited, contains a remark ger-

mane to the theme of my chapter: "The people who read

the Atlantic Monthly also see the Marx brothers' pictures;

but how many of the people who see the Marx brothers

read anything above the level of True Confessions?" Since,

however, Mr. Rosten does not know what conclusion to

draw from any of his data (except to excuse Hollywood's

offenses as juvenility which the industry will grow out

of) it is necessary to go elsewhere for enlightenment—for

instance, to James T. Farrell's The League of Frightened

Philistines (New York, 1945) which contains two admirable

essays on Hollywood in which Darryl Zanuck, Walter

Wanger, and other spokesmen for the present state of affairs

are put where they belong.

Page 2_J5 THE "SATURDAY EVENING POST," SeC

"On High-brow Writing," by Maurice Zolotow in the

monthly Politics, August 1944. The argument that "Shake-

speare also was a popular writer" is a regular gambit even

in academic criticism. Professor Allardyce Nicoll devotes

the first chapter, "Shakespeare and the Cinema," of his

Film and Theatre (New York, 1936) to it. The uneasiness

and resentment that motivate this elaborate Justification by
Shakespeare • is revealed when Mr. Nicoll turned with relief

from minority art to the mass-produced movie:

We are not dealing here with fond theories spun from the

brains of idealistic visionaries desirous of making the

film a toy for aesthetes and superior intellectuals; we are

watching something much more significant—the sure de-
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velopment of an art out of conditions which have made
many regard it only as an industry (p. 107, cf. p. 29, p. 49).

This low-brow academicism is the real "treason of the

clerks." When we realize that this particular "traitor" is

perhaps the greatest living scholar in the field of theater,

the only comment is "et tu, Brute?"
• A later instance is Alfred Harbage's Shakespeare and the Rival

Traditions (New York, 1952).

Page 2^6 THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE CROWD. Cf.

Mr. Nicoll's phrase: "the sure development of an art out of

conditions." In an onslaught against what he called this

"cheap materialism," J. E. Spingarn traced its history from
Castelvetro in the Renaissance to the present. Spingarn spoke

of "all this pedantry of 'dramatic technique,' of 'dramaturgic

skill,' of scenes a faire, of the conditions of the theater, the

influence of the audience, and the conformation of the

stage" and concluded:

If we wish to understand dramatic literature itself, we
must seek understanding in the great plays and not in the

dead materials out of which plays are made. . . . For

the true dramatic critic will transfer his interest from the

drama itself to the "laws of the theater" or the "condi-

tions of the theater" only when the lover studies the "laws

of love" and the "conditions of love" instead of his lady's

beauty and his own soul.—From "Dramatic Criticism and

the Theater," 1913, reprinted in Creative Criticism (New
York, 1917).

Page 2)8 THE CRITIC AND "oklahomaI" See Mr.

George Beiswanger's Broadway Letter in the Kenyan Review

(Spring 1944) and his article "Theater Today" in Journal of

Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Vol. Ill, Numbers 9-10. The
idea that Oklahoma! is echt amerikanisch and has "deep

subconscious roots"
—

"the roots run ... to vaudeville . . .

dance of every kind, and much that comes straight from the

folk"—is on all fours with the cultural nationalism recently

preached by Van Wyck Brooks and others. It is not new.

Twenty years ago Waldo Frank rejoiced over the death of

high theater in America as follows:

The drama-culturists seem to have gone and may it be

forever—such simple and fundamental artists as Chaplin,
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Brice, Jolson, Fields, Whiteman, Savoy, with a host of

other gorgeous jazzers and apocalyptic dancers have come
into their own: shamelessly they hold the stage and win

the plaudits which went once to the dim drama of dis-

cussion . . . This is all to the good, for of such folk-stuffs

shall be built our indigenous theater.

As for the European drama: "These spirits of revolt

—

Andreyev, Wedekind, Maeterlinck, Romains—are not true

for us. . . . Absorption in them is a natural growth for

their countrymen; for the American it is a dangerous trick."

—Salvos (New York, 1924).

Fa%e 241 THE READING OF PLAYS. Aristotle said:

"Tragedy like epic poetry produces its true effect even with-

out action; it reveals its power by mere reading." Lessing

said: "A masterpiece is seldom as well represented as it is

written; mediocrity always fares better with the actors." In

the antiliterary tradition, however, Spingarn names Castel-

vetro, Diderot, Voltaire, Schlegel, Sarcey, and Brander Mat-

thews. Perhaps the most uncompromising remark is that of

the Victorian man of letters H. D. Traill:

Of every drama, as we moderns understand the term, it

may, I hold, be affirmed that, though some of them may,

and do, contain great literature, they are, to the extent to

which they are literary, undramatic, and, to the extent to

which they are dramatic, unliterary.

This tradition lies behind the following comments of living

men of the theater:

The unliterary theater is the only genuine form of theatri-

cal art.—Theodore Komisarjevsky.

This book is concerned with the theater and not with

drama—a distinction in terms which I think is clear to all.

I understand drama to be a branch of literature.—Norris

Houghton.

Page 24^ STARK YOUNG, in several small books, very mod-
est in appearance compared with the lovely picture
BOOKS mentioned above (p. 279), made one of the best

contributions to the understanding of theater arts:

1923 The Flower in Drama.
1925 Glamour.
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1926 Theater Practice.

1927 The Theater*
•Add: Immortal Shadows (1948).

Page 24) TEXTBOOKS ON DRAMA REMAIN BAD. All

exception is Understanding Drama by Cleanth Brooks and
Robert Heilman (New York, 1945). Here at last plays are

given rigorous analysis by critics who believe that great

drama means something. Everybody should read their analy--

ses of Henry IV, Part I, The Way of the World, and The
School for Scandal. Messrs. Brooks and Heilman write:

"There can be no question that the legitimate drama is pri-

marily an auditory art, and that the dialogue is its primary
element. For drama, therefore, costumes, setting, and even

acting itself are, finally, secondary. It is the word which is

primary here; and this fact may explain why a good play

retains so much of its dramatic power even when merely

read in the study or the classroom." Which is excellent; and
this book is an endorsement of the Brooks and Heilman po-

sition. Unfortunately, in the course of their book their in-

difference to the arts of the theater comes to seem excessive;

one ought to know something of what Richard Boleslavsky

called the "music of action" and one can fully study this

music only in the theater. A certain academicism limits

Understanding Drama. I do not refer here primarily to the

staid and stolid tone of the editors' writing, or even to the

fact that they sometimes seem more interested in defining

tragedy than in experiencing it, but to the shabby treatment

accorded to modern drama in their book. After their schol-

arly and intelligent report on Shakespeare and Congreve,

their account of Ibsen seems amateurish and jejune. It was

surely unnecessary to publish so naive an analysis of Ros-

mersholm after the work done on this play by Bernard

Shaw, Lou Andreas Salome, Roman Woerner, and Hermann
Weigand. Brooks and Heilman think that Ibsen is trying,

or ought to have been trying, to be Shakespeare, and that

he is not doing well at it. They even suggest that Rosmer-

sholm ought to be in verse. Having been told that Ibsen

wrote Problem Plays, but finding him really not so bad after

all, our modern editors suggest that Rosmersholm is a Prob-

lem Play unsuccessfully trying to be a Shakespearean tragedy.

A strange formulation of IbsenismI Obviously our Shake-

speare scholars—one could give many more examples—have

not yet begun to understand that an Ibsen or a Shaw has

his own purposes and methods in drama, purposes and
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methods different from those of earlier tragedy and comedy.

Is it not the classic error of academicism to classify first-rate

examples of a new genre as second-rate examples of an old

genre? And of all old genres has not Shakespearian drama
been the greatest hindrance to all new departures? "It is

when you are not able to write Macbeth that you write

Thercse Raquin," said Robert Louis Stevenson. If he meant
that you write a second-rate work when you are not able to

write a first-rate work he is right but not very profound. If

he meant that you only write a modern play when you can't

write an Elizabethan play he was talking the kind of non-

sense that makes one understand, and to a large extent sup-

port, Bernard Shaw's assault on Shakespeare.

Page 2,f.]
CAMPUS PRODUCERS AND BROADWAY.

One of the few campus theaters that has uncompromisingly
broken with Broadway consequently receives this treatment

in a book devoted to the improvement of the noncommer-
cial theater:

The criticism most readily leveled at Bennington Theater
by those who have come into close contact with it or with

its students or its faculty is that it has an unrealistic ap-

proach to the stage of today, that it leads an ivory tower

existence, out of touch with the theater of the market
place and tlie crossroads, that its mountain retreat is

shrouded in a kind of haze.

Just where "the market place and the crossroads" are lo-

cated is disclosed by tlie same author in another lyrical

passage:

"Broadway will not disappear; at least not until New York
blows away. It will beckon; it will be a mecca; it will remain
the standard of reference; its nod of approval will set the

stamp. , .
."—From Advance from Broadway by Norris

Houghton (New York, 1941).

Page 2.f^ ONE REVOLUTIONARY CONCLUSION,
which received its most eloquent statement by the founder
of a great French Little Theater, Jacques Copeau, director

of the Theatre du Vieux Colombier, writing in the Nouvelle
Revue Frangaise, 1913. The proposal to start an art theater is

preceded by a magnificent burst of indignation:
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A mad industrialism which from day to day more cyni-

cally degrades our French stage and repels from it the

cultured public; the monopoly of the greater part of our
theater by a handful of entertainers in the hire of shame-
less merchants; everywhere, even in high places, whose
authority should bring with it a certain sense of pride,

the same spirit of show and speculation, the same lack of

taste; everywhere the spectacle of an art that is dying, and
of which there may even be no question any longer, in the

parasitic toils of bluff, of auction methods, of exhibition-

ism; everywhere shallowness, disorder, indiscipline, igno-

rance, and folly; contempt for the artist, hatred of beauty;

an overproduction becoming ever more foolish and more
futile, a body of criticism becoming ever more complacent,

a public taste wandering farther and farther astray:

—

these are what anger us and now drive us to revolt.

I shall not try to state all other opinions on this question,

but the editorial views of Theatre Arts might here be noted.

The first number of the magazine (1916) contained a state-

ment of purpose in which an offensive was declared against

the "established theater, organized as a business." The re-

sult of this and other concomitant offensives was to be the

"ultimate conquest of the 'regular' theater." And how, in

the end, would the theatrical businessmen give up? The
little manifesto looks forward to "the day when the specula-

tors would step out of the established playhouse and let the

artists come in."

Twenty-eight years later this view of things is modified. In

an editorial of October, 1944, the businessmen are no longer

expected to walk out. Their help is requested for the fur-

therance of artistic theater. If the show This Is the Army
could earn ten million dollars for war relief why, it is asked,

could not similar shows earn a little money for the artistic

theater? John Golden is giving money for a Shakespeare

repertory company. Could not this be a precedent?

Now whether waiting for men of power to abdicate or ask-

ing them to share their wealth is a better strategy was not

discussed in Theatre Arts and need not be discussed here.

Neither proposal is very convincing to me, and a sentence

from the Theatre Arts editorial hints at some of the reasons

why: "The end of World War I heralded a rebirth of the

American theater—Where are the rebels now? . . . the thea-

ter of 1944 has a power which it did not have in 1919—the

power to stifle adventure, to quash initiative."
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Another illustration. Two of the mainstays of Theatre

Arts a generation ago were Kenneth MacGowan and Robert

Edmond Jones. In 1933 Professor Allardyce NicoU wrote in

praise of new tendencies in Hollywood as follows: "The sum-

moning of men such as MacGowan and Edmond Jones to

Hollywood indicates, too, the beginning of a new policy."

But did it?

Page 246 MINORITY ORGANIZATIONS. The " F R E I E

B u E H N E
'

' for instance secured seven hundred members
in its first year. In its second year only five performances

were given, in its third only one, then finis. The history of

minority theaters in America can be pieced together by

readers of:

1917 The Art Theater, by Sheldon Cheney.

1929 Footlights across America, by Kenneth MacGowan.
1941 Advance from Broadway, by Norris Houghton.

Page 2^9 THEATER AND DEMOCRACY. To this day the

most telling statements on this subject (to which the rest of

my chapter might be regarded as a rejoinder) are those of

the great critic of Democracy in America, Alexis de Tocque-
ville. Vol. II, Book 1, Chapter 19: "Some Observations on

the Drama amongst Democratic Nations." Here are seven of

his dicta:

1. If you would judge beforehand of the literature of a

people which is lapsing into democracy, study its dramatic

productions.

2. At the theater men of cultivation and of literary attain-

ments have always had more difficulty than elsewhere in

making their taste prevail over that of the people, and in

preventing themselves from being carried away by the

latter.

3. In democracies dramatic pieces are listened to but not

read. Most of those who frequent the amusements of the

stage do not go there to seek the pleasures of the mind but

the keen emotions of the heart.

4. If the effect of democracy is generally to question the

authority of all literary rules and conventions, on the stage

it abolishes them altogether and puts in their place noth-

ing but the whim of each author and of each public.

5. In written productions the literary canons of aristocracy

will be gently, gradually, and, so to speak, legally modi-
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fied; at the theater they will be riotously overthrown.
6. People who spend every day in the week in making
money, and the Sunday in going to church, have nothing
to invite the muse of comedy.

7. The dramatic authors of the past live only in books.
The traditional taste of certain individuals, vanity, fash-

ion, or the genius of an actor may sustain or resuscitate

for a time the aristocratic drama among a democracy; but
it will speedily fall away of itself—not overthrown but
abandoned.

Lest I seem to claim any originality for my rejoinder let

me quote the great pre-Shavian dramatic critic of Victorian

England, George Eliot's "husband," G. H. Lewes:

The Drama is everywhere in Europe and America rapidly

passing from an Art into an Amusement; just as of old it

passed from a religious ceremony into Art. Those who
love the Drama cannot but regret the change, but all must
fear that it is inevitable when they reflect .that the stage is

no longer the amusement of the cultured few, but the

amusement of the uncultured and miscultured masses, and
has to provide larger and lower appetites with food . . .

the mass, easily pleased and liberally paying for the pleas-

ure, rules the hour.

Unless a frank recognition of this inevitable tendency

cause a decided separation of the drama which aims at

Art from those theatrical performances which only aim at

Amusement of a lower kind (just as classical music keeps

aloof from all contact and all rivalry with comic songs and
sentimental ballads), and unless this separation take place

in a decisive restriction of one or more theaters to the

special performances of comedy and the poetic drama, the

final disappearance of the art is near at hand. ... It is

only by a rigid adherence to the principle of specialization

that such a scheme can have a chance. The theater must be

mounted with the sole purpose of performing works of art

for an art-loving public.

—

On Actors and the Art of Acting

(London, 1875).

Pages 249-2^0 WILDE AND CHEKHOV both had a full

understanding of the plight of the theater in modern society.

The quotation from Wilde is from "The Soul of Man under

Socialism," which with the essays in Intentions, helps to

cancel out the unfortunate effect on Wilde's reputation of
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his feeble poems, his sentimental stories, and his sensational

trial. The letters of Chekhov quoted here are dated: Novem-
ber 2, 1903 and April 4, 1897 respectively.

Page 2$$ TAKING DRAMA TO MIDDLE-WESTERN
FARMERS. What may happen when the playwright at-

tempts to speak directly to the people without compromising
his art is shown in the story of Tolstoy and his great play

The Power of Darkness:

. . . Stakhovich read it aloud to the peasants who had
been invited to hear it. About forty of them came and
listened in silence. Only the pantry boy expressed his de-

light with noisy laughter.

The reading came to an end. Tolstoy turned to his

favorite pupil, a middle-aged peasant, and asked, "How
do you like it?"

The peasant answered, "I don't know what to say.

Count. ... At first Nikita managed things pretty well,

but in the end he slipped up."

This crushing answer caused Tolstoy a deep mental de-

pression. He still held one of the essential factors in a

work of art to be its universality and its meaning to the

plain people.

The final irony was that this play for the people was chiefly

successful in the salons of Petersburg:

Everywhere the readings met with great success. Finally,

on January 27, 1887, Alexander III expressed a desire to

hear the play. The stage was set in Count Vorontsov's

palace for Stakhovich to read the play before the entire

imperial family. . . .

At the conclusion of the fifth act, everyone remained
silent for a long time, waiting for the Tsar to speak. At
last he said, "A marvelous piece of work!"

—

Tolstoy and
His Wife, by Tikhon Polner (New York, 1945).
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BELLOW, SAUL Dangling Man. MFp
BUECHNER, FREDERICK A Long Day's Dying. MF7
cuRVERs, ALEXIS Tcmpo di Roma. MF15
DE BEAUVOIR, siMONE The Mandarins, mfi
DENNIS, NIGEL Cards of Identity. MF13
DREISER, THEODORE An American Tragedy. mf2I
GADDis, WILLIAM The Rccognitiom. mf20
GASCAR, PIERRE Bcasts and Men and The Seed, mfio
GOLD, HERBERT Lovc and Li}{e. MF16
HOWE, IRVING, AND GREENBERG, ELIEZER (eDS.) A TrCOSUty of

Yiddish Stories. MG13
JARRELL, RANDALL Pictures from an Institution. mf2
MACAULAY, ROSE The Towcrs of Trebizond. mfS
PALEY, GRACE The Little Disturbances of Man. MF14



POWELL, ANTHONY The Acceptance World. mfii
RENAULT, MARY The Charioteer. MF19
ROSENFELD, ISAAC Passage from Home. mfi8
ROTH, PHILIP Goodbye, Columbus. MF5
SPARK, MURIEL Mcmcnto Mori. MF12
STERN, RICHARD G. Golf^. MFI7
WILSON, ANGUS The Middle Age of Mrs. Eliot. mf6

Literature, Criticism, Drama, artd Poetry

AIKEN, CONRAD Ushatlt. MI48
AUBERBACH, ERICH SccTies jrom the Drama of European

Literature. M63
BELLOW, SAUL; BOTSFORD, KEITH ; AND LUDWIG, JACK (eDS.) The

Noble Savage i. m88
BELLOW, SAUL; BOTSFORD, KEITH; AND LUDWIG, JACK (eDS.) Thc

Noble Savage 2. M102
BELLOW, SAUL, AND BOTSFORD, KEITH (eDS.) The Noblc SavagC J.

MII3

BELLOW, SAUL, AND BOTSFORD, KEITH (eDS.) The Noblc SavagC 4.

MI25

BELLOW, SAUL, AND BOTSFORD, KEITH (eDS.) The Noblc SavagC 5.

MI36
BERDYAEV, NICHOLAS DostoeVsJ{y. LAI5

BERRYMAN, JOHN Stephen Crane. M131

BRADLEY, A. c. Shakespearean Tragedy. M20
BRENAN, GERALD The Literature of the Spanish People. MG9
BROOKS, VAN WYCK The Ordeal of Mar\ Twain. M14
BROWNE, E. MARTIN (ed.) RcUgious Drama 2: Mystery and

Morality Plays. la20

BURNSHAW, STANLEY (ed.) The Poem Itself. M142

EiSENSTEiN, SERGEI Film Form and The Film Sense, mgio

EMPSON, WILLIAM Scvcu Types ^f Ambiguity, mii

FIEDLER, LESLIE A. Lovc and Death in the American Novel MG43

FowLiE, WALLACE Dionysus in Paris: A Guide to Contemporary

French Theater. M92
FOWLIE, WALLACE A Guidc to Contemporary French Literature.

M48
GRiGSON, GEOFFREY (ed.) The Romantics. M132

HALL, DONALD, AND PACK, ROBERT (eDS.) NcW PoCtS of England

and America: Second Selection. M135

HALL, DONALD; PACK, ROBERT; AND SIMPSON, LOUIS (eDS.) NcW
Poets of England and America. M50



HALVERSON, MARVIN (ed.) RcUgious Drama i: Five Plays, laid

HALVERSON, MARVIN (ed.) RcHgious Drama 3. LA27

HELLER, ERICH The Disinherited Mind. m66

HELLER, ERICH Thomas Mann: The Ironic German. MI18

HiGHET, GILBERT Talents and Geniuses. M77

HOWE, IRVING Politics and the Novel. M46
HUXLEY, ALDous Grey Eminence. M70
KiRSCHBAUM, LEO Clear Writing. MG38

KiRSCHBAUM, LEO (ed.) The Plays of Christopher Marlowe.

MG42
KNIGHT, G. WILSON The Wheel of Fire. M43
LOWELL, ROBERT Lord Wcary's Castle and The Mills of the

Kavanaughs. M107

MAUROis, ANDRE Prousf. A Biography. M54
MAYAKovsKY, VLADIMIR The Bcdbug and Selected Poetry. M94
New Directions ly. International Issue. mi8
o'brien, JUSTIN (ed.) From the N.R.F. mg20
PAciFici, SERGIO A Guidc to Contemporary Italian Literature.

M122
PASTERNAK, BORIS / Remember, migo
PRAZ, MARIO The Romantic Agony. MG5
RAHV, PHILIP (ed.) Literature in America, mgii

RIVIERE, JACQUES The Ideal Reader. M103
ROSE, H. J. Outlines of Classical Literature. MI19
STANisLAVSKi, coNSTANTiN My Life in Art. MG4
TATE, ALLEN The Man of Letters in the Modern World. M13
TRILLING, LIONEL Matthew Arnold. M19
WINTERS, YvoR On Modcm Poets. My^

Social Sciences, Psychology, and Anthropology

ACTON, LORD Essays on Freedom and Power. M12
AicHHORN, AUGUST Wayward Youth. M5
ARENDT, HANNAH The Origins of Totalitarianism. MG15
COOKE, JACOB E. (ed.) The Federalist. MG39
CRAWLEY, ERNEST The Mystic Rose. MG24
FREUND, PAUL A. The Supreme Court of the United States. M123
FROBENius, LEO The ChUdhood of Man. MG23
GLOVER, EDWARD Frcud or Jung? M34
HARRISON, JANE ELLEN Prolegomena to the Study of Gree\

Religion. MG3
HARRISON, JANE ELLEN Thcmisi A Study of the Social Origins of

GreeJi Religion. M145



HUTCHiNs, ROBERT M. Freedom, Education, and the Fund. M31

JUNG, c. G. Answer to Job. m86
JUNG, c. G. Two Essays on Analytical Psychology. M28
KARDINER, ABRAM, AND OVESEY, LIONEL The Mar\ of OpprCSsion'.

Explorations in the Personality of the American Negro. M141

LASSWELL, HAROLD PoUticsi Who Gcts What, When, How. M58
LEKACHMAN, ROBERT (ed.) The Varieties of Economics, Vol. I.

MG46A

LEKACHMAN, ROBERT (ed.) The Varieties of Economics, Vol. II.

MG46B

LERNER, DANIEL (ed.) The Human Meaning of the Social

Sciences. M64
MACDONALD, DwiGHT Mcmoirs of a Revolutionist. M56
MALiNowsKi, BRONisLAW Scx and Repression in Savage Society.

M15
NELSON, BENJAMIN (ed.) Frcud and the 20th Century. M45
PIAGET, JEAN The Language and Thought of the Child, mio
ROSE, H. J. Gods and Heroes of the GreeXs. M59
ROVERE, RICHARD H. Senator foe McCarthy. M98
scHUMPETER, JOSEPH Imperialism and Social Classes. M4
swADos, HARVEY (ed.) Ycars of Conscience: The Muc\raJ{ers.

M129
WILLIAMS, CHARLES Witchcraft. M62
WILSON, woodrow Congrcssional Government. M27
ziMMER, heinrich The King and the Corpse. M93

Hfsfory

acton, lord Lectures on Modern History, mi09
BooRSTiN, DANIEL J. America and the Image of Europe. M89
coulton, g. g. Medieval Panorama. mg2
d'arcy, m. c. The Meaning and Matter of History, mho
DAWSON, CHRISTOPHER The Malting of Europe. M35

DILL, SAMUEL Roman Society in the Last Century of the Western

Empire. MG31

DILL, SAMUEL Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius.

MG48

finley, m. I. The World of Odysseus. m68

GEYL, piETER Debates with Historians. M57

GEYL, PIETER Encountcrs in History, mi 14

<a.ATZER, NAHUM N. (ed.) Jerusalem and Rome: The Writings of

Josephus. MI06



GRANET, MARCEL Chificse CiviUzation. MG14

HASKiNS, c. H. The Renaissance of the 12th Century. M49

History i. M72
History 2. M83
History 5. M95
History 4. mi 17

HuiziNGA, JOHAN Men and Ideas. m6i

KiRKPATRicK, F. A. The Spanish Conquistadores. M146

LUETHY, HERBERT France Against Herself. mg8
MAYER, J. p. (ed.) The Recollections of Alexis de Tocqueville.

M82
mommsen, theodor The History of Rome. MG32

pirenne, HENRI Mohammcd and Charlemagne. M42
roeder, RALPH The Man of the Renaissance. MG17

RUNciMAN, STEVEN Byzantinc Civilization. M23
SAUNDERS, DERo A. (ed.) The Autobiography of Edward Gibbon.

Mill

seyfert, OSCAR Dictionary of Classical Antiquities. MG34
STERN, FRITZ (ed.) The Varieties of History. M37
TARN, w. w. Hellenistic Civilisation. M121

toynbee, ARNOLD CiviUzation on Trial and The World and the

West. M52
WOODCOCK, GEORGE Anarchism.' A History of Libertarian Ideas

and Movements. M133

Meridian Documents of American Hisfory

BARCK, OSCAR THEODORE, JR. (ed.) America in the World. M127
DIVINE, ROBERT A. (ed.) American Foreign Policy. M91
KiRWAN, ALBERT D. (ed.) The Confederacy. M76
KLiNGBERG, FRANK v/. (ed.) A History of the United States: From

186^ to the Present, mi 15

LEFLER, HUGH T. (ed.) A History of the United States: From
the Age of Exploration to 1865. mioi

Philosophy

BABBITT, IRVING Rousscau and Romanticism. M3
bosanquet, BERNARD A History of Aesthetic. MG36
BURKE, KENNETH A Grammar of Motives and A Rhetoric of

Motives. M143
BURNET, JOHN Early Greeks Philosophy. MG30
CLiVE, GEOFFREY The Romantic Enlightenment. M85



COHEN, MORRIS R. A Prejocc to Logic. M32
GUARDiNi, ROMANO The Death of Socrates. M138
HERBERG, WILL (ed.) The Writings of Martin Buber. M29
HUME, DAVID A Treatise of Human Nature, Book^ I: Of the

Understanding. M139
HUXLEY, ALDOus The Perennial Philosophy. M144
JAMES, WILLIAM Essajs on Faith and Morals. M130
JAMES, WILLIAM Pragmatism. mi6
KAUFMANN, WALTER (ed.) Existentialism from DostoevsJ{y to

Sartre. M39
KAUFMANN, WALTER NietZSche. M25
KONViTZ, MILTON R., AND KENNEDY, GAIL (eds.) The American

Pragmatists. mi05
MARiTAiN, JACQUES Creative Intuition in Art and Poetry. m8
MARSAK, LEONARD (ed.) French Philosophers from Descartes to

Sartre. MG40
MILL, JOHN STUART Utilitarianism, On Liberty, Essay on

Bentham. M140
MOLNAR, THOMAS The DccUnc of the Intellectual. M128
MONTESQUIEU The Persian Letters. M104

ORTEGA Y GASSET, JOSE On LoVC. M84
ROSS, w. D. Aristotle. M65
RUSSELL, BERTRAND An Outline of Philosophy. M97
SALOMON, ALBERT In Praisc of Enlightenment. M137

TAYLOR, A. E. Platoi The Man and His Wor\. Mcy
viGNAux, PAUL PhUosophy in the Middle Ages. m8i

woLFsoN, HARRY AusTRYN The PhUosophy of Spinoza. mgi6

ZELLER, EDWARD OutUncs of the History of Gree\ Philosophy.

M9
ziMMER, HEiNRicH PhUosophics of India. mg6

Religion (General)

BARTH, KARL Ansclm: Fides Quaerens Intellectum {Faith in

Search of Understanding). LA39

BOUYER, LOUIS Ncwman. M87

CAMPBELL, JOSEPH The Hcro with a Thousand Faces. M22

coGLEY, JOHN (ed.) Religion in America. m6o

DANiELou, JEAN God and the Ways of Knowing. M96

d'arcy, m. c. The Mind and Heart of Love. M26

d'arcy, m. c, gilson, etienne, et al. St. Augustine: His Age,

Life, and Thought. M51



DAWSON, CHRISTOPHER Religion and Culture. M53

DRIVER, s. R. An Introduction to the Literature of the Old

Testament. MG29

DUPONT-soMMER, A. The Essene Writings from Qumran. MG44

HAZELTON, ROGER (ed.) Selected Writings of St. Augustine.

LA37

LiETZMANN, HANS A History of the Early Church, Vol. I. mg26a

LiETZMANN, HANS A History of the Early Church, Vol. II. mg26b

MARiTAiN, JACQUES St. Thomas Aquinas. M55

MILLER, PERRY Jonathan Edwards. M75

PIKE, E. ROYSTON Encyclopaedia of Religion and Religions. MG37

REiNHOLD, H. A. (ed.) The Soul Afire. MG28

SMITH, w. ROBERTSON The Religion of the Semites. ML4

UNDERHILL, EVELYN Mysticism. MGI
WELLHAUSEN, JULIUS Prolegomena to the History of Ancient

Israel. MG35

WHITE, VICTOR God and the Unconscious. M120
WHITEHEAD. ALFRED NORTH Religion in the Maying. LA28

WILSON, EDMUND The ScTolls from the Dead Sea. M69

Of Carho/fc Interest

BouYER, LOUIS Ncwman. M87
BROWNE, E. MARTIN (ed.) RcUgious Drama 2: Mystery and

Morality Plays. la20

coGLEY, JOHN (ed,) RcUgton in America. m6o
DANiELou, JEAN God and the Ways of Knowing. M96
d'arcy, m. c. The Meaning and Matter of History, miio
d'arcy, m. c. The Mind and Heart of Love. M26
d'arcy, m. c, gilson, etienne, et al. St. Augustine: His Age,

Life, and Thought. M51
DAWSON, CHRISTOPHER The Maying of Europe. M35
DAWSON, CHRISTOPHER Religion and Culture. M53
GUARDiNi, ROMANO The Death of Socrates, mi38
HASKiNs, c. H. The Renaissance of the 12th Century. M49
HAZELTON, ROGER (ed.) Selected Writings of St. Augustine. LA37

MARITAIN, JACQUES Creative Intuition in Art and Poetry. m8
MARITAIN, JACQUES St. Thomas Aquinas. M55
MARTY, MARTIN E, A Short History of Christianity. LA24

REiNHOLD, H. A. The Soul Afire. MG28
viGNAUx, PAUL PhUosophy in the Middle Ages. m8i
WHITE, VICTOR God and the Unconscious. M120



Of Protestant Interest (Living Age Books)

BARTH, KARL Afiselm: Fides Quaerens Intellectum (Faith in

Search of Understanding). LA39

BARTH, KARL The Faith of the Church. la22

BERDYAEV, NICHOLAS DoStOCVsl^y. LA 1

5

ERDYAEV, NICHOLAS The Meaning of History. LA36

BOEHMER, HEiNRicH Martin Luther: Road to Reformation. LA9

BRiGHTMAN, F. E. (ed.) The Privotc Devotions of Lancelot

Andrewes. LA32

BROWNE, E. MARTIN RcUgious Drama 2: Mystery and Morality

Plays. LA20

BULTMANN, RUDOLF Primitive Christianity in Its Contemporary

Setting. LA4

BURROWS, MILLAR What Mean These Stones? LA7

cuLLMANN, OSCAR Peter: Disciple, Apostle, Martyr. la2I

DODD, c. H. The Meaning of Paul for Today. la8

FEY, HAROLD E. (ed.) How My Mind Has Changed. LA33

GILL, THEODORE (ed.) The Scrmons of John Donne. LA17

HALVERSON, MARVIN (ed.) RcUgious Drama i: Five Plays, laic

HALVERsoN, MARVIN (ed.) RcUgious Drama 5. LA27

HALVERSON, MARVIN, AND COHEN, ARTHUR A. (eDS.) A Handboo\

of Christian Theology, la 18

HAZELTON, ROGER (ed.) Selected Writings of St. Augustine. LA37

HOLL, KARL The Cultural Significance of the Reformation. LA25

INGE, w. R. Christian Mysticism. LA3

LEFEVER, ERNEST; MORGENTHAU, HANS (iNTRO.) EthicS and United

States Foreign Policy, la19

MARTY, MARTIN E. The Infidel: Freethought and American

Religion. LA34

MARTY, MARTIN E. A Short History of Christianity. LA24

NiEBUHR, H. RICHARD The Social Sources of DenominationaJism.

LAII

NIEBUHR, REiNHOLD An Interpretation of Christian Ethics, lax

NIEBUHR, REINHOLD Essays in Applied Christianity. LA26

NIEBUHR, REINHOLD Lcavcs from the Noteboohj of a Tamed
Cynic, la 13

Noss, LUTHER (ed.) Christian Hymns. LA38

OESTERLEY, w. o. E., AND ROBINSON, THEODORE H. An Introduction

to the Boohj of the Old Testament, ^lkt.},

OGDEN, SCHUBERT M. (ed.) Existence and Faith: Shorter Writings

of Rudolf Bultmann. LA29



OTTO, RUDOLF Mystictsm East and West. LA14

ROWLEY, H. H. Tkc Unity of the Bible. lai6

SAYERS, DOROTHY L. The Mind of the Ma\er. la2

TALON, HENRI A. God's Knotty Log: Selected Writings of John

Bunyan. LA31

THOMPSON, BARD (ed.) UtuTgies oj the Western Church. LA35

TiLLicH, PAUL The RcUgious Situation. la6

TROELTSCH, ERNEST Christian Thought, la 12

vissER 't hooft, w. A. Rembrandt and the Gospel. LA30

WHITEHEAD, ALFRED NORTH RcUgion in the Malting. LA28

WILLIAMS, CHARLES The Dcsccnt oj the Dove. LA5

Of Jewish Interest (Jewish Publication Society

Series)

ABRAHAMS, ISRAEL Jcwish Ufc in thc Middle Ages. JP4

ASCH, SHOLEM Kiddush Ha-Shem and Sabbatai Zevi. jpp

BAECK, LEO Judaism and Christianity. JP23

BARON, SALO w. Modem Nationalism and Religion. jpi8

BEiN, ALEX Theodore Herzl. JP30

BUBER, MARTIN For the Sa\e of Heaven, jpi

DUBNow, SIMON Nationalism and History: Essays on Old and

New Judaism. JP20

FiNKELSTEiN, LOUIS A^iba: Scholar, Saint and Martyr. JP25

GiNZBERG, LOUIS On Jcwish Law and Lore. JP26

GINZBERG, LOUIS Studcnts, Scholars and Saints. ^-92.

GRAYZEL, SOLOMON A History of the Contemporary Jews. jpi6

HA- AM, AHAD Selected Essays. JP29

HERBERG, WILL Judaism and Modern Man. jpio

HERTZBERG, ARTHUR (ed.) The Zionist Idea. JP17

HESCHEL, ABRAHAM JOSHUA God in Search of Man. jpy
HESCHEL, ABRAHAM JOSHUA The Earth Is the Lord's and The

Sabbath. JP28

HUSIK, ISAAC A History of Mediaeval Jewish Philosophy. JP3

KORN, BERTRAM w. American Jewry and the Civil War. JP24

LEWY, HANS; ALTMANN, ALEXANDER; AND HEINEMANN, ISAAK (eDS.)

Three Jewish Philosophers. JP13

LiPTZiN, SOLOMON Germany's Stepchildren. JP19

MARCUS, JACOB R. The Jew in the Medieval World. JP14

MARGOLIS, MAX, AND MARX, ALEXANDER A HistOry of the Jcwtsh

People. jp6



MODDER, MONTAGU FRANK The ]ew in the Literature of England,

JP15

PARKES, JAMES The Conflict of the Church and the Synagogue.

JP2I

ROTH, CECIL A History of the Marranos. JP12

SAMUEL, MAURICE Princc of the Ghetto, jpii

scHECHTER, SOLOMON Studies in Judaism. JP5

SPIEGEL, SHALOM Hebrew Reborn. JP27

STRACK, HERMANN L. Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash.

jp8

TRACHTENBERG, JOSHUA The DcvH and the Jews. JP22

Natural Sciences

DANTO, ARTHUR, AND MORGENBESSER, SIDNEY (eDS.) PhUoSOphy of

Science. M90
dampier, WILLIAM CECIL A Shorter History of Science. M47
GALTON, FRANCIS Hereditary Genius, mi34
IRVINE, WILLIAM Apcs, Angcls, and Victorians. M78
KOHLER, WOLFGANG The Placc of Voluc in a World of Facts.

MG19
NORTHROP, F. s. c. The Logic of the Sciences and the Humanities.

My I

PEARSON, KARL The Grammar of Science. ML7

General and Reference

BOLTiN, LEE Jail Kcys Made Here and Other Signs. mg2i

ELAM, SAMUEL MILTON Hornboo\ for the Double Damned. MG47

JEFFERY, GRANT Scicncc & Technology Stoc\s: A Guide for

Investors. MG41

KiRscHBAUM, LEO Clear Writing. MG38

The Meridian Compact Atlas of the World. M126
SEYFFERT, OSCAR Dictionary of Classical Antiquities. MG34

SIMON, KATE Ncw Yor\ Placcs & Pleasures: Revised Edition.

mgiSr

Webster's New World Dictionary of the American Language

{Concise Edition) MG25

Meridian Books are published by The World Publishing Company,

Cleveland and New York. For a free Meridian catalogue write to

Dept. AM, Meridian Books, 119 West S7th Street, N.Y.
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